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Abstract

In EU migration studies, sending and transit states’ compliance with destination states’
migration control policies is often explained as the result of the EU and the member
states successfully wielding pressure and persuasive bargaining power.
This thesis argues that sending and transit states do not cooperate because they are
persuaded to do so by the superior power and are subject to pressure exercised by the
EU member state, but because of a long bargaining process between the two countries
in which bilateral, multilateral, geopolitical factors and bargaining strategies all play an
important role. Migration control cooperation cannot be understood by just analyzing
the relations between the EU and its neighbourhood countries, but instead needs to be
analyzed in the terms of bilateral relations and the influence of linkages,
interdependence relations and embedded processes between EU members and
neighbour states. Moreover, by examining the terms and factors of migration control
cooperation between such pairs of states, I demonstrate how the latter can enhance their
bargaining position by cooperating strategically and conditionally.
Through an in-depth analysis of over twenty-five years of the Spanish-Moroccan
migration control cooperation I explain the reasons of Moroccan (non-) cooperation
over certain periods of times, geographical areas and measures, as well as the structure
of the terms of their collaboration.
The findings prove that Morocco has instrumentalized migration in order to obtain
bargaining power. In other words, through migration control cooperation Morocco has
gained power in economic, political, diplomatic, and regional terms. By applying a
strategic conditional cooperation on migration control, refusing to implement certain
migration control tasks, using the interdependence framework in its favour, taking
advantage of the international context and implementing a successful bargaining
strategy, Morocco has over the years become a key partner for Spain and the EU with a
strong and privileged bargaining position in the North-African, Mediterranean and
international arenas.
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INTRODUCTION
In August 2014, over 1,200 sub-Saharan migrants arrived on Spain’s Southern coasts in
less than forty-eight hours. Never before had so many irregular migrants arrived from
the Northern coasts of Morocco in such a short time. Indeed, the number of migrants
who reached Spain by boat between 10 and 12 August 2014 was half the total number
that arrived on the same coast throughout 2013. This flood of migrants caught
everybody unawares, and no-one, including the Spanish government, the media, or
researchers was able to offer a plausible explanation, since the Spanish-Moroccan
relationship and migration control cooperation had been progressively improved and
reinforced since 2003. In any case, despite not a single patrol by the Moroccan
Gendarmerie having monitored the Northern Moroccan shores for forty-eight hours, the
Spanish authorities reiterated their positive relations and strong cooperation with
Morocco.
My desire to understand this type of event led me to ask the following questions.
What factors explain the willingness of migrant sending states to comply with the
migration control policies of destination states? What are the terms of this migration
control cooperation? Why do sending/transit migrant states sometimes cooperate and
sometimes not? What are the factors that determine this (non-)cooperation? To what
extent do power dynamics play a role in this cooperation, and in which direction? And,
do migrant sending states ‘instrumentalize migration flows’ in order to obtain benefits
from receiving states?
This thesis examines the terms and factors of migration control cooperation between
EU member states and migrant sending/transit states, and demonstrates how the latter
can enhance their bargaining position by cooperating strategically and conditionally. I
do this by: 1) distinguishing and categorizing the different measures, approaches, and
degrees of cooperation; and 2) analyzing the bargaining strategies of both countries as
well as the reasons explaining this migration control cooperation within a broad
framework including international, economic, geopolitical and diplomatic factors.
An extensive body of literature focusing on the European Union’s migration control
policy toward its neighbours has analyzed the EU measures implemented to control
irregular migration, the typology and effectiveness of the means of pressure that the EU
uses to persuade its neighbours to cooperate and the approaches that ground the EU
migration control strategies. The predominant approach explains the sending/transit
15

states’ compliance with destination states’ migration control policies as the result of the
EU and member states successfully applying pressure and greater persuasive bargaining
power (Boswell 2003; Debenedetti 2006; Doukouré and Oger 2007; Guild, Carrera and
Balzacq 2008; Coleman 2009; Lavenex and Schimmelfennig 2009; Bensaad 2009;
Guild and Bigo 2010). This approach uses the concepts of ‘externalization’ or ‘extraterritorialization’ of migration policies to define the migration policy of both the EU and
its member states beyond their borders; clearly emphasizing the unidirectionality of
both implementation and influence from the EU to the migrant sending states. Another
group of scholars argues that other types of measures have been used to convince
migrant sending states to cooperate, such as the combination of positive and negative
conditionality or the implementation of network governance (Lavenex 2008). Finally, a
minority of scholars claims that, although the EU and the member states are more
powerful than their neighbouring countries, most of these neighbours cooperate in order
to use irregular migration and their compliance as ‘negotiation cards’ to obtain greater
negotiation power (El Qadim 2010, 2013).
Most scholars argue that the EU and member states have successfully managed to
implement a strategy of moving immigration controls outward towards the
Mediterranean and Maghreb transit/source countries of migration. The common view is
that through the transfer of migration control measures (such as readmission
agreements, joint patrols), a remapping of EU border logic is taking place, delocalizing,
stretching and expanding the EU borders (Lutterbeck 2006; Aubarell, Zapata-Barrero
and Aragall 2009; Casas-Cortes, Cobarrubias and Pickles 2014). Migrant sending states
are usually seen as the ‘Gendarmes of Europe’ (Elmadmad 2007; Belguendouz 2003,
2005; Lutterbeck 2006; Rodier 2006), since the EU’s and the member states’ primary
interest is cooperation on control of irregular migration (Dimitrovova 2010, 9; WaltonRoberts and Hennebry 2014, 202).
I argue that migration control cooperation cannot be understood merely by
analyzing the relations between the EU and its neighbourhood countries, but that it
requires an analysis of the terms of bilateral relations and taking into account the
influence of linkages, interdependence relations and embedded processes between a
member state and the neighbour state. Most studies focus on the EU migration control
strategy, overlooking the fact that migrant sending states’ compliance mainly depends
on the relationship between and interdependence of the third country and the member
state. Moreover, within this extensive literature, key elements to understand this
16

cooperation, such as the degree of cooperation and involvement of sending/transit
states, a typology of measures involved in migration control cooperation, and the scope
of the outsourcing and sent off-shoring of migration control measures, have not yet been
fully analyzed.
I examine the Spanish-Moroccan case in order to understand migration control
cooperation between a receiving and sending/transit state. I do this by focusing on two
main dimensions: power dynamics; and migration control policies between sending and
receiving states. Power dynamics between states can determine whether a receiving
state has enough influence to persuade a sending state to cooperate on migration control,
but also whether sending states can use the interdependence framework in their favour
in order to refuse to cooperate or to strengthen their bargaining power towards the
receiving state. In other words, I take into account the main aspects of power dynamics
influencing the bargaining game between receiving and sending states during the
establishment of migration control cooperation.
Moreover, I take a closer look at the migration control cooperation implemented by
Spain and Morocco by analyzing the typology of all the measures involved, by
identifying the multiple approaches on which these measures are based, by grading the
different degrees of cooperation and involvement of both states, and by assessing the
scope of the measures implemented.
With an in-depth analysis of the Spanish-Moroccan case and by implementing my
analytical framework, I explain why Morocco has decided to (non-)cooperate in certain
periods of time, geographical areas and on specific measures, as well as the structure of
the terms of collaboration between Spain/EU and Morocco on migration control. I
analyze over twenty-five years of Spanish-Moroccan migration control cooperation,
taking into account the influence of their bilateral relations, their interdependence
framework, and their bargaining strategies.
In this thesis, I demonstrate that Morocco has instrumentalized migration to obtain
bargaining power. In other words, through migration control cooperation, Morocco has
gained power in economic, political, diplomatic, and regional terms. I will describe how
in the last decade, Morocco has applied strategic conditional cooperation on migration
control, refusing to implement certain migration control tasks or refusing to carry out
others until Spain and the EU offered substantial or interesting forms of compensation.
Moroccan cooperation came only after a long process of bargaining and exchanges,
including instrumentalizing of irregular migration and migration control cooperation
17

(MCC), and strategies of issue-linkage or reversed conditionality. For this reason,
Morocco cannot naively be seen as the ‘gendarme’ executing Europe’s orders, but
rather as an EU partner and neighbour that bargains strongly and rejects implementing
EU migration policies when this run counter to its interests.
The core argument is that sending/transit states do not cooperate on migration
control because they are persuaded by the superior power and the degree of pressure
exerted by the EU member state, but rather as the result of a long bargaining process
between the two countries in which bilateral, multilateral, geopolitical factors and
bargaining strategies all play an important role.
In the particular case, Moroccan migration control cooperation with Spain (and the
EU) was not built and consolidated until the terms of the bilateral relationship and the
bilateral agenda had been renegotiated. This reconfiguration established new bilateral
terms beneficial for Morocco; not only because Spain would not use pressure or threats,
but also because Spain had to implement a foreign policy based on solidarity, respect,
investments and support for Morocco in order to consolidate the permanent cooperation
of Morocco on migration control.
Last but not least, I propose my own theoretical framework for examining the
EU/member states’ migration control cooperation with sending/transit countries. This
framework helps not only to evaluate (for example) the level of transfer of migration
control responsibilities from the destination state to the origin/transit states, but also to
measure the consequences of this bilateral cooperation on borders and sovereignty of
migrant sending states. By applying this framework to the Spanish-Moroccan case, I am
able to: 1) question the accuracy of the use of terms such as ‘externalization of borders’
or ‘externalization of migration policies’; and 2) to evaluate the unintended side effects
of the EU’s attempt to externalize its migration control policies to a country without
membership prospects, but with a desire to become a key partner. This framework
allows us to understand the migration control cooperation between two or more
countries better and, more specifically, the limits and challenges that the EU faces when
it deals with other neighbouring countries.
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Methodology
The conventional view holds that little can be learned from single cases, and that
“securing scientific evidence involves making at least one comparison” (Campbell and
Stanley 1966). However, by taking the Spanish-Moroccan case, I expect to do much
more than merely generate an initial hypothesis. My aim is to develop new theoretical
ideas that can be used for the evaluation and explanation of other cases (Rueschemeyer
2003). This thesis is not just a case study, but an in-depth analysis that can function as a
benchmark for the study of other migration control cooperation agreements between a
receiving and a sending country.
This thesis has been carried out by using a combination of qualitative methods,
based on principles of the Grounded Theory research method (Glaser and Strauss 1967).
This does not mean that I adopted a grounded theory approach, but that until the very
late stage in drafting this dissertation, I have been continuously collecting data,
repeatedly questioning and verifying my findings, in order to reinforce my conclusions
and arguments as well as the data supporting them.
Grounded Theory is a research method that operates almost the opposite way to
traditional research. Rather than beginning by postulating and developing a hypothesis,
the first step is data collection through a variety of methods. It is a methodology that
combines deduction and induction, data collection and theory in order to develop new
theories. At the same time, it keeps the data obtained previously in order to get back to
the starting point (Keating and Della Porta 2009). This methodology combines different
tools in order to implement its analytical operations, such as word-by-word inspection,
the generating of theoretical questions and possible answers to them (hypotheses), the
use of stimulating internal and external comparisons, and the exploration of similarities
and differences. In Strauss’ words (1987, 5):
The methodological thrust of the grounded theory approach to qualitative data is
toward the development of theory, without any particular commitment to specific
kinds of data, lines of research, or theoretical interests. So, it is not really a specific
method or technique. Rather, it is a style of doing qualitative analysis that includes
a number of distinct features, such as theoretical sampling, and certain
methodological guidelines, such as the making of constant comparisons and the use
of a coding paradigm, to ensure conceptual development and density.

These principles allowed me to question concepts and elements often taken for granted
in the literature on migration policies. Scientific theories “require first of all that they be
conceived, then elaborated, then checked” (Strauss 1987, 11), or the process of
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induction (actions that lead to discovery of a hypothesis that is, having a hunch or an
idea), deduction (drawing of implications from hypotheses or larger systems of them for
purposes of verification), and verification (procedures of verifying, whether that turns
out to be total or a partial qualification or negation). However, in the case of grounded
theory, the research does not end with verification, but rather, there is a “circularity”
that takes place between episodes of data collection and episodes of analysis. As Corbin
and Strauss (1990, 6) said: “In grounded theory, the analysis begins as soon as the first
bit of data is collected. By contrast, many qualitative researchers collect much of their
data prior to beginning systematic analysis. Here, the analysis is necessary from the start
because it is used to direct the next interview and observations.” With grounded theory,
“data collection and analysis are linked from the beginning of the research, proceed in
parallel and interact continuously” (Holloway and Wheeler 2002, 155). The “generation
of grounded theory is inherently circular in nature with data collection and analysis
taking place concurrently” (Hutchinson and Wilson 2001, 234).
The development of theory using Grounded Theory can be complex and protracted,
as was the case in completing this thesis. Indeed, the recollection and analysis of data
began seven years ago for a research project that I worked on before I had started my
PhD. For this reason, over the years, my goal of understanding the foundations of
migration control policies between receiving and sending states led me to repeatedly
question and verify the theories on EU migration control and the data I was collecting.
In order to explain how my research has evolved over the years, I should give a brief
explanation of how it started and its subsequent development It all began in 2008 when
I was part of the team drawing up the Euromesco paper 79 entitled ‘New Directions of
National Immigration Policies: The Development of the External Dimension and its
Relationship with the Euro-Mediterranean Process’, coordinated by G. Aubarell, X.
Aragall and Prof. R. Zapata-Barrero. In this study, I was responsible for drafting the
national report on Spain, which raised the idea that an externalization of border was
taking place, by describing the recent migration control agreements that Spain had
signed from 2004 to 2008 with North Western African States. It is this study that
motivated me to begin my doctoral research in 2008 (at Pompeu Fabra University under
the supervision of Prof. Zapata-Barrero), aiming to analyze from an ethical point of
view the externalization of borders. More specifically, my research has tried to evaluate
using the normative Global Justice debates, the consequences of the Spanish strategy of
externalization of migration policies implemented from 2003 to 2008 in Western
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African countries (with Mauritania, Senegal, and Morocco as case studies). My
approach was very Eurocentric, taking for granted that Spain and the EU were
successfully persuading these three countries to cooperate due to its superior power.
This is why I only focused on discussing the consequences of the externalization of
borders and migration policies without asking whether this externalization was actually
taking place and how.
However, when I was accepted as PhD student at the EUI in 2010 under the
supervision of Prof. Bauböck, and after analyzing Spanish migration control measures
in North Africa in more detail I realized that my research had three main problems:
First, the externalization of migration policies implemented by Spain in my three case
studies were very different from one another. While Mauritania and Senegal seemed to
have accepted cooperation along their coasts after a few meetings and agreements with
Spanish officials in 2006, Morocco was refusing to cooperate on several measures after
over a decade of Spanish demands. This make me think that an exhaustive analysis of
the terms of the externalization of migration policy was needed, before entering into a
normative discussion. Second, long before I could suspect that five years later I would
be using the concepts of bargaining chips and interdependence, the data I had on the
implications and influence of certain issues (such as Ceuta and Melilla and the Western
Sahara) in Spanish-Moroccan relations and migration control dimension, already
warned me that the Spanish-Moroccan case would prove more complex and difficult
than I previously thought. Third, by 2010 Italian-Libyan cooperation seemed to have
interesting similarities with the Spanish-Moroccan migration control cooperation
allowing me to carry out a much more interesting comparative study than analyzing the
migration control policies of the same member state in three different countries. All
three factors led me to change my research goals by leaving the cases of Senegal and
Mauritania in order to carry out a comparative study of Spain-Morocco and Italy-Libya,
and to abandon the idea of normative research in order to carry out an empirical
comparative analysis of the structure and terms of the Spanish and Italian
externalization strategies.
However, between 2011 and 2012, two factors pushed me to reconsider the aims and
perspective of my research. First, the Arab Spring and the subsequent political
instability in Libya and Tunisia led me to discard the option of carrying out a
comparative analysis of the Italian and Spanish externalization policies in the NorthAfrican countries. Second, my discussions with Prof. Cassarino, who always
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encouraged me to question the concept of externalization, my encounter with Nora El
Qadim (at the time a PhD student like me) during my period at Science Po Paris (who
explained research her research on the empowerment of Morocco through the use of the
readmission agreement negotiations with the EU), and finally, reading the book
Weapons of Mass Migration written by Prof. Greenhill (2010), which literally turned
the focus of my research upside-down. In other words, I realized that by adopting the
lens of externalization I was taking for granted the Spanish and EU power and
imposition on Morocco, focusing on one side of the coin, and concealing the tensions,
interests, conflicts and bargaining strategies that are deployed by the parties involved.
For this reason, by October 2012, while preparing my first fieldwork trip to Morocco, I
had three research aims: first, to understand the terms of Spanish-Moroccan
cooperation; second, to explain how this cooperation was built and its different stages;
and third, to analyze the consequences of this cooperation.
After over fifteen interviews with stakeholders during the first round of fieldwork I
decided that my thesis would consist of carrying out an extensive and in-depth study of
Spanish-Moroccan relations and migration control cooperation for a combination of
reasons. First, because irregular migrants have been trying to reach Spain since 1988,
which provided me with over twenty-five years’ data with which to study and analyze
the changes of migratory routes and the evolution of the bilateral cooperation in great
depth. Second, in the literature Morocco is presented as “the best student and Gendarme
of Europe” due to its landmark cooperation not only on migration control, but also on
other issues. However, after a brief stint of data collection, I came across numerous
‘unexplained’ cases” such as the one I used to illustrate the first paragraph of this
introduction. Moreover, the fact that thousands of migrants were still arriving every
year in Spain, in spite of the comprehensive migration control measures in place, only
increased my curiosity to understand the Spanish-Moroccan case. Third, since the mid2000s Spain has attempted to develop a broad strategy of migration control, combining
control measures with important investments in Morocco, aid for development, trade
integration and above all, different agreements for the promotion of admission policies.
Therefore, the Spanish strategy can be considered a benchmark that deserves to be
studied in order to understand other cases. Last but not least, my language skills (both
Spanish and French are native languages for me) were very useful when conducting
interviews in Spain and Morocco and also for reading Moroccan newspapers, or
speaking with and interviewing Sub-Saharan migrants in Morocco.
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During my fieldwork in Morocco in October 2012 and then in March 2013, I
conducted over thirty face-to-face semi-structured interviews as well as dozens of
informal talks and conversations with different actors. I went to several cities in
Morocco (Casablanca, Rabat, Tangier, Oujda, Nador, Beni-Ensar, and Marrakech) and
Melilla (Spain), collecting primary material, interviewing professors, researchers,
activists, several officials at the Spanish Embassy in Morocco including the
Ambassador, the EU Delegation in Morocco,1 politicians, Spanish and Moroccan
journalists, NGOs leaders and Sub-Saharan migrants. Moreover, I also carried out
participatory observation and interacted with migrants who were waiting for their
chance to reach Spain. (I met and talked with them near the Takaddoum district of
Rabat, during the 2nd Forum Social des migrants in Oujda 6-7 October 2012, as well as
outside the Melilla detention centre.)
Field research in the form of interviews and observation was an important part of
data collection and understanding the Spanish-Moroccan reality. The interviews were an
important source of gaining insight about how Morocco instrumentalizes migration and
bargains with Spain and the EU, and in turn, they were inspirational for questioning all
the mainstream theories about EU/Spain externalization of migration policies, but also
to generate new explanations and hypotheses, and to reassess the research from a
different angle.
For example, in several informal meetings with Spanish journalists they told me that
they all suspected that Morocco was instrumentalizing migration but that they did not
have clear evidence, documents or interviews to prove it. Moreover, these same
journalists were the ones who stressed, when the recorders were switched off, that
Spanish diplomats used to repeat the sentence “It is better not to make Morocco
angry”,2 meaning that the Spanish authorities preferred not to irritate or reprimand
Morocco for fear that it would stop cooperating on migration control.
In addition to this, each actor referred to a different date or event as the trigger factor
or the reason explaining why and how the bilateral migration control cooperation had
been built (see Chapters 4–5). This confirmed the need to carry out an in-depth analysis
of the evolution of migratory flows from Morocco to Spain, and to trace the evolution
of the Spanish-Moroccan relations and the bilateral MCC in detail.
1

Who I interviewed in March 2013 but the representative did not agree to being recorded.
One of these journalists dared to publish a couple of years after that conversation: see
http://lasmuertesdeceuta.eldiario.es/contexto.html#ctxt4.
2
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Unfortunately, I was unable to have access to the version of Moroccan officials. I
emailed and called the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Ministry of Internal Affairs
innumerable times, but to no avail. At the same time, I tried to meet representatives of
the main political parties in the Parliament, also with little success. They did not
respond to either my emails or answer my insistent calls to the official number on their
websites. Since I was already in my third year of my PhD, and since it was too late to do
an internship in the Spanish Embassy or an institution in Morocco that could give me
access to valuable contacts in the Moroccan institutions, I decided to use processtracing methodology (Vennesson 2010) to clarify the evolution of the SpanishMoroccan relationship and migration control cooperation (hereafter MCC). Process
tracing “involves the examination of ‘‘diagnostic’’ pieces of evidence within a case that
contribute to supporting or overturning alternative explanatory hypotheses. A central
concern is with sequences and mechanisms in the unfolding of hypothesized causal
processes. The researcher looks for the observable implications of hypothesized
explanations, often examining evidence at a finer level of detail or a lower level of
analysis than that initially posited in the relevant theory.” (Bennett 2010, 208).
Analyzing press articles in the Spanish newspapers El Pais, La Vanguardia, el Faro
de Ceuta y de Melilla, and El Mundo and the Moroccan newspapers Yabiladi and
Telquel, from the 1990s until today, I traced the main issues, events and periods of the
Spanish-Moroccan relationship, migration control cooperation, and changes of the
migratory routes from Morocco to Spain. Complementing the literature on the SpanishMoroccan relations with this long process-tracing method provided me with the
empirical material for Chapters 3–5, which trace the evolution of the Spanish-Moroccan
MCC, link it with other bilateral, geopolitical or international issues, and identify cases
of instrumentalization of migration and non-cooperation. By combining this process
tracing with an analysis of press releases from the Spanish and Moroccan governments
and ministries involved in migration cooperation, I have been able to delimit the
migration control measures implemented, the time of implementation and their
geographical location.
Notwithstanding, the process tracing was carried out in two stages. In the first stage,
I focused on analyzing the evolution of the migration flows and migration control
cooperation. I tried to identify the peaks or slumps in arrivals, successful or
unsuccessful mass attempts at the Ceuta and Melilla fences, mass arrivals by pateras or
cayucos in a short period of time, the changes of routes or methods used by irregular
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migrants. In parallel, I also singled out the meetings between the two countries for
migration control purposes, Spanish requests for cooperation or criticisms for the lack
of it, and the migration control measures being implemented unilaterally or bilaterally,
among other aspects.
This first stage resulted in two main findings. First, since the issue of irregular
migration from Morocco to Spain emerged in 1988 I had enough information and data
to describe the evolution of over twenty-five years of migration flows and migration
control cooperation (see Chapter 3). Second, the findings made me realize that the
migration control cooperation depended on the climate of the bilateral relation and was
consistently affected by the key issues, interests and conflicts involving Spain and
Morocco. For this reason, the second stage consisted again of process tracing,
identifying cases where key events or the situation regarding a certain bilateral issue
could had affected the cooperation on migration control. In this way, I went back to all
the past events and the evolution of the following issues from the 1990s until today: the
Fisheries Agreement, Ceuta and Melilla, Western Sahara, the Spanish islands near
Morocco, agricultural issues, and terrorism.
This historical and process-tracing analysis led me to analyze MCC from a different
perspective than the one usually taken in the literature. I carried out my research not
focusing exclusively on migration control measures, but analyzing them within a
framework in which many issues outside of migration played an important role. On the
technical side, I mainly used El País because it has free electronic access to all its
articles since the late 1980s. Moreover, it also allows me to use key words or phrases
(such as ‘irregular migration’, Ceuta and Melilla, Western Sahara), which is not the case
for other newspapers such as La Vanguardia or el Faro de Ceuta y Melilla. I checked
that all these events were also reported by other media, making sure that the same
version and data were given. This means that I read more than 3,000 short articles from
several electronic newspapers, searching for connections and causalities that the
academic literature might have omitted in their study of the Spanish-Moroccan
migration control cooperation. However, in this thesis only around 200 articles are
quoted in order not to overload the bibliography with newspaper references. Taken
together, all these sources allowed me to find enough cases of instrumentalization of
migration and non-cooperation by Morocco to draft Chapter 4, and to map and explain
the interdependence framework in Chapter 5.
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Finally, for Chapter 6, I combined findings of this process tracing with the analysis
of official documents from the EU institutions, Spanish and Moroccan Ministries
(among other institutions), as well as outputs from the interviews carried out during my
fieldwork. In this chapter, I also used counterfactual scenarios methodology to support
my argument that the Moroccan conditional cooperation on migration control has
increased its bargaining power over Spain and the EU (see Chapter 6).

Overview of the chapters

Part I of the thesis deals with the theoretical dimension of the analysis. Chapter 1 offers
an overview of the main approaches explaining MCC between destination and
origin/transit states. It examines the main reasons offered by each approach, ranging
from the view that European states and the EU persuade third countries to cooperate on
migration control by exerting pressure and their superior power, to the view that
migrant sending states cooperate in order to gain power, including the approach which
argues that cooperation is based on reciprocity and mutual exchange between the two
groups of states. In sum, this chapter sets out the main arguments, factors and conditions
that have been proposed to explain migration control cooperation between receiving and
sending/transit states.
Chapter 2 proposes a typology of all the measures involved in migration control
cooperation, identifies the multiple approaches that ground these measures, grades the
different degrees of cooperation and involvement of sending/transit states and assesses
the scope in which migration control measures are been outsourced and off-shored.
Moreover, I explain how the EU and member states cooperate or compete to obtain
third-country cooperation. I also present concepts such as interconnection,
interdependence and bilateral embeddedness that are indispensable for understanding
the Spanish-Moroccan relationship. Synthesizing the findings of both chapters, I
propose my own analytical framework for examining the migration control cooperation
of EU/member states with neighbouring states.
Part II deals with the empirical analysis of the Spanish-Moroccan relationship and
migration control cooperation. Chapter 3 introduces and summarizes the phenomenon
of irregular migration in Spain from 1988 until 2014, describing the main changes of
migratory routes, the actors involved and the main issues influencing the SpanishMoroccan relationship. This chapter carries out an in-depth analysis of Spanish26

Moroccan migration control cooperation, tracing the different stages of the cooperation
between the two countries and explaining the reasons for these changes.
Chapter 4 examines the power relations, external factors and interdependence
framework of the Spanish-Moroccan relationship. It evaluates how they have affected
and influenced irregular migration and migration control cooperation. I evaluate the role
that both irregular migration and MCC have played in the Spanish-Moroccan
relationship.
Chapter 5 looks at the Moroccan strategies to bargain and pressure Spain and the
EU using irregular migration and migration control directly or indirectly. This chapter
outlines and evaluates the cases of non-cooperation, instrumentalization and issuelinkages implemented by Morocco throughout these years.
Part III presents the centrepiece of the thesis, a concluding reflection on the role that
the interdependence framework has played on the Spanish-Moroccan bilateral
relationship and migration control cooperation, and the results of strategies used by
Morocco to gain bargaining power. Chapter 6 evaluates the empowerment of Morocco
over recent decades in relation to Spain and the EU. Based on the empirical evidence
collected in the previous chapters, I analyze the consequences and effects of Morocco’s
cooperation on migration control in relation to domestic political reforms and
democratization, economic development, Morocco’s international weight and role, and
its borders and sovereignty.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes by synthesizing and evaluating the findings of this
thesis and connecting the preceding analysis back to the theoretical framework
developed in part I. This chapter discusses the level of externalization of migration
policies and borders existing in the Spanish-Moroccan case and determines the terms
and factors in which the Spanish-Moroccan migration control cooperation can be
defined, pointing out the inconsistencies in the migration literature. Putting together all
the findings, Spanish-Moroccan case provides evidence for the need to take into account
power relations and geostrategic factors while dealing with and evaluating EU and
member states’ migration control policies in cooperation with third countries. By
assembling the findings of this research, I propose a theoretical framework for the
analysis and understanding of migration control cooperation between receiving and
migrant sending states.
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CHAPTER 1: MIGRATION
BETWEEN COUNTRIES

CONTROL

COOPERATION

Introduction
How do migrant destination states implement migration control measures in cooperation
with sending/transit migrant states? What are the terms of this cooperation? To what
extent do power dynamics play a role in establishing this cooperation and in which
direction? Why do migrant sending/transit states cooperate sometimes and sometimes
don’t? What are the factors that determine this (non-)cooperation?
There is an extensive literature focusing on the European Union’s migration control
policy toward its neighbours. This has analyzed important aspects, such as the EU
measures implemented to control irregular migration, the typology and effectiveness of
the pressure that the EU has used to persuade its neighbours to cooperate and the
approaches that ground the EU migration control strategies.
The literature contains several approaches and arguments to explain the cooperation
between the EU/member states and neighbours, and the factors which stimulate the
willingness of these neighbours to comply with migration control.
A predominant approach explains the sending/transit states’ compliance on
migration control as the result of the EU and member states successfully implementing
means of pressure and greater persuasive and bargaining power (Boswell 2003;
Debenedetti 2006; Doukouré and Oger 2007; Guild, Carrera and Balzacq 2008;
Coleman 2009; Lavenex and Schimmelfennig 2009; Bensaad 2009; Guild and Bigo
2010). This approach uses the concepts of the ‘externalization’ or ‘extraterritorialization’ of migration policies to define the migration policy of both EU and
EU member states outside their borders; clearly emphasizing the unidirectionality of
both policy influence from, and implementation by the EU toward the migrant sending
states. This literature presumes that the EU and its member states successfully use
conditionality a ‘stick and carrot’ approach to persuade third states to cooperate
(Guiraudon and Lahav 2000; Guiraudon 2003). Migrant sending/transit states’
cooperation is also seen as the result of EU external governance outside borders
(Lavenex 2004; Balzacq 2008; Lavenex and Wichmann 2009). This vision of presumed
European superior power, combined with observations of EU and member states
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funding of these migrant sending states for their cooperation on irregular migration
control (Dimitrovova 2010, 9; Walton-Roberts and Hennebry 2014, 202), has resulted
in these states being labeled the ‘Gendarmes of Europe’ (Belguendouz 2003, 2005;
Lutterbeck 2006; Rodier 2006; Elmadmad 2007).
A second approach calls into question the persuasive effectiveness of the EU and
member states by arguing that means of pressure were either not implemented or failed
to obtain the expected persuasive results (Lavenex and Wichmann 2009). For this
reason, other types of measures have been used to convince migrant sending states to
cooperate, such as the combination of positive and negative conditionality or the
implementation of a more horizontal and non-hierarchical type of cooperation such as
network governance (Lavenex 2008). Moreover, IR studies have examined the factors
explaining not only the willingness of third countries to cooperate, but also the
conditions necessary to promote cooperation between EU member states and third
countries.
Finally, a minority group of scholars, whose work inspired this thesis, claims that
although the EU and the member states are more powerful than their neighbouring
countries, most of these neighbours cooperate in order to use irregular migration and
their compliance as ‘negotiation cards’ to obtain stronger negotiation power (El Qadim
2010, 2013). This approach not only posits that EU persuasive power has been
overvalued, but also that migrant sending states have refused to cooperate on certain
issues and/or periods of time. The case of Libya has often been used as a clear example
of a sending/transit state that has benefitted from cooperating on migration control with
Italy and the EU (Pastore 2004; Cassarino 2010; Greenhill 2010; Gabrielli 2011).
This chapter offers an overview of the main approaches explaining MCC between
destination and origin/transit states. I analyze the main arguments and concepts that are
used for each approach, the strategies and types of measures that are being
implemented, and how the dynamics of power and bargaining impact cooperation.
The chapter is divided into four parts. In the first part, I briefly contextualize the
origins of migration control measures implemented by destination states abroad. The
second part summarizes the main points of the dominant approach. This claims that EU
migration policies currently implemented outside borders are being outsourced and
imposed upon migrant sending states. I present a general contextualization of concepts
such as the externalization of migration policies, external governance and extraterritorialization, together with a description of EU conditionality measures as
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explanatory factors in third-country cooperation. The third part describes the limits of
conditionality measures and presents cases where, notwithstanding EU and memberstate pressure, migrant sending states have refused to cooperate. It also describes
theories and types of cooperation in which roughly equal exchanges take place between
parties with unequal power. Finally, the last part of the chapter raises the idea that
migrant sending states ‘instrumentalize migration flows’ in order to obtain benefits from
receiving states, and that they empower their bargaining position through migration
control cooperation.

1. Contextualization and origins of migration control measures beyond
borders
In the 1990s, migration literature began to focus on migration policies that were
increasingly being implemented outside the territory of destination states. The visa
requirement prior to leaving the place of origin was taken as the first migration policy
measure implemented in this way (Hodgdon 1931; Zolberg 1997; Joppke 1999; Torpey
2000). It was also one of the first “unprecedented system(s) of remote control” of
migration flows (Zolberg 1999, 75) subsequently widely used by developed countries in
the 1990s.3
During the 1990s and the first decade of 2000, scholars (Guiraudon and Lahav
2000; Guiraudon and Joppke 2001, 13; Guiraudon 2003) began to study new types of
remote control measures, such as carrier sanctions. These policies were seen as shifting
states’ migration policy elaboration and implementation ‘up’, ‘down’, and ‘out’ (Lahav
1998, 678). These shifts were studied more in depth by Lahav (1998), who
distinguished three sets of third-party agents involved in the EU member-state migration
policies: international (above all migrant sending states), private, and local actors.

3

As Zolberg (1997) explained, the US already required all migrants arriving from overseas to have an
entry visa prior to boarding a US-bound vessel in the 1920s. To make this system effective, the US set up
a new body of consular officials with the authority to exercise gatekeeping functions (Hodgdon 1931,
cited in Zolberg 1999, 75). Similar measures were implemented by the UKduring the interwar period
(Torpey 2000, 38) or in the 1970s to reduce postcolonial migration flows coming from the Indian
subcontinent (Joppke 1999, 117). In the UK, instead of visas, a ‘passport system’ was used and
consolidated after World War II as a consequence of the protectionist and nationalist self-defense trends
in which North Atlantic countries were caught (Torpey 2001, 269). According to Joppke (1999, 117) a
“system of entry clearance” was introduced in 1969 as a “humane and effective way of relieving
congestion at the ports of entry, which “exterritorialized the processing of family reunification to the
Indian subcontinent”.
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Guiraudon and Lahav (2000) argued that since the 1980s and 1990s, immigration
policies have increasingly been drafted and implemented horizontally (by the ministries
of a state government), but also shifted upwards (or vertically) from the nation-state to
the EU, and outside the EU (with the support of international actors).4 They called this
vertical process the “internationalization of migration controls.”
By the early 2000s, the practices implemented ‘outside’ were already incorporated
into the category of migration ‘remote control’ policies due to their exclusive goal of
control and their aim to prevent migration at the source. As a consequence of these
policies, scholars argued that “buffer zones around post-industrial liberal democracies”
(Neuman 1996; Guiraudon 2000, 195) were being created, EU neighbouring countries
were being pressured to police their own “frontiers of poverty” (Freudenstein 2000,
172), or were being offered financial help in exchange for the return of undocumented
aliens (Guiraudon and Joppke 2001, 14).
Receiving states have shifted their border control measures outside their territory for
several reasons. First, after decades of costly and unsuccessful unilateral policies,
destination states finally realized that irregular migration flows could not be stopped
only with patrols and aircrafts in their own territory (and territorial waters). Destination
states inevitably ended up accepting the fact that they needed help and cooperation from
transit and sending states (Mitchell 1994; Guiraudon 2000; Boswell 2003).
Second, receiving states tried to avoid judicial constraints (Sassen 1996; Lahav
1998; Guiraudon 2000; Boswell 2003; Ryan 2010). The European Court of Justice has
no jurisdiction over national measures adopted for crossing borders or for agreements
signed with Maghreb countries on migration control issues. By acting outside EU
territory, member states’ avoided the Court’s jurisdiction.
Third, partisans of restrictive control policies “strategically push for the extension of
policy jurisdiction to venues where” NGOs or institutions sympathetic to migrant rights
“were less likely to oppose their views” (Guiraudon 2000; Guiraudon and Lahav 2000).
In other words, in this context of vertical policy-making member states can act and
adopt certain policies at the EU level without the usual constraints imposed by national
actors (NGOs and other national pressure groups).5

4

See also Lavenex (2006).
“The concept of venue-shopping emphasizes actors’ strategies, yet it also takes into account the rulebound context to which actors respond. Actors seek new venues when they need to adapt to institutional
constraints in a changing environment” (Guiraudon 2000, 258).
5
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A fourth reason is elections. Setting up effective traditional internal measures to
reduce irregular immigration would mean a costly expansion of state control and
surveillance over the individual. This might negatively affect voting, and lead to a loss
of electoral support (Geddes 2003). Thus, migration control measures implemented
outside the borders carry fewer electoral risks (Ahlback 2006, 14).
Finally, the last reason is linked to the European Union and the context of the
Schengen Area. As Schmitter (1969, 16) argued, in those cases in which different states
integrate into create a single unit, “integrating units will find themselves increasingly
compelled—regardless of original intentions—to adopt common policies vis-à-vis nonparticipant third parties”. This phenomenon can be described as an integration
‘spillover’ effect (Wolff 2007) and explains how the collaboration between member
states around common policies lead them naturally to cooperate on the external
dimensions of these policies or, in other words, to cooperate on the “externalization” of
internal policies.6 This cooperation was evident when, after the introduction of the
Single European Act and the abolition of internal barriers between Schengen members,
the EU and Schengen officials agreed to intensify judicial and police cooperation in
order to combat irregular migration (Boswell 2003, 622). This cooperation among
European interior ministries was built on the belief that national control instruments
needed “to be extended to fill the new loopholes created by the elimination of borders”
(Boswell 2003, 623).

2. Governance, persuasion power, and externalization
imposition of migration control on migrant sending states

and

the

Concepts such as the externalization of migration policies, external governance and
extra-territorialization have gained ground among scholars studying migration policies
implemented in or with neighbour countries. A considerable number of scholars seem to
think that the asymmetry of power between migrant receiving and sending states is a
key factor explaining why sending states cooperate on migration control. Four main
concepts have been used to refer to migration control policies implemented by

6

“Spillover refers, then, to the process whereby members of an integration scheme-agreed on some
collective goals for a variety of motives but unequally satisfied with their attainment of these goalsattempt to resolve their dissatisfaction either by resorting to collaboration in another, related sector
(expanding the scope of the mutual commitment) or by intensifying their commitment to the original
sector (increasing the level of mutual commitment) or both” (Schmitter 1969, 162).
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destination states outside their borders: external dimension, external governance,
externalization and extra-territorialization. In section 2.1, I define and examine these
concepts, offering an analysis of the underlying view of migration control cooperation
with transit/sending states.

2.1 The external dimension
The term ‘external dimension’ has been widely used by the European Union institutions
in documents, agreements and communications. It is used in reference to policies
seeking to create an internal area of freedom, security and justice while supporting the
political objectives of the EU’s external relations (Rodier 2006). The term ‘external
dimension’ refers to all aspects of the EU engagements and policies directed towards,
across and beyond its borders.
Rodier (2006, 8) considers that the term ‘external dimension of migration policies’
is of limited value, arguing that since the 2004 Hague Programme, the EU has moved
gradually from a phase in which border and migration control “was incorporated in
relations with third countries to a phase in which the EU was partially exporting the
management of its borders to those countries and transferring its responsibilities in the
area of asylum.”
Boswell (2003, 2005) uses the term ‘external dimension’ for migration and asylum
EU policies implemented through cooperation with transit and migrant-sending
countries which address migration management dilemmas. According to her, this
cooperation can take two distinct approaches: the approach of externalization of
traditional tools of migration control and the preventive approach. The first follows the
logic of engaging “sending and transit states in strengthening border controls,
combating illegal entry, migrant smuggling and trafficking, or readmitting migrants
who have crossed into the EU illegally” (Boswell 2003, 619). The preventive approach
refers to policies which try to change the root causes of migration and to provide
protection for refugees closer to their countries of origin. Measures such as development
aid, trade and foreign investment are included in this approach.7
7

It is nevertheless curious to observe that a couple of years after distinguishing the two approaches of
external dimension, Boswell (2005, 13–14) renamed “externalization of traditional domestic or EU
migration control” (the termed she used in 2003), calling it instead the “restrictive approach”. She defined
the restrictive approach as repressive measures typically involving “the exportation of domestic or EU
level control measures to third countries” (now avoiding the term “externalization”). This could be
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Therefore, the term ‘external dimension’ implies the existence of cooperation
between receiving and migrant sending states, an externalization or exportation of
traditional migration control measures, and the promotion of EU foreign policy and
development policies that are generally labelled ‘EU external relations’ (Lavenex and
Uçarer 2004; Boswell 2005; Debenedetti 2006; Balzacq 2008; Aubarell, Zapata-Barrero
and Aragall 2009; Lavenex and Wichmann 2009; Duvell 2011; Yildiz 2012).
Notwithstanding this, the term does not clarify to what extent or how these
migration control measures are being ‘externalized’ or ‘exported’, to what extent and
where they are being relocated to, and to what extent there is a transfer of responsibility
and burden-sharing during the implementation of such measures. Moreover, in terms of
power relations, while the concept of external dimension appears to be neutral, it clearly
refers to European interests, goals and implementation.

2.2 External governance
‘External governance’ is a term frequently used by scholars as an alternative to ‘external
dimension’ and explicitly recalls the existing power superiority during the
implementation of the European migration policies in cooperation with third countries
(Gaenzle 2008; Lavenex and Schimmelfennig 2009; Kunz, Lavenex and Panizzon 2011;
Korosteleva 2012).
Lavenex (2004) uses this concept to refer to cases where the institutional/legal
boundary is shifted beyond the circle of member states. There are, she argues different
levels of institutional expansion, ranging from limited forms of participation (in sectorspecific organizations such as agencies or committees, etc.), to full integration into the
EU, in which case the relationship becomes one of internal governance. She refers to the
legal expansion when parts of the European Community (EC)/EU legal order or the
acquis communautaire are transposed upon non-member states. For Lavenex, external
governance refers to “the extension of the legal boundary of authority beyond
institutional integration. In contrast to co-operation under an international agreement or
convention, external governance takes place when parts of the acquis communautaire
are extended to non-member states” (Lavenex 2004, 683). Therefore, “an issue may
become a matter of EU external governance if the Union has been granted
evidence of the continuous problems and confusion that scholars face while using and distinguishing the
terms of externalization, exportation, extra-territorialization or external dimension.
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responsibilities in this area and has the institutional competence to act in external
relations” (Lavenex 2004, 687).
Some of the measures to promote EU external governance on migration issues are:
the competences to sign agreements on JHA (Justice and Home Affairs) issues granted
to the Union under the Amsterdam Treaty, the Euro-Mediterranean Partnerships and the
EU’s bilateral Association Agreements with countries such as Morocco and Tunisia.8
Balzacq (2008, 2) defines external governance “as a cluster of processes by which
an entity A regulates, manages or controls the behavior and, in certain circumstances,
identities and interests of an entity B, in context C.” He agrees with Lavenex (2004,
686) when she says that the external dimension of the JHA of the EU is an attempt “to
expand its sphere of governance in particular in areas which have become securitized
inside and where vulnerability is attributed to developments in the third countries in
question” (Lavenex 2004, 686). Therefore, the EU external governance refers to the
export of systems of EU governance to third countries, that is, the export of the acquis
communautaire (Wolff 2007, 83). This export or transfer of rules helps to ensure third
countries’ cooperation through the implementation of a foreign policy instrument:
governance by conditionality. Clearly, “external governance by conditionality
presupposes the existence of a clear supranational acquis to be exported as well as
strong leverage on the part of the Union” (Lavenex and Wichmann 2009, 85). In other
words, it presupposes EU success in imposing its superior bargaining power to induce
third-country compliance.

2.3. Extra-territorialization
Rijpma and Cremona (2007, 12) dislike the term ‘external governance’ arguing that in
legal terms the boundary does not really move in the sense that there is no increase in
the EU’s legal jurisdiction. Instead they stress that third countries adopt parts of the EU
acquis and values in their own legal orders and suggest the term ‘extraterritorialisation’, to refer to “the way in which the EU and its member states attempt
not only to prevent non-Community nationals from leaving their countries of origin, but
also to ensure that if they manage to do so, they remain as close to their country of
origin as possible, or in any case outside the EU territory” (2007, 12). This concept
8

For more information: see the Euro-Mediterranean Agreement establishing an association between the
European Communities and their member states, and the Republic of Tunisia (OJ 1998, L 97, 30/3/1998),
and the Euro-Mediterranean Agreement with Morocco (OJ 2000, L 070, 17/03/2000).
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includes EU measures to push back its external borders, whilst simultaneously ensuring
that if unwanted migrants do manage to enter the EU, they will be repatriated or
removed to ‘safe third countries’ (Rijpma and Cremona 2007, 12). In order to do this,
receiving states try to implement as much immigration control activity as possible
outside their own territory, either in the territory of other states, or in international
waters, where the presumption is that states lack jurisdiction (Gil-Bazo 2006, 573; Ryan
2010, 3). Generally, the term extra-territorialization is used to study remote control
practices, and specifically, EU border control measures carried out at a distance from
concrete material/geographical limits (Balzacq 2008, 2).
The extra-territorialization of migration policies (in terms of interaction between the
Community legal order and the domestic legal order of third countries) can also refer to
the implementation of three different categories of measures (Rijpma and Cremona
2007, 13–14). First, it can be used to describe actions carried out by the EU
independently of third countries but affecting their legal order and the position of thirdcountry nationals outside EU territory. Measures in this category may include visa
policies, carrier sanctions or even Frontex9 operations outside EU borders. The second
category refers to external Community actions that require the consent or active
cooperation of a third country. Measures in this category may include an immigration
liaison officers’ network (Lavenex and Uçarer 2004, 418; Rijpma and Cremona 2007,
14), Frontex operations that take place in territorial waters of the third country, or an
effective return policy. Finally, the last category consists of promoting the adoption of
the EU acquis by third countries in their own domestic legal orders. This could be done
through formal accords, such as association agreements. As Rijpma and Cremona
(2007) point out, the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) embraces all three
categories of actions for three reasons. First, it was created and approved by the
Commission independently of the will of third countries. Second, it promotes bilateral
relations between the EU and non-EU countries, trying to influence their internal and
external policies. Last but not least, the ENP acts under the institutional framework of
Association Agreements or Partnerships and Cooperation Agreements that assure the
monitoring of ENP Action Plans.
Ryan and Mitsilegas (2010) point out that extra-territorial control measures combine
a mixture of legal and non-legal factors. Non-legal factors include the prevention of
9

The European Agency for the Management of Operational Cooperation at the External Borders of the
member states of the European Union – Frontex.
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irregular migration and security and the relationship with third countries, while legal
factors consist of the avoidance of international law and domestic law guarantees. Most
of these extra-territorial control measures are visa requirements, pre-embarkation
controls, repatriation and interception at sea. Measures such as intercepting boats on the
high seas, or in the territorial waters (and jurisdiction) of third countries, not only
trigger the applicability of the non-refoulement principle, but are also seen as an
extension of the destination state’s power (Klug and Howe 2010; Mitsilegas 2010).

2.4 The externalization of migration policies
The term ‘externalization of migration policies’ is used by scholars who study EU
migration policy outside its borders and in cooperation with third countries (Wolff
2007, 83; Godenau 2014, 127). From the economic point of view, the term
externalization refers to “a transfer of a business function to an external entity, requiring
a degree of coordination and trust between the outsourcer and this external entity”
(Rijpma and Cremona 2007, 12). In immigration terms, externalization refers to
‘outsourcing’ aspects of immigration control towards sending and transit countries
(Boswell 2003). Notwithstanding, Rijpma and Cremona (2007) consider this term
inappropriate to define EU migration policy outside its borders. They argue that when
transposed to the analysis of EU migration policies, “aspects of the EU’s migration
policy which have considerable effects outside the EU’s territory nonetheless do not fall
within this concept (externalization)”, namely some of the policies implemented outside
of the EU borders independently of the involvement of third countries (Rijpma and
Cremona 2007, 12). For example, from their point of view, the EU’s visa policy has an
important external dimension but not externalities, as these consequences are entirely
intended. However, it is important to have in mind the difference between the concept
of ‘externalization’ (seen as the transfer of a function), and the term ‘externality’.
Externality is seen as the consequence (positive or negative) of an economic activity
affecting an unrelated third party (Buchanan and Stubblebine 1962).
Debenedetti (2006, 1–2) argues that the externalization of migration policies implies
a five-point strategy: 1) the implementation of elements of the national system that have
international implications, such as the creation of camps or detention centres for
migrants, outside and inside borders; 2) increased emphasis on external borders and
combating irregular immigration, such as measures for border control, erection of
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fences, patrols; 3) measures to repatriate ‘irregular’ migrants, readmission agreements,
and transport to third countries; 4) proposals for processing asylum claims outside
European territory, e.g., in a regional protection area and transit processing centres; and
5) action on ‘root causes’ and an attempt to link migration and development. Doukouré
and Oger (2007) define the externalization of migration policies of the EU as:
“the reproduction of European internal migration policy at the external level, which
entails burden-sharing in the policing of European borders with bordering countries,10
and the setting up of migration management policies in the countries of origin,
particularly concerning illegal migration, in line with European interests. (Doukouré and
Oger 2007, 2).”

There are different positions regarding whether the term refers exclusively to
securitarian practices or also encompasses ‘preventive measures’ addressing the root
causes of migration and refugee flows. Sterkx (2004, 21) and Papadopoulos (2007, 98)
see the externalization of migration policies as a set of three strategies, all of which have
a securitization perspective. First, the strategy of remote control which refers to the
transfer of border controls to third countries and/or border countries. Second, remote
protection, which attaches increased emphasis to the extra-territorial dimension of the
protection of refugees. Third, the emphasis on capacity building in certain sending and
transit countries, which mainly include transfer of expertise, surveillance technology,
equipment and institutions (Samers 2004; van Munster and Sterkx 2006). Therefore,
Sterkx (2004) and Papadopoulos (2007) not only exclude from their definition measures
to fight the root causes of migration flows, but also consider externalization as basically
a set of strategies of outsourcing and transferring migration management measures to
third countries.
However, several scholars prefer to consider the externalization of European asylum
and immigration policy as a strategy based on two pillars: the relocation of border
procedures; and the transfer of responsibilities. In other words, the externalization of
migration policies can be seen as:
“the EU’s plan to ‘relocate’ outside its territory certain border control procedures; and
its plan to hold third countries accountable, through the transfer of responsibilities, for
the consequences of its obligations in relation to the application of its international
commitments or the choices it has made in relation to the management of migratory
flows.” (Rodier 2006, 10)
10

For Collett (2009, 43) the concept of burden-sharing “refers to the need to balance the effects of these
commitments by deviating from the strict letter of the law through, for example, the re-location of
asylum-seekers who arrive in one particular region of the EU. Countries, which do not uphold their
commitments, cannot then call for their burden to be shared. This is particularly pertinent for Italy and its
refusal to accept spontaneous arrivals over the summer”.
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Mechanisms that relocate border control procedures are carrier sanctions, immigration
liaison officer networks, interception at sea and protected entry procedures, while
measures that transfer responsibilities to third countries are the externalization of the
asylum process, readmission agreements, joint patrols or emigration control of sending
states. Similarly, De Genova, Mezzadra and Pickles (2015, 19) define border
externalization as:
“the process of territorial and administrative expansion of a given state’s migration and
border policy to third countries. The process is based on the direct involvement of the
externalizing state’s border authorities in other countries’ sovereign territories, and the
outsourcing of border control responsibilities to another country’s national surveillance
forces”.

Yet all these terms share a common point; all scholars using them consider that the EU
and member states are exercising pressure, conditioning, governing or compelling third
countries to cooperate on migration management. Bargaining power or negotiation
capacity of third countries is omitted from these definitions, and refusal to cooperate or
the existence of a frame of equal exchange and negotiation process does not seem to
take place.

2.5 Strategies of pressure and conditionality measures
According to the literature the ‘conditionality strategy’ (Smith 1998; Schimmelfennig
and Sedelmeier 2004; Hughes, Sasse and Gordon 2004; Schimmelfennig 2008; Lavenex
and Wichmann 2009; Trauner 2009) is one of the main tools used by the EU to make
non-member states cooperate on certain issues and to pursue certain objectives
(Lavenex and Uçarer 2004; Lavenex 2008). In the case of migration cooperation, a
receiving state will reward a sending state when the agreed migration control objectives
are achieved, and will remove this reward if the sending state fails to cooperate
(Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2004, 663).
There are two types of conditionality strategies (Smith 1998, 2005), ‘positive
conditionality’ and ‘negative conditionality’. In a context related to border control
cooperation, positive conditionality occurs when a migrant receiving state promises (or
rewards) benefits from the sending state if it meets the condition of controlling its
borders. ‘Negative conditionality’ would mean that the receiving state would reduce,
suspend or cancel agreements or investments (or threaten to do so) that benefited the
sending state if the sending state did not fulfill the condition of controlling its borders.
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Lavenex and Wichmann (2009) and Trauner and Kruse (2008) argue that the present
EU migration control cooperation with EU neighbour countries is framed within a
‘conditionality game’ context (Wolff 2007, 16). Migration experts have described how
the EU and the member states make aid for development or trade agreements
conditional upon the efforts and willingness of migrant sending states to cooperate on
migration control (Boswell 2003; Hayes and Bunyan 2003; Valluy 2009; Gabrielli
2011, 250), or the signing and respecting of readmission agreements (Hurwitz 2003;
Lavenex and Uçarer 2004; Cassarino 2005; Carrera and Hernández Sagrera 2009).
The first case of conditionality used by the EU for migration control was at the
Seville Summit in June 2002, when the Presidency insisted on the need to speed up the
negotiations and conclusion of readmission agreements. The Presidency urged that:
“any future cooperation, association or equivalent agreement which the European Union
or the European Community concludes with any country, should include a clause on
joint management of migration flows and on compulsory readmission in the event of
illegal immigration.”11

This Council established the creation of strict conditionality between the fight against
irregular migrantion and international cooperation as an issue on top of the European
agenda (Hurwitz 2003, 17). During the Thessaloniki European Council in 2003, the EU
member states stressed “the importance of developing an evaluation mechanism to
monitor relations with third countries which do not cooperate with the EU in combating
illegal immigration.”12
A policy that combines rewards and punishment in influencing the behaviour of a
state/actor is often described as a ‘carrot and stick approach/policy’. It is generally
applied in the field of IR (classified in the category of ‘hard power’ actions) referring to
the use of military and economic coercion by a state, upon another weaker state, to
induce it to cooperate. The EU has used ‘carrots’ such as offered trade agreements, visa
facilitation, investments or development aid, while the threats of economic sanctions,
reduced funding, or halting negotiations on important issues such as the Association
Agreement have been some of the ‘sticks’.
In the European context, the ‘carrot and stick’ approach has mainly been used to
describe EU policies towards EU candidates or ENP countries. In fact, the ENP itself
11

Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament on a Common
Policy on Illegal Immigration COM (2001) 672 final p.25.
12
Council of the European Union, Thessaloniki European Council, 19-20 June 2003, Presidency
Conclusions, 11638/03, Brussels, 1 October 2003, p. 5.
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has been described as a ‘carrot and stick’ policy, trying to create a sphere of shared
values and cooperation with states around the EU. In this policy, “the stick is the EU’s
pressure for democratic, economic, law, etc. reforms in the neighbourhood countries,
and the carrot is the benefit resulting from the participation of the ENP countries in the
integration process” (Kopeček 2011, 6).13

3. Limits of conditionality and necessary conditions for state cooperation
Several scholars agree that the EU and some member states are implementing an
externalization of migration policies and conditionality strategies, but argue that in
certain cases these measures run into difficulty or are not very effective. In this third
part, I describe the main limits of the externalization and external governance
implementation. Moreover, I analyze IR studies that identify several conditions and
factors crucial for understanding the willingness of states to cooperate.

3.1 Limits of conditionality
Conditionality measures have been very useful for promoting ‘Europeanization’ or
integration processes. In this sense, the EU uses ‘membership’ with EU candidates, as
an “ultimate goal/reward (…), conditional to the adoption and implementation of EU
rules”, in order to influence or stimulate EU candidates (Kirisci 2007, 1). Central and
Eastern European countries are a good example. They only began to comply with
human rights and democratic EU requirements when an explicit accession offer was
made by the EU.
Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier (2004) consider that there are three conditions that
explain the behaviour of a candidate country to adopt rules: “the size and speed of
rewards”, “the credibility of threats, and rewards” (conditionality), and “the size of
governmental adoption costs”. However, as already pointed out, these conditions may
not be sufficient to explain the effectiveness of conditionality in ENP countries, since
the EU cannot use the attractiveness of membership with ENP countries (European
Neighbourhood Policy) since they have no membership prospects (Schimmelfennig

13

Because there is no prospect of ENP countries becoming EU members, President Prodi made the
famous promise in 2002: “everything but institutions” referring to the chance for ENP countries to have
the same treatment and economic advantages of EU membership, except for participation in EU
institutions.
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2005, 2). The impossibility of using membership as a carrot/reward, and the fact that
these countries are governed by authoritarian regimes, explain why EU conditionality is
ineffective in promoting democracy and human rights in North-African ENP countries
(Schimmelfennig 2005, 2–3).
The problems in applying sanctions and the ineffective results of pressures led to a
search for incentives and positive conditionality “aimed at strengthening third countries'
interest in and capacity to cooperate” (Pastore 2004, 5). For this reason, the EU has used
sticks and carrots that are migration-related (e.g. visa facilitation), or general and nonmigration related (e.g. trade, investment, human rights reforms, etc.) depending on the
interests of the neighbour country. For example, Triandafyllidou and Maroukis (2012)
explain how Albania was rewarded for its cooperation on readmitting its own nationals
from Greece with visa liberalization with the EU since January 2011. However, this
clear combination of carrot and stick policies does not always work in the case of other
neighbouring countries.
Smith (2005) is critical that current conditionality measures implemented by the EU
in ENP countries are increasingly condition-free (without the use of threat and negative
conditionality). The outcome, she explains, is inconsistent when negative conditionality
is not used (Smith 2005, 26) because positive and negative conditionality cannot be
used exclusively. Putting it metaphorically,
once ‘carrots are consumed’ (the benefits offered and taken up), there must be a way to
keep up the pressure on third countries to continue with, or at least not reverse, reforms.
Conditionality, in other words, is necessarily one coin with two sides. (Smith 2005, 26)

Moreover, the context of North-African EU neighbours and the proper rationale of the
ENP are additional obstacles for the effectiveness of conditionality measures.
The ENP was framed in terms of Europe’s interest (Del Sarto and Schumacher 2005)
in close cooperation with neighbour countries on the issues of criminal activity and
irregular immigration (Smith 2005; Johansson-Nogués 2007; Pace 2007). This is why
the EU has been unable to use conditionality to promote political change. Without the
chance to use the ‘accession incentive’, and with its interest in stability and fear of
Islamic movements (Baracani 2005, 61; Pace 2007, 668), the EU has been prevented
from using not only conditionality to promote political changes, but also other elements,
such as migration control cooperation.
The need for the EU and its member states to have politically ‘stable’ neighbours
combined with the fear of specific phenomena existing in, or coming from, Africa is
very important when trying to understand EU policy on migration flows. In other words,
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the need for the political stability of the ENP, and the EU’s fear of unstoppable irregular
migration flows from Africa, explain why the EU does not really put pressure on, or use
negative conditionality, to induce Morocco’s cooperation on migration control.
Pastore (2004) argues that the use of negative conditionality, such as cutting aid or
reducing certain trade benefits, could be counterproductive. It might not only provoke a
negative response from the sending states (by ‘opening’ its borders and letting migrants
emigrate to the EU), but also “such actions might encourage populist opposition to
cooperation and even fuel political and economic instability. Such instability could
become, of course, a likely emigration trigger” (Pastore 2004, 5).
The EU’s fear of instability in neighbouring countries led it to motivate migrant
sending states to cooperate through positive conditionality and incentives. In other
words, the EU uses rewards, instead of threats, strategically in order to motivate third
countries into cooperation. Del Sarto and Schumacher (2005, 22) have pointed out that,
“while the Barcelona Process (theoretically) introduced the principle of ‘negative
conditionality’, the Neighbourhood Policy is explicitly based on the principle of positive
conditionality.”
Lavenex and Uçarer (2004, 422), offer three explanations for the role of
conditionality in the establishment of cooperation on migration control. First, “the form
of institutional affiliation between the EU and the third country”. Second “the degree of
‘fit’ or ‘misfit’ between EU policies and domestic arrangements in the third country,
(…) and, third, the strategic interplay of interest constellations within the domestic
institutional framework of the third country in promoting or opposing closer
approximation to the EU.”
However, most of the literature supports the idea that migrant sending states
cooperate on migration control, persuaded by these conditional rewards (Lavenex and
Uçarer 2004, 424; Schimmelfennig and Sedelmeier 2004, 663; Gabrielli 2011, 248), and
without considering that the EU might have to give a carrot first in order to obtain a
third state’s compliance. Many scholars, in turn, overlook the likelihood that migrant a
sending state’s compliance may be explained by reasons unrelated to negative or
positive conditionality.
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3.2. Types of external governance
Contrary to the mainstream position, a number of authors explain that in some cases
third countries reject binding commitments or refuse to cooperate under EU pressures
(Lavenex 2008; Cassarino 2010; El Qadim 2010). Current EU negotiations with third
countries on visa facilitation, conditioned by readmission clauses, are clear evidence of
such non-cooperation. It is true that negotiations on such matters between the EU and
Eastern ENP countries, such as Ukraine and Moldova, have been quite successful.
However, this has not been the case with Mediterranean ENP countries, in which after
years of negotiations, no agreement has yet been signed.
As Lavenex (2008, 951) points out, on immigration control policies, nonhierarchical means are implemented in cooperation with countries such as Morocco,
because “the EU lacks the competence and resources to act hierarchically and because
of the strong enforcement and distribution problems involved.” For this reason, network
governance is promoted in the ENP countries, with horizontal measures and inclusive
policy-making models. In this case (Mayntz 2005 in Lavenex 2008, 940) “the notion of
network delineates the horizontal, participatory, flexible and inclusive structure of
governance frameworks in contrast to the vertical, bureaucratic notion of hierarchical
government.”
Indeed, there are three main types of governance; hierarchical, market, and network.
Hierarchical governance refers to a:
“mode of co-ordination characterized by a strongly legalized and institutionalized
asymmetric interconnection between the EU and a third country; (…) we talk about a
hierarchical mode of external governance when the role of European (i.e. supranational)
law is strong, when the conduct of a non-member state is bound by the predetermined
obligations of the acquis communautaire, and when there is an independent judicial
review of the conduct of the non-member state. (Lavenex, Lehmkuhl and Wichmann
2009, 815)”

This type of governance is characterized by a profound asymmetry between the EU (the
ruler) and the third country (the ruled) with little chance for the latter to negotiate.
Market governance describes a mode of coordination with relatively weak formal
relationships. There are low levels of legalization and institutionalization, no legal
commitment to co-operation, the contents of cooperation are subject to negotiations, and
there is no systematic monitoring of compliance. Despite the asymmetry of power
between the two parties, relations are formally horizontal and non-exclusive, and
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interaction occurs on a more ad hoc and decentralized basis (Lavenex, Lehmkuhl and
Wichmann 2009).
Finally, network governance is a mode of coordination with process-oriented,
horizontal, voluntary and inclusionary attributes. In this case, despite the dominance of
the strongest party, it consists of participatory openness in decision-making processes
and practices. This allows the weakest party to select the topics on which it wants to
cooperate and to put its own priorities on the table. To be successful, network
governance also presupposes a certain degree of decentralization, resources and civil
society empowerment (Lavenex 2008, 940; Lavenex, Lehmkuhl and Wichmann 2009).
In line with this idea, Smith (2005, 23) proposes the concept of ‘engagement’ for a
foreign policy strategy that builds close ties between the governments, (and/or), civil
societies (and/or), business communities of two (or more) states. She distinguishes
between this strategy and conditionality measures arguing that this strategy implies ties
rather than strings, and a bottom-up strategy instead of a top-down one. The
effectiveness of this strategy relies primarily on building economic links and
encouraging trade and investment instead of using coercion to persuade the third
country.
In a similar vein, Gaenzle (2008, 6) assesses the EU mode of governance in the ENP
countries as communication governance: “communication is a relatively loose mode of
governance based on voluntary participation and adaptation. Instead of imposing legally
binding rules, communication-based measures support national policy-makers looking
for regulatory best-practices to solve policy problems.” This unstable context, the need
for adaptation and constant communication and negotiation, explains why member
states engage in a strategy of informal exchanges with migrant sending states and
informal patterns of bilateral cooperation (Cassarino 2007), such as administrative
arrangements, exchanges of letters and memoranda of understanding.
However, although these authors talk about loose modes of governance and
horizontal cooperation, this perspective still supports the idea that hierarchical networks
and unidirectional policy-transfer are implemented through a one-sided exchange of
‘best practices’, equipment and ‘training’ (Lavenex 2008). As Lavenex explains, when
the third country lacks prior domestic legislation or governance capacity that to counter
unilateral policy export, or when networks are used to compensate for a lack of
leverage, asymmetries of influence prevail, thereby contributing to the maintenance of
the EU’s dominant position.
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3.3 Crucial factors and conditions for the willingness of states to
cooperate with each other
To understand the apparent willingness of third countries to cooperate, we need to
analyze the contributing factors from an IR perspective. For decades, IR approaches
have debated states’ preferences, goals and behaviours towards other states. One of the
main theories of IR, realism, has argued that states always act in accordance with their
self-interest, and therefore have the will to cooperate when doing so would maximize
their individual power and benefit their self-interest (Waltz 1979). Theories of
neoliberal-institutionalism, in turn, consider that states cooperate when they believe that
doing so would both benefit their situation and also reduce their transactional costs and
uncertainty (Keohane 1989). The third main approach, constructivism, supports the idea
that states opt to cooperate depending on the social context and the way they see each
other, and that they will therefore cooperate on common problems on the basis of shared
objectives, norms and principles.
Although IR theory has discussed these issues for a long time, only a few studies
have applied these divergent perspectives to clarify the necessary conditions that the EU
needs to convince its neighbours to cooperate.
To promote cooperation between the EU and third countries, Barbé et al. (2010)
argue that there are two necessary conditions: leverage; and the mutual perceptions of
legitimacy of the EU and a third country.14 However, while studying the cooperation
terms between the EU and Eastern neighbours such as Russia and Belarus, Hernández
Sagrera and Korneev (2012) demonstrate that the “EU only promotes its norms when it
is powerful enough or offers sufficiently tempting incentives and its norms are
perceived as legitimate by neighbouring countries. Hence, it is the least likely pattern to
take place”. Moreover, they also explain that the cooperation of third countries is not
explained by an extension of the EU acquis, but as a result of an “ad hoc cooperation
depending on the structure of power between an EU and the third country concerned”.
The power structure is also an important factor in Castan Pinos’ (2014) explanation
of the level of cooperation of Maghreb countries. As he explains, only a few EU
14

Hernández Sagrera and Korneev (2012, 3) define leverage as the structure of power existing between
the states involved, “as well as the offer of incentives that might counterbalance this structure of power”.
They define the mutual perceptions of legitimacy as the way “actors cooperate according to their
perception that a norm is legitimate enough to be adopted”.
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migration objectives have been achieved because EU pressures have not succeeded in
persuading its neighbours to comply fully. From Pinos’ perspective, countries such as
Morocco do not cooperate fully because they think that EU goals and aims do not
benefit them, and do not correspond to their national interests. However, he still thinks
that Maghreb neighbours’ motivation to cooperate stems from rewards such as
Advanced Status, but also from “the threat that non-collaboration in the EU’s fight
against unauthorized migration may jeopardize their relationship with the EU” (Castan
Pinos 2014, 143). He points out that EU power and influence in the international arena
is decreasing, and predicts that in a not too distant future the EU will no longer be able
to implement ‘Euro-centric’ policies.
In addition to these problems, Weinar (2011, 1) argues that the EU faces four further
challenges to implementing an effective EU external policy in cooperation with third
countries:
“1) the limited ability of the EU to define its migration policy with its twenty-seven
sovereign states; 2) tensions between the national and supranational level in the EU as
regards international cooperation on migration; 3) the diverging interests and priorities
of sending regions and/or partner countries; 4) the limited implementation capacities of
the EU and its member states, as well as of partner countries.”

Zeilinger (2011, 87) has proposed five factors explaining the willingness of states to
cooperate with each other. The first three are based on Hasenclever, Mayer and
Rittberger (2000, 17). First, the perception of power relations, defined as the bargaining
power in interstate negotiations. Second, the historic relations between states and
experience with former cooperation, which determine the extent of credibility of
announced threats and rewards. Third, the expectations and allocation of potential cost
and benefits in order to gain or lose power in relation to other cooperative partners
(cost-benefit calculation). Then Zeilinger proposes two additional factors explaining the
creation of common institutions: first, individual salience of the respective policy issue
(extent of politicization) and, second, the insistence on norms and principles to agree on
common policy regulation stressed by the international community (international
normative pressure).
Yet, as Zeilinger (2011, 82) explains, these five factors are influenced in the
international arena by other elements such as negative externalities, unexpected
circumstances, or crucial external events and changes within the international system
that can change the preferences and choices of the countries involved. Zeilinger is also
cautious when it comes to clarifying the traps or confusion related to these criteria. For
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example, he makes the point that bargaining power can be defined as the power and
ability of a state to bring another state into line with its interests and objectives. Four
conditions are identified as key determinants of bargaining power: 1) bargaining chips;
2) institutional power; 3) credibility; and, 4) international actors.
By bargaining chips, Zeilinger refers to the state’s control over resources that can be
used as incentives in negotiations. Bargaining chips define the incentives that an actor
can offer in negotiations in order to obtain his demands.
Institutional power refers to power over outcomes, i.e. a country’s capacity to carry
out coercive actions to coerce another country into acting in its strategic interest.
Credibility determines a state’s willingness to agree with another state on the mode
and structure of cooperation, and to accept political conditionality as well as strong and
binding commitments. Thus, credibility consists of the trust and sympathy an actor feels
towards another actor. Conditions of credibility are historic relations and current
interconnectedness between states.
Finally, the impact and role of other actors in the international arena must also be
taken into account since they can change the interests, decisions and power of the
cooperating parties.
Overall, Zeilinger (2011, 76) proposes that actors need continuous cooperation
within an institutionalized framework in order for them to identify and understand each
other’s preferences and values. In his opinion, “long-term relationships increase the
credibility and confidence of actors, which leads to more integrative, cooperative
problem-solving than that created through competitive actions.”

3.4 Externalization
integration

as

external

stimuli

for

enlargement

and

In IR studies, the term ‘externalization’ has been used (Schmitter 1969; Haas and Rowe
1973; Ginsberg 1989) to explain a foreign policy option, implemented by a regional
organization, and executed in response to outside pressures from eligible non-members
who want to join the club. In other words, the term is used to define the impact of
‘external stimuli’ (pressure by non-members) on the development of European
Community foreign relations. Ginsberg (1989) considers enlargement as a type of
foreign policy action, resulting specifically from the process of ‘externalization’. In the
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case of the EC, the process of externalization explains that non-members press the EC
to act as a unit.
“The EC responds to outside pressures related to the impact of the internal market and
its policies by expanding membership to applicants; offering association and preferential
trade accords, development assistance, partnerships and dialogues with other regional
blocs; or opposing external demands that it cannot accommodate.” (Ginsberg 1999, 437)

The concept of externalization in IR also refers to the process whereby the members of
a regional organization develop a common position in their relations with non-members
(Jørgensen-Dahl 1982, 37). As Schmitter (1969, 16) argued, in cases where different
states integrate to create a single unit: “integrating units will find themselves
increasingly compelled—regardless of original intentions—to adopt common policies
vis-à-vis non-participant third parties”. Therefore, from an IR perspective,
externalization does not refer to non-member states being pressured by the EU, but to
internal pressure in the EU to create a common external policy.

4. Empowerment through cooperation or migration
cooperation viewed from the other side of the coin

control

In contrast with those scholars who take the unidirectionality of influence and
domination from member states towards neighbour countries for granted, there is a
minority of scholars who have shown that migrant sending states instrumentalize
migration and compliance in order to pressure and influence the EU and the member
states. Through migration control cooperation, migrant sending states become
empowered and strengthen their bargaining position.

4.1 Instrumentalization of migration
The concept of the ‘instrumentalization of migration’ is used to describe migrant
sending states’ use of migrants as a ‘geographical income’ to pressure Europe (Bensaad
2009, 19).15 This instrumentalization has been considered as a blackmailing strategy by
developing states, or as a “measure of bargaining or wrangling” of sending states with
European member states (Morice 2009, 210).16
As early on as thirty years ago Teitelbaum (1984, 447) predicted that “sending
countries may have more control over outmigration than was previously thought and
15
16

The term commonly used by Francophone authors is ‘rente géographique’.
Translation from Morice (2009): “un moyen de marchandage avec les pays européens”.
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indeed may visualize it as a kind of ‘national resource’, to be managed like any other”.
Teitelbaum proposed that “outmigration may be encouraged to improve or stabilize
domestic economic or political conditions, thereby providing what is known as the
‘safety valve’ of emigration”. However, what he did not predict was that some years
later Maghreb countries would promote ‘illegal emigration’ (in order to increase the
bid), and at the same time repress it (to show goodwill) in order to obtain economic,
political or diplomatic compensations (Morice 2009, 211).
Despite being largely ignored in IR literature, migrant sending states use migration
flows as a tool to coerce, threaten or pressure other states. One of the main IR works
proving this is Greenhill’s (2010), Weapons of Mass Migration: Forced Displacement,
Coercion, and Foreign Policy. Greenhill shows, by using cases from three different
regions (Latin America, South-East Europe and North-East Asia), how developing
countries exploit and manipulate population movement in order to obtain benefits from
other states. Greenhill also analyses the Libyan case, explaining how Gaddhafi
threatened the EU that he would allow irregular migrants to reach the European coast
from Libyan territory if the EU kept up its economic embargo.
In August 2010, Colonel Gaddafi threatened the EU institutions that he would “turn
[Europe] black” unless the EU paid Libya at least €5 billion a year to block the arrival
of irregular immigrants from Africa.17 In October 2010, Cecilia Malmström, European
Commissioner for Home Affairs, announced increased financial support for Libya’s
reforms amounting to a total of €60 million for the period 2011–2013.18 According to
the European Commission, these funds were intended to improve Libya’s health sector,
to support economic development, and to assist the Libyan administration modernize
(European Commission 2010; Paoletti and Pastore 2010, 20). Libya obtained resources
and equipment from Italy to control migration flows, but by cooperating on migration
control Gaddafi also obtained the suspension of the economic embargo and international
legitimacy (Perrin 2009).19
Sub-Saharan African countries are also on the list of countries that have used
migration as a ‘blackmailing tool’. Gabrielli (2011) describes it very well when he says
17

Colonel Gaddafi’s exact words were: “Tomorrow Europe might no longer be European and even turn
black as there are millions who want to come”.
18
European Commission (2010) European Commission and Libya agree on a Migration Cooperation
agenda during high level visit to boost EU-Libya relations.
19
Perrin (2009) reminds us that Gaddafi received official visits of different European leaders such as
Blair, Berlusconi, Schröder and Chirac, as well as the opportunity to pay its first official visit in fifteen
years outside the African continent when he visited Brussels in 2004.
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that sub-Saharan countries such as Senegal and Guinea-Bissau have publicly declared
their good intentions to cooperate with European member states in controlling
migration, but at the same time have reminded them of their need for economic
assistance and resources in order to do so.20 Some African leaders have used migration
to maintain their democratic or authoritarian power. For example, the Senegalese Prime
Minister, Abdoulaye Wade, used the €20 million contribution by Spain for Senegal’s
cooperation on migration control for his electoral campaign (Morice 2009, 211;
Gabrielli 2011, 391).

4.2 Empowerment
conditionality

of

migrant

sending

states

and

reversed

It is clear that the EU and its member states are more powerful militarily and
economically, and have a stronger bargaining position than southern ENP countries
such as Morocco. However, at present the literature on European migration policies
outside EU borders (and EU migration policies in cooperation with third countries) is
influenced by a historical-structuralist perspective. Migration scholars (consciously or
unconsciously) carry out their research with the premise that the unequally distributed
political power in the international system and global capitalism act to perpetuate
inequalities and to reinforce a stratified economic order (Cardoso and Faletto 1979).
The IR perspective is that instead of experiencing a progression toward development
and modernization, poor countries are trapped by their disadvantaged position within an
unequal geopolitical structure. This in turn perpetuates their poverty and their weaker
position relative to stronger states. Moreover, scholars who agree with this point of view
believe that powerful capitalist states act to perpetuate their political, economic and
trading superiority in relation to other countries in order to protect their own economic
interests and the stability of the geopolitical order. Capitalist states perpetuate their
stability and superiority by using all means possible (including military force) to combat
any threat. Yet as Vaclav Havel said (1985, 36–122), “the powerful are often not as
powerful as they appear to be and the powerless are not as powerless”. In this vein,
realist IR scholars argue that there are resources that matter regardless of where and
how the exercise of power takes place (Morgenthau 1948, 270; Waltz 1979, 131), and

20

See Gabrielli (2011) pp. 367, 390.
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that influence is a psychological relationship, always relative, situation-specific and
highly dependent on the skills of the actors (Morgenthau 1948, 270; 1982, 48).
Power is often defined as follows: “A has power over B to the extent that A can get
B to do something that B would not otherwise do” (Dahl 1957, 202). From my point of
view, it is important to note that sometimes the exercise fails, or takes time, several
negotiations or protracted exchanges in order to make B do what A wants. In such
cases, A is not as powerful as he initially thought. I have previously described some
examples in which the EU or its member states had needed several years of negotiations
and exchanges in order to convince Maghreb countries to cooperate on migration
control. Consequently, we must ask to what extent the EU has actually persuaded
Maghreb countries to cooperate. Conversely, to what extent have Maghreb countries
used migration as a tool to empower themselves to and gain bargaining power vis-à-vis
the EU?
In

responding

to

these

questions,

Greenhill

(2010)

studied

cases

of

instrumentalization of migration, but also theorized them. She uses the term “coercive
engineered migration” (migration-driven coercion) (2010, 2) to define cross-border
population movement that is deliberately created or manipulated to induce political,
military and/or economic concessions from a target state or states. She admits that this
type of coercion may not be a strong coercive instrument, but argues that it is still useful
due to two particular vulnerabilities of liberal democracies (p. 60): 1) their
commitments to human rights, which constrains the ability of states to control their
borders; and, 2) the transparent and inherently conflicted nature of political decisionmaking within these states. Greenhill analyzes different crises in which important
migration flows were used by a state to coerce another one, and explains:
“…in a wide variety of international arenas, weak actors view the generation of crises
as a necessary precursor to negotiations with their more powerful counterparts. Crises
generation represents one of the few arenas in which weak actors may possess relative
strength vis-à-vis their targets. After intentionally generating crises, weak actors can
offer to make them disappear in exchange for financial or political payoffs. (…) In the
face of such crises, a shared bargaining space may develop rapidly where before there
was none. Indeed, strong actors who were previously unwilling to even talk to, much
less negotiate with, their weaker counterparts will often abruptly temper or reverse their
positions in the face of clear and present crises. (…) Generating a crisis can help level
the playing field, enhance the credibility of weak actors, increase the potency of their
threats, and thereby improve their coercive capabilities in several distinct ways.”
(Greenhill 2010, 28–29)

Therefore, following Greenhill’s arguments, we can argue that power relationships in
international systems begin to break down or change when weaker states develop a new
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sense of their own worth in relation to stronger states, so that what they had once
accepted as natural becomes unacceptable. Paoletti (2010, 75), inspired by Keohane’s
theory, argues that the weaker party may have limited obligations compared to the
stronger party. Taking the case of Italy-Libya, he explains how during the readmission
agreement negotiations, Italy was in the weaker position and incurred the greater
political and financial costs. This was a situation of unequal reciprocity to Libya’s
advantage, because Italy was in a ‘vulnerable’ position for two reasons. First, in order to
reduce irregular migration flows, Italy had no other choice than to cooperate with Libya.
Second, Italy incurred tangible and intangible costs (such as public opinion or loss of
credibility in the European dimension) as a result of ensuring Libya’s commitments.
Some scholars think that several migrant sending states are gaining power thanks to
their proactive involvement in EU migration control policies (Cuttita 2010; Paoletti
2010; Cassarino 2010). Cassarino (2009, 2010). They suggest that this empowerment
takes the shape of international credibility and regime legitimacy. It puts these states in
a stronger position in migration and border management talks where they express their
own views, expectations, and conditions.21 Bilateral and multilateral cooperation on
border control policies between northern and southern Mediterranean states (e.g. the
Morocco-Spain and Italy-Libya bilateral cooperation, or Frontex operations and
projects) have created “unprecedented links of interdependence” (Cassarino 2009, 2)
between different agencies and institutions of receiving, sending and transit states. This
interdependence and the efforts and results of sending states’ cooperation (the
‘efficiency card in migration’, Cassarino 2009) explain the empowerment of these
countries.
Moreover, the fact that some economically poor African countries have a
strategically stronger negotiating position due to the EU’s ‘desperate’ need to control
migration has been called a ‘reversed conditionality’ (Schmid 2003; Warning 2006;
Cassarino 2009; Trauner and Deimiel 2013). Schmid (2003, 29) argues that this concept
“sums up the situation where the donor, who is theoretically in a position to impose
rules on the recipient country, is driven, mainly for political reasons, to accept and
enforce the latter’s interpretation of them”. Trauner and Deimiel (2013) uses the term to
explain an improvement in the strategic negotiation position of Mali vis-à-vis Spain and
21

In the literature, several of the countries that are considered to be empowered by their cooperation on
migration control are from the South Mediterranean: Morocco, Algeria, Libya, Tunisia, Turkey, and
Egypt.
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France on migration issues, while Warning (2006, 53) uses it to explain how the
Turkish government has insisted that it will not meet its obligation until the EU first
honours its own commitments.
The prospect of a stronger state sometimes being the more vulnerable party in
negotiations now seems more realistic. In situations of asymmetry, the apparently
weaker party is not necessarily the losing party in negotiations. During the negotiation
process, the weaker party can also implement counter-strategies (Rubin and Zartman
2000), such as using dialogue to request exchanges, creating stages of resistance,
obstruction or abstention (Daoudy 2006), or by constantly delaying, prolonging or
avoiding agreement (El Qadim (2010) calls this “avoid agreement strategy”).
Therefore, in this thesis the term empowerment refers to the situation where state A
improves its position in the following two aspects. First, in relation to a particular other
state. In this sense, indicators such as an increasing interdependence between these two
countries, or a strengthened bargaining position of state A vis-à-vis state B are evidence
of this empowerment. In this case, we need to analyze whether or not the negotiating
position of state A improves in such a way that it can not only express its own views,
expectations, and conditions, but also has the power and ability to make state B behave
in line with its interests and objectives.
Second, there is empowerment of state A at the international level when we can
observe a gain in international credibility and regime legitimacy over time, but also its
increasing power and influence at the regional level, and an increasing role at the
international level regarding current and key international issues.
On both dimensions we need to identify the main interests, preferences, priorities
and bargaining chips of state A and state B in order to determine more accurately to
what extent their bargaining position, but also their influence at the international level
has really increased.
Finally, in order to evaluate the empowerment of a migrant sending state through the
use of migration control we need to evaluate to what extent this state has improved its
position in the bilateral and international dimensions and to try to link this
empowerment with its role, participation and instrumentalization of migration control.
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5. Conclusion
In this chapter, I have presented a review of the literature for the different arguments
and approaches explaining MCC between destination and origin states. I started with a
general contextualization of the concepts used by the dominant position in the literature
claiming that destination states impose and outsource their migration policies to sending
states. Concepts such as the externalization of migration policies, external governance
and extra-territorialization support the view that destination states are successfully
imposing, expanding and transferring their migration control policies to sending/transit
migrant states.
A second group of scholars, mostly from the IR field, have analyzed the
implementation of externalization and external governance in more detail, and have
pointed out the serious limitations and problems faced by destination states when they
try to persuade sending states to comply on migration control. Conditionality measures
and pressure do not seem to be very effective. Moreover, we have identified a range of
indispensable conditions, criteria and factors for sending states to cooperate. All these
elements are taken into account in the following chapters in order to determine the
reasons and terms of the Spanish-Moroccan MCC.
Finally, I present arguments and cases to support the idea that migrant sending states
not only refuse to cooperate, but also ‘instrumentalize’ irregular migration in order to
obtain tangible and intangible economic, political and diplomatic benefits. Moreover,
when migrant sending states do comply, it is in order to strengthen their bargaining
position with the EU and the member states. In other words, these states seek
empowerment through cooperation.
To sum up, this chapter has framed the main arguments, factors and conditions that
have been proposed to explain migration control cooperation between receiving and
sending/transit states. However, in this extensive literature, what has not yet been
analyzed is the degree of cooperation and involvement of sending/transit states, a
typology of all the measures involved in MCC, and an assessment of the scope of
outsourcing and offshore implementation of migration control measures.
In Chapter 2 I clarify and distinguish all of these elements when presenting a
proposal of my own analytical framework for the examination of the EU’s and its
member states’ MCC with Maghreb countries. This framework, together with an in57

depth analysis of the Spanish-Moroccan MCC case, allows me to explain why Morocco
decided to cooperate (or not) in certain periods of time, geographical areas and on
specific migration control measures, as well as to determine the structure of the terms of
collaboration between Spain/EU and Morocco.
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CHAPTER 2: AN ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK TO EVALUATE
MIGRATION CONTROL COOPERATION BETWEEN STATES

Introduction
This thesis is motivated by, and integrates, the analysis of two issues: power dynamics
and migration control cooperation (between sending and receiving states). Power
dynamics between states can determine whether a receiving state has sufficient
influence to persuade a sending state to cooperate on migration control. Yet, as I explain
in Chapter 1, sending states can also use the interdependence framework in their favour
to refuse to cooperate or to strengthen their bargaining power with the receiving state. In
Chapter 1, I analyze how the influence of power relations on MCC between receiving
and source states are seen from different perspectives, and I also examined the limits
and problems of each approach.
However, a closer look at migration control cooperation is needed. The following
elements are necessary for a full analysis and have not yet been sufficiently developed
in the existing literature: 1) a typology of all MCC measures; 2) an identification of the
multiple approaches on which measures are based; 3) ranking the degrees of
cooperation and involvement of sending/transit states; and 4) an assessment of the scope
of ways in which MC measures are being outsourced and sent offshore.
The goal of this thesis is to determine the structure of the terms of cooperation
between Spain and Morocco on migration control by: 1) distinguishing and categorizing
the different measures, scope and types of cooperation; 2) analyzing the bargaining
strategies of both countries (including the instrumentalization of migration); and 3)
examining the reasons and factors explaining this cooperation within a broad
framework, in which international, economic, geopolitical and European factors
(including trade, fishing agreements, terrorism or sovereignty disputes such as the
Western Sahara issue), all play an important role.
This chapter disentangles the ambiguous concept of the externalization of migration
policies, clarifies the different approaches of migration policies, measures and levels of
outsourcing and off-shoring, and distinguishes between the terms externalization of
borders, externalization of migration control, and externalization of migrant’s rights.
This allows me to build a framework to understand MCC between two or more
countries by being able to: a) evaluate the level of transfer of migration control
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responsibilities from the destination state to the origin/transit states; and, b) measure the
level of externalization of borders that takes place.
Moreover, EU migration studies have predominantly focused on the necessary
conditions to promote EU cooperation with third countries, neglecting the importance of
bilateral relations (between a single member state and the third country). Conflicts
within or improvement of these bilateral relations can trigger MCC, as I argue in this
thesis. In this chapter, I explain how the EU and member states cooperate or compete to
win a third country’s cooperation, and I present concepts, such as interconnection,
interdependence and bilateral embeddedness, that are crucial when studying the
Spanish-Moroccan relationship in the following chapters.

1. The externalization of migration policies: an overlap of strategies,
interests, approaches and measures
Studies analyzing migration management policies implemented by the EU and its
member states in cooperation with third countries have not yet reached a clear
consensus on which approach to follow or the range of measures that structure this
strategy. Moreover, most of the studies have omitted the fact that EU and member-state
strategies and interests may overlap or even conflict when these migration policies are
implemented.

1.1 Different approaches to migration policies outside borders?
In the literature on EU migration policies in cooperation with third countries there is a
tendency to see the EU migration policies outside EU borders mainly from a
securitarian or control perspective (van Selm 2002; Boswell 2003; Lavenex 2006). In
this view, these policies consist of forms of cooperation of EU member states with
sending and transit states that basically externalize tools of domestic or EU migration
control (Boswell 2003, 619). Some scholars refer to this as the ‘remote control’
approach (as conceptualized by Zolberg, 2003).22 This approach is based on security
concerns and tries to ensure that migrants are stopped before their arrival in the territory
of a receiving country (or even before they leave the territory of a sending country). In

22

On remote control see also Guiraudon (2003).
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other words, it tries to restrain the movement of potential migrants before they leave the
origin or transit state.23
In contrast, there is the ‘root cause approach’. This does not try to restrain the
movement of migrants, but to reduce the push factors motivating them to leave their
home countries (Gent 2002), such as endemic violence, human rights violations or
disparities in living standards and poverty. The idea is inextricably bound up with
notions of development, poverty alleviation, and conflict reduction (Castles and van
Hear 2011, 287). The ‘root cause approach’ relates more directly to innovative tools,
developing preventive mechanisms that address the causes of migration (Papadopoulos
2007; 98), such as development aid.24 This approach is linked to the so-called
‘migration-development nexus’ (Nyberg-Sorensen, van Hear and Engberg-Pedersen
2002), according to which, migration policies should contribute to development and
poverty-reduction. However, although both approaches have the same objective, i.e. the
development of third countries and the fight against the root causes of migration, they
do not agree on the means to obtain them. While the ‘migration-development nexus’
perceives the linkages between migration and development as a positive aspect
(Lavenex and Kunz 2008), the root causes approach mainly focuses on eliminating the
factors that make people migrate with policies implemented in the country of origin. In
other words, in this approach:
“migration is no longer seen as a ‘problem’, but as a ‘tool’ for development (…) the aim
is to manage migration and harness migration and remittances in such a way as to
increase their impact on development in the countries of origin” (Lavenex and Kunz
2008, 441).

Between these two approaches, Aubarell, Zapata-Barrero and Aragall (2009) have
identified a third one. This is the ‘managerial approach’ which tries to establish a
system of labour migration that meets labour market needs in destination countries. The
managerial approach at the same time guarantees the entry of immigrants to match the
labour market demands of destination states, whilst maintaining opportunities for
regular emigration from the countries of origin. In this approach, circular migration
23

Bigo and Guild (2005, 234) proposed the term ‘policing at a distance’, rather than ‘remote control’,
defined as the “control by specific procedures and technologies of the movement of people before the
individuals enter a given territory”. However, their concept refers specifically to visa policies.
24
Similarly, Boswell (2003, 619) defines this as the ‘preventive approach’, which consists in the
implementation of measures to change the factors that influence people’s decisions to migrate.
Development assistance, trade and foreign direct investment or foreign policy tools are some of the
measures that can be included in this framework. This approach was discussed by scholars in the 1980s,
but it was not until the 1990s that some policies started to be implemented, mainly due to the ‘frustration’
of policy-makers with the limits of migration control instruments (Boswell 2003, 625).
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policies are promoted in order to allow the temporary movement of individuals for
employment.25
Thus, migration policies outside borders can be categorized into three main
approaches: one focused on security and control; another based on the economy and
labour market needs; and one based on development and fighting the root causes of
migration. Measures of different or even opposing approaches can be implemented
simultaneously and most of the time in a combined and interrelated way. Boswell
(2003, 636) argues that control measures such as readmission agreements or combating
irregular migration are subordinate to the strategy of reducing migration pressure
through development aid. Moreover, the establishment of networks and partnerships
provides the countries of origin with more incentives to cooperate on migration issues.
The root cause approach complements the remote control approach because, while the
former offers a long-term strategy for migration management, the latter only seeks
short-term results which reduce the arrival of irregular migrants. In this sense, the root
causes approach can build relations and a cooperation framework with third states. This
helps reduce the damaging effects of the remote control approach or diplomatic tension
between states.
Finally, there is also the ‘comprehensive approach’ which tries to embrace all three
approaches. The term is mostly used by the EU when it argues about the need to adopt
an approach that tackles the admission of migrants and asylum-seekers as well as the
root causes of involuntary migration (Lavenex 2006, 333). In this approach, different
perspectives or types of migration are meant to be treated together at the same time:
legal and irregular migrants, refugees and asylum-seekers. In practice this means that all
issues that pertain to asylum and immigration are seen as connected and influenced by
policy concerns in those areas.26

25

However the labour immigration policies promoted are basically driven by economic interests and the
perceived labour market and needs/demands of the receiving states (the interests of sending countries also
play a certain role, but in a lesser way). In this policy frame, only those migrants who are deemed ‘useful’
or profitable for the economic interests of the receiving state thanks to their skills, competences or
capacity to offset domestic labour market shortages, will be able to migrate (Carrera and Hernández
Sagrera 2009).
26
Or as van Selm (2002, 3) says, “foreign, security, trade and development policies would all be created
with the potential and desirability or otherwise, of asylum-seeker and migrant arrivals in mind.” In other
words, the coordination of external affairs, conflict prevention, development and trade policies has to be a
priority within a comprehensive framework, because what policy makers have “to bear in mind is that a
major cause of both economic and forced migration is the huge gap between North and South in
economic prosperity, social conditions, security and human rights” (Castles 2004, 221; see also Castles
and van Hear 2011).
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1.2 An overlap of different types of measures from different
approaches
The fact that migration control instruments alone were not enough to stop irregular
migration have pushed the EU and its member states to combine different measures
from different approaches. For this reason, they have moved from exclusively
implementing migration control measures, to promoting legal migration, creating the
so-called ‘migration-development nexus’ and including the development of third
countries and the fight against the root causes of migration in their strategies.
Moreover, these three approaches can be implemented in a simultaneous,
complementary and interconnected way. In fact, in some cases certain migration
management measures are thought to be conditional (or being used as an incentive or
pressure) upon the level of cooperation of sending states in the fight against irregular
migration. For example, visa facilitation has been used by the receiving states as an
incentive (or conditional reward) to try to motivate the sending states to ratify the
readmission agreements, and thus to accept the readmission of their nationals as well as
third state nationals (Esteve 2011).
Here I present the seven main types of measure that member states and the EU
develop outside EU borders and in cooperation with neighbour countries:
i) Creation of different types of camps for immigrants outside borders: The EU and
some member states have set up detention centres (also called camps, ‘transit process
centres’ or ‘regional protection areas’) outside EU borders in order to prevent migrants
from trying to reach the EU by irregular means, or to house those who have already
reached EU territory and are in the process of being repatriated (Rodier 2003; Levy
2010).

ii) External border control policies and actions to combat irregular immigration:
Different instruments have been used to control migration flows from sending states,
from the visa system which only needs the consent of sending states, joint patrols
between police forces of sending and destination states, the erection of fences, or
measures to intercept irregular migrants at sea that can be implemented independently
by the receiving state or the sending state (Zapata-Barrero and Zaragoza-Cristiani 2008;
Triandafyllidou 2010).
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iii) Measures to repatriate ‘irregular’ immigrants and readmission agreements:
member states have signed readmission agreements with third countries committing
them to readmit irregular migrants who have passed through their territory on their way
to EU countries or who are their nationals (Boswell 2003, 622; Cassarino 2010).

iv) Actions to process asylum applications outside the EU and the return of asylumseekers to safe third countries: The EU (by signing the European Pact on Immigration
and Asylum 2008) and some member states want to shift responsibility for the asylum
process to safe third countries. These measures shift asylum determination to third safe
countries when a migrant has not arrived directly in an EU member state, and has
therefore passed through a third country deemed to be safe during their migration
process. An asylum-seeker who has already arrived in an EU member state after having
passed through a ‘safe third country’ in order to reach it will be returned to the former
(Betts and Milner 2007).

v) Actions to tackle the ‘causes of migration’ and attempts to link migration to
development: Measures such as development assistance, trade, direct foreign
investment, remittances promotion, and human and political rights promotion have all
been used to reduce the factors pushing migrants and refugees to travel to the EU (e.g.
development assistance, foreign direct investment, and human and political rights
promotion). These are foreign policy measures which, in addition to seeking to reduce
the causes of migration, have also been implemented to condition these incentives and
benefits to the degree of cooperation of sending states in migration control policies
(Castles and van Hear 2011).
vi) Measures to promote legal labour migration such as contracts in origin states and
circular migration policies. Since 2007, EU member states have tried to promote legal
migration by contract in origin policies or by promoting circular migration. With these
policies, they have addressed their labour needs, while exploiting potentially positive
impacts of migration on development and responding to the needs of countries of origin
in terms of skill transfers (Carrera and Hernández Sagrera 2009). 27

27

See European Commission COM (2007) 248 final, On circular migration and mobility partnerships
between the European to Union and third countries.
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vii) Visa Facilitation and Mobility Partnerships: in some cases these partnerships have
been used by receiving states as an incentive (or condition) to motivate the sending
states to ratify readmission agreements, and thus accept the readmission of their
nationals as well as third-state nationals who had reached EU territory from their
territory (Esteve 2011).
These seven measures can be linked with the three approaches, but they can also be
divided into two different categories (see Figure 1): one embracing traditional internal
migration policies implemented outside the borders, and another comprising foreign
policy or external affairs measures.
Figure 1 : Mapping the categories of migration control measures

Traditional internal migration policies of a
state being externalized/implemented
outside of the borders

Remote Control
i) Camps outside borders
ii) Visas
ii) Extraterritorial border control
ii) Joint Patrols
iii) Repatriation
iii) Readmission Agreements
iii) Deportation
iv) Externalization of Asylum

Measures of Foreign Policy
or External Affairs

Root-Causes

Legal Migration

vi) Circular Migration
vi) Mobility Partnership

MigrationDevelopment
Nexus

vii) Visa Facilitation

vi) Circular
Migration
v) Remittances

v) Development aid
v) Trade
v) Foreign investment
v) Human and political
rights promotion

COMPREHENSIVE OR GLOBAL APPROACH OF MIGRATION

Source: own elaboration

1.3 The EU dimension: conflicts and overlapping competences,
interests and strategies?
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As I explained in Chapter 1, terms such as external dimension or external governance
mainly focus on the EU migration control strategy, leaving aside or overlooking the fact
that most of these policies are generally developed and implemented by a single
member state. To understand this situation we must bear in mind how the EU and
member states interact with each other in some cases and compete with each other in
others.
The EU has not fully communitarized immigration policy. Therefore, in some cases
the EU cannot implement a policy because it does not have the legal competence to do
so. Lavenex and Wichmann (2009, 93) argue that the EU faces strong difficulties in
persuading third countries to cooperate in migration control “due to the weakness of the
acquis, the lack of incentives the EC can offer to compensate significant interest
asymmetries, and the weak level of legalization in relations with third countries”. For
example, legal economic migration is still a member-state competence (Lavenex and
Kunz 2008). The EU has problems with fully externalizing and replicating its
institutional agenda across neighbouring countries. This is due to constraints on its
ability to agree with third countries upon common goals and proposals, and to negotiate
with them, and because of the limited resources and instruments at its disposal (Paoletti
and Pastore 2010). Moreover, although member states and the EU share some
competences of migration management, other competences are still the exclusive
responsibility of the member states.
The conflict of interests and competences between a member state and the EU has
led to ineffective foreign and security actions, the failure of migration goals, and/or the
weakening of their bargaining position with third countries. One example of this was
the French government’s attempt in 2009 to maintain its power regarding external
relations with third countries. In 2009, when the EEAS attempted to lead the actions of
the Union for the Mediterranean, France blocked this initiative by calling an ad hoc
meeting of a selection of Foreign Ministers from this structure (France, Spain and
Egypt), thereby pre-empting any action by the new post-Lisbon EU Foreign Policy
authorities (Pace 2010). This type of member-state action reduces the EU’s chances of
having a unified and strong foreign policy and to become a strong global actor.
A similar event occurred during the migratory crisis in the course of the Arab Spring
in early 2011. In this case, member states demonstrated that they were still crucial actors
in the migratory and bordering processes of the EU. With the EU institutions remaining
passive while thousands of irregular migrants reached the island of Lampedusa, Italy
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put pressure on the EU and succeeded in implementing a Frontex operation to control
migration flows, thereby demonstrating how member states had not been entirely
stripped of this power (McMahon 2011, 9).
Not only does the EU face constraints in bargaining with non-EU third countries, but
it also faces constraints with its own member states. In other words, not only are there
cases of conflicts of competence, but there is also an overlap of strategies between those
implemented by a member state and those implemented by the EU. This sort of overlap
can lead to diverse outcomes.
The EU has instruments and many financial means, but lacks operational means.
The EU is quite limited. Frontex is in Warsaw, but when an operation is needed
here (Morocco) they don’t have the necessary information. Migration requires
full logistics that the EU does not have but Spain does.28
Alberto Navarro
Spanish Ambassador in Morocco
When the interests, resources and efforts of both parties are coordinated, their
negotiation position regarding the third country becomes stronger, and therefore, the
probability of implementing certain migration control measures in cooperation with
third countries increases.
However, the overlap of strategies between two different actors can also create
negative effects, such as a conflict of interest and position, and a loss of ‘benefits’ for
one or both parties. As Paoletti and Pastore (2010) explained, sometimes the preexistence of strong bilateral relations between a member state and a more or less
powerful third country becomes particularly relevant in the construction of EU-third
country relations. In other words, this bilateral relationship between a member state and
a third country sometimes represents an obstacle to developing a ‘European external
policy’. In this case, the member state may have an interest in keeping certain aspects,
benefits or privileges from its bilateral relation with a third country, and therefore the
member state will not share them with the EU. This is what Gabrielli (2011b, 9) says
when he explains that the Commission has encountered difficulties with signing
readmission agreements with third countries because “external measures are currently
carried out at a bilateral level by member states”.

28

Own Translation from Spanish:“La UE tiene instrumentos y muchos medios financieros pero le faltan
los medios operativos” (9min25). La UE está bastante limitada. Frontex está en Varsovia pero cuando
hace falta una operación aquí (Marruecos) no tienen la información necesaria. El control de la
inmigración requiere toda una logística que la UE no tiene pero España sí”.
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“…sharing with others (EU Members), would dilute the presence of Spain (in
Morocco), this is why it is complicated (to have a common EU migration policy
on visas).” (38min)29
Vicente Ortega
AECID, Spanish Embassy in Morocco

“…those that already have bilateral readmission agreements with Morocco
(Portugal, France and Spain) are not very interested to have another one at the
European level, because ours30 works, we have some good practices that might
disappear if others (the EU) manage them (…) this is why it is not easy to
negotiate this (the readmission agreement between the EU and Morocco).”31
Alberto Navarro
Spanish Ambassador in Morocco
This overlap/conflict of interests and strategies is called ‘duplication’ of migration
management projects (Reslow 2010, 17), or ‘agreement duplicity’ of external migration
policies (Chou and Gibert 2010; Panizzon 2012). With these concepts, Reslow and
Panizzon refer to those situations in which similar projects of bilateral migration
agreements are proposed to the same third country by the EU, and in parallel by one or
more EU member states. This duplication sometimes provokes EU member states to
compete with one another (and sometimes with the EU) in offering the most attractive
agreement for the third country. For example, Spain offered an interesting agreement to
Senegal and was faster than France in proposing it. This pushed the Senegalese
government to choose to cooperate with Spain and to refuse less attractive offers made
by France (see Reslow 2012, 413). Therefore, this competition between EU member
states allows third countries to refuse unattractive EU Mobility Partnerships. The
competition strengthens third countries’ negotiating position on migration matters, and
obliges the EU and member states (interested in obtaining migration cooperation from
third countries) to make greater concessions to third countries or to make better offers to
obtain their cooperation.

29

Own translation from Spanish: eso de compartir con otros diluye la presencia de España y por eso es
complicado” (38min).
30
Referring to the Spanish-Moroccan readmission agreement.
31
Own translation from Spanish: “los que tenemos ya el acuerdo bilateral de readmisión (Portugal,
Francia, España) tampoco estamos muy interesados a que sea a nivel europeo, porque el nuestro
funciona, tenemos unas prácticas que a lo mejor desaparecen cuando lo gestionen otros (…) por eso no
es fácil negociar esto”.
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In cases where a member state is competing for the attention and cooperation of a
neighbour country x and loses against another member state, the losing member state
may change its position and propose a common EU strategy.32 For example, when
France was overtaken by Spain as Senegal’s preferred partner, France proposed a
common EU agreement or position in order not to have to keep competing (and losing
negotiation power) against Senegal’s ‘favourite’ member state (in this case Spain).
Although EU Mobility Partnerships (EU MPs) were devised theoretically to avoid
overlaps of EU member-state projects, member states still prioritize their own bilateral
relations with neighbour countries. Moreover, EU MPs generally consist of a single
member-state project, proposed without the coordination or involvement of other EU
member states. Countries perceiving these EU MPs as a threat to their own interests will
adopt a strategy opposing the conclusion of an EU MP (Reslow 2010, 9; Panizzon 2012,
26).
However, EU member states may also be interested in obtaining the EU’s support
and be willing to join a common EU strategy in order to obtain the cooperation of a
third country. In fact, it is normal to find two strategies overlapping or supporting one
another, one developed by a member state and the other by the European Union. The
idea that different strategies may overlap or support each other is seldom mentioned in
the literature, even though this can, in many cases, explain the effective results and the
cooperation of a neighbour country in migration control policies.
The role played by the bilateral relationship between two countries is often omitted
when studying the external governance or the externalization policies. In the following
chapters I will demonstrate that bilateral cooperation on migration issues between a
receiving state and a sending state often depends on the general bilateral relationship
between the two countries.
To sum up, there may be different scenarios of pressure, competition and cooperation
between the EU and its member states: A) One or more EU member states can put
pressure on the EU to create migration control measures and operations in the third
country. For example, in 2006 Spain put pressure on the member states to adopt
measures against the increase of irregular migrants arriving in the Canary Islands from
Mauritania and Senegal. Spain’s claims during the Meeting of the Ministries of Foreign

32

Panizzon (2012) explains how this happened when France proposed to the EU to regulate Mobility
Partnerships (MP) and to create common migration pacts similar to these partnerships.
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and Internal Affairs of the eight Mediterranean member states held in Madrid in
September 2006,33 resulted in Frontex operations (Hera I–III).
B) A member state can independently develop a strategy of migration control
cooperation with a third country, without EU support: Until the first decade of 2000
Spain implemented several migration control measures to stem irregular migration
flows from Africa without the support of the EU. Today, Spain still prioritizes bilateral
migration cooperation with third countries, sometimes undermining EU interests or
foreign policy goals.
C) EU institutions or international organizations can press a member state to
implement border control policies or to respect the human rights of migrants: For
example in February 2012, the European Court of Human Rights ruled that Italy's
policy of returning asylum-seekers intercepted in international waters to Libya violated
several provisions of the European Convention on Human Rights.34
D) Both the EU and the member state can have a common and solid position and
pressure the third country to cooperate. For example, Reslow (2012) explains how the
Netherlands joined the EU Mobility Partnership project with Cape Verde “because it
was phasing out development aid to Cape Verde and wanted to reassure Cape Verde of
its continuing commitment” (Panizzon 2012, 26).
E) Finally, and as I have described earlier, member states can compete and have
conflicts of interest among themselves or with the EU in order to obtain a privileged
relationship and cooperation from a third state.
In short, although the literature ignores the possible overlap of migration
management strategies, there are clear patterns of competition, pressure and
interdependence between member states and the EU, creating new ways of bargaining
and negotiation in their quest to control borders and convince their neighbours to
cooperate in migration control. For this reason, it is important to take into account the
bilateral and multilateral relations in order to evaluate the levels of dominance, power
relations and bargaining between countries involved in migration control cooperation.

33
34

Press Release, La Moncloa, 29/09/2006.
See Hirsi Jamaa v. Italy, App. No. 27765/09 (Eur. Ct. H.R. Feb. 23, 2012).
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2. Dissecting migration control cooperation between countries: a step-bystep micro and macro analysis
Until this point I have focused on power dynamics and their role in migration control
cooperation. In this section I will examine the cooperation itself based on other aspects
and research questions. I contend that we need to raise questions such as: Where can we
observe an act of MCC between two countries, but also, where can we observe an act
(or non-act) of non-cooperation? When can we observe a period of cooperation and
when can we observe a period or case of non-cooperation? Which tools and type of
measures are being utilized and which are not?
I propose to study the EU and member states’ migration policies without presuming
that they persuade their neighbours, but in order to question the ‘superior’ power of the
former. I do this by focusing on the bargaining game between destination and
origin/transit states, understanding the interests that states have, the benefits they reap,
and the costs they incur by cooperating, whilst analyzing the bargaining strategies of
both parties. This helps to account for both the diffused and networked aspects of the
(non-)cooperation, the level of involvement and participation of states in each measures,
and the reasons and factors explaining this cooperation within a complex framework in
which issues unrelated to migration play a key role.
I carry out a detailed analysis of the different ways that two countries can cooperate
on migration control, taking into account different areas of externalization, the scope of
outsourcing and off-shoring, and degrees of participation of both countries.

2.1 Distinguishing between different areas of externalization
The expression ‘externalization of migration policies’ is used by scholars in relation to
different areas of concern. However, the broad way in which it is used has often led to
confusion and the consequent difficulty in ascertaining the areas of migration control to
which the term refer.35

35

For example, Biondi (2012) uses the term externalization of border, but gives instead a definition
referring to the externalization of asylum. While scholars usually refer to the externalization of border as
the extension of a state’s border management/control beyond its traditional nation-state borders into a
third-country territory (Casas-Cortes, Cobarrubias and Pickles 2010, 79), the externalization of asylum
processing refers to the transfer and relocation of asylum responsibilities to third countries.
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The first to have approached this problem in the literature is Triandafyllidou (2014),
while analyzing the role of the Mediterranean islands as ‘outposts’ in a framework of
externalization. To clarify the areas of concern, she proposes to distinguish between
three types of externalization: externalization of border control; externalization of
asylum seeking and externalization of readmission. She classifies the externalization of
border control as a fencing policy, but the externalization of asylum and readmission are
classified as gate-keeping policies. By this she means policies restricting practical legal
access to a nation and its institutions, while by ‘fencing measures’ she refers to
measures that actively target irregular migrants in order to arrest and then expel them.
Visa issue is a typical gate-keeping measure, while fences, radar or patrols are some of
the normal measures of a fencing policy (Triandafillydou 2014, 10).
Triandafillydou describes the way Spain, Malta, Italy and Greece have implemented
the three types of externalization in different combinations. For instance, Spain has
reduced irregular migration flows through a combination of externalization of border
controls (fencing measures such as joint patrols along the entire West African coast
between Mauritanian, Senegalese and Spanish police forces), and the externalization of
readmission (gate-keeping measures such as signing a network of readmission
agreements with most West African countries). The Italian case consisted more of an
externalization of border controls that indirectly implied an externalization of asylum
policy (Triandafyllidou 2014, 14). In other words, Italy implemented a fencing border
control strategy with Libya involving joint sea patrol missions and the creation of a
satellite control system along the Libyan land borders. These included forced
refoulements of potential asylum-seekers at sea, towards the Libyan coasts. From 2008
to 2011, Italian coastguards have intercepted boats carrying irregular migrants on the
high seas,36 and implemented on-water transfers to Libyan ships or pushed migrants
back to the Libyan coast. Finally, she describes how although Italy did not implement a
direct externalization of readmission (since it did not sign a readmission agreement with
Libya), the way it implemented its fencing policies indirectly provoked an
externalization of asylum and an externalization of readmission. In sum,
Triandafyllidou’s study lays the foundation for a framework which helps us understand
externalization policies within a web of multi-level governance schemes, combinations
of areas of concerns and types of policies.

36

Until the European Court of Human Rights condemned Italy in 2009 in Hirsi et al. vs Italy.
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My aim is to take these ideas and to develop them in order to fill numerous gaps in
the literature on the externalization of migration policies. We need to distinguish, for
example, between the externalization of readmission that Italy carried out with Libya
from 2008 until 2011 (Gaddafi agreed to readmit all irregular migrants intercepted by
Italian police near Libyan shores) from the Greek externalization of readmission
currently taking place in Turkey. At present, Turkey only readmits irregular migrants
coming across the land border with Greece, but not via the other migratory routes
(Triandafyllidou 2014). Likewise, the externalization of borders in which Italian police
forces were allowed to intercept irregular migrants within Libyan shores is also a
different type of externalization of border compared to the current Turkish-Greek case,
where there are no joint patrols or police cooperation. In sum, we need to differentiate
between, and categorize, the different types of externalization of migration policies.
In the next section I distinguish and differentiate these different policies by
clarifying the limits and scope of externalization, discussing the differences between
off-shoring and outsourcing.

2.2. Outsourcing and off-shoring
As explained in Chapter 1, authors such as Bialasiewicz (2012) have used the terms offshoring and out-sourcing, or externalization and relocation (Rodier 2006) to distinguish
between different ways of transferring migration control measures. However, the
examples given in the previous paragraph clearly illustrate that additional levels and
scope need to be delimitated in order to distinguish the different cases. This task may
not be easy. As Bialasiewicz (2012, 861) reminds us, quoting Vaughan-Williams’
work,37 today there is “a global archipelago of zones of juridicopolitical indistinction –
off-shore black holes where European norms, standards and regulations simply do not
apply”, but which are legitimized through bilateral agreements. Notwithstanding, I will
try to shed some light on these ‘black holes’ in order to clarify the type of cooperation
on migration control that exists between two countries.
In order to differentiate every migration control measure developed, I distinguish
between the following: 1) outsourcing and off-shoring; 2) the level or scope of
outsourcing and off-shoring; and 3) whether outsourcing and off-shoring complement
each other or do not.
37

Vaughan-Williams (2009).
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By outsourcing, I refer to all possible types of responsibility transfer of a certain
migration control measure from a destination state to a transit/sending state. For
instance, if state A outsources border control tasks to a neighbouring third country, this
means that the third country will be responsible for carrying out border control tasks to
prevent irregular migration flows from reaching state A’s territory.
By off-shoring, I refer to all possible types of actions implemented by a destination
state outside its borders or jurisdiction. Every time destination state A develops a
migration control measure outside its jurisdiction, this is a case of off-shoring. There
can be different scopes of off-shoring, including cases in which state A would develop
migration control measures within the territory or jurisdiction of another state. In this
case, state A only needs the consent of the third country to carry out such border tasks.
In sum, outsourcing occurs when the destination state has transferred (to a greater or
lesser extent) part of its responsibilities for a specific task to the sending or transit state.
There is off-shoring when the destination state implements the same task it normally
implements in its own territory outside its own jurisdiction and/or within the jurisdiction
of the sending/transit state.
In certain cases, the difference between off-shoring and outsourcing can be blurred.
For instance, in joint patrols between the Spanish and Moroccan police, there is an
outsourcing of responsibilities because Moroccan police patrol Moroccan waters to
prevent irregular migration from reaching Spain. However, the Spanish Guardia Civil
are also involved in these joint patrols. This makes the transfer of responsibility
incomplete. At the same time, the presence of the Guardia Civil, carrying out the task to
control migration flows in Moroccan patrols and in Moroccan waters, is also a case of
off-shoring. Therefore, there can be simultaneous outsourcing and off-shoring during
the implementation of a single migration control measure.
To identify the scope of off-shoring as a migration policy, we need to delimit the
geographical and sovereignty context of where the measure is implemented. The scope
of off-shoring along the Morocco-Spain Mediterranean migratory route may be similar
to the Libya-Italy route. However, the off-shoring scope may differ in the case of the
Western Sahara (where the sovereignty of the land and waters are not clearly defined),
in the case of Ceuta and Melilla (where only fences separate Spanish territory from
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Moroccan territory),38 or in the case of the different migratory routes between Turkey
and Greece.
In order to briefly illustrate the different scope of off-shoring between a receiving
and a sending state, let us examine the Mediterranean route between Spain and Morocco
(see Table 1). To determine the scope of off-shoring of a migration measure, we must
first distinguish between the different sovereignty jurisdictions involved during the
implementation of the migration measure, and then observe to what extent the receiving
state is operating in jurisdictions outside its own.
For the Mediterranean route (see Table 1), the first jurisdiction within which
migration control actions may imply an off-shoring are international waters. The fact
that Spain intercepts boats carrying irregular migrants establishes the first ‘relocation’
or ‘expansion’ of the Spanish borders.

Table 1: Scope of off-shoring for the Spanish-Moroccan case
Jurisdictions and sovereignty demarcations
Spanish water and coast line
Spanish
Spanish territorial waters
sovereignty
International
Waters

International
sovereignty

Moroccan waters
Moroccan
sovereignty

Moroccan land coasts
Moroccan land
Source: own elaboration

There are at least three additional scopes within Moroccan sovereignty that imply a
further off-shoring of Spanish migration measures. The first is Moroccan waters, where
joint patrols with the Spanish Guardia Civil and the Moroccan Gendarmerie usually
operate. Then further extensions would cover the Moroccan coastline and Moroccan
land. In both jurisdictions, Morocco has not permitted the Spanish authorities to
implement their migration measures. Therefore, the farther outside its jurisdiction a
receiving country operates with its own police members, the further the scope of offshoring reaches.
38

See both routes in Chapter 7.
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In the case of outsourcing in the sense of a transfer of responsibilities, the same
jurisdictions can be used to determine to what extent (geographically) the sending state
agrees to adopt the tasks of the receiving state. In many cases, scholars using terms such
as the ‘externalization of borders’ omit that a sending state can agree to carry out
migration control measures in some jurisdictions, but refuse to do so in others. In other
words, it is important to distinguish not only the level of outsourcing, but also where
this transfer of responsibilities is being developed.
As we can see in Table 2 (for the Spanish-Moroccan Mediterranean route),
migration control tasks can be outsourced through joint patrols in international waters
and Moroccan waters. However, in the case of the Moroccan land-shore, the Moroccan
police forces monitor (exclusively and without Spanish participation) Moroccan
beaches, preventing irregular migrants from boarding boats bound for Spain. This
exclusivity condition also applies in the Moroccan land jurisdiction where, for instance,
Moroccan police forces arrest irregular migrants in Moroccan territory to reduce the
migratory pressure. Nevertheless, there are two additional jurisdictions in which the
destination state (in this case Spain) can outsource its migration control measures.

Table 2: Scope of outsourcing for the Spanish-Moroccan case
Jurisdictions and sovereignty demarcations
Spanish land and coast
Spanish sovereignty
Spanish territorial waters
International
waters

International
sovereignty

Moroccan waters
Moroccan sovereignty

Moroccan land coasts
Moroccan land

Moroccan-Algerian or
Moroccan- Mauritanian
sovereignty

Moroccan border with Algeria
or Moroccan border with
Mauritania
Mauritanian land

Mauritanian
sovereignty

Source: own elaboration
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One jurisdiction is the Moroccan-Algerian border or the Moroccan-Mauritanian
border. After arresting migrants in Moroccan territory, the Moroccan police forces
usually deport irregular migrants at the Algerian or Mauritanian border. The furthest
jurisdiction to which Spain can outsource would be Algerian or Mauritanian territory.
Recently, Spain has financed the Mauritanian government to train and equip the
Mauritanian police to stem migratory routes that cross Mauritanian land aiming for
Morocco first and then Spain. Such measures mean that outsourcing Spanish migration
control measures is expanded geographically to Mauritanian territory.
Scholars often do not clarify whether ‘the externalization of borders’ refers to an
‘extension’ of the border control of a destination state into a third-country territory (the
destination state patrolling the third-country’s territory), or to an ‘extension of border
control’, including the outsourcing of the responsibility to the third country (CasasCortes, Cobarrubias and Pickles 2010). However, after having distinguished between
the different scope of outsourcing and off-shoring of migration control the SpanishMoroccan case, I clarify to what extent there is an externalization/extension/expansion
of borders in the following chapters (see Chapter 7).

2.3 The degree of participation and involvement of states in migration
control cooperation: from consent to integration
Considering that migration control cooperation can be engaged in different jurisdictions
between two countries, we now need to determine the different degrees of participation
and involvement of destination and sending states in migration control cooperation.
In order to differentiate the types of cooperation that can exist between a receiving
and a migrant sending state I suggest measuring the level of involvement of a third
country in the migration control policies of the EU or one of its member states. In order
to determine the degree of involvement of the origin/transit state in MCC between two
countries I propose the following ranking, from the lowest level to the highest.
0 - Unilateral: In certain cases, the destination country unilaterally implements
measures to control irregular migration flows outside its borders and without the
consent of third countries. For example, in 2002 Spain implemented the radar system
SIVE to monitor and discover boats before they reached Spanish territorial waters.
Thanks to this radar system, Spanish police were able to monitor all Spanish and
international waters in the Mediterranean as well as some parts of Moroccan waters. In
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other cases, patrols by a destination state intercepted boats in territorial waters and
forced them back into international waters or sending state waters.
1 - Third-country consent: Sometimes sending/transit states allow receiving states to
control irregular migration in their waters. For example, in several HERA operations in
the Atlantic Ocean, from 2006 until today, Frontex guards and patrols were allowed to
monitor and deter boats carrying irregular migrants in Mauritanian and Senegalese
waters.
2 - Participation: In certain cases sending/transit states participate in the actions of
the migration management of receiving states, for example, in joint patrols. However,
there can be different types of participation. In the cases of joint patrols, there may be a
few Spanish policemen aboard a Moroccan patrol boat (with Moroccan gendarmes)
trying to intercept boats carrying irregular migrants leaving the Moroccan coast. In
other cases, participation consists in Spain controlling the Mediterranean with radar,
patrols and planes, and communicating the location of irregular migrants to Moroccan
patrols to enable them to intercept the boats before they enter Spanish waters.
3 - Capacity-building: The receiving states give training, resources and funds to the
sending states to enable them to reinforce their migration control structures. Generally,
by transferring resources and funds, destination states try to help sending/transit states
to build the necessary infrastructure to be able to later transfer responsibilities to them.
In other words, when a destination state cooperates with third countries in capacitybuilding of migration management systems, it indicates that the destination states are
trying to transfer the responsibilities of a migration control measure to the third country.
4 - Policy transfer/transfer of responsibilities: The sending state takes all, or part of,
the responsibilities for the management of a certain migration control measure.
Measures that transfer responsibilities to third countries are the externalization of the
asylum process, readmission agreements, or emigration control by sending states. EU
member states mostly use ‘informal’ strategies when transferring policies and
responsibilities to third countries. In order to build a framework of cooperation, they use
administrative arrangements, bilateral deals, exchanges of letters, memoranda of
understanding, and operational cooperation (e.g. police cooperation, joint border
operations) (Cassarino 2007; Lavenex and Wichmann 2009).
5 - Rule-transfer/Rule adoption: As I have already explained, the term external
governance refers to the transfer of the acquis communautaire to third countries. In
order to ensure third countries’ cooperation, this exportation or transfer of rules is
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sometimes accompanied by conditionality measures, Rijpma and Cremona (2007, 12)
prefer to talk about third countries adopting parts of the EU acquis and values in their
own legal orders. Therefore, within this category we can find different levels of thirdcountry involvement. The promotion of EU acquis among third countries can be done
through formal agreements such as Association Agreements or Partnerships and
Cooperation Agreements, which assure the monitoring of ENP Action Plans.
6 - Integration: Lavenex (2004) argues that the next step after accepting the acquis
communautaire would be full integration into the EU. In such situations, the use of the
term externalization would make no sense because the country would become a member
of the EU, which transforms the policy or governance into an internal EU matter.
However, as Rijpma and Cremona (2007, 12) explain, in most cases third countries only
import parts of the EU acquis and values into their own legal orders. Morocco has
adopted parts of the acquis and has numerous ties with Spain and the EU, although it is
far from being fully integrated into the EU. By ‘integration’ I do not mean a full
political union or a common market (with the four freedoms of movement), but I use it
as a broad term that encompasses several categories and modes of affiliation and
embeddedness between countries.

2.4 The bilateral and multilateral framework of
interconnection, interdependence, embedded bilateralism

cooperation:

Studies on the externalization of migration policies have generally focused on EU
external policy; overlooking the fact that in most cases the compliance of third countries
depends on the foreign policy strategy of a particular member state and on the
relationship and level of cooperation between the third country and the member state.
For this reason, I analyze the extent to which the bilateral relationship, the level of
integration of a third country and the interdependence framework (between the member
state and the neighbour country) play a role in MCC.
In order to distinguish the level of integration that the neighbour country has with
the member state and the EU, we must first differentiate the types of institutional
affiliation. Lavenex and Uçarer (2004, 423) cite five types of affiliation: (a)
comprehensive forms of association, such as EEA; (b) accession association with new
member states; (c) pre-accession association with candidate countries, as currently with
Turkey and Western Balkan countries; (d) neighbourhood association with the Maghreb
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countries or Ukraine; and (e) loose association with African, Caribbean and Pacific
countries (ACP). According to this classification, Morocco falls into category (d).
Other scholars have proposed other criteria to determine the level of
interconnectedness between states. Another way to analyze this relationship is to
evaluate the level of interconnection and interdependence between two or more
countries. As Keohane and Nye (2012, 7–8) explain, interdependence means (in its
simplest definition) mutual dependence. As they argue (2012, 7), “interdependence in
world politics refers to situations characterized by reciprocal effects among countries or
among countries in different countries”. Where there are reciprocal (but not necessarily
symmetrical) costly effects, there is interdependence because interdependent
relationships always involve costs because interdependence restricts autonomy. Where
interactions do not have significant costly effects, there is simply interconnectedness.
When using the concept of interdependence, scholars frequently forget that at the
other extreme of pure symmetry there is pure dependency, sometimes camouflaged as
‘interdependence’ (Iglesias 2010, 392). Most cases are situated somewhere along this
spectrum of pure symmetry and pure dependency, or at the nexus where a political
negotiation process over interdependence takes place (Keohane and Nye 2012, 22–25).
Moreover, asymmetries in dependence between two actors are often used by the less
dependent actor as a way to exert power and influence over the more dependent actor
(Keohane and Nye 2012) when they negotiate a specific issue. Sometimes this issuespecific dependency can also spill over onto other issues. However, in certain cases the
more dependent actor can also use sensitivity and vulnerability interdependence during
the negotiations of several issues (Iglesias 2010, 392) to manipulate this asymmetric
interdependence in his favour. According to Keohane and Nye (2012, 10–11),
sensitivity can be defined as the degree (in terms of speed and magnitude) to which
changes in one country, transmitted by a mutual interaction, cause changes in another.
Vulnerability can be defined as the inability of a country to adopt alternatives to
external changes. Vulnerability interdependence is more important in providing power
resources to actors because with effective alternatives, sensitivity effects can be
overcome. However, vulnerability can take on a strategic dimension, as less vulnerable
states can impose costs on others by exploiting their sensitivity. Several scholars have
argued that the ENP can be explained as an EU strategy for close cooperation with
neighbouring countries due to the EU’s fear of unstable ‘neighbours’ and irregular
migration (Smith 2005; Johansson-Nogués 2007; Pace 2007). This fear has led, in turn,
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to increasing economic and security interdependencies, and the prospect of
neighbouring countries exploiting this EU fear (vulnerability and sensitivity), in other
words, instrumentalizing migration (see Chapter 1).
In addition to the analysis of interconnection and interdependence between two
countries, I also evaluate the levels of closeness and conflict in a bilateral relationship.
Krotz and Schild (2013) propose looking at regularized intergovernmentalism, symbolic
acts and practices, and the ‘parapublic underpinning’ existing between two countries in
order to capture their particular historical and political substance, as well as the specific
blend of bilateral practices characterizing these two countries. All three together
determine their bilateral embeddedness. By ‘regularized intergovernmentalism’ Krotz
and Schild (2013, 30) refer to intensive “interaction and communication by individuals
in public or official functions who act as representatives of their states. These practices
connect and intertwine the conduct and policy procedures between states in particular
ways.” Symbolic acts and practices are also important, while evaluating the closeness
between two states, because they “generate historically novel social meaning and
purpose between them.” Stirring acts, gestures, speeches and travel in the respective
other country of the two statesmen, but also of representatives of both governments,
reinforce and corroborate the strength of the bilateral relationship. Finally, by
parapublic underpinnings Krotz and Schild (2013, 32) refer to “cross-border interactions
that belong neither to the public world of states nor to the private realm of societies”
(such as youth and education exchanges, twinning between towns or institutes and
associations committed to promote bilateral affairs).
All three factors determine bilateral embeddedness, that is, the “intertwined nature
of a robustly institutionalized and normatively grounded interstate relationship.” The
relationship must be durable and regularized, creating reliable expectations on both
sides, but both sides must have their own institutional, historical or normative reality
(and not just based on an instrumental understanding of their ability.39
Cooperation on specific issues often creates bonds between states through
continuous interactions that in turn promote trust, ties, mutual understanding, a
convergence of national interests and, eventually, a collective identity (Feldman 2012;
39

Krotz and Schild (2013) distinguish the Franco-German embedded bilateralism from other types of
bilateral relations with a third distinction: the two sides accept common responsibility for providing
leadership and orientation as well as the necessary glue to hold together the multilateral framework in
which their bilateralism is embedded, especially when the going gets tough (distinguishing the FrancoGerman bilateral relations inside the EU from others, especially Anglo-French or Anglo-German affairs).
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Krotz and Schild 2013). In this thesis, I evaluate whether there is a certain embedded
bilateralism in the Spanish-Moroccan relationship (with clear differences from the
Franco-German case analyzed by Krotz and Schild (2013), and what role migration
control cooperation plays in this relationship.
In sum, there are different ways in which two countries may cooperate on migration
control. Some types of cooperation have characteristics of externalization, external
governance, outsourcing and off-shoring. However, these concepts are inappropriate or
limited when it comes to describing and defining other types of cooperation. We must
distinguish between operational cooperation and rule-transfer (see section 2.3), but this
bilateral cooperation must also be embedded within a broader framework. In order to
understand the willingness of an EU neighbour country to cooperate, it must not only
evaluate the effectiveness of conditionality and means of pressure, but above all it must
understand the relationship and interdependence framework that exists between the
neighbour and the member state.

3. Conclusion
In Chapter 2, I have described the different scope, jurisdiction and areas affected by
MCC between two states. Moreover, I have argued that migration control cooperation
cannot be understood by just analyzing the frame of the EU-neighbour country
relationship, but must instead analyze the terms of bilateral relations and take into
account the influence of linkages, interdependence relations and embedded processes
between the countries involved.
In Chapters 1 and 2 I have analyzed and proposed a range of factors necessary to
evaluate the terms of cooperation on migration control between two countries. There are
at least eight factors to be taken into account: i) the type of approach followed and
implemented by destination states (distinguishing between the remote control approach,
the legal migration approach and the root causes approach); ii) the type of measures
being implemented (camps outside borders, external border control policies,
readmission agreements, actions to process asylum applications outside the EU, actions
to tackle the ‘causes of migration’, promotion of legal labour migration, and visa
facilitation); iii) the interdependence framework of the two countries involved
(determining the bargaining power and interdependence of both the destination and
sending/transit states); iv) the bargaining strategies of the two countries (the negotiation
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and bargaining strategies used by both countries, especially the strategies related
directly or indirectly to migration and migration cooperation); v) the role played by the
EU dimension (taking into account whether a member state obtains support from the EU
or whether it competes with the EU and other member states over migration control
cooperation with the migrant sending state; vi) the scope and jurisdiction where
migration policies are off-shored by the destination state (the different jurisdictions
where destination states can implement their migration policies with the consent of the
sending state; vii) the degree of participation and involvement of cooperating countries
(distinguishing the degree of involvement and participation of a destination and a
sending state while implementing common migration control cooperation; viii) the
jurisdiction and scope where the third state implements migration control policies
(distinguishing where there is outsourcing/transfer of responsibility to control
migration).
In Part II I study the stages of the Spanish-Moroccan MCC in detail, the evolution of
the bilateral relationship, the interdependence framework between the two countries,
and the role that this framework has played in the bilateral MCC. By carrying out an indepth analysis of the Spanish-Moroccan MCC and by implementing my analytical
framework, I try to explain the reasons why Morocco has decided not to cooperate in
certain periods of time, geographical areas and on specific MC measures, as well as to
determine the structure of the terms of collaboration between Spain/EU and Morocco.
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CHAPTER 3: THE SPANISH-MOROCCAN RELATIONSHIP AND
MIGRATION CONTROL COOPERATION: EVOLUTION AND
STAGES

Introduction
In Part I, I analyzed the main arguments and approaches that explain the willingness of
third countries to cooperate on MCC, and I presented my own analytical framework for
the examination of the EU/member states’ MCC with neighbouring states.
A point in common between most of the studies previously mentioned is that they
often describe migrant sending states’ cooperation focusing exclusively on a recent or
brief period of time. In other words, they analyze existing cooperation, but do not trace
its origins, which in the case of Spain and Morocco dates to the late 1980s and early
1990s. These studies have been very useful in understanding the Spanish-Moroccan
MC, but they do not take into account aspects such as the origins of this cooperation or
the overall evolution of the cooperation from the outset (Gillespie 2006; Hernando de
Larramendi and Bravo 2006; Pinyol 2007; Wunderlich 2010; Casas-Cortes, Cobarrubias
and Pickles 2010, 2013, 2014; Gabrielli 2011; Godenau 2012; Triandafyllidou 2014;
Vallet 2014).
This chapter analyzes the evolution and stages of MCC between Spain and Morocco
at a more detailed and analytical level than the existing literature. I trace the issue of
migration within the Spanish-Moroccan relationship from the late 1980s to the persent
day, describing the different stages and changes of the MCC, and examining the main
factors and actors involved. I go on to explain how irregular migration became an
important issue in the Spanish-Moroccan bilateral agenda in the early 1990s, and
gradually grew to become as important as other key bilateral issues, such as the disputes
over the Western Sahara, the Ceuta and Melilla enclaves and the Fisheries Agreements.
To do so I analyze both the role and weight of the immigration issue in the SpanishMoroccan bilateral relationship, and how other problematic bilateral issues have
influenced, or been influenced by, the migration issue. I introduce several cases to
demonstrate how linked and entangled migration and MCC are with all the main
bilateral issues.
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As I will show later on, actors such as France, Algeria, the United States and above
all, the European Union have also played an important role in Spanish-Moroccan
bilateral relations, directly or indirectly influencing the bilateral MCC.
In sum, my aim is to analyze the evolution of over twenty-five years’ irregular
migration flow from Morocco to Spain. I do this by evaluating the different stages,
changes, obstacles, challenges and efficiencies of the bilateral MCC throughout this
period, and along the irregular migration Spanish destinations: the Spanish mainland,
the Canary Islands and the Ceuta and Melilla enclaves.
The analysis is divided into two parts. The first part focuses on the bilateral and
international context directly affecting Spanish-Moroccan relations and indirectly
affecting the MCC. I focus on the Spanish-Moroccan relationship, describing its the
evolution from Moroccan independence in 1956 until to the present day. I then analyze
the main bilateral issues between Spain and Morocco as well as the conflicts that have
arisen between them around these issues. I provide international context by
demonstrating the important role played by actors such as the European Union, Algeria,
France and the United States in influencing Spanish-Moroccan relations.
In the second part of this chapter I analyze the evolution and main stages of over
twenty-five years of Spanish-Moroccan MCC. This includes describing the main routes
used by irregular migrants trying to reach Spain and the number of interceptions of
irregular migrants in each destination. Furthermore, I analyze the different stages of
Spanish-Moroccan MCC by describing the main steps and reasons that have
conditioned or promoted the construction of this cooperation, including the role that
bilateral issues have had in its development.
In sum, I try to understand the different elements influencing or obstructing MCC
between Spain and Morocco, and to find the reasons that explain progress in this MCC.

1. The Spanish-Moroccan relationship
In the following sections I review the main stages, issues and conflicts in the SpanishMoroccan relationship, together with the main actors that have influenced it in one way
or another.
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1.1. A brief history of bilateral relations
Since Morocco gained independence in 1956, the bilateral relationship with Spain has
swung between periods of conflict and periods of cooperation. There are four main
stages of Spanish-Moroccan relations as follows:

From Moroccan independence in 1956 until the end of the Spanish dictatorship in
1975: In 1956 Morocco became independent from Spain. The incomplete process of
decolonization meant that Spain kept some territories in Morocco and some issues
remained unresolved, such as the absence of demarcation of maritime territory. This,
along with the fact that the Moroccan kings, Mohamed V and Hassan II, did not enjoy
good relations with the Spanish dictator Francisco Franco, explain why this period was
characterized by moments of conflict or freezing of relations (Echeverria 1989).
From the end of the Spanish dictatorship in 1975 to the crisis in Spanish-Moroccan
relations in 1994: With the change of political regime in Spain after the death of Franco
in 1975, a democratic system was established. The new Spanish government was
willing to negotiate and to strengthen relations with Morocco. Moreover, the strong
friendship between Hassan II and the government of Felipe González helped the
development of cooperation between the two countries in several economic and political
areas (Gillespie 2006, 112). Treaties and agreements between them were signed, and
while Morocco reduced the territorial demands for Ceuta and Melilla, the Spanish
government developed a foreign affairs policy that prioritized positive SpanishMoroccan relations (Echeverria 1989, 9). This stage was not without bilateral tensions
due to the Western Sahara question and the ratification of the Fisheries Agreement.40
Notwithstanding, good relations between González and Hassan II led to the signing of
the Treaty of Friendship, Good Neighbourliness and Cooperation in 1991.41
The bilateral diplomatic crisis from 1994 until the new PSOE government in 2004: in
1994, a serious period of bilateral tension began. The causes of this diplomatic crisis
were related to the approval of the Autonomous Status of Ceuta and Melilla, the
Moroccan delay in renewing the Fisheries Agreement, and the influence of EC policies
40

The Agreement allows Spanish fishing boats to fish in Moroccan waters. Before the agreement,
important tensions occurred due to the violation of sovereignty.
41
Tratado de Amistad, Buena Vecindad y Cooperación entre el Reino de España y el Reino de
Marruecos, hecho en Rabat, el 4 de Julio 1991.
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related to agricultural issues. Moreover, during this period a new issue emerged:
irregular migration. The total number of irregular migrants arriving on Spanish coasts
started to increase annually. This worsened the bilateral relationship when J.M. Aznar,
of the Spanish right-wing Popular Party (PP), won the elections in 1996. Once Aznar no
longer considered Morocco as a foreign affairs’ priory and after he adopted a tough
position vis-à-vis all related issues. The worst period of this diplomatic crisis dated from
2001 until 2003 with the conflict over Perejil Island (Terrejón Rodríguez 2006, 16).

From the inception of the PSOE government in 2004 until the present day – a
permanent improvement in Spanish-Moroccan relations: After the PSOE (Partido
Socialista Obrero Español) came to the government, bilateral relations between Spain
and Morocco were renewed. Important agreements were reached during this period
between Spain and Morocco and the EU and Morocco. However, there were also brief
periods of diplomatic tensions related to the Spanish enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla and
the Western Sahara. More recent events have also played an important role in bilateral
relations; including the Arab Spring, the election of the new Spanish Prime Minister,
Mariano Rajoy, in November 2011, and Spain’s economic crisis.

1.2. Disputed issues, conflicts and preferences
Since Moroccan independence in 1956, the Spanish-Moroccan relationship has been
shaped by issues that both countries share, compete for, or that make them
interdependent. These main issues are: (i) the Western Sahara conflict; (ii) the status of
Spanish territories in Africa: Ceuta, Melilla and the Spanish islands; (iii) Fisheries
Agreements and the demarcation of territorial waters; (iv) terrorism, agriculture and
economic affairs; and (v) immigration (this issue is dealt with in Chapters 3-4-5).
All these issues have played an important role either permanently or intermittently in
the bilateral relationship. Each issue has a different significance for the two countries,
each issue is located on a different level of their respective priority scale, and each
country has proposed different solutions (González del Miño 2005; Fibla García-Sala
2005; Iglesias 2010). Below, I summarize the main characteristics of these issues and
explain the interests and preferences of the two countries.
(i)

The Western Sahara
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Spain granted Morocco independence in 1956, but the Western Sahara remained a
Spanish colony until 1975, when Spain transferred the control of the colony to Morocco
and Mauritania. Since then, this territory has been disputed by Mauritania, Algeria and
Morocco. At the same time the inhabitants of the colony claim its independence and the
right to establish the Saharawi Arab Republic. The conflict has persisted since 1975,
and affects diverse actors in the region, causing problems in relations between states of
the Mediterranean region, and preventing the construction of economic and political
cooperation between Maghreb countries (González del Miño 2005, 144). The actors
involved in this issue are the Polisario Front, Algeria, Mauritania, Spain, France, the
United States and, of course, Morocco. For Morocco, the Western Sahara is a
diplomatic priority. From the Moroccan perspective, the territorial claims to the
Western Sahara have become a ‘sacred cause’ of Moroccan internal and foreign policy
(González del Miño 2005, 136). The question of the Sahara is a priority for the
Moroccan monarchy, with a team of experts working on devising solutions (Fibla
García-Sala 2005, 202). The role and position of Spanish diplomacy in this issue is
complicated. Morocco follows the premise that the “Western Sahara is Moroccan”, and
as far as it is concerned, no dialogue or negotiations are possible outside this frame.
Spanish governments have tried to follow a position of ‘active neutrality’ (González del
Miño 2005, 134), but there are countless cases in which bilateral diplomatic tensions
have been reignited every time a Spanish leader or party has expressed opinions or
declarations that are ‘inappropriate’, according to Moroccan standards. The Western
Sahara is not a current question on the bilateral agenda, but as Iglesias (2010) argues, it
is a question that Morocco continually uses as a pressure tool or as political currency,
linking it with other bilateral questions. Moreover, since this issue is a priority for
Morocco, any serious wrong move by Spain on the matter could have disastrous
consequences for the bilateral relationship between the two countries.
(ii)

Spanish territories in Africa: Ceuta, Melilla and the Spanish islands

On the African continent, there are territories under Spanish sovereignty: the cities of
Ceuta and Melilla, Vélez de la Gomera, Alhucemas Rocks (Peñones), and the
Chafarinas islands (see Map 1). Perejil Island, near the city of Ceuta, is currently
disputed by the two countries and after the conflict of July 2002, both sides agreed to
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leave the island.42 Spanish sovereignty over Perejil is not clear, as it is for the other
territories, because the island is not considered be part of the city of Ceuta or part of the
territories that Spain kept after decolonization. Despite this, both Spain and Morocco
claim sovereignty over the island.
Morocco has repeatedly declared that it does not recognise Spanish sovereignty over
these territories and claims that they are an integral part of Morocco. Mohammed VI’s
aspirations to extend sovereignty over all these Spanish territories are clear. He does not
want to be the only Moroccan king unable to wrestle new territories from Spain, after
his grandfather, Mohammed V and his father, Hassan II obtained an independent
Morocco, the Western Sahara and the city of Ifni (Cembrero 2002).
It would be very unpopular for the Spanish government to open a dialogue with
Morocco on the sovereignty of these territories, and for this reason Spanish
governments have systematically denied the existence of any type of dialogue or
negotiations with Morocco on the issue (Iglesias 2010, 315). Morocco, for its part, uses
this territorial claim as an element of national cohesion and legitimacy of the regime and
it remains a national priority.
In order to normalize relations with Morocco after the Perejil conflict, the Spanish
authorities have since tried to be very cautious in their actions and public declarations in
order to not provoke negative reactions from Morocco (Iglesias 2010, 315).
In any case, Iglesias (2010, 335) argues that Morocco is not really interested in
obtaining the sovereignty of Ceuta and Melilla in the short or medium term because: a)
it will lose a bargaining tool in its relations with Spain; b) it will lose a tool for cohesion
and legitimacy in the Moroccan internal policy; c) the border with Spain and the EU
would move away to the other shore of the Mediterranean; d) the cities and regions near
Ceuta and Melilla would suffer negative economic consequences; and, e) Morocco
would lose part of its strategic role in the fight against irregular migration, drug
trafficking, etc.

42

See El País (23/07/2002).
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Map 1: The Spanish islands and territories near Morocco

Source: El País newspaper

Morocco has used this question as a bargaining tool in bilateral relations with Spain, but
it has strategically calculated the level of its claims and has made sure that these do not
reach confrontation level.
(iii)

Fisheries Agreements and demarcation of territorial waters

The first Fisheries Agreement between Morocco and the European Community was
signed in 1995. At the time it was one of the most important fisheries agreements signed
by the EU with a third country. However, in 1999 the EC was unable to renew the
agreement for four more years, due mostly to the bilateral tensions between Spain and
Morocco over issues unrelated to fishing. It was not until 2007 that Morocco and the
EU signed a new fisheries agreement. Four years later, when this came up for renewal,
both parties agreed to extend it until 2015. However, the European Parliament rejected
the extension of the agreement and called on the European Commission to negotiate a
new, more environmentally and economically beneficial deal, which took the interests
of the Sahrawi population into account. The negotiations recommenced in November
2012 and after several rounds of discussions, both parties agreed to a new protocol in
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December 2013. However, it took some time for Morocco to ratify the agreement and it
was not until September 2014 that European fishermen returned to Moroccan waters.43
Although Spanish fisheries competences became communitarized since the
admission of Spain into the European Community in 1986, regarding EU-Morocco
Fisheries Agreements, Spain is the member state that influences most and plays the
biggest role in the negotiations. In the last agreement of 2013, out of 126 fishing
licenses granted, 99 were for Spanish boat-owners, which clearly illustrates how
important this agreement is for Spain.44
Spain is dependent on the Moroccan fishing grounds, not because of the quantity of
catches or the boats affected, but because the fishing fleets from some coastal areas of
Andalucía, Galicia and Canarias cannot operate in distant waters (due to technical
limitations). For this reason, the fleets of these regions depend on the Moroccan fishing
grounds to work and therefore the economy of these coastal areas depends on the
Fisheries Agreements with Morocco (Holgado and Ostos 2002).
Morocco is aware of this and has used this dependency to exercise greater pressure
in fisheries negotiations. Moreover, Morocco has continually attempted to link the
Fisheries Agreements with other issues, such as the Association Agreement with the
EU. According to González del Miño (2005, 156) every EU-Morocco negotiation to
renew the agreement follows a specific pattern: a) Morocco reduces the quantity of
catches allowed; b) Morocco demands more economic compensation; c) the biological
recovery period increases; and d) there is a reduction in the number of licenses granted.
For a long time, Morocco used the fishing issue as a basic pillar of its claims and
demands vis-à-vis the EU. In some of the agreements, Morocco managed to link the
negotiations and to obtain trade agreements as compensation, or EU recognition of
Moroccan control over the Western Saharan coastal waters.
Experts on the matter agree that Morocco has taken much more advantage than the
EU in the negotiations of all Fisheries Agreements (Holgado and Ostos 2002; Fibla
García-Sala 2005; González del Miño 2005; Iglesias 2010). In 2000, to overturn this
dependency, Spain and the EU initiated an expensive conversion and restructuring of
the fleet, in order to make these coastal zones less dependent on Morocco’s prospect of
negotiating (Holgado and Ostos 2002). This has somewhat reduced the dependency, but
it still exists and Morocco is likely to continue using it as leverage.
43
44

El País 09/09/2014: “La flota pesquera regresa al mar marroquí tras tres años de parón”.
Idem.
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When it comes to the demarcation of territorial waters, Spain’s particular
geographical location means that it has to establish maritime borders with five different
countries: France, Portugal, Morocco, Algeria and Italy. Spain still has twenty-two
questions to resolve with these countries, nine of which are with Morocco. The
unresolved demarcation of territorial waters between Spain and Morocco has, in certain
cases, blocked negotiations on the Fisheries Agreements, but above all it has triggered
diplomatic tensions every time one of the two countries has granted authorization to
drill for oil to oil companies.
(iv)

Other issues: agriculture and trade agreements, terrorism, and development
aid

The following sections explain how other issues such as the negotiation of agricultural
and trade agreements and development aid have affected the bilateral relationship and
indirectly the MCC. At the same time, since the terrorist attacks of 2003 in Casablanca,
and 2004 in Madrid, Spain and Morocco have built strong anti-terrorist cooperation that
has also played an important role in normalizing the bilateral relationship after the
Perejil Island conflict, which in turn favoured MCC.

1.3. The international context, the influence of the EU and other
elements
The Spanish-Moroccan relationship is also conditioned by the international context and
the roles of certain external actors, such as the EU, France and Algeria.

1.3.1 The EU influence on Spanish-Moroccan relations
Since Spanish accession to the European Community in 1986, the EC (subsequently
EU) has influenced relations between Spain and Morocco. The EU is the primary
moneylender for Morocco and primary trading partner (France first, Spain second),
accounting for 60% of its exports and 50% of its imports.45 European tourists represent
approximately 80% of all tourism in Morocco, France and Spain being the largest
source countries. Moreover, 70% of external direct investment in Morocco and 90% of

45

Office des changes, Rabat and A. Belguendouz (2002, 4).
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remittances from abroad come from the EU. Remittances represent roughly 10% of the
total Moroccan GDP.46
In parallel with the progressive transfer of some important member states’
competences to the EU, and the growth of power and consolidation of this supranational
actor, negotiations and cooperation on certain issues between Spain and Morocco have
increasingly been substituted in certain cases by EU-Moroccan negotiations and
cooperation. This substitution has led to an increasingly stronger EU-Morocco
association that can be summed up by five key events.
The first event was the Euromediterranean Partnership (Barcelona Process) of
1995. The Barcelona Process laid the foundations for a proposed new regional
relationship between the EU and the Maghreb region.47 Then, one year later in 1996 the
EU-Morocco Association Agreement was signed, although it only became effective in
2000. The agreement tries to create a political dialogue between European and
Moroccan institutions and representatives at different official levels, and promotes
regional cooperation on stability and prosperity in the Mediterranean region.48 The third
important event that improved relations between the EU and Morocco was the Tampere
European Council in October 1999. A comprehensive approach was then adopted to put
into practice the new political framework established by the Treaty of Amsterdam in the
area of Justice and Home Affairs. The European Council set ambitious objectives and
deadlines for action in all relevant areas, including asylum and immigration, police and
justice cooperation and the fight against organized crime. Moreover, at the summit, the
elements for the definition of a common policy of co-development with countries like
Morocco were established. The fourth noteworthy event was the introduction of the
European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) in 2004. While the Barcelona Process basically
became a multilateral forum of dialogue and cooperation between the EU and its
46

Migration and Remittances Factbook, Development Prospects Group, World Bank, 2007.
The partnership had three main aims: to create a common area of peace and stability underpinned by
sustainable development, the rule of law, democracy and human rights (Political and Security Dialogue
Dimension); to include the gradual establishment of a free-trade area to promote shared economic
opportunity through sustainable and balanced socio-economic development (the Economic and Financial
Partnership Dimension); to promoting understanding and intercultural dialogue between cultures,
religions and people, and facilitating exchanges between civil society and ordinary citizens, particularly
women and young people (Social, Cultural and Human Partnership Dimension).
48
This agreement includes provisions on freedom of establishment and the liberalisation of services, free
movement of capital and competition rules, the strengthening of economic co-operation on the widest
possible basis and the co-operation on social matters, supplemented by cultural co-operation. The
Agreement confirms the existence of free trade in manufactured goods and reinforces the intention of a
progressive and reciprocal liberalisation of trade for agricultural products. Finally, another important
chapter refers to the need to establish pillars for cooperation on migration control.
47
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Mediterranean partners, the complementary bilateral relations were managed mainly
under the ENP and through association agreements signed with each partner country.
The ENP is thus the mechanism through which the decisions, objectives and agreements
of the Barcelona Process49 are put into practice. The fifth important event in the
strengthening of EU-Morocco relations was the Second Barcelona Summit in 2005. On
the tenth anniversary of the Euro-Mediterranean Summit, the participants agreed on a
five-year work programme and added migration as a fourth key pillar of the partnership.
All of these five events contributed to the signing of the Advanced Status for Morocco
with the EU in October 2008. This established a reflection process in order to reinforce
the EU/Moroccan bilateral relationship, their political cooperation and their cooperation
in security matters, and to prepare the drawing up of an EU-Morocco free trade
agreement, as well as the progressive integration of Morocco in different political and
economic sectors within the EU.

1.3.2 Algeria, France, the Maghreb, and the United States
A) The bilateral conflict with Algeria
Morocco and Algeria have been embroiled in constant disputes and bilateral tension
ever since they became independent (Morocco in 1956 and Algeria in 1962). This
conflict can be explained as follows: the official maps of the Algerian colony and the
Moroccan Protectorate were confusing and in the 1950s, the French authorities
unilaterally drew up a map that favoured Algeria and that was rejected by Morocco.
After the war in Algeria (1954–1962), France unilaterally demarcated a new operational
line. It used this line as a de facto border in order to eliminate this refugee area for
Algerian rebels, thereby reducing Moroccan territory. This operational line was the
cause of the Arenas War for territorial demarcation and borders in 1963 between
Morocco and Algeria.50
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The EU offers financial assistance to countries (such as Morocco) within the European Neighbourhood,
as long as they meet the strict conditions of government and economic reform and other issues relating to
positive transformation. In this way, this policy establishes an exchange in which the neighbouring
country commits to political, economic, trade, or human rights reform in a country, in exchange for tarifffree access to some or all EU markets, and financial or technical assistance.
50
Immediately after Algerian independence, both Maghreb countries took position in the area, with
Algeria arguing that this area and the border were part of their colonial heritage, with Morocco arguing
that the area was part of the Alawi Kingdom. Finally, the border confrontations provoked the Arenas War
in 1963. The war lasted only a month, and a ceasefire was signed in Bamako (Mali). The war did not
represent any territorial gain and Morocco has kept claiming for this territory ever since.
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Another crisis related to border demarcation broke out in 1994 following the
terrorist attack on a Marrakesh hotel by French nationals of Maghreb origin (two of
Algerian origin). Morocco reacted by accusing Algerian military security for being
responsible of the attack and imposed visa duties not only on Algerian citizens, but also
on foreign nationals of Algerian origin (Zoubir 2000, 54). Algeria responded by
imposing visa requirements on Moroccan nationals and closed the land border between
the two countries. The closure of the border did not prevent the development of illegal
contraband activities in the area, and above all, it even facilitated the circulation of
irregular migrants trying to reach the Spanish cities of Ceuta and Melilla or the
Mediterranean after crossing the Algerian-Moroccan border.
In recent years, Morocco has tried unsuccessfully to convince Algeria to open the
border. Since he came to the throne in 1999, Mohammed VI has shown his willingness
to normalize relations with his neighbour. In 2004, he dropped the visa obligation for
Algerian nationals for entering Morocco as a gesture of goodwill and to back his
demand that Algeria reopen the border. In March 2008, Morocco officially requested
Algeria to reopen the borders, but even after these two steps, Algeria refused to
comply.51
The Western Sahara issue is another reason provoking bilateral tensions. Since the
‘Green March’ of November 1975, Morocco has claimed sovereignty over this excolony, formerly known as Spanish Sahara. Since the beginning of the conflict Algeria
has supported the self-determination of the Saharawi people. Many scholars argue that
Algeria rejected the absorption of the Western Sahara by Morocco because it would
“upset the regional balance of power in Morocco's favour, thus threatening Algeria's
national security” (Zoubir 2000, 47). Damis (1985) argues that:
“Algerians fear that the absorption of the Sahara by their neighbours would only
encourage Moroccan expansionist tendencies and whet the Moroccans' appetite for
pursuing their unfulfilled and frequently articulated irredentist claim to territory in
western Algeria”.

The Algerian support for Saharawi self-determination can be considered an Algerian
strategy to defend national territory (Torres-García 2013, 15).
Finally, Morocco and Algeria are rivals and have both implemented policies to
obtain regional hegemony (Iglesias 2010, 166). Comparing their resources with those of
51

Recently, the Moroccan authorities have announced the construction of a 70-450 km fence (North of
both countries and not long enough to reach the Sahara) along the Algerian border, in order to prevent
irregular sub-Saharan migrants from reaching Morocco via Algerian territory. See El País 26/11/2013:
“Rabat estudia levantar una valla contra los inmigrantes que llegan de Argelia”.
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other Maghreb countries, both are well placed to become leaders in the region.
Moreover, due to their rivalry and the lack of will of both governments, the regional
integration process of the Arab Maghreb Union (AMU) is stuck. All these dynamics
have affected and still affect Spanish relations with Morocco as well as with Algeria,
and also indirectly affect migration control policies. For example, the Algerian
authorities have used energy issues to improve their relations with the EU and the
support of key member states such as Spain. Algeria is Spain’s primary energy supplier,
and the Algerian authorities have used Spain’s energy needs to balance Algeria’s
interests in the EU against those of neighbouring rivals such as Morocco (Darbouche
2009, 380).
It is interesting to note that every time Spain and Morocco have had serious
diplomatic conflicts, there has been a rapprochement between Spain and Algeria in
cooperating and improving their bilateral relationship. For example, in 2002 Spain and
Algeria signed agreements on cooperation, trade and exchange of public debt for
investment. Likewise, during the Perejil conflict between Morocco and Spain, the
Algerian authorities sent their navy to help Spain divert dozens of boats with irregular
Moroccan migrants that were taking advantage of the conflict to reach Spanish coasts
(Dris-Ait-Hamadouche and Dris 2007, 492).

B) Spanish–French competition for the Maghreb
Since the 1990s Spain has tried to reduce the power and importance of France in the
Maghreb. France has been the most important trading partner of Algeria and Morocco
since their independence. However, whereas France maintains a serious influence and
economic presence in Algeria, compared to Spain, in the case of Morocco the difference
has been reduced over the years with Spain becoming the primary trading partner and
investor in Morocco in 2012 (see Chapter 6). Both Spain and France continuously
compete to obtain preferential status from at least one of the two countries.
The fact that Algerian and Moroccan interests are continuously in conflict means
that whenever Spain or France chooses to support one of those two countries (e.g.
Morocco) on a specific issue (e.g. the Western Sahara), this immediately implies that
they are against Algerian interests. It is for this reason that, at present, the two strongest
and most consolidated alliances are Spain and Morocco on the one side, and France and
Algeria on the other.
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During the bilateral crisis of 2001–2003 between Spain and Morocco, France
supported Morocco in the conflict and blocked an EU communiqué of support for Spain
during the Perejil crisis (Willis 2012, 329). Here it is important to note that by
supporting Morocco, France was provoking the passivity of the EU response whilst
trying to weaken the Spanish position, in order to maintain its hegemonic role in the
region (González del Miño 2005). In almost every dispute between Spain and Morocco,
France has supported Morocco and in the Western Sahara conflict, France generally
supports the option that aligns with Morocco’s interests.
Regarding immigration, France opposed the Spanish proposal of June 2002 which
demanded that development aid be made conditional on the efforts and willingness of
migrant-sending states to control and reduce irregular migration flows.
In sum, France is a key actor whose role is important in understanding SpanishMoroccan relations. Over the years, this bilateral relationship has become stronger due
to Morocco’s interest in becoming less dependent on French trade, and economic and
political support, but also because Spain has decided to compete with France for the
hegemonic role in the region. Notwithstanding, it is important to understand that the
influence of France in the region has affected important elements of MCC between
Spain and Morocco.

C) United States’ interests in the region
The role of the United States in the region and in Spanish-Moroccan relations might
seem irrelevant for this study and in understanding Spanish-Moroccan MCC. However,
it plays an important role in issues that indirectly affect migration and SpanishMoroccan cooperation. Much of the US policy towards Morocco “is linked to wider
regional questions, rather than intrinsic concerns with Morocco per se” (Zisenwine
2013, 79). The US is interested in a moderate and pro-Western Morocco that cooperates
in regional policies on terrorism and political extremism, particularly after 9/11.
Moroccan political stability is a priority for the US, and for this reason it has tilted
decisively towards Morocco on the Western Sahara issue, reinforced the relationship in
a variety of areas (economic and social among others) (Zisenwine 2013, 78), and has
not pressed for tough political reforms during the Arab Spring.
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2. The migration management cooperation between Spain and Morocco
The second part analyzes the evolution and main stages of over twenty-five years of
Spanish-Moroccan MCC, analyzing the key elements influencing this cooperation, the
main routes used by irregular migrants and the number of interceptions of migrants in
each destination.

2.1 Migration flows from Morocco: destinations and numbers, and the
stages of the bilateral migration control cooperation
Irregular migrants use one of three main routes to try to reach Spanish territory (see
Maps 1–2):
1) From the Northern coast of Morocco to the Spanish mainland: migrants try to
reach the mainland by crossing the Mediterranean sea using pateras or even toy boats.52
Migrants usually make their attempt as close as possible to the Strait of Gibraltar (where
the distance between Spain and Morocco is only 14 km), however the migration control
measures implemented by Morocco and Spain have forced migrants to also try from the
Northern Atlantic or from the Northeast Mediterranean coasts of Morocco.
2) Ceuta and Melilla: (see Map 1) migrants try to enter Spain irregularly by entering
the two Spanish enclaves in Northern Morocco. Usually sub-Saharan migrants try to
climb the fences, but they can also attempt to reach the cities by toy boats (see Image 1,
Appendix), among other methods.
3) From the Western Atlantic Coast of Morocco / Western Sahara (including
Mauritania and Senegal) to the Canary Islands: as we will see later, from 1999 to 2008
a significant number of irregular migrants tried to reach the Canary Islands from various
parts of the West African Atlantic coast; including Morocco, the Western Sahara,
Mauritania and Senegal.
The arrivals on the Spanish mainland and the Canary Islands have been recorded
(and made public) by the Spanish Ministry of Internal Affairs and by the Guardia Civil
since 1993 for the mainland, since 1995 for the Canary Islands, and since 2005 for
Ceuta and Melilla. The numbers of arrivals in all three destinations have been registered
52

The pateras are small boats used to transport migrants from the north of Morocco to the Strait of
Gibraltar / Southern Andalusia. Their capacity is approximately twenty people. However, the Cayucos are
African fishing boats, that started to be used in 2005 from the Western African coasts to the Canary
Islands. Their capacity is approximately fifty to sixty people. Toy boats are small boats usually used by
children to play on the beach, which were first used at the end of 2012 at the Strait of Gibraltar, with
groups of around six to eight migrants (although maximum capacity is for two to three people) to cross
the 14 km of the Strait (see Image 1, Appendix).
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and reported by the media and by the Spanish authorities since 1988, however, there are
no official numbers registered about the total number of irregular migrants
arrested/rescued for that period.

Map 2: Migratory routes through Morocco and the Western Sahara

Source: Fotolia and own elaboration

The official data for the total number of detentions of migrants intercepted on the
Spanish mainland and coming from Morocco spans the period 1993–2012. Unofficial
data indicate that in 1991, around 2,500 irregular migrants arrived via this migratory
route, with around another 12,00 in 1992.53 As we can see in Figure 2, the number of
migrants arriving on the southern coast of Spain from 1993 to 1996 increased
progressively, with a decrease in 1994, with a total of 4,189 migrants intercepted.
53

See El País (15/09/1992).
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However, from 1994 the number of migrants increased to 7,741 in 1996, and remained
stable at 7,000 migrants intercepted per year from 1996 to 1999. In 2000, there was an
increase of the number of arrivals of irregular migrants from Morocco, reaching a total
record of 16,885 migrants intercepted (i.e. an increase of 135% compared to the
previous year). After this peak, the number of arrivals diminished progressively
annually until 2005 with the interception of 7,066 migrants — the same number as in
the period 1996–1999. However, even if the arrivals of migrants decreased from 2000 to
2004, they did so very slowly. The number of arrivals continued to decrease year by
year (with some exceptions) to 3,041 interceptions in 2013, which is the lowest number
of arrivals since 1994. One of these exceptions was in 2011, with a low increase of the
arrival of irregular migrants to Spain during the Arab Spring, and also in 2014, due to
bilateral tensions that I will analyze in the following chapters.
Figure 2: Number of migrants coming from Morocco by sea and intercepted by the
Guardia Civil in Southern Spanish coast (Peninsula/mainland), 1993–2014
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Official data exist on the irregular immigration to Ceuta and Melilla, from 2005 to 2012
(see Figure 3).54 In 2005, the attempts to climb the Ceuta and Melilla fences reached
54

According to Alscher (2005, 11), in 1994 there were 1804 devoluciones, and it increased the following
years with 1995: 2,116; 1996: 7,020; 1997: 10,163). From 1998 to 2001 the annual number of
devoluciones was around 8,150 to 8,350 persons, dropping from 2002 (5,754) to 2004 (2,584). As
Alscher (2005, 11) describes “The procedure of devoluciones, mainly used in the case of Moroccan
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critical levels when over one thousand migrants tried to enter the two enclaves; with the
tragic consequences of at least fourteen migrants dying at the border (some from
gunshot wounds). In response to this, the height of the fences of Ceuta and Melilla was
doubled from three to six meters and the border was reinforced with a third barrier and
equipped with special modern devices designed to detect and slow down the attempts of
irregular migrants to scale the fences.
Figure 3: Number of migrants coming from Morocco to Ceuta and Melilla and
intercepted by the Guardia Civil on the mainland (Peninsula), 2005–2014
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In recent years the new fence and the cooperation between Spain, the EU and Morocco
have reduced mass intrusions of migrants, with only some sporadic peaks in autumn
2006, at the end of 2008, and finally in May and Autumn 2010. In 2011, the number of
migrants intercepted trying to reach Ceuta and Melilla also doubled (988) compared to
the same period the previous year, as a consequence of the instability and increase of
irregular migrants during the Arab Spring. In 2012 and 2013, Melilla experienced a
migrants, applies to those apprehended near the border or at major transit routes in the interior. In the
daily practice of border guards, the devolución is also applied to illegal entries via the sea.”
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significant increase in the number of attempts by irregular migrants to scale the fence.
In 2013, the number of irregular migrants entering Ceuta and Melilla rose to 3,527, as a
result of attempts by groups of hundreds of sub-Saharan migrants to scale the fences. In
2014, the increase was as a result of the war in Syrian, which pushed over 3,000 Syrian
refugees towards the two cities.
The Spanish destination for the highest number of irregular migrants in a single year
is the Canary Islands. These migrants arrive by big boats or cayucos from the Western
Atlantic Coast of Morocco, but also from the coasts of the Western Sahara, Mauritania
and Senegal (see Image 2, Appendix). Without official data and empirical research it is
difficult to know when these migrants arrived and from which specific geographical
location they began their journey through the Atlantic Ocean to the Canary Islands.
However, as we will see later, since February 2004 joint sea patrols between the Royal
Gendarmerie and the Civil Guard between Laâyoune and Las Palmas started to control
the north of the Western Saharan coast. Joint air and land patrols were also carried out
(Elmadmad 2005, 232) for surveillance along the entire Moroccan and Western Saharan
coast near the Canary Islands. In addition, from 2006, different agreements and
operations have been signed and implemented between Spain and single West African
states (mainly Mauritania and Senegal). In 2005 the Spanish-Moroccan cooperation in
the Western Sahara explains why arrivals fell to 4,767 irregular migrants (see Figure 4),
after the period 2002–2004 in which arrivals totalled around 8,000–10,000. SpanishMoroccan cooperation in the Western Sahara obliged irregular migrants and human
smugglers to travel a long way to find uncontrolled coasts and so they started to depart
from the Mauritanian and Senegalese coasts. The result was the arrival of 31,678
irregular migrants in the Canary Islands. That year, the total number of irregular
migrants arriving in Spain (at all three destinations) was the highest for the period
1993–2012 with a total of 41,174.
Since 2006, the number of arrivals in the Canary Islands started to drop until they
almost disappeared with only 173 irregular migrants in 2012, 196 in 2013 and 296 in
2014. In order words, the migratory route from the West African coast to the Canary
Islands has almost been eliminated by Spanish migration control cooperation with
Morocco, Mauritania and Senegal.
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Figure 4: Number of irregular migrants from Morocco intercepted in the mainland
Peninsula, the Canary Islands, Ceuta and Melilla and all destinations aggregated,
1993–2014
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Finally, by analyzing the total annual numbers of irregular migrants intercepted at the
three main destinations, we can observe that although the phenomenon of irregular
migration to Spain already existed before and during the period 1993–1999, it was not
until 2000–2005 that the number of arrivals increased to a figure of between 15,000 and
22,000 a year. During this period, the total number of arrivals remained high although
the number of arrivals on the Spanish mainland started to progressively decrease in
2000. This is because since 2001, the number of interceptions in the Canary Islands
started to increase. Interceptions peaked in 2006 (41,174) during the period 1993–2012
(mainly due to the 31,678 irregular migrants that arrived in the Canary Islands) that set
Spanish and European alarm bells ringing. Since then, the total number of interceptions
has progressively decreased (except for a small increase in 2011 due to the Arab Spring,
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and in 2014 due to the Syrian war and bilateral tensions) with 2012 as the year with the
fewest interceptions since 1995.

2.2 The different stages of the Spanish-Moroccan migration control
cooperation linked to their bilateral relationship
The first time an irregular migrant (who had tried to reach Spain by patera) was found
dead was in November 1988 on the Spanish beach of Tarifa.55 Eighteen other migrants
in the same patera died and only five survived. This tragedy was the first media contact
that Spanish society had had with irregular immigration.56 Soon after, Spain began to
implement measures to control migration and to request the participation of the
Moroccan authorities in such measures. In this section, I analyze the steps of the
construction of Spanish migration control policy in parallel with the different stages of
the bilateral MCC.

A) 1988–1993: the emergence of the irregular immigration phenomenon, the
Schengen visas and the first steps of bilateral cooperation
Before the introduction of Schengen visas, the arrival of immigrants on Spanish coasts
was an issue ignored by the media and Spanish society. Prior to Schengen, the news on
irregular immigration focused on the discovery of dead bodies on the coasts of Tarifa,57
or the interception of small numbers of irregular migrants attempting to reach Spanish
coasts by pateras.
At that time, most of the dead bodies and the interception of irregular vessels were
not directly associated with irregular immigration but with drug-traficking mafias.58
Moreover, because irregular immigration was a new phenomenon (Carling 2007),59 and
the technology and police resources were limited or non-existent, many migrants were
not arrested at sea, but in towns or inland areas far from the coast,60 or they were simply

55

See ABC (04/10/2013).
In fact, it is highly likely that the first pateras arrived before 1988. For example, Abdel Hamid Beyuki,
President of the Asociación de Trabajadores e Inmigrantes Marroquíes en España (Atime), swore in an
interview that in 1984, he had reached Spain by patera. See La Vanguardia (20/03/2000).
57
Coast near the Gibraltar Strait. See El País (12/01/1991).
58
El País (09/02/1991).
59
For example, it is anecdotal to find that the first female immigrant was only arrested in 1991 and that a
national newspaper considered it sufficiently important to merit a headline: El País (20/08/1991).
60
El País (18/06/1990).
56
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never seized.61 During this period, most of the migrants arrested by the Spanish Guardia
Civil were Moroccan nationals, in contrast to the majority of sub-Saharan migrants who
apprehended since the early 2000s.62 Scholars often ignore these details, although they
help us to get a better grasp of the present MCC and the consequences it has provoked.
In terms of bilateral migration management cooperation, the period 1988–1993 was
supposedly one of the first periods of tension between Spain and Morocco related to
immigration. However, this conflict was not over irregular immigration, but legal
migration, or in other words, visas. In May 1991, Spain and the European Community
requested visas for third-country nationals including Moroccan nationals. This caused
protests not only by Moroccan nationals, but also caused confusion in the Spanish
consulates in Morocco.63 In order to resolve this situation, Spain and Morocco agreed
that the citizens of the Tetuan and Nador regions be allowed to cross the border of Ceuta
and Melilla by simply presenting a special passport (proving they were originally from
one of the two regions), and that EC residents would need a transit permit.
Moreover, Spain responded to Moroccan complaints about the obstacles in the visa
regime for Moroccan migrants, by abolishing visa processing fees. The Spanish Prime
Minister, Felipe González, personally announced, on the day the Treaty of Friendship
and Cooperation between the two countries was signed, that all Moroccan visas would
be free from then onwards.64 Notwithstanding this gesture of goodwill by the Spanish
government, in the following months the Spanish consulates in Morocco reported being
overwhelmed by demands for Schengen visas,65 and Moroccan migrants and NGOs
complained of cases of corruption and falsification of passports and labour contracts.66
Moreover, in the first months of the application of the Schengen visa system, Moroccan
and African migrants tried to enter Spain without the required documents. For this
reason, in 1991, 37,137 migrants were refused entry to Spain at the Andalusian port of
Algeciras, which is the main connection point between Africa and Spain, mainly due to

61

As early as 1991, some estimates reported the presence of around 3,000 Maghreb irregular workers in
Andalusian greenhouses: El País (20/08/1991). Some police sources reported that in that period only 50%
of the irregular migrants reaching the Spanish coasts were intercepted: El País (12/02/1992). El País
(16/06/1992). El País (03/08/1993).
62
El País (18/10/1991).
63
There was a protest by 2,500 Moroccan workers in Gibraltar, complaining that prior to the visa
obligation, they were able to work in Spain and live in Morocco without any mobility problem. See El
País (18/05/1991).
64
El País (05/07/1991).
65
El País (15/05/1991).
66
El País (22/09/1991).
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the lack of a return ticket or no proof of financial resources (Alscher 2005, 11).67 The
following year, only 2,396 migrants were denied entry.
There is no official data on the number of arrivals of irregular migrants transported
by pateras to the Spanish mainland before 1993. Yet early in 1992, almost every day
the media contained articles on the arrival of these boats near the Strait of Gibraltar.68
As a consequence, the Spanish authorities tried to find solutions and the Spanish and
Moroccan Ministries of Home Affairs signed a readmission agreement in 1992.69 This
agreement compelled Morocco to accept the readmission of all irregular immigrants
reaching Spain from its territory. With this agreement, Spain tried to make Morocco
accept sub-Saharan migrants arriving by irregular vessels from Moroccan territory.
However, the commitment was not respected by Morocco. The Moroccan authorities
began to accept irregular Moroccan nationals deported by Spain, but refused to accept
third-country nationals, arguing that Spain could not prove that they had come from
Moroccan territory.
Apart from the readmission agreement, during this period the first MCC measures
were adopted by Morocco in response to Spanish demands. In 1992, a significant
number of pateras arrived on the Spanish coasts. Representatives of the Spanish
authorities requested Rabat to step up the control of irregular migration.70 A few months
later, in October 1992, Hassan II dictated measures to stop irregular emigration from
Morocco. After this, the arrival of pateras from Morocco to Spain stopped completely,71
and in November, the Spanish Minister of Home Affairs, J.L. Corcuera, publicly
declared that the ‘serious problem’ of the pateras had been resolved thanks to measures
taken by Hassan II.72
However, eight months later, in June 1993, pateras were once again intercepted
along the southern coast of Spain practically every week and sometimes on every day
(see Chapter 4).73 Hence, since March 1993 the migratory route of the pateras towards
the Spain’s Southern coasts ‘reopened’ with the sporadic arrival of irregular migrants
every now and then.
67

El País (30/04/1991); El País (05/02/1991); El País (16/05/1991).
El País (03/05/1993).
69
Acuerdo de 13 de Febrero de 1992 entre el Reino de España y el Reino de Marruecos relativo a la
Circulación de Personas, el Transito y la Readmisión de extranjeros entrados ilegalmente.
70
El País (11/06/1992); El País (25/07/1992).
71
El País (07/11/1992).
72
El País (18/11/1992).
73
El País (24/06/1993); El País (04/07/1993a).
68
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During this period, the cities of Ceuta and Melilla also experienced the first
consequences of the migratory phenomenon. Before and immediately after the
introduction of Schengen visas, irregular migrants opted to enter Ceuta and Melilla. It
was partly to avoid this kind of situation that in early 1992 Spain rushed to sign and
implement the readmission agreement with Morocco. However, at the end of July 1992,
Morocco had not yet readmitted the 200 Senegalese immigrants that Spain was trying to
expel.74 Ceuta and Melilla were not (and still are not) part of the Schengen area.
However, by entering the two cities, which were only protected by a two-metre high
barbed-wire fence until 1992, immigrants expected to be sent to a detention centre on
the mainland by the Spanish authorities (according to the Spanish Foreigners Law,
irregular migrants had to be released forty days after being detained in a detention
centre). This is why 160 irregular non-Moroccan migrants in Melilla protested and
demanded to be sent to a detention centre on the Spanish mainland, after waiting
months to be sent to a detention centre.75 After a meeting between the two governments
Morocco agreed to receive and expel seventy-seven migrants before they had to be
released into Spanish territory, and around fifty more migrants in the months that
followed.76 With this agreement, Spain avoided the ‘call effect’ for further irregular
migrants and thanks to the decision in October 1992 by King Hassan II to combat
irregular immigration, Ceuta and Melilla scarcely had to expel immigrants until 1993.

B) 1993–1996: The constant arrival of pateras, the first migration crisis in
Ceuta and Melilla and the opening of the Canary Islands route
Since March 1993, the arrival of migrants on Spanish coasts remained constant (7,000–
9,000 irregular immigrants per year, see Figure 2), with peaks of arrivals during the
summer due to better weather conditions.
Regarding the Ceuta and Melilla route, in 1992 and 1993 only a few hundred people
were rejected at the Spanish-Moroccan border of both cities. However, because
Morocco refused to accept non-Moroccan deported migrants, in 1993 the Spanish
government decided to erect a fence along the 8.3 km border of Ceuta. Nevertheless, the
number of rejected migrants at the border of Ceuta kept growing the following years

74

El País (31/07/1992).
El País (12/07/1992).
76
El País (05/10/1992).
75
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with 42,071 people in 1994 and reaching a peak in 1995 with 66,841 rejections (Alscher
2005).
In October 1995, a riot broke out among irregular migrants, and Ceuta citizens and
policemen forced the Spanish government to take action. The riot happened when 150
African irregular migrants made a violent protest after waiting for over a year to be
transferred to the mainland.77 The Spanish government decided to send the army and
police to Ceuta to re-establish order, investigate those responsible for the riot, but above
all to control the border during the erection of a new fence. This consisted of two rows
of three-meter high fences, equipped with motion detectors, video and infrared-cameras
and seventeen control towers. Yet the new fence did not stop irregular migrants from
climbing the Ceuta fence, and in the period that followed the numbers of rejections and
devoluciones78 were similar to previous years. The numbers of rejections and
devoluciones in Melilla was similar to those in Ceuta, but the fact that Melilla already
had a fence, erected in the 1970s, allowed the Spanish government to postpone the
erection of a new one until 1996.
With fences surrounding the perimeters of the two enclaves, irregular migrants
shifted to other migration routes, and in 1995 they ‘opened’ the Canary Islands route.
While irregular immigrants had mainly attempted to reach the Spanish coasts near the
Strait of Gibraltar, or to enter one of the two enclaves, starting in 1995, boats started to
navigate the 49 km from Laâyoune to the Canary Islands.
However, in 1994 and 1995 immigration was not yet a priority on the Spanish
agenda. In fact, all the Spanish and European efforts were focused on signing an
agreement with Morocco on fisheries. Morocco was not a flexible negotiator (there
were intense and numerous rounds of negotiations in these two years), and only agreed
with the EU in exchange for the Association Agreement with the EU.79 In these two
years the Spanish Ministry for Foreign Affairs admitted that the bilateral relationship
between
Spain and Morocco “was not going through a good time”.80 This was due both to
Hassan’s claims to sovereignty of the two enclaves,81 and to the paralysis and tensions
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El País (13/10/1995); El País (19/10/1995).
See definition in footnote 53.
79
El País (11/11/1995); El País (24/10/1994).
80
El País (24/06/1995).
81
El País (06/03/1995).
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during the negotiations of the Fisheries Agreement, among other issues.82 Therefore,
immigration was relegated to a non-priority role in the meetings and negotiations
between the two countries.
In 1996, the bilateral relationship improved once Spain and the EU had signed the
Fisheries Agreement and the Association Agreement with Morocco, thus ending one
important cause of tension. In March 1996, the conservative Popular Party came to
power with Aznar as the new Prime Minister. Aznar maintained the tradition of visiting
Morocco on his first official trip and Hassan II received him with all honours in the
palace. Moreover, the Moroccan authorities relaxed their demands over the Ceuta and
Melilla issue. Finally, while in 1994 and 1995 the Western Sahara issue was a priority
for Morocco and a reason for tension with Spain; in May 1996, the UN renounced plans
to organize the referendum on Western Sahara self-determination, which left this issue
on hold for a while.83
The Popular Party’s goal was to reduce irregular migration as a priority in its
agenda, and for this reason migration control was put back on the bilateral negotiating
table. In July and October 1996, the new Spanish Minister of Internal Affairs, J. Mayor
Oreja, met his Moroccan counterpart, Driss Basri, to organize future meetings between
the heads of the Moroccan and Spanish police in order to coordinate joint actions
dealing with irregular immigration and to set up a mixed technical commission to
discuss and deal with the readmission of irregular migrants from Morocco.84 This was
the prelude to several months of progress in the construction of the MCC, although
pateras were still arriving on the mainland, and even Melilla and Ceuta suffered an
increase of entries of irregular sub-Saharan migrants.85

C) 1996–1999: complicated beginning of the bilateral cooperation: Western
Sahara and Ceuta and Melilla standing in the way
In 1996, the Spanish authorities reported the detention of mafias and human traffickers,
as well as irregular migrants.86 These detentions were made thanks to the cooperation
between the Spanish and Moroccan police on this matter. However, despite police
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cooperation, the number of arrivals on the mainland in 1996 and 1997 remained at
around 7,000 irregular migrants apprehended per year. The Spanish Minister of Internal
Affairs explained these numbers by saying that drug traffickers were switching to
human trafficking, maintaining their organized structure, but with lower costs and lower
risk of criminal punishment.87
The issues of Ceuta and Melilla, the Western Sahara and the Fisheries Agreement
went back to the top of the Spanish-Moroccan bilateral agenda (at the end of 1997/early
1998), hindering the progress of MCC and cooling down Spanish-Moroccan relations
again. Ceuta and Melilla came back on the agenda because the Spanish government had
to send the army to protect the border while the new fence was being built.88 Moreover,
the Moroccan government again started to claim sovereignty over both cities (this time
at the UN General Assembly in September 1997).89
The Western Sahara and the Fisheries Agreement were both treated as priorities
during the bilateral summit in April 1998.90 Rabat was disturbed by Spain’s neutral
position on the Western Sahara, and the fact that some sectors of Spanish society and
parliament supported the Polisario. In this bilateral context, the new fences in Ceuta and
Melilla did not reduce the number of immigrants attempting to enter Spanish territory.91
In 1998 the Minister of Internal Affairs, Mayor Oreja, travelled to Morocco twice to
meet his Moroccan counterpart.92 As a result, in August 1998 the Moroccan
Gendarmerie started to control the Gourougou hill surrounding Melilla, looking for and
arresting sub-Saharan migrants taking shelter there before trying to climb the fence.93
This MCC was also extended to the northern coasts of Morocco. The Moroccan
Gendarmerie started from time to time to arrest and to stop irregular migrants’ boats
from leaving Moroccan shores. Moroccan coastal surveillance, and the raids by the
Moroccan Gendarmerie in the cities and hills surrounding Ceuta and Melilla, once again
pushed human traffickers and irregular migrants to look for less controlled routes. The
Canary Islands route became the new destination for many irregular migrants, with a
total of 2,165 migrants apprehended in 1999.94
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D) 1999–2002: Mohammed VI, the pateras crisis and the Perejil conflict
The year 1999 was difficult and challenging for the Spanish-Moroccan relationship. The
death of Hassan II and the succession of his son Mohammed VI raised expectations in
Europe of democratic and economic political reforms and the prospect of resolving
issues of conflict that had been unresolved for years or even decades.
However, during the early years of Mohammed VI’s reign, virtually none of his
decisions and acts met expectations. On the Western Sahara issue, the UN once again
decided to postpone the self-determination referendum.95 The fishing issue was also
problematic, when Morocco decided several times to postpone negotiations to renew the
agreement, and also linked this agreement to both the EU Association Agreement and
the Moroccan-EU Agricultural Agreement.96 Ceuta and Melilla were also a matter of
tension between the two countries after the Moroccan Prime Minister yet again claimed
sovereignty,97 and Prime Minister Aznar’s response was that the two enclaves were “not
part of the issues that Spain and Morocco have to discuss”.98 This context prevented any
new progress on MCC, and no new measures were decided or agreed upon for a while.
In May 2000, the re-elected Prime Minister, Aznar, once again visited Morocco as
his traditional first official trip abroad, and offered a development aid programme
(Paidar) to fight the root causes of irregular migration.99 Aznar used a different
discourse, with no accusations against the Moroccan authorities and admitted that,
“immigration did not have a quick and easy solution”.100 In this context of
reconciliation, the Moroccan government accepted the Spanish petition to launch a
media campaign funded by Spain to educate the public about the traumas and dangers of
irregular migration.101 In 2000, Spain tried, again with no success, to obtain additional
cooperation from Morocco on border control and the readmission agreement (e.g.
during the visit of Minister of Foreign Affairs, J. Piqué, in June 2000).
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Moroccan non-cooperation pushed Spain to seek EU support to persuade Morocco to
implement the readmission agreement.102 Aznar also made a unilateral move to try to
control irregular migration, by announcing the implementation of the Integrated System
of Exterior Surveillance (SIVE). This Spanish border enforcement strategy consisted of
placing stationary and mobile sensor stations (with video and infra-red cameras) along
the southern Spanish coast, Canary Islands and the two enclaves. Each SIVE radar
station can control the pateras in a nine-mile-radius. These appears on the surveillance
monitors of the control centre and the boat is then intercepted. However, SIVE did not
become operational along the coast of Gibraltar until 2002, and was not expanded to the
Cadiz and Malaga coasts until 2003 (extended in 2006 to the remaining uncontrolled
coasts of Andalusia, the Canary Islands and Ceuta and Melilla).103
In the following years, the bilateral relationship between the two countries underwent
a bad period, which had a direct negative impact on MCC. In 2001, Spain and Morocco
had tough disputes over irregular immigration and fishing rights. In April 2001, after
two years of unsuccessful negotiations to renew the Fisheries Agreement, Aznar
threatened that another breakdown in the negotiations would have negative
consequences for the bilateral relationship.104 Immediately after this declaration,
Mohammed VI sent his Ministers of the Interior and Foreign Affairs to find out to what
extent these threats were real. The Spanish government reassured the two Moroccan
ministers that the Paso del Estrecho Operation105 would not be affected, but informed
them that the return for the breakdown over the fishing negotiations, Aznar expected
additional efforts and cooperation from Morocco to combat irregular migration.106
The number of arrivals of irregular migrants in the months that followed clearly
proved that the Moroccan authorities were not concerned about compensating Spain. In
summer 2001 the mainland received thousands of irregular migrants; some were
intercepted and arrested by the Guardia Civil, but many others were not.107 Therefore,
the situation of ‘quiet tension’ existing from 1999 to 2001 came to an end.
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The diplomatic crisis erupted when the Spanish government became exasperated
with Morocco due to the countless unsuccessful attempts to sign a new Fisheries
Agreement. Aznar requested Morocco to put additional effort into irregular immigration
to compensate for the failure of the fisheries negotiations, but the Moroccan authorities
declined this ‘offer’.
One month later, bilateral tensions increased when the Western Sahara was again
raised on the bilateral agenda. In October 2001, Mohammed VI recalled his
Ambassador for consultations in Madrid. The Spanish government was surprised by this
unexpected decision. Moroccan diplomats said that the Ambassador had been recalled
due to a “certain number of Spanish attitudes and positions regarding issues that
concerned Morocco” (clearly referring to Spain’s position on the Western Sahara and to
the recriminations about the supposed non-cooperation on migration control).108
In the months that followed, the Spanish government tried to restore bilateral
relations, but every attempt was followed by frictions related to the Western Sahara and
irregular immigration. For example, the Spanish government postponed the creation of
the bilateral commission (planned to organize the contingent of 20,000 Moroccan
workers agreed between the two countries in July 2001) due to bilateral tensions.109 The
Moroccan government stated that this Spanish decision was “an act of retaliation
against Morocco and Moroccan migrants”, and accused Aznar’s government of using
the contingent of Moroccan workers as a lever to put pressure on the Moroccan
government to reschedule the recently cancelled bilateral summit.110 The Spanish
government continued accusing Morocco of connivance with irregular migration
mafias,111 and at the European Summit in Seville in June 2002 it proposed the
suspension of cooperation agreements with countries that do not collaborate in the fight
against irregular immigration. This proposal was watered down by the EU–15, above all
due to the position of France and Sweden.112 However, the Moroccan government took
Spain’s strong position on this proposal very badly, making the bilateral relations even
more tense and leading to the diplomatic crisis over Perejil Island in July 2002, that
almost ended in war (see Chapter 4).
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On 11 July a dozen Moroccan gendarmes set up an observation post on Perejil
Island, a small, uninhabited island a few hundred meters off the Moroccan coast. The
Spanish government demanded an explanation for this act, and also to reestablish the
status quo. As a means of pressure, Spain sent warships to Ceuta and Melilla. After a
few days with no diplomatic resolution, Morocco replaced the dozen gendarmes with
six soldiers. The Spanish government took this action as a provocation, and on 17 July,
a group of Spanish army special forces took the island and peacefully arrested the
Moroccan soldiers. The Moroccan Ministry of Foreign Affairs immediately described
the Spanish invasion of the island as a declaration of war and requested Spain to
immediately withdraw their soldiers. At this stage, both countries call on the
international community to support their position. Colin Powell was chosen as mediator
and finally both parties agreed that neither country would have a military presence on
the island. On 20 July, the Spanish soldiers left the island and on the 22 July both
countries ratified the agreement.
After this conflict, the it was difficult for Spain and Morocco to establish dialogue,
cordiality and cooperation. In July 2002 Mohammed VI claimed Moroccan sovereignty
over Ceuta and Melilla,113 and in August 2002 the Moroccan government urged the
Moroccan people to mobilize for the freedom of Ceuta, Melilla and the Chafarinas
Islands.114 While the sovereignty of Ceuta and Melilla seemed to have become the first
priority of the Moroccan authorities after the Perejil Island conflict, the control of
irregular migration was the first one for the Spanish government.115 In August 2002,
when it was announced that SIVE would be implemented along the Andalusian coast,
the Spanish Minister of Internal Affairs, Acebes, declared that at that point in time the
Guardia Civil was dealing with the problem of irregular immigration single-handed.
Morocco responded by reproaching the Spanish government for including irregular
immigration in the bilateral disputes.116
However, in December 2002 two events helped to improve bilateral relations: on 12
December, the Spanish and Moroccan Ministers of Foreign Affairs met in Madrid and
agreed to set up working groups to improve the dialogue between the two countries.117
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A few days after this meeting Mohammed VI offered the right to fish in Moroccan
fishing territory to Galician fishermen, as a gesture of solidarity after the ecological
tragedy caused by the Prestige oil-spills. This gesture was highly valued and appreciated
both by the Spanish people and the government.118
After that, the bilateral relationship became more stable, although signs of discontent
continued from both sides, mainly over the Western Sahara issue (on the Moroccan
side), and irregular immigration (on the Spanish side). In February 2003, the Spanish
Ambassador returned to Rabat (after having left the embassy during the Perejil conflict
in July 2002), and the Moroccan Ambassador returned to Madrid (after an absence of
fifteen months).

E) 2003: migration control cooperation as a key factor for the normalization
of the bilateral relationship
Early in 2003, Morocco seemed to be willing to put more effort into MCC. While in
2002 Moroccan police arrested 2,633 clandestine migrants; the Moroccan government
announced its intention of toughening up Moroccan irregular emigration law (related
legislation was approved the same year and became effective in November 2003).119
Moreover, the Moroccan government showed willingness to fully implement the
readmission agreement of 1992, by accepting third-country irregular migrants coming
from Morocco. For a while, the Moroccan authorities seemed to agree to take back
third-country migrants arrested if the patera pilot was Moroccan. However, in the end,
these negotiations led nowhere.120
In May 2003 an unexpected and tragic event helped to improve bilateral relationship:
the terrorist attacks in Casablanca in which forty-five people died (three of whom were
Spanish), and one of the targets was the Casa de España, a Spanish-owned restaurant.
After the tragedy, both countries made reciprocal gestures of solidarity,121 and triggered
the cooperation of Spanish and Moroccan police investigating the attacks.122
In the second half of 2003, the increasing number of arrivals on the mainland and the
Canary Islands and the tragedy in which forty-five Moroccan migrants died trying to
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reach the Spanish coasts led the Spanish government to again accuse Morocco of not
cooperating on migration control.123 In this case, however, affected by the death of their
compatriots, the Moroccan king announced the creation of a police department for
migration and border surveillance to combat the mafias organizing irregular
emigration.124 Furthermore, the Minister of Internal Affairs of both countries agreed to
create a Bilateral Permanent Commission to combat irregular migration and to treat the
Spanish requests for the readmission of migrants on a case by case basis.125 In January
2004 both countries agreed in this Commission to create joint patrols between the
Spanish Guardia Civil and the Moroccan Gendarmerie to control the Laâyoune
coasts.126
In December 2003, an important event helped to consolidate the improvement in
bilateral relations: the Sixth High-Level Meeting between Morocco and Spain (the first
in four years).127 The meeting led to two important agreements: 1) the agreement on
readmission of Moroccan minors;128 and 2) the Moroccan government agreed to take
back, for the first time since the readmission agreement was signed in 1992, a group of
thirty sub-Saharan migrants.129
By the end of this period, the efforts and measures agreed to and implemented by the
two countries seemed to have consolidated the pillars of a strong MCC. Most notably,
the few bilateral frictions that did occur during that year did not influence the
cooperation.130 However, such measures and agreements did not seem to be enough to
reduce the number of arrivals on mainland Spain, the Canary Islands, and Ceuta and
Melilla. The migrant reception camps in Ceuta and Melilla were full for much of the
time in this period, and also the first mass attempts to climb the recently erected fences,
were undertaken by groups of over 150 migrants.131
F) 2004–2007: the first pillars of Spanish-Moroccan migration control
cooperation
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Two key events after the High-Level Meeting of December 2003 indirectly helped to
restore the previously tense and fragile bilateral relations, ushering in ‘a new golden
age’ of Spanish-Moroccan bilateral relations: the terrorist attack in Madrid on 11 March
and the election of the new socialist Spanish Prime Minister, J.L. Rodriguez Zapatero.
The bombings in Madrid in March 2004, carried out by a terrorist group mainly
comprised of Moroccan nationals, motivated a bilateral solidarity, similar to the one
following the terrorist attacks in Casablanca.132 On 14 March 2004, Zapatero was
elected Prime Minister and his election was very well received by the Moroccan
authorities who believed that this meant the onset of a new positive ‘era’ of negotiations
and bilateral relations thanks to Zapatero’s spirit of dialogue. Even Mohammed VI and
the Moroccan Prime Minister declared their satisfaction after the election of Zapatero
and reaffirmed this after the first high-level bilateral meetings.133
This ‘honeymoon’ (as some journalists labeled it) in the Spanish-Moroccan
relationship promoted stronger cooperation in the fight against terrorism, but also on
irregular immigration control. In a meeting in April 2004 with Zapatero, Mohammed VI
committed himself to collaborate against irregular migration and announced an
immigration control plan to stop the pateras leaving the Western Saharan coast bound
for the Canary Islands.134 Moreover, in May 2004 the Moroccan Prime Minister, Jettu,
assured the readmission of sub-Saharan irregular migrants arriving in the Canary Islands
coming from the Western Sahara and the coast from Tarfaya to Laâyoune.135 MCC was
also extended to Ceuta as of July 2004, with the Guardia Civil and the Moroccan
Gendarmerie patrolling the fences in parallel.136
In this period there were continuous exchanges of gestures, compliments, gratitude
and concessions by both sides. In contrast to the Popular Party government discourses,
the Socialist government continuously showed its gratitude for Moroccan efforts on
migration control.137 Starting in July 2005, mixed maritime patrols were permanently in
place between the Canary Islands and Laâyoune (there were also some isolated patrols
along the North Moroccan coast), with members of the Guardia Civil integrated into the
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team of maritime, aerial and ground surveillance of the Moroccan Royal
Gendarmerie.138
In this context, the Spanish government announced the increase of the number of
Moroccan national immigrants contracted at origin by Spain, the cancellation of €50
million of Moroccan debt, and, during the European Council of Justice and Interior
Ministers of October 2004, Spain voted against the creation of detention camps in
Northern Africa (a position that was immediately welcomed by the Moroccan
government).139 Last but not least, while making an effort to maintain its neutral
position, the Spanish government proposed new alternatives that tended to support
Morocco’s position on the Western Sahara issue.140 The positive bilateral context also
influenced the signing of a new Fisheries Agreement in July 2005 after years of
paralysis.
However, besides the fisheries negotiations, one of the most pressing problems in
2005 were the mass attempts by irregular migrants to climb the Ceuta and Melilla
fences. In the summer, the media had already reported the increase in attempts to climb
the fences by groups of over a hundred migrants which were finally stopped or
controlled by Moroccan and/or Spanish police forces. This situation reached a critical
level when over 700 migrants tried to enter the two enclaves with tragic results; at least
fourteen migrants died at the border (some from gunshot wounds).141
In the wake of these events, several meetings took place between the Spanish and
Moroccan governments and joint efforts were made to implement stronger police
cooperation at the border of the two enclaves. Immediately after the tragedy and
coinciding with the High-Level Spanish-Moroccan meeting held in September 2005, the
Moroccan government announced it would send soldiers to reinforce the two cities’
borders, and step up actions against immigrants from sub-Saharan Africa in transit
through its territory. For example, just after the tragedy the irregular immigrants’ camps
of Mesnana in Tangiers, Gourougou (close to the Spanish enclave of Melilla) and
Beniunesh (close to Ceuta) were dismantled.142 Moreover, the Moroccan government
showed significant proof of its willingness to support Spain against irregular migration
by accepting ‘exceptional readmissions’ (which both countries claimed to be unrelated
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to the readmission agreement of 1992)143 of sub-Saharan migrants who had climbed the
Ceuta and Melilla fences.144 The Spanish government sent 700 soldiers to both cities to
avoid new mass attempts to climb the fences and to increase the height of the Ceuta and
Melilla fences from 3.1 to 6 meters, reinforcing them with a third barrier, equipped with
special modern devices to detect and slow down the attempts of irregular migrants to
scale the fences (see Image 4, Appendix).
However, an unexpected problem emerged for Spanish and Moroccan interests
regarding irregular migrants’ repatriations. Just one week after the tragedy in Ceuta and
Melilla and after the acceptance of ‘exceptional readmissions’ of sub-Saharan migrants
by the Moroccan authorities, the media, the Polisario and the UN Delegation in the
Western Sahara denounced the presence of groups of sub-Saharan migrants abandoned
in the desert.145 After accepting (from the Spanish authorities) hundreds of sub-Saharan
migrants, the Moroccan authorities decided to return Senegalese and Malian irregular
migrants in chartered flights to their countries of origin (Morocco had readmission
agreements with both countries).146 The rest of the readmitted migrants (around one
thousand) were sent by bus near the Mauritanian border and abandoned in the Western
Saharan desert. Due to the fact that this happened immediately after the tragedy in
Ceuta and Melilla and that the migrants were rescued by the Polisario (and by United
Nations helicopters), the rescue received a great deal of media attention.147 Spanish
public opinion, NGOs, European member states and above all, the United Nations,
accused Spain and Morocco of violating migrants’ rights.
In order to restore their international reputation, just a few days after these events,
Spain and Morocco proposed jointly with France to organize the Rabat Conference on
Migration and Development. This took place in July 2006 and brought together Central,
North and West African states with EU member states. Issues relating to migration from
Africa were discussed and the foundations for creating a model of cooperation between
the two continents on the challenges posed by immigration were settled. The conference
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agreed that countries of origin, transit and destination of migration would cooperate to
fight poverty and to promote sustainable development for African states.148
The year 2005 ended without any more mass attempts to climb the Ceuta and Melilla
fences, although 5,566 irregular migrants had succeeded during the year. The joint
patrols along the Western Saharan coasts proved to be quite efficient with a drop in
arrivals to the Canary Islands to 4,715, down from the previous three years during
which 8,000–9,000 migrants had been arrested per year. The number of arrivals on the
Spanish mainland stayed as in previous years with around 7,000 migrants intercepted.
Regarding irregular immigration, the year 2006 was shaped by five main aspects:
The first is related to the financial and material support of Spain and the EU to help
Morocco to reinforce its borders. Spain approved Royal Decree 845/2006 to provide
funds (€10 million) “for the improvement of the control of its borders and the fight
against illegal emigration”. The EU also granted €67 million for the same purpose.
Second, the European Union started to increase its presence in Morocco in terms of
MCC. The agency Frontex began working with the Moroccan authorities to combat
irregular migration.149 Moreover, from early 2005, Morocco and the EU agreed on an
important cooperation plan based on common interests. The basic aim was to help
Morocco in its development in return for its active compliance with the agreements
reached to combat immigration.150
Third, the year 2006 will be remembered above all, for the ‘cayuco crisis’ and the
arrival of 31,678 irregular migrants from the Western Sahara, but also from Mauritania
(and some even from Senegal) in the Canary Islands. Nevertheless, most of these
intercepted migrants came from Mauritania and not from Morocco and the Western
Sahara as in previous years. The joint patrols between Spain and Morocco, and the
support of Frontex in the area pushed the trafficking mafias to change their exit points
from the Western Sahara to the less controlled and monitored coasts of Mauritania.151
A fourth relevant event in 2006 was a conflict linking the Western Sahara and
irregular immigration. In December 2006, after the wreck of a patera (in which thirtyone migrants died or were unaccounted for) that had departed from the Western Sahara,
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the General Secretary of the Polisario Front, Mohamed Abdelziz, sent a letter to the
General Secretary of the UN, Kofi Annan, asking him to open an investigation into the
wreck. The reason for this request was that the Polisario firmly believed that the
Moroccan authorities were pushing the Polisario’s young men to flee by pateras from
the Western Sahara to the Canary Islands. Meanwhile, during that period, many young,
male irregular migrants were asking for asylum in the Canary Islands (after being
intercepted by the Guardia Civil), arguing they were Polisario members fleeing the
Moroccan authorities.152 As a result, the EU and Spain increased their control and
cooperation with Morocco in order to prevent pateras from leaving the Western Sahara.
Finally, the last key migration issue in 2006 was regarding the readmission of
irregular sub-Saharan migrants reaching Spain from Moroccan coasts. No sub-Saharan
migrants were readmitted by Morocco under the ‘exceptional readmissions’ after the
Ceuta and Melilla crisis of 2005. In 2006, the Spanish government tried again with no
success to convince its Moroccan counterparts to implement the agreement of 1992.153
However, Spain was satisfied with the fact that Morocco was intercepting pateras along
the Western Saharan coasts,154 and chartering flights to repatriate over 400 irregular
migrants from Senegal.155
In sum, the MCC seemed to be sufficiently consolidated to withstand the impact of
external issues. For example, Zapatero visited Ceuta and Melilla in February 2006, as
the first Spanish prime minister in twenty-six years of democracy to do so. The
Moroccan authorities protested and described the visit as ‘inappropriate’, but continued
to cooperate on migration control.
In 2007 the numbers of migrants reaching Spain decreased significantly, not only in
absolute terms, but also in terms of the three main migratory route destinations (see
Figure 2–4). However, in November Mohammed VI decided to recall his Ambassador
in Spain for consultation. This decision was due to King Juan Carlos’ visit to Ceuta and
Melilla (the first visit by a Spanish monarch to the two enclaves in thirty-two years),
and by the trial opened up by the Spanish judge Garzón to investigate a possible
genocide in the Western Sahara.156 The Moroccan Ambassador in Spain returned to
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Madrid in January 2008 (sixty-five days later), after several attempts by the Spanish
government to normalize the bilateral relationship.157

G) 2008–2014: The consolidation of migration control cooperation
In March 2008, Zapatero was re-elected as Spanish Prime Minister. In December 2008,
during the Ninth High-Level Spanish-Moroccan Meeting, he announced the biggest
financial deal in Spanish history, offering €540 million to cover infrastructure projects
in Morocco over the next three years. Moreover, both Prime Minister, Zapatero, and the
Ministry of Labour and Immigration, Celestino Corbacho, expressed their satisfaction
because “the good results obtained” in migration control were due to the strong
cooperation with Morocco in the fight against irregular immigration.158
The European Union also made efforts to strengthen its relations with Morocco. In
October 2008, the EU granted ‘Advanced Status’ to its relations with Morocco, in order
to integrate the Maghreb country in a privileged framework that includes ‘everything
but institutions’.159
In 2008, several minor conflicts occurred regarding Ceuta and Melilla, irregular
immigration and the Western Sahara, although none of them was considered significant
enough by the two parties to interfere with the bilateral relationship.160
The number of irregular migrants arrested while trying to climb the fences of the two
enclaves continued to fall in 2008 (for both cities).161 This was due to the support and
work of the Moroccan police in stopping and/or arresting groups of migrants before
they could reach the fences.
The Moroccan police were accused of sinking a boat in which seventy irregular
migrants were trying to reach Spanish coasts (twenty-nine died),162 and to use violence
and violate migrants’ rights during the expulsion of irregular migrants at the Algerian
border,163 and the dismantling of hidden migrant camps in the east of Morocco.
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In 2009 there was a considerable drop in irregular immigration. A Memorandum of
Cooperation was signed between Spain and Morocco in February 2009, consolidating
their concerted cooperation.164 Moreover, the Spanish government confirmed the
contract at origin (with temporary labour contracts) of over 16,500 Moroccan women to
work in Spain during the strawberry harvest (2,900 more than in 2008).165 However,
some conflicts challenged the strength of the Spanish-Moroccan relationship. Some
Spanish farmers protested against the EU-Morocco Association Agreement arguing that
it seriously harmed their business interests and the fruit and vegetable markets.166
Moreover, a hunger strike by a Saharawi activist, as a form of protest and to claim her
right to return to the Western Sahara (her home and place of residence) obliged Spain,
France and the United States to negotiate with Morocco to let her return. Morocco
accepted the activist’ return only after Spain and France publicly recognized Moroccan
jurisdiction over the Western Sahara.167
While the Western Sahara was the focus of all the bilateral tension in 2009, the Ceuta
and Melilla enclaves were the focus in the first half of 2010. In May 2010, the
Moroccan Prime Minister, Abas el Fansi, asked Spain to start a dialogue “to bring to an
end the occupation” of Ceuta and Melilla and the Spanish islands. Second, in August
2010, the Melilla border was closed for a few days because of the sovereignty claims of
the Committee for the Liberation of Ceuta and Melilla. Third, the Moroccan authorities
denounced the racism and violence used against Moroccan nationals by the Guardia
Civil at the Melilla border. All this together caused diplomatic tensions between the two
countries168 that had consequences on irregular migration issues. The Guardia Civil and
the authorities of Melilla accused the Moroccan forces of a lower level of cooperation at
the Melilla fences, evidenced by entrance into Melilla until 15 September 2010 of 400
sub-Saharan migrants, twice as many as during the same period in 2009.
In the second half of 2010, a conflict occurred in the Western Sahara when 20,000
Saharawi people set up a camp of Jaima tents in protest at Moroccan violation of their
rights. The Moroccan authorities dismantled the camp by force, leaving dozens
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wounded and at least six dead.169 The Spanish government, fearing a new bilateral
crisis, not only failed to criticize the Moroccan authorities for the violence and the
unreasonable use of force, but also requested the Polisario and the Moroccan
government to remain calm.170 This conflict did not have direct consequences on MCC
and apart from the aforementioned cases of Ceuta and Melilla, the number of arrivals on
the Spanish mainland and the Canary Islands decreased in 2010.
In 2011, two main events marked the bilateral relationship. First, as I will analyze in
more depth in the following chapters, the Arab Spring revolts spread throughout the
Maghreb. Both the EU and Spain supported the political reforms made by Mohammed
VI in June 2011. Regarding immigration, the Arab Spring made the EU extend its
efforts on the promotion of new forms of mobility. This is why the European
Commission issued a new Global Approach to Migration and Mobility (GAMM) in
November 2011, providing more strategic and efficient policy linkages between the
external and internal dimension of EU migration policy; promising to strengthen
dialogue and cooperation with non-EU partner countries and aiming to facilitate the
labour mobility of migrants.171 In 2011, during the Arab Spring there was a clear
increase in the arrival of irregular migrants to Spain, although it was insignificant
compared to the number of arrivals to Malta or Italy (Arias 2011).172
Second, in November 2011, the new Spanish Prime Minister, Mariano Rajoy, was
elected. Continuing the tradition, Rajoy chose Morocco as the destination for his first
official trip abroad. In this visit, he met the Moroccan Prime Minister, Abdelilah
Benkirane and Mohammed VI, and both countries committed to deepening their
cooperation on all dimensions, especially economic one.173
In 2012, the number of people arrested in Ceuta and Melilla decreased. However, the
Spanish authorities and the media reported many times on the mass attempts of groups
of hundreds of sub-Saharan migrants to climb the Melilla fence.174 Most of these
attempts were quashed time and again thanks to the presence and cooperation of the
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Moroccan police (according to the Moroccan Ministry for Internal Affairs, a Moroccan
soldier died trying to prevent a group of 100 sub-Saharan migrants from climbing the
fence of Melilla).175
The bilateral relationship seemed to be excellent considering that both Spain and
Morocco repeatedly claimed to be very satisfied. Indeed, during the 10th Morocco-Spain
High-Level Meeting in October 2012 (in which Prime Minister Rajoy visited Morocco
jointly with seven Spanish Ministers), both sides agreed that they were extremely
pleased with the existing bilateral cooperation, and demonstrated this by signing new
agreements, such as the abolition of visas for service passports.176
“in the last months (October 2012), there has been an increase of raids and
violence used by Moroccan forces against sub-Saharan migrants in
Morocco…we have an impression, but it is just an impression, that this is due to
the ‘good marriage’ between the Spanish and Moroccan governments, both
conservative governments and that both have as a priority to fight clandestine
migration” (5min)
Anke Strauss
International Organization of Migration in Morocco, Rabat
In 2013, the bilateral MCC continued to operate efficiently, with Moroccan police
forces arresting irregular migrants and preventing their attempts to reach any of the
three destinations in Spain. At the end of 2012 and in 2013, there was an increase of
irregular migrants trying to reach the Spanish mainland in toy boats by crossing the 14
km strait separating Spain and Morocco. Some of these migrants managed to enter
Spanish territorial waters, but the vast majority were arrested by Moroccan police
before they reached their destination.177 Such efficient cooperation was also clear in
Ceuta and Melilla, where many attempts by groups of hundreds of irregular migrants to
climb the fence were averted during the year by Moroccan police.178
This cooperation took place at a time when almost all the conflictual bilateral issues
were being addressed for one reason or another. For example, after several rounds of
unsuccessful negotiations, in July, the Fisheries Agreement was renewed for an
additional four years.179 The Western Sahara was also on the agenda for several
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reasons.180 Several facts and events demonstrated the positivity of this era of SpanishMoroccan bilateral relations. For instance, King Juan Carlos visited Morocco in July,
accompanied by a group of over fifty businessmen, five Ministers and ten former
ministers of Foreign Affairs. In this visit, the Spanish king (and businessmen and
politicians) met the Moroccan king and a group of Moroccan businessmen and ministers
in one of the most well-attended and high-level collective encounters in the history of
the bilateral relationship.181 Numerous economic and political agreements were signed.
“The cooperation between security corps from both countries is exemplary.
There is no other ministry, not even on fisheries issues, agriculture or trade, no
one can reach the level of cooperation that (Moroccan) Gendarmerie and the
Guardia Civil have. And this cooperation keeps going even if things go wrong,
because of years of working together, of aerial, maritime and land patrolling
together.”182
Alberto Navarro,
Spanish Ambassador in Morocco
This positive bilateral context seemed to support the bilateral MCC. Apart from the
month of Ramadan, when a significant number of sub-Saharan migrants arrived on the
Spanish mainland in toy boats, only 2,867 irregular migrants reached the mainland in
2013 (around 750 less than in 2012), and only 197 in the Canary Islands. However, the
number of irregular migrants that entered into Ceuta and Melilla increased to 3,527
(almost 700 more than in 2012), and the number of attempts by groups of hundreds of
sub-Saharan migrants to climb the fences also increased (sometimes groups of over 600
at a time).183 The shocking images recorded by the Guardia Civil of these groups
approaching the Melilla fences pushed the Spanish authorities to take action.184 At the
end of 2013, and despite criticism from political parties and NGOs, the Spanish
government installed barbed wire in order to dissuade migrants from climbing the
Melilla fences.185
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Last but not least, the number of irregular migrants intercepted increased to 12,549 in
2014 for two reasons. First, the bilateral conflict between Spain and Morocco in the
summer186 led to a migratory crisis lasting forty-eight hours in which the Moroccan
Gendarmerie stopped patrolling the coasts (see Chapters 4). From 10 to 12 August,
1,299 migrants were apprehended.187 Second, the large group of Syrian refugees fleeing
the civil war in their country not only attempted to reach the EU from Turkey or Libya,
but also entered Ceuta and Melilla with false passports. Using this strategy, over 3,000
Syrian refugees entered the two cities.188

3. Conclusion
This chapter gives a detailed description of the evolution of the MCC between Spain
and Morocco. There were distinct stages of the bilateral cooperation, but also it has
become clear that Moroccan compliance has been hard to obtain and that it is fragile
and dependent on the bilateral context and the conflictive issues that entangle both
countries. Sovereignty issues such as the Western Sahara or Ceuta and Melilla have
paralyzed or rolled back the MCC several times in recent decades. Likewise,
accusations or open threats, generally from the Spanish side, or failed negotiations over
issues such as the Fisheries Agreement, have led to a climate of increasing tension, in
which irregular migration was either the cause or the consequence of such escalation.
A change of Spanish foreign policy and the direct or indirect consequences of the
Perejil Island conflict seem to have had a positive effect on bilateral relations and in
turn on the MCC.
In any case, the Spanish-Moroccan MCC does not seem to be, at first sight, the
result of the EU and Spain successfully implementing means of pressure and greater
persuasive bargaining power. The construction of the bilateral MCC took over two
decades to be consolidated, and although Morocco seems to be complying on a daily
basis on the three migratory routes crossing its territory, Morocco continues to refuse to
cooperate on measures such as readmission agreements (with Spain and with the EU).
In order to shed some light on these issues, in the following chapters I will analyze
to what extent Morocco is being effectively pressured by Spain to cooperate on
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migration control, the role that irregular migration and migration control plays in the
bilateral relationship, and to what extent Morocco instrumentalizes migration.
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CHAPTER 4: INSTRUMENTALIZATION AND ISSUE-LINKAGE
OR THE MOROCCAN EMPOWERMENT STRATEGY

Introduction
In this Chapter, my aim is to demonstrate the extent to which Morocco is
instrumentalizing irregular migration flows and how it is using ‘the effective card’ of
migration control. Furthermore, I will analyze how Morocco has used an issue-linkage
strategy and exploited Spanish sensitivity and vulnerability regarding irregular
migration flows in order to obtain benefits or bargaining power.
The instrumental use of migration in the Maghreb has only been discussed by a
minority of scholars. For example, El Qadim (2013) clearly demonstrated in her thesis
how Morocco has instrumentalized both the readmission agreement with the EU as well
as the negotiations of the agreement. However, scholars have often commented on
instrumentalization without offering clear cases or evidence. This is not surprising,
considering that it would be almost impossible to obtain documents or interviews of
with Moroccan officials and policymakers admitting this strategy.

“In politics, there is what it is said and what is not said (“le dit et le non dit”),
we as researchers we can know “what is said” but we cannot know the unsaid.
In the negotiations regarding the readmission agreement, we (researchers) don’t
know what is going on.”
Prof. Mohamed Khachani
Lecturer at the Faculty of Law, Mohammed V University, Rabat

“Maybe by not signing the readmission agreement, Morocco is trying to gain
some time, enough time for things to change and so that in a few years Morocco
will be able to ask for more”
High Representative of Hassan II Foundation, Rabat

By offering evidence on cases of instrumentalization of irregular migration, issuelinkage, or non-cooperation on migration control that clearly favoured Morocco, I aim
to fill this gap in the literature. I followed a process-tracing strategy: analyzing the news
reports by several Spanish press sources as well as the research of Spanish-Moroccan
international relations experts and used this information to demonstrate the different
ways in which Morocco has instrumentalized migration and to what end.
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1. Instrumentalization of irregular migration and instrumentalization of
migration control
Sometimes, migrant sending or transit states use migratory flows as a tool to coerce,
threaten or pressure other states (see Chapter 1). This coercion strategy has been
labelled in various ways, such as “diplomatic instrumentalization of migration
pressures” (Greenhill 2010), migrant sending states’ use of “geographical income”
(Bensaad 2009, 19),189 or as a “bargaining tool” of sending states towards European
member states (Morice 2009, 210).190
Spain began to receive irregular migrants at the southern coasts at the end of the
1980s, and it has struggled with Morocco for over twenty-five years (and still does) to
build MCC. During all these years, Morocco has, on several occasions and for different
purposes, used two different strategies. On the one hand, Morocco has instrumentalized
migration, which means that it has built up irregular migration pressure in order to
punish Spain for lack of support for Moroccan interests. On the other hand, Morocco
has used its cooperation on migration control (or in other words its ‘effective card’), and
therefore its own compliance with Spanish migration policy objectives as a bargaining
chip to achieve or reward Spanish support for its own goals. In the next sections I
describe and offer a range of cases in which Morocco has used both strategies in
different ways and for different goals.

1.1 Instrumentalization of irregular migration
As was explained in the previous chapter, irregular migration is an issue strongly
intertwined with the bilateral interdependence framework, and Morocco has used
irregular migration in different ways, aiming to obtain certain benefits and interests
from Spain and/or the EU. Moreover, we can find cases of Moroccan
instrumentalization of irregular migration in relation to almost all the issues present in
the Spanish-Moroccan interdependence framework.
The first recorded case of instrumentalization of irregular migration took place in
1992, and used the issue to express discontent and to punish Spain for failed
negotiations: in 1992, a significant number of pateras arrived on Spanish coasts. For
this reason, representatives of the Spanish authorities requested Rabat to put more effort
189
190
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into the control of irregular migration.191 In October 1992, Hassan II dictated measures
to stop irregular emigration from Morocco. After this, the arrival of pateras from
Morocco to Spain came to a halt.192 However, eight months later, in June 1993, pateras
started to be intercepted again along the coast of southern Spain practically every day.193
The reappearance of the pateras coincided with the failure of the negotiations on the
annual quota of legal migrants from Morocco to Spain. On 19 May, the Moroccan
Minister of Home Affairs, Driss Basri, met his Spanish counterpart, J.L. Corcuera, to
negotiate the quotas. In 1993 the first patera arrived on 24 June, just ten days before the
collapse of negotiations on annual quotas was publicly announced in the media (4 of
July).194 Apparently, during the trip by Minister Corcuera in October 1992, Spain
promised to increase the annual quota of Moroccan legal migrants.195 However, Spain
never increased this quota, citing the economic crisis as the reason. Therefore, when the
Spanish government did not keep its promise to increase the annual quota of Moroccan
migrants,196 Morocco punished Spain and expressed its discontent by no longer
controlling migration.
Cases of instrumentalization of migration related directly or indirectly to the Spanish
territories in North Africa are the most evident and numerous ones. Irregular migration
and MCC are often used by Morocco to pressure Spain into putting sovereignty issues
on the agenda. This type of instrumentalization is what happened in 1994 when Hassan
II announced his determination to recover the two enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla. He
also announced a major diplomatic offensive to oblige Spain to respond to the
Moroccan proposal of 1987 to open a Spanish-Moroccan reflection commission on the
future of Ceuta and Melilla.197 Part of this diplomatic offensive consisted of avoiding
any gesture that could be interpreted by Spain as Moroccan recognition of Spanish
sovereignty of Ceuta and Melilla.198 With this strategy, the Moroccan authorities
stopped controlling migration aiming to enter the two enclaves, thus provoking a serious
increase of irregular migration that would create a climate of instability and social
tension in both cities, favouring Moroccan sovereignty aspirations. Indeed, after a year
191
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of employing this strategy, both cities had migrant groups of more than 300 subSaharan irregular migrants repeatedly protesting and demanding to be sent to the
Spanish mainland. One of these protests ended in a violent riot between migrants and
the police, with dozens wounded on both sides.199 Looking for solutions, the Spanish
government decided to dispatch the army to control the perimeters of both cities while
barbed wire fences were built to prevent irregular migrants from entering.200 Irregular
migration in the two cities fell drastically after these measures were implemented.
Nevertheless, Morocco continued to refuse to control the fences for years:
“…the tragedy of 2005 and now (several mass assaults in summer 2012) are a
policy of Morocco to press Spain…they start doing raids in different parts of
Morocco and step by step they concentrated them in Oujda, bringing and
accumulating and rounding up migrants to the fence (of Melilla). Then the only
alternative for sub-Saharan migrants is to jump (to climb the fence)…and when
they try to jump Morocco stops them…and doing this Morocco shows that it
owns the border.”201
Jose Palazón
NGO Prodein, Melilla

“…by controlling or not controlling the fences, Morocco is saying...’the border
is mine’…Morocco uses the border to blackmail Spain…Cooperating at the
border of Ceuta and Melilla, Morocco is sending the message: the border is
mine.”202
Jose Palazón
NGO Prodein, Melilla
A similar strategic goal was achieved symbolically, rather than tangibly, during the
Perejil Island conflict in July 2002. Although it was a minor element in the conflict, it is
interesting to see that the Moroccan authorities justified the presence of a group of
gendarmes on the island, arguing that they were there to man an observation post to
intercept irregular immigrants, smugglers and terrorists (Gillespie 2006, 118). After
years in which the Aznar government accused Morocco of not cooperating on migration
199
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control, this justification could not be interpreted by Spain in any other way than as a
provocation.
Irregular migration has also been an ‘involuntary ally’ in the Moroccan strategy to
escalate the bilateral tension with Spain before the Perejil Island conflict. For example,
the Spanish political parties, the presidents of the Andalucían and Canary Island
governments as well as important Spanish businessmen accused the Moroccan
authorities of conniving with human traffickers and mafias.203 Mohammed VI
personally took action on this matter, accusing Europe of not fulfilling its promises to
grant Morocco support and resources to meet “the shared responsibility of irregular
immigration”, and affirming that there were also Spanish irregular immigration mafias
that, in fact, were richer than the Moroccan ones.204 This exchange of accusations took
place when the number of pateras reaching the southern Spanish coasts in August 2001
reached record numbers, thus attracting strong media attention (Gillespie 2006, 114),
which in turn provoked Aznar’s government that had migration control as a top priority
on its political agenda. The fact that Morocco pleaded a lack of resources to control
migration when they had recently shown their capacity to do so (during Mohamed VI’s
visit to Spain in September 2000, and in the aftermath of 9/11; Gillespie 2006, 114),205
exacerbated the tension, which was exactly what Morocco wanted. The migration
tragedy that occurred in 2005 in Ceuta and Melilla was another event in which irregular
migration inadvertently favoured Moroccan interests. The Moroccan authorities took
advantage of the crisis in at least three ways. First, Morocco requested additional
financial help to combat irregular migrants. Soon after the tragedy, Spain and the
European Commission decided to offer Morocco a project of € 40 million from the
MEDA programme funds to strengthen border control and combat irregular
immigration.206 The Moroccan authorities responded by saying that € 40 million were
not enough,207 arguing that the country had spent €120 million on reinforcing control
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for the Ceuta and Melilla fences and on readmitting sub-Saharan migrants after the
crisis.208
Second, Morocco used this tragedy to accuse Algeria of being a key culprit in the
tragedy for not cooperating on migration control and for letting irregular migrants enter
Moroccan territory from Algerian territory.209 Indeed, Morocco accused Algeria and the
Polisario Front of instrumentalizing migration for propaganda goals.210 With these
accusations, Morocco was, on the one hand, presenting itself as a ‘victim’ of irregular
migration, and, on the other hand, it was trying to remind Europe that it was a key
partner in combating irregular migration. In other words, Morocco was trying to gain
international credibility while undermining the credibility of its most direct competitor
in the region, Algeria.
Third, Morocco took advantage of the crisis to pursue its goal of becoming the main
regional leader. After the crisis, Morocco offered continuous proof of its willingness to
cooperate on migration control, and the fact that the migratory crisis happened just two
months before the Second Barcelona Summit in 2005 helped to strengthen EU-Morocco
relations.211 Indeed, the fact that migration was a key pillar of this EuroMediterranean
summit, allowed Morocco to gain European recognition and weight at both the African
and international level. By repeatedly and publicly asking the EU for a Marshall Plan to
combat the causes of irregular migration in sub-Saharan countries,212 and by organizing
the first Euro-African Conference on Migration and Development in Rabat on 10–11
July 2006 jointly with Spain, Morocco obtained political weight and international
recognition among the Maghreb and sub-Saharan countries.
The constant migratory pressure on Ceuta and Melilla has made it easier and more
visible for the Moroccan authorities to send Spain messages of discontent and claims of
sovereignty through irregular migration. Irregular migration and migration control
directly or indirectly enable Morocco to put sovereignty disputes back on the bilateral
agenda (Wiegand 2011). For example, an incident in 2010 was clearly aiming to punish
Spain’s strong refusal to discuss the sovereignty of Ceuta and Melilla. In May 2010, the
Moroccan Prime Minister, Abas el Fansi, asked Spain to start a dialogue “to bring to an
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end the occupation” of Ceuta and Melilla and the Spanish islands.213 The next day, the
Spanish government replied that there was no margin or prospect of such a dialogue.
Twenty-four hours after this refusal, a group of migrants managed to climb the fence of
Melilla, the first mass attempt in Melilla in eighteen months.214
Furthermore, in August 2010, a diplomatic crisis started between Spain and Morocco
after a succession of events. One of the reasons for this crisis was that the Moroccan
authorities denounced the practices used by the Guardia Civil on the Melilla border as
being both racist and violent against Moroccan nationals. During this period of
diplomatic tensions, the Guardia Civil and the authorities of Melilla in turn, denounced
the weaker cooperation of the Moroccan forces at the Melilla fences. From August until
15 September 2010, 400 sub-Saharan migrants managed to enter Melilla – twice the
number that had managed to do so during the same period in 2009. A week later, during
a UN Summit in New York, Mohammed VI and Zapatero met and resolved the
diplomatic crisis.215
Likewise, in August 2011, the Spanish authorities of Ceuta accused the Moroccan
police of not having acted in August 2010 when migrants were trying to reach the Ceuta
beach (from the Moroccan coast by boat or swimming), although they did prevent
migrants from trying to climb the fences. The reason for this decision was that in
August 2010 the Moroccan police accused the Spanish Guardia Civil of having
abandoned eight sub-Saharan migrants in a critical condition on a Moroccan beach,
after intercepting them when they were trying to reach Ceuta by boat.216 After meetings
between different representatives of the Spanish and Moroccan police, irregular
migrants were once again intercepted by Moroccan forces when they were trying to
reach Ceuta by sea.217
Finally, as regards Ceuta and Melilla, it is important to note that the Moroccan
cooperation on migration control in the North Mediterranean coast of Morocco (since
2002), instigated irregular migrants to turn to the Western Sahara route to reach Spain.
In 2004, Morocco began to cooperate too in the Western Sahara with the Spanish
Guardia Civil (joint patrols). Soon afterwards, irregular sub-Saharan migrants again
changed their migratory route and began to concentrate near Ceuta and Melilla. The
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concentration of irregular migrants near the two cities increased the number of mass
attempts to climb the fences (each attempt provoking migratory crises of different
levels) which indirectly attracted the attention of stakeholders, the media, Spanish
public opinion (among others) and reopened the sovereignty issue for both cities
(Sánchez and Zaragoza-Cristiani 2013). In addition to this, because the concentration of
irregular migrants around the two cities has increased over the years, Spain requested
the adoption of additional measures and the increase of the efforts implemented by
Morocco. In order to agree on such measures, the Spanish and Moroccan governments
have met periodically to negotiate, which indirectly benefited Morocco and let it put the
sovereignty issue on the table.
Morocco has also used irregular migration as a lever in the Western Sahara issue.
The Moroccan authorities have often used the combination of the Western Sahara issue
and irregular migration in a threatening and coercive way. This is a strategy that has
given Morocco important symbolic, but also tangible, victories over the Western
Sahara. For example, in 2009, the hunger strike by a Saharawi activist (Aminetu
Haidar) claiming her right to return to the Western Sahara (her home and land of
residence) from Spain. This provoked diplomatic conflict between Spain and Morocco
during which the Moroccan Minister of Foreign Affairs, T. Fasi Fihri, threatened to halt
cooperation on migration control with Spain. In a press conference, the Minister even
threatened Spain asking: “Does Spain want to build the future with a Morocco that
collaborates on immigration or with [a Morocco] that does not?”218 In the end, Morocco
accepted the activists’ return, but only after Spain and France had publicly recognized
Moroccan jurisdiction over the Western Sahara.219
A similar threatening strategy was used a year later, once again over the Western
Sahara and migration. In this case, 20,000 Saharawi people set up a camp of Jaima tents
to protest against Morocco’s violation of their rights. The Moroccan authorities
dismantled the camp using force, leaving dozens of wounded and at least six dead.220
When the Spanish Parliament asked its government to condemn these ‘violent
incidents’, the Moroccan government declared that, “the circumstances require a
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reevaluation of its overall relation with Spain in all areas”.221 Morocco may not have
threatened Spain by referring explicitly to irregular migration, but it was clear that when
Morocco said ‘in all areas’, migration was included, and carried weight. The result was
that the Spanish government, afraid of a new bilateral crisis, not only failed to criticize
the Moroccan authorities for the violence and use of force, but merely requested that
both the Polisario and the Moroccan government remain calm.222
Last but not least, the most evident and most recent, case of instrumentalization of
irregular migration occurred in August 2014 (see Introduction). Once again this can be
classified as a case where Morocco used migration “to punish and to communicate its
anger” to Spain. From 12 to 14 of August, more than 125 boats with 1,219 sub-Saharan
migrants arrived at the southern coasts of Spain.223 Never before had so many irregular
migrants arrived from the northern coasts of Morocco in such a short period of time. For
a while, the media and researchers were surprised by this influx, and had no clear
explanation. However, a week later, the causes of this flow began to emerge: on
9August 2014, a patrol of the Guardia Civil allegedly intercepted a yacht in the
Mediterranean. Unfortunately, it was the yacht of Mohammed VI, with the king on
board enjoying his holidays. Three days later, the worst migratory crisis in the
Mediterranean began, during which not a single patrol of the Moroccan Gendarmerie
was seen monitoring the Moroccan coasts for seventy-two hours.224 Indeed, according
to the newspaper El Mundo, Moroccan gendarmes told sub-Saharan migrants in
Tangier: “you’ve got forty-eight hours”,225 meaning that for forty-eight hours they
would not stop the toy boats and pateras leaving Tangier bound for the Southern coasts
of Spain.
A few weeks later, the Spanish Minister of Internal Affairs, Jorge Fernández Díaz,
admitted that ‘an event’ had taken place between the Spanish Guardia Civil and
Mohammed VI, but he refused to describe it as ‘an incident’ and denied that the
migratory crisis had anything to do with it.226 These declarations took place one day
after Fernández Díaz met his Moroccan counterpart, Mohamed Hasad, in Tangier in an
221
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unannounced meeting to close the discussion on the migratory crisis.227 It is surprising
to see that after this crisis the Spanish Minister not only failed to criticize or accuse
Morocco, but instead asserted that the bilateral relation with Morocco was ‘very good’,
and even thanked his Moroccan counterpart publically in a joint communication228 for
the efforts made by the Moroccan authorities to combat irregular migration.229

1.2. Instrumentalization of migration control cooperation
In order to achieve its goals of Spanish recognition or support for its national interests,
Morocco has not only played a confrontational strategy, but it had also used its
cooperation, efforts and goodwill to participate in migration policies as leverage for
obtaining benefits. Cassarino (2009) has argued that Morocco used its cooperation on
migration control as a card in a game of pressuring the EU to sign readmission
agreements with other African countries. Similarly, El Qadim (2010) argues that
Morocco currently has stronger bargaining power than before after having used its
‘effective card’.
Therefore, I use the concept instrumentalization of migration control cooperation or
‘the effective card’ referring to those cases in which Morocco underlines and uses the
evidence of its cooperation and implementation of measures, efforts and resources
against irregular migration (and also the data proving the reduction of irregular migrants
reaching Spanish territory) to obtain benefits from Spain.
This strategy has also been used in different ways and for different purposes: In
certain cases, Morocco uses official data to report the number of irregular migrants
arrested or deported by Moroccan forces. For example in 1992, when Hassan II
announced measures to stop irregular emigration from Morocco, the Moroccan
authorities and the Moroccan Embassy in Madrid reminded Spain on several occasions
that the arrival of pateras had stopped completely since Hassan II had ordered these
measures.230
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The Moroccan authorities also like to point to the efforts and resources that they
implement in their cooperation in the fight against irregular immigration. For example,
in 2002, when the Spanish Minister of Internal Affairs A. Acebes declared that the
Guardia Civil alone was dealing with the problem of irregular immigration without
Moroccan support. Moroccan authorities responded by announcing the detention of
hundreds of irregular emigrants before they left Moroccan shores and reproached the
Spanish government for including irregular immigration in the bilateral disputes.231
Another example was the period of diplomatic tensions prior to the Perejil Island
conflict, in which Morocco underlined both its efforts and the outcome. In 2001 when
the Spanish government accused Morocco of promoting irregular immigration, the
Moroccan authorities replied that during that year, 25,613 irregular emigrants had been
arrested before leaving Moroccan territory, and that 10,000 soldiers and policemen were
permanently controlling the coast.232
The ‘effective card’ was also used to promote the normalization of the bilateral
relationship. In order to show its willingness to cooperate, Morocco informed Spain
about intercepting 31,729 potential irregular migrants in 2002.233
Another key event was in January 2005, when Mohammed VI announced the arrival
of a 3,000-strong contingent of Moroccan soldiers to control the Western Saharan coasts
in order to stop irregular emigration.234 The same happened after the tragedy of 2005 in
Ceuta and Melilla, with the Moroccan government announcing the sending of 1,600
soldiers to reinforce the two cities’ borders.
Finally, the dismantling of irregular migrant camps near Ceuta and Melilla has
been another tool used since the 1990s by the Moroccan authorities to show its
willingness to cooperate with Spain. For example, in 1998, and after the Minister of
Internal Affairs, Mayor Oreja, travelled twice to Morocco to meet his Moroccan
counterpart,235 the Moroccan Gendarmerie started controlling the Gourougou hill
surrounding Melilla, looking for and arresting sub-Saharan migrants that were taking
shelter in the caves and woods there before attempting to climb the fences.236 After the
migratory crisis of 2005 and the high-level Spanish-Moroccan meeting in September
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2005, the irregular immigrants’ camps of Mesnana in Tangiers, the Gourougou (close to
the Spanish enclave Melilla), and Beniunesh (close to Ceuta) were dismantled:237
“…the raids are sporadic.(…) These refoulements are often linked to specific
political relations. If Rajoy comes to Rabat or the Prime Minister goes to
Madrid, Moroccan police conduct a raid here and there to show that they are
doing their homework”.238
Prof. Lahlou Professeur d’économie,
Institut national de statistique et d'économie appliquée (INSEA), Rabat

“The police knows where the sub-Saharan live, where they are, what they do,
this is why if they want to deport them, they can do it. Therefore if they would
like to deport them all, they could do it in one go.” (50min)
Prof. Mohamed Khachani
Lecturer at the Faculty of Law, Mohammed V University, Agdal, Rabat

“The Guardia Civil is completely dependent on the Moroccan Gendarmerie to
control migration in Ceuta and Melilla.”
Jose Palazón
NGO Prodein, Melilla
Furthermore, the dismantling of camps near Ceuta and Melilla has been carried out by
Moroccan Gendarmerie every time an important Spanish or European representative
pays an official visit to Morocco. For example, many NGOs criticized the raids that
took place near Melilla coinciding with the visits of Prime Minister Aznar to Morocco
in November 2003, of King Juan Carlos in February 2005,239 before the SpanishMoroccan Summit in September 2005, and with the meeting between Juan Carlos I and
Mohammed VI in July 2013.240
“Every time there is High-Level Meeting between the two governments, or
every time a Minister comes to visit Ceuta and Melilla, there is either a
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dismantling of the camps or there is a new mass jump, depending on the
message Morocco wants to give to Spain.”
Jose Palazón
NGO Prodein, Melilla

“Morocco is not the Gendarme of Europe. Morocco feels very close to Europe
(…) Morocco wants to demonstrate stability, to give a serious image, to show it
wants the Advanced Status of the EU, that it wants to participate in the European
funds.”241
Alberto Navarro
Spanish Ambassador in Morocco

1.3 Readmission of irregular migrants as a powerful bargaining tool
Morocco has used the readmission of irregular migrants and the readmission agreements
(with Spain and with the EU) as a useful and strong bargaining tool (El Qadim 2010,
2013).
In 1992 Morocco and Spain signed a readmission agreement, and it is interesting to
see how both countries reached this agreement. In 1991, just after the implementation of
the Schengen visas, irregular migrants considered Ceuta and Melilla a plausible option
for getting into Spain. The migratory pressure on the two cities and the increase of
pateras reaching the southern Spanish coasts explain why Spain rushed in early 1992 to
sign the readmission agreement with Morocco and push for its entry into force.
However, by the end of July 1992, in spite of the agreement, Morocco had not yet
readmitted any of the 200 Senegalese immigrants that Spain tried to expel.242 Among
this group, 160 irregular non-Moroccan migrants protested in Melilla for several months
demanding to be sent to a detention centre on the Spanish mainland,243 provoking social
tensions and violent confrontations in the city. For this reason, Spain decided to expel
seventy-four immigrants from Melilla to reduce the tension.244 Morocco did not agree to
readmit these migrants, provoking a controversial situation in which the group of
241
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migrants remained stuck for two weeks in the no-man’s land between Melilla and Beni
Enzar (see Image 5, Appendix).245 After the protests of a significant number of
NGOs,246 and the continuous refusal of Morocco to readmit the seventy-four migrants,
the Spanish government was forced to send them to detention centres on the mainland.
Two weeks later, the Spanish Minister of the Interior met his Moroccan counterpart in
Rabat. The outcome of the meeting was that Morocco agreed to receive and expel
seventy-seven migrants that same week and around fifty migrants more in the following
months.247 With this agreement, Spain avoided the ‘call effect’, and thanks to Hassan
II’s decision in October 1992 to combat irregular immigration, Ceuta and Melilla
scarcely had to expel immigrants until 1993. Nevertheless, it is probable that an
exchange was agreed on during this meeting of ministries, and that the Moroccan
authorities observed how potentially beneficial it could be to continue to refuse to
readmit irregular migrants. Indeed, over all these years, Morocco has only accepted
‘exceptional readmissions’ when it was clearly beneficial or useful.
‘Exceptional readmissions’ have also been used as a tool or gesture to improve the
bilateral relations climate. For example, from July to October 1996, the new Spanish
Minister of Internal, Mayor Oreja, met several times with his Moroccan counterpart,
Driss Basri, and agreed to coordinate joint actions against irregular immigration and to
create a mixed technical commission to discuss and deal with the readmission of
irregular migrants coming from Morocco.248 In December 1996, after a two-day long
meeting of both ministers of Internal Affairs, Morocco accepted sixty-five sub-Saharan
migrants that had entered Ceuta and Melilla irregularly.249 Although pateras kept
arriving on the mainland, and even though Melilla and Ceuta suffered an increase of
entries of irregular sub-Saharan migrants,250 these exceptional readmissions and
collaboration on migration control favoured a positive bilateral climate for a certain
period. However, it is also worth noting that from 1992 to 2005, Morocco readmitted
only 114 migrants from Spain, but none between 1999 and 2003.251
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Morocco used readmission and migration control as a tool to normalize bilateral
relations after the Perejil Island conflict. In February 2003, during the first bilateral
High Level Meeting to take place after the Perejil conflict, economic and immigration
cooperation were the main fields discussed and on which agreements and a resumption
of cooperation were reached (Amirah-Fernández 2008, 353). In December 2003, during
the Sixth High-Level Meeting between Morocco and Spain, the two countries reached
three significant agreements on migration. First, the Agreement on the readmission of
Moroccan minors (this affected at least 3,000 Moroccan minors living in detention
centres for minors in Spain).252 Second, the Moroccan government accepted a group of
thirty sub-Saharan migrants who were arrested in the Canary Islands.253 Last but not
least, the two countries agreed to create joint patrols with the Spanish Guardia Civil and
Moroccan Gendarmerie to control the Laâyoune coast.254
For Morocco refusing or agreeing to readmit irregular migrants has been an
important bargaining tool in relation to the Western Sahara and the disputed Spanish
territories. For instance, from 1992 to 1996, Morocco only accepted five readmission
cases of the 600 presented by Spain. By refusing to admit irregular migrants,255
Morocco tried to avoid any gesture that could be interpreted by Spain as recognition of
Spanish sovereignty over Ceuta and Melilla.
In relation to the Western Sahara, readmissions of migrants have been a key tool to
align the Spanish position closer with Moroccan interests. In April 2004, in his meeting
with Zapatero, Mohammed VI committed himself to collaborate with the Spanish
government against irregular migration, and announced an immigration control plan
aiming to stop pateras leaving the Western Saharan coast bound for the Canary
Islands.256 Soon after, the Moroccan Prime Minister, Jettu, assured the readmission of
sub-Saharan irregular migrants arriving in the Canary Islands coming from the Western
Sahara and the Moroccan coast from Tarfaya to Laâyoune.257 Both acts were decisive
for changing the migratory routes of irregular migrants. From that moment, migrants
preferred to risk their lives attempting to reach the Canary Islands from Mauritania or
252
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Senegal rather than run the risk of being intercepted and readmitted for having taken a
boat from the Western Saharan coast. This change provoked a drop in the number of
irregular migrants reaching the Canary Islands from the Western Sahara, which in turn
had a beneficial outcome for Morocco. The Western Sahara stopped being in the media
spotlight due to irregular migration, but it also stopped being in the spotlight of the
Spanish authorities and EU institutions. Indeed, this special attention ran counter to
Morocco’s sovereignty interests, since it had always had total control of information
and media regarding the Western Sahara.
The readmission of irregular sub-Saharan migrants was also implemented in the 2005
migratory crisis of Ceuta and Melilla. In that case, seventy-three sub-Saharan migrants
were readmitted by Morocco a few days after the tragedy in which over seven migrants
died. However, it is worth mentioning that this exceptional readmission took place after
several meetings between the ministers of both countries, and above all after several
calls from Juan Carlos I to Mohammed VI asking him for support.258 Moreover, both
countries underlined that these were ‘exceptional readmissions’,259 totally unrelated to
the readmission agreement of 1992. Indeed, no sub-Saharan migrant was readmitted for
a long time by Morocco after these ‘exceptional readmissions’, despite the Spanish
government’s attempts to convince its Moroccan counterparts to implement the
agreement of 1992.
Finally, the readmission of migrants has also been used for Moroccan interests
regarding the small Spanish islands near Morocco. From May to September 2012, small
groups of migrants tried in different episodes to ‘occupy’ the small Spanish islands in
the hope of being sent to the immigrant detention centre in Melilla (CETI, Centre of
Temporary Stay of Immigrants), or the CIE (detention centre for immigrants) on the
Spanish mainland arguing they were in Spanish territory. These Spanish islands (the
Chafarinas and Tierra islands and the Peñón de Alhucemas) are only a hundred meters
off Moroccan coasts. However, in September 2012, two large groups of irregular
migrants, eighty-three in total, ‘occupied’ the Tierra Island (see Images 6–7, Appendix).
The Spanish government feared the possible ‘call effect’,260 and formally asked for help
from the Moroccan government. After several contacts and calls between the ministries
for Internal and External Affairs of both countries, ten migrants were sent to the
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detention centre (CETI) in Melilla, while seventy-three were deported to Morocco.261
However, what the Spanish government did not expect was that this cooperation was
going to create a symbolic diplomatic victory for Morocco. Indeed, a few hours after the
deportation, in order to prevent irregular migrants from reaching the islands, the
Spanish Minister of Internal Affairs, Jorge Fernández Diaz, announced that a
detachment of the Guardia Civil would set up a base in the Chafarinas islands starting
on 1 August. The Moroccan government immediately protested against this ‘unilateral
decision’. The Spanish government then stepped back from its decision and postponed
the establishment of a base on the island after the High-Level Meeting of September
2012. However, not only did the Moroccan government postpone the high-level meeting
for one month, but also no military outpost was established after the re-scheduled
meeting took place.

2. Issue-linkage and exploitation of vulnerability and sensitivity
In IR theory, one of the strategies to overcome collective action failure is issue-linkage.
Haas (1990, 76) defined this as “bargaining that involves more than one issue” where an
issue is “a single goal that has found its way onto a decision-making agenda”. Betts
(2009, 40) argues that beyond this issue-linkage strategy there is another one which he
calls “cross-issue persuasion”. According to Betts, “persuasion can be defined as
influence designed to change beliefs” and “cross-issue persuasion describes the
conditions under which actor A can persuade actor B that issue area X and issue area Y
are linked as a means of inducing actor B to act in issue area X on the basis of its
interest in issue area Y” (Betts 2009, 41).
By using irregular migration as a ‘geographic rent’ Morocco has been able to
implement a persuasive issue-linkage strategy in order to gain additional bargaining
power. El Qadim (2010) explains that while bargaining with the EU and Spain,
Morocco usually links negotiations on certain issues with other interests.
Betts did not predict that such strategy was going to be successfully implemented by
a ‘weak’ migrant sending state towards a ‘strong’ migrant receiving state. However,
Greenhill (2010, 60) points out that this can happen because liberal democracies have at
least two vulnerabilities: a) their commitment to human rights, which constrains the
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ability of states to control their borders; and, b) the transparent and inherently
conflictual nature of political decision-making within these states.
Therefore, in situations of asymmetry of power, the weaker party does not
necessarily have to be the losing party in negotiations. During the negotiation process,
the weaker party can also implement counter-strategies (Rubin and Zartman 2000) such
as using dialogue to request certain exchanges, by creating stages of resistance,
obstruction or abstention (Daoudy 2006), or by constantly delaying, prolonging or
avoiding agreement. El Qadim (2010) calls this avoid agreement strategy). The concept
of ‘reversed conditionality’ (Schmid 2003; Warning 2006; Cassarino 2009; Trauner and
Deimiel 2013) refers to the fact that in certain cases the migrant sending state, in
principle in a weaker negotiation position, ends up persuading and enforcing its position
on the donor and stronger migrant receiving state. Morocco has, above all, used this
issue-linkage strategy to lever the Spanish dependency on Moroccan fishing grounds
(see Chapter 3). However, irregular MCC have also been used in this way.
The Moroccan Law 02-03/2003 can be considered a case of issue-linkage. Contrary
to the position of many scholars who considered this law an example of the
externalization of migration policies of the EU, Natter (2014, 3) argues that in fact the
approval of the new Moroccan Migration Law was a strategic decision to improve the
country’s political weight in the region. She reminds us that although the Perejil crisis
was resolved, the bilateral relations between Spain and Morocco remained tense until
the Moroccan government presented the first draft of its new Migration Law to the
Moroccan Parliament on January 2003. Two weeks later, Morocco and Spain re-instated
their respective ambassadors in Madrid and Rabat (Valluy 2007, 10; Natter 2014, 5).
Therefore, contrary to the main position in the literature, the approval of this law was an
opportunity for Morocco to regain a role in the international scene, and above all to
become a key EU partner in Northern Africa (Natter 2014, 3). In other words, the
decision in 2003 by Morocco to approve this law and to cooperate on migration control
with Spain and the EU cannot be seen as a decision taken by a poor country that has
been persuaded by a stronger country through pressure or negative conditionality.
Instead, it must be seen as the decision by the Moroccan authorities to start pursuing a
“diplomacy of migrations” (De Wenden 2010, 13), using their “migration policy [as] an
indirect instrument of foreign policy” (Thiollet 2011, 13).
As several scholars suspect, Moroccan readiness to cooperate and the approval of
Law 02-03 were substantially rewarded by the EU and Spain in the form of financial
150

support. The Spanish government signed investment deals with Morocco worth €390
million (Wunderlich 2010, 263), and in March 2004 the EU agreed to offer €250
million under the framework of the AENEAS programme 2004–2008 to support the
migratory policies of third countries. Needless to say, Morocco was one of its main
beneficiaries of this financial aid (El Qadim 2010, 110),262 earmarked to combat
irregular migration and to promote the readmission of migrants to their countries of
origin.
“Morocco always asks for compensatory measures. Compensation that depends
a bit on the moment. Once the process of negotiation has been opened and once
Morocco has decided to cooperate with Spain, then Morocco requests
compensatory measures for its cooperation. One day it’s residence permits, then
it’s visas for service workers, there is always something, there are always
compensatory measures in the negotiations. (…) the fact that Morocco has
decided to cooperate with Spain (on migration control) has nothing to do with
the fact that Spain offered it more visas. First Morocco decides whether it wants
to cooperate or not, and once it has decided to cooperate, then it asks for
compensation.”263
Amapola Blasco Marhuenda,
General Secretary, Labour and Social Security Department
Spanish Embassy in Morocco
Two cases of issue-linkage also took place as a consequence of the migratory crisis of
Ceuta and Melilla in 2005. In the first case, Morocco used this strategy with the EU,
while in the second case it used it to impose its own interests on Spain.
After the migratory crisis, Morocco and the EU agreed on an important cooperation
plan based on common interests. The aim was to help Morocco in its development, in
return for its active compliance with the agreements reached to combat immigration.264
Frontex began working and helping the Moroccan authorities to combat irregular
migration.265 I have already explained how Morocco used this migratory crisis to ask for
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financial support and at the same time used its willingness to cooperate to legitimize its
claims for financial support and to demonstrate that the €40 million of the MEDA
programme were not enough. It is noteworthy that these funds were available to
Morocco already at the start of the Spanish presidency of the EU in 2002 (Lutterbeck
2006), and not after the migratory crisis of 2005. In 2002, the first plan on an EU border
management project with Morocco took shape under the framework of the National
Indicative Programme 2002–2004 with a MEDA budget of €40 million (Commission of
the European Communities 2001, 45ff.; in Wunderlich 2010, 264). However, the
original project that intended to provide new equipment and training for the Interior
Ministry never materialized. As Wunderlich (2010, 264) explains:
“One can only speculate about the reasons. Following interviews at the Commission,
the Moroccan Ministry of the Interior wanted to use the money in line with its own
priorities. Instead of controlling the northern and western coast as foreseen by the
Commission, an increase of Moroccan troops in the Western Sahara was likely, which
was seen as politically contentious in Brussels. Whether it was the Commission or the
Ministry that halted the project is unclear but the controversial issues were monitoring
and control over the project. MEDA border management project only regained
momentum after the 2005 events of Ceuta and Melilla which made sub-Saharan
migration a widely visible phenomenon in Morocco.” 266

Moroccan willingness to cooperate and the shocking images of the Ceuta and Melilla
tragedy pushed the EU to increase the MEDA budget for Morocco from €40 million to
€67 million. Moreover, the Moroccan Ministry of the Interior was able to use this
amount of money “following its own priorities, on any border section and apparently
without Commission monitoring on the use of the money” (Wunderlich 2010 based on
Interviews DG RELEX (7 December 2007) and Commission Delegation Morocco (21
November 2008).
What the Spanish government could not imagine was that this money was going to
cause new tension with Morocco as well as with the PP (then the main opposition
party). In 2006, Morocco decided to purchase with that money ten patrol boats and
seventy-four range rovers, fourteen mini-buses, twenty motorbikes and twenty-six
quads to monitor the Moroccan coasts from Spain. In addition, the Spanish government
decided to include over eighty jeeps as a gift.267 Spain planned to deliver the vehicles
Ceuta, but the Moroccan authorities and the Islamic political parties rejected the idea,
arguing that they did not recognize the border of Ceuta and that accepting this delivery
266
267

Wunderlich (2010): Interviews DGs JLS and RELEX (6-7 December 2008).
El País (01/02/2007); El País (05/10/2006).
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would mean Moroccocan recognition of Spanish colonial occupation in both cities.268
As a result, and besides the criticisms of the PP,269 the Spanish government sent all the
vehicles by boat from Ceuta to Tangier (thus accepting the Moroccan request and
making the delivery more expensive for Spain).

3. Cases of Moroccan non-cooperation or refusal to cooperate
Scholars referring to Morocco as the ‘Gendarme of Europe’, or arguing that Morocco
cooperates on migration control every time Spain and the EU request it, forget clear
cases in which Morocco did not cooperate or refused to cooperate, and also important
current areas and policies in which Morocco is still not cooperating. All these cases
need to be taken into account when evaluating and judging the way Morocco cooperates
on migration control. Moreover, the non-cooperation of Morocco has directly obliged
Spain and the EU to implement unilateral measures.
The clearest instances of non-cooperation are Morocco’s refusal to readmit irregular
migrants. I will not dwell on all the cases cited in section 1.3 and all the cases where
Morocco failed to comply with the Readmission Agreement signed with Spain in 1992.
Yet it is important to remember that Morocco and the EU have been negotiating a new
readmission agreement since 2003 and that today after fifteen rounds of negotiations it
has still not been signed.270 As El Qadim (2010, 2013) explains, Morocco is interested
in keeping the negotiations of agreements on the readmission of migrants or minors
open in order to have negotiating power in other issues.
The flow of irregular migrants arriving on the southern coasts of Spain offers
numerous examples of cooperation/non-cooperation by Morocco. As I have previously
explained, the first case took place in 1992 when Hassan II dictated measures to stop
irregular emigration from Morocco. The arrival of pateras from Morocco to Spain
stopped completely.271 The Moroccan authorities revealed a strategic mise en scene
reporting on the dispatch of 2,500 policemen and soldiers to permanently control the
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Libertad Digital (02/10/2006).
Libertad Digital (03/10/2006).
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It is not clear how many rounds of negotiation it will take. The 15th round of EU-Morocco
negotiations took place in May 2010, although no additional information has been offered since February
2011 about new rounds: Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the
Council: Evaluation of EU Readmission Agreements. Brussels, 23.2.201. COM(2011) 76 final.
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Moroccan coasts,272 together with the use of military helicopters, the closure of hostels
admitting sub-Saharan migrants,273 and last but not least, the use of the bullring in
Tangier as an improvised prison for irregular migrants.274 For eight months, not a single
patera arrived on the Andalucian coast.
One of the first instances of official refusal to cooperate took place after the 1999
High-Level Working Group on Asylum and Migration Action Plan on Morocco
(Wunderlich 2010, 262). In this meeting, Prime Minister Aznar’s administration was
able to insert its interests into the draft of the action plan by requesting from Morocco
an increase of repressive measures against irregular migration (Council of the European
Union 1999a, 13–20). Morocco rejected this action plan, arguing that it had been
developed without Moroccan consultation and that it focused exclusively on security
matters (Council of the European Union 2000, 7; El Qadim 2010, 98).
Another clear case of Moroccan non-cooperation led to the Spanish decision to
implement unilateral policies in 1999 when the Spanish government announced the
implementation of the Integrated System of Exterior Surveillance (SIVE). The evidence
that Morocco was unwilling to cooperate combined with the increase of the arrivals of
irregular migrants, pushed the Spanish government to make this unilateral move to
control the situation.275 It is important to mention that until the SIVE was established,
the Spanish police capacity to control immigration was limited, with the result that
many migrants who arrived on the Andalucian coasts were later arrested in towns or
areas far away from the coast, or they were simply never found or arrested. Moreover,
until that year, most of the migrants arrested by the Spanish Guardia Civil were
Moroccan nationals.
In Ceuta and Melilla, Spain had to take unilateral measures on many occasions to
prevent irregular migrants from entering the two enclaves. In 1993, the Spanish
government decided to erect two rows of a three-meter fence along Ceuta’s 8.3 km
border. The Spanish government had to send the army and police to Ceuta to control the
border during the erection of the new fence. The refusal by Morocco to cooperate at the
borders of the two enclaves motivated this decision. Furthermore, after the migratory
272
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crisis of 2005, the Spanish government dispatched 700 soldiers to prevent new mass
attempts to climb the and decided to increase the height of the fences of Ceuta and
Melilla from 3.1 to 6 meters.
In the case of the Western Saharan coasts, from 1995 to 2004, the cooperation of the
Moroccan authorities to fight irregular migration from the Western Sahara to the Canary
Islands was limited, despite the constant demands by the Spanish authorities. However,
in February 2004, the positive bilateral context and the climate of understanding
between the two governments motivated the agreement to create joint sea patrols
between the Royal Gendarmerie and the Civil Guard to control the north of the Western
Sahara coast. Joint air and land patrols were also carried out (Elmadmad 2005, 232)
along the Moroccan and Western Saharan coast situated near the Canary Islands.276 This
cooperation (and the one carried out between Spain/EU and Mauritania and Senegal)
explains why only 197 migrants arrived in the Canary Islands in 2012.

4. The externalization of costs or redoubling and bearing all the burden?
Many scholars argue that Spain and the EU are externalizing migration control to
migrant sending states, pressuring them to cooperate and to control their borders and
obliging them to become their ‘gendarmes’ against irregular migration. However, these
scholars seem to omit or forget the tremendous amount of money that the EU and Spain
are spending to control their borders and to help Morocco to control theirs. The
Spanish/EU migration control policy is very expensive despite the cooperation of
Morocco. The efforts and resources spent by Spain and the EU in migration control
measures (millions of Euro spent on Frontex, boats, radars, expulsions) are so important
that it is not clear to what extent this can be called an externalization of migration
policies when in fact Spain and the EU are still spending serious amounts of money to
control their own territorial borders.
In Tables 3 and 4 I summarize the millions of Euro spent in operations and resources
by Spain and the EU in order to control irregular migration flow coming from Morocco.
In these tables, I include all the operations that were directly linked to the possible flows
of migrants from Morocco. 277 The numbers presented here are only estimates because
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For example, the different Hera Operations deployed by Frontex in the last year have been
implemented in an area including not only the Atlantic Moroccan coast but also part of the Mauritanian
coast. At the same time, the Indalo operations are implemented in an area trying to stop migration flows
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they do not take into account all the possible expenses. For example, the salaries of the
Guardia Civil agents in Ceuta and Melilla or the agents patrolling the southern coast of
Spain have not been taken into account..278 Moreover, in order to avoid confusion, aid
for development conditioned to MCC, or expenses, donations and resources destined
exclusively to control migration flow from Mauritania and Senegal have not been
included in Tables 3 and 4.
The expenses incurred independently by Spain (without EU funds) on measures to
stem irregular migration flow from Morocco (see Table 1) amounted to approximately €
395,698 million, from 1995 to 2014. From this amount, €346 million were spent before
the crisis while 49,698 million were spent during the crisis. The erection

and

reinforcement of the Ceuta and Melilla border fences from 1995 to 2008 cost
approximately €96 million, while the development, reinforcement and expansion of the
SIVE all along the Spanish coasts, including the Canary Islands and the Balearic
Islands, cost around €232 million from 1999 to 2006. Moreover, the funds given to
Morocco by Spain in 2006 for capacity-building in the fight against irregular
immigration amounted to at least €10 million.
Regarding EU expenses (including contributions made by Spain to the EU External
Borders Fund expenses),279 approximately €486 million were spent from 2004 to 2014
to control migration flows from Morocco (see Table 2). 280
towards the Spanish coast from Moroccan coasts and from Algerian coasts. It is for this reason that the
calculation of total expenses to stop migrants coming from Morocco including the fences and other
security measures in Ceuta and Melilla) can only be approximated. It is also important to take into
account the fact that I present the Spanish expenses independently from the expenses of the EU. These
EU expenses include contributions made by Spain. In other words, despite the External Borders Fund –
Annual Programme for Spain of 2008 having spent approximately €32,412,596 in controlling migration
flows from Morocco, it is important to remember that Spain contributed €10,159,191 in public funds to
this total amount.
278
Repatriation costs are also difficult to estimate, because we don not know which repatriated migrants
came from Moroccan territory and the cost of repatriated migrants by nationality. For this reason, I have
not included the expenses of the EU in returns of migrants from the annual Return Funds. Other expenses
not included are the daily costs of detainee migrants in the CETI of Ceuta and Melilla and the detention
centres on the mainland; the trips of migrants from the two CETI to the detention centres on the
mainland; maintenance costs of the CETIs and detention centres from its creation until 2012 (included in
the 2013 budget); budget information is not clear or transparent about the costs of combating irregular
migration to Spain from 2000 to 2007; there is no clear information about any donations or material given
to Morocco by Spain and the EU to combat irregular migration.
279
EU expenses also include the contributions made by Spain: the EU External Borders Fund - Annual
Programme for Spain of 2008 earmarked approximately €32,412,596 in controlling migration flows from
Morocco, but Spain contributed with €10,159,191 in public funds of this total amount.
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These tables include all the operations directly linked to the possible incoming migratory flows from
Morocco. For example, the different Hera Operations deployed by Frontex in the last year are
implemented in an area including not only the Atlantic Moroccan coast but also part of the Mauritanian
one. At the same time, the Indalo operations are implemented in an area trying to stop potential incoming
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This analysis thus demonstrates that Spain and the EU made an important outlay of
expenditure, building the pillars of a strong migration control strategy and structure
against incoming flows from North Africa.

Table 3: Expenses incurred by Spain in combatting irregular migration from
Morocco
Year

Measures – Mission

Costs

1995-2000
1998
1999 - 2008

First Fencing project of Ceuta
First Fencing project of Melilla
SIVE creation, reinforcement and expansion

€ 48 million
€ 12 million
€ 232 million

2004
2005 - 2007
2006

Reinforcement of Ceuta and Melilla fences
Reinforcement of Melilla fence
Royal Decree 845/2006 in funds to Morocco for border control
and the fight against illegal emigration
Expansion and maintenance of the SIVE
Police Cooperation with Morocco on migration control
Reinforcement of Melilla fence
Police Cooperation with Morocco on migration control
Reinforcement of the Melilla and Ceuta fences with new
concertina wire and anti-climbing mesh

€ 3 million
€ 33 million
€ 10 million

Reinforcement of the breakwater fences of Ceuta
Border Monitoring Coordination Center (Centro de Coordinación
de Vigilancia Marítima de Costas y Fronteras)281
Police Cooperation with Morocco on migration control
TOTAL

€ 250.000
€ 3 million

2012
2012
2013
2013
2014
2014
2014
2014

€ 3,9 million
€ 7,737 million
€ 2 million
€ 11,226 million
€ 2,1 million

€ 19,485 million
€ 395,698 million

Source: El País and El Mundo perss releases, Ministry of Internal Affairs, Alscher 2005,
Marmolejo and Huete 2008.

In sum, we can say that Spain and the EU have spent over €882 million trying to control
irregular migration to Spain via Morocco. This is an amount that raises doubts regarding
the presumed externalization of costs of migration control.
The fact that Spain and the EU are spending this amount of money on migration
control and on capacity-building in Morocco leads us to two conclusions: First,
Moroccan cooperation has not been unconditional and constant, but it has been slowly
and steadily increased after arduous negotiations. If Spain and the EU were able to fully
control Moroccan waters and land, they would probably not have spent such a large
amount of money. However, by keeping sovereignty and control over its borders and
territory Morocco has forced Spain/EU not only to support Moroccan cooperation
economically and logistically, but also to keep ‘fortifying’ and investing in the control
migratory flows from Moroccan coasts, but also from Algerian coasts. For this reason, the calculation of
total expenses to prevent migrants coming from Morocco is an estimate.
281
The total cost of this new Coordination Center went up to 20million Euros. However, the EU paid
85% of it.
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of its borders. In other words, Spain and the EU would not have continued to strengthen
Morocco’s borders if Moroccan cooperation had been constant, complete and certain.
Instead, because Moroccan cooperation is uncertain, limited and dependent upon its
willingness and interests, Spain and the EU have been forced to build two walls in the
last decade, one on the Spanish/EU side and another on the Moroccan side.
Second and linked to the previous conclusion, by redoubling the costs and walls we
can say that the externalization of migration policies in Morocco does not imply an
externalization of costs. On the contrary: not only are Spain and the EU not transferring
the costs of migration control to Morocco, they are instead supporting Moroccan
cooperation economically and find themselves forced to increase the budget for the
control of the Spanish/European borders.
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Table 4: Expenses of the European Union (including Spanish expenses as member
state) to fight irregular migration coming from Morocco
Year
2004-2006

Measure – Mission

2006
2006
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007

European Commission donation to Morocco to
strengthen border control and combat illegal
immigration (MEDA programme)
Hera I Operation
Hera II Operation
Hera III Operation
Hermes Operation
Hera Operation
Minerva Operation
Indalo Operation
External Borders Fund – Annual Programme Spain

2008
2008
2008

Minerva Operation
Hera Operation
External Borders Fund – Annual Programme Spain

2009
2009
2009
2009

Hera Operation
Minerva Operation
Indalo Operation
External Borders Fund – Annual Programme Spain

2010
2010
2010
2010

Hera Operation
Minerva Operation
Indalo Operation
External Borders Fund – Annual Programme Spain

2011
2011
2011
2011

Hera Operation
Minerva Operation
Indalo Operation
External Borders Fund – Annual Programme Spain

2012
2012
2012

2013
2013
2013
2013

Minerva Operation
Hera Operation
Programme européen destiné à lutter contre
l’immigration illégale
External Borders Fund – Annual Programme Spain
(25 Mi€ for SIVE)
Hera Operation
Minerva Operation
Indalo Operation
External Borders Fund – Annual Programme Spain

2014
2014
2014

Minerva Operation
Indalo Operation
Hera Operation

2012

TOTAL

Costs
€40 million

€ 370,000
€ 3,200,000
€ 2,700,000
€ 1,890,000
€ 5,416,000
€ 450,000
€ 1,700,000
€ 87,527,612 approx. from a
total of 92.117.448,21
€ 160,000
€ 10,530,960
€ 32,412,596 approx. from a
total of 40,084,774
€ 8,594,628
€ 324,686
€ 2,500,000
€ 41,786,394 approx. from a
total of 44,258 M€
€ 7,853,273
€ 425,707
€ 5,000,000
€ 44,923,703 approx. from a
total of 53,462,618
€ 4,326,796
€ 609,000
€ 7,274,132
€ 50,897,064 approx. from a
total of 59,575,389
€ 751,034
€ 3,160,000
€ 1,000,000 approx.
€ 56,476,565 approx. from a
total of 72,338,353
€ 1,222,094.53
€ 560,388.79
€ 4,314,329.13
€ 53,206,524 approx. from a
total of 81,220,206
€ 489,361.39
€ 3,276,851.90
€ 844,163.82

€ 486 Million approx.

Source: own elaboration, press releases, Frontex Archives, EU External Border Fund
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5.

Conclusion

In this chapter I have described several cases and ways in which Morocco has used
irregular migration and its willingness to cooperate on migration control in order to
obtain tangible and intangible benefits. In sum, Morocco has strategically used irregular
migration and its MCC to strain relations with Spain, to ‘punish’ Spain, to threaten
Spain and the EU, to put sovereignty disputes back on the bilateral agenda, or to make
a gesture or message to express its discontent, annoyance or to make demands. This is
why the overall MCC and the number of irregular migrants intercepted can be seen as a
barometer of the bilateral relationship, in other words, migration control (non)cooperation can be considered an indicator of the situation of the bilateral relation. I will
use this evidence to argue in the following chapters that through migration control,
Morocco has managed to position itself as Europe’s key partner.
Moreover, by presenting an estimate of the total expenses incurred by the EU and
Spain to stop irregular migration flows from Morocco, I have tried to show the growing
expenses incurred on border control by migrant receiving states, despite the cooperation
of sending states. Hence, although some authors argue that Morocco is the Gendarme of
Europe, the EU spends millions of Euros to control migration flows, and to give
Morocco the necessary resources and equipment to cooperate.
In the next chapter I analyze how irregular migration and MCC play an important
role in the bilateral interdependence framework and are strongly intertwined with all the
issues within this framework. By doing so, and by taking into account the findings of
Chapters 3 and 4, I will explain the reasons for the construction and consolidation of
Spanish-Moroccan MCC.
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CHAPTER 5: SPAIN, MOROCCO AND IRREGULAR MIGRATION
WITHIN A COMPLEX INTERDEPENDENCE FRAMEWORK

Introduction
In this chapter I will explain why Morocco has agreed or refused to cooperate on
migration control over certain periods of time, how this MCC has been built, and why
Morocco has cooperated on migration control with Spain, progressively extending its
cooperation all over its territory and intensifying it over the years.
The literature on Spanish-Moroccan relations generally attributes the present
Spanish-Moroccan control cooperation to reasons such as: the consequences of the
Spanish and European power superiority over Morocco, the inextricable geopolitical
situation that condemns both countries ‘to get along’, or to a foreign policy
implemented by Spain since 2004 that incentivized Morocco to cooperate. In the
literature on European migration policies related to Morocco, several explanations have
been given about Moroccan compliance on migration control in the last years. However,
most of the studies have not explained what was the triggering factor or have ignored
the interdependence between Spain and Morocco.
This chapter demonstrates that Moroccan cooperation can only be explained after
understanding several factors: first, the evolution and terms of the Spanish-Moroccan
relationship and the role that the Perejil Island conflict played in the renegotiation of the
bilateral agenda and interaction; second, the Spanish-Moroccan dependency framework
within which migration and migration control are framed; and third, the role of
migration and migration control within the bilateral relationship.
Territorial disputes, geostrategic factors and key circumstantial events have all
played an important role in the bilateral relationship, and have indirectly impacted on
the MCC. The link between the migration issue and other issues, such as the disputes
regarding the Spanish territories in Morocco, the Western Sahara, or the Fisheries
Agreement, have been omitted or analyzed superficially in the literature. Key events in
the Spanish-Moroccan relationship, such as the Perejil Island conflict or the Casablanca
terrorist attacks, have also played a greater role in the MCC, but this is not sufficiently
reflected in the literature.
This chapter has three distinct objectives. First, to analyze the power dynamics, the
external factors and the dependency framework of the Spanish-Moroccan relationship,
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evaluating how those factors have affected and influenced irregular migration and
MCC. Second, to evaluate the role that both irregular migration and MCC have played
in the Spanish-Moroccan relationship. Third, to propose my own theory explaining the
reasons for Moroccan MCC and its consolidation in the last years.
First, I explain the different arguments and reasons presented in the literature that
may account for the current bilateral MCC. Second, I present the interdependence
framework between the two countries. Third, I explain to what extent MCC has played
a determining role in the Spanish-Moroccan relationship and in the dependency
framework. Finally, the previous analysis allows me to explain the factors underlying
the onset and consolidation (since 2003) of the Spanish-Moroccan MCC, and to explain
why Morocco sometimes agrees to cooperate and sometimes refuses.

1. The Spanish-Moroccan migration control cooperation in the literature
Spanish-Moroccan MCC has been studied mainly from the perspective of the SpanishMoroccan bilateral relationship and from Spanish/EU migration control policies. In
most cases, little attention is paid to explaining the onset of this cooperation, the
triggering factor that disentangled the problems preventing smooth cooperation between
Spain and Morocco, or the set of determining factors that ensured its consolidation.
Indeed, it is easy to find studies dealing with Spanish-Moroccan migration control
policies that do not even mention possible reasons for this cooperation.
Several experts on the Spanish-Moroccan bilateral relationship support the foreign
policy implemented by Zapatero’s government since 2004 as a key determinant of
stable migration control cooperation. According to them, before 2004 Aznar only
perceived Morocco in terms of ‘negative mutual dependencies’ (with an excessive
emphasis on security and a negative vision of migration from the South) (López García
and Hernando de Larramendi 2002, 188; Iglesias 2010). However, with the election of
Zapatero as Prime Minister in March 2004, the Spanish authorities changed their
discourse and strategy towards Morocco. Zapatero implemented a ‘de-Aznarization’ of
Spanish foreign policy towards the Maghreb and deployed a range of efforts and
resources to show Morocco that it remained the privileged ally in the region (Felíu
2005, 7). Several scholars think that by developing a foreign policy based on solidarity,
respect, investment and support, Zapatero convinced Morocco to cooperate on a range
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of issues including migration control (González del Miño 2005; Wunderlich 2010;
Willis 2012, 328).
In fact, experts on the Spain/EU migration policies often take the year 2004 as the
year that Morocco began complying on migration control policies. The initiation of joint
naval patrols that Spain and Morocco began conducting in the Mediterranean is
pinpointed as the starting point of Morocco’s compliance (Lavenex 2006, 340;
Lutterbeck 2008, 3; Wunderlich 2010, 262). Others point to the migratory crisis in
Ceuta and Melilla of 2005 as the key event that started the whole process of cooperation
(Wunderlich 2012, 1423; Wunderlich 2013a, 416). Alberto Navarro, Spanish
Ambassador in Morocco explained that:
Everything (referring to the MCC) started in 2005 after the mass assaults by
irregular migrants of the fences of Ceuta and Melilla, in which Spain had to
double the height of the fences (…). After this, Spain put these problems on the
table in Europe and in Brussels, and Spain together with Morocco launched the
Rabat Process282 with the idea of promoting a global approach.283
Alberto Navarro
Spanish Ambassador in Morocco (interview, Rabat, 09/10/2012)
Several experts on Spain/EU migration policies argue that Morocco cooperates on
migration control as the result of an EU and Spanish externalization of migration
policies implemented after pressure and conditionality strategies, turning Morocco into
the ‘Gendarme of Europe’ (Lahlou 2002; Belguendouz 2003; Boswell 2003; Lutterbeck
2008; Rodier 2009; Saddiki 2014). This pressure is seen as constant and therefore there
is often no need to search for a triggering factor or event. Where such events are
identified, there is no agreement about the starting point. Some put the beginning earlier
than the Spanish Ambassador does in the quotation above:
The EU exerts pressure on Morocco. There is externalization. In 2003,
significant pressure was exerted on Morocco to make it play the role of
Gendarme. (…) It (irregular migration) is a European responsibility but it is
Morocco who has to pay the bill. The EU and Spain think that Morocco has to
manage irregular migration.284
Mohamed Khachani
Prof. at the University Mohamed V of Rabat (interview, Rabat 08/10/2012)

282
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284
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The dissertation by Yildiz (2012) comparing Turkey and Morocco is probably the
scholarly work that provides most evidence of the EU’s influence. She concludes with
these words (2012, 270):
“in explaining the implications of the EU’s externalization of its immigration policy,
Morocco constitutes a case where conditionality, which is mostly used with candidate
countries rather than an ENP partner like Morocco, seems to dominate the EU’s efforts
to achieve its goals of policy expansion. In Morocco’s case, economic incentives, EU
aid, technical and financial assistance through projects and programs has replaced
accession conditionality. (…) In Morocco’s case, rather than socialization, as is usually
proposed for ENP partners, conditionality prevails as the mechanism for
Europeanization in the contested policy field of migration.”

Returning to the bilateral relationship, it is often argued that MCC was built as a
consequence of the economic interdependence and ‘cushion of shared interests’ existing
between the two countries.285 As Amirah-Fernández (2008, 351) explains, since the
1990s, Spanish governments have attempted to create extensive mutual ties between
Spain and Morocco, mainly to develop economic and trade relations, trying to mitigate
the effects of cyclical crises. Gillespie (2006, 120) suggests that this concept “implies a
degree of cooperation that entails reliance upon partners to the extent that any
significant disruption to that cooperation involves costs to self as well as others”. In
other words, the Spanish strategy tried to create strong ties and interdependence that
would prevent clashes over conflictive issues such as immigration (Willis 2012, 325) in
order to mitigate the appearance of bilateral tensions. In this way it maintained stability
and ensured a positive climate of cooperation on issues such as migration control.
Geographical and historical ties are also seen as a fundamental explanation: “Spain
and Morocco are two states that, owing to their historical associations, geographical
position and economic compatibility, have been ‘condemned to get along with one
another’”. This expression, coined by Hassan II in the 1980s (Gillespie 2000, 42) has
been used ever since by policy-makers, the media, scholars and diplomats to explain the
cooperation between the two countries on several issues (González del Miño 2005, 102;
Fibla García-Sala 2005, 37; Willis 2012, 325), including migration control.286
There is also the position of a small group of experts who have tried to offer a more
nuanced explanation of Moroccan compliance. It has been suggested that Morocco
cooperates

with

Spain

on

migration

control
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Also called a “web of shared interests” (Gillespie 2006, 120).
See the use of this expression in the media and by scholars in: El Mundo (13/08/2008) and LNE.es,
(21/08/2010). Moreover, the famous Moroccan intellectual, Mohamed Ibn Azzuz Hakín, was a strong
supporter of this expression.
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immigration/destination country itself and needs Spanish support to manage [its own]
irregular migrants on its territory (Iglesias 2010; Natter 2014). Several studies estimate
that the number of irregular migrants in Morocco has risen from approximately 10,000
(Khachani 2011), to 20,000 (Wunderlich 2012), to 40,000 (according to the Spanish
Ministry of Internal Affairs 2014). These numbers would mean that irregular migrants
only account for 0.5% of its national population (Wunderlich 2012, 1423), which does
not seem significant enough to motivate the decision of Moroccan elites to cooperate
with Spain on migration control. Moreover, these data and studies are quite recent (from
2008 onwards), while Moroccan MCC began in 2003 (as I will explain later). However,
these numbers seem to explain why Moroccan elites are not willing to sign the
readmission agreement with the EU (Wunderlich 2012, 1424). With this agreement,
Morocco would be obliged to accept all irregular sub-Saharan migrants who have
transited through Moroccan territory to reach Spain.
Indeed, putting aside the supporters of the externalization of migration policy
approach, in the literature focusing on the Spanish/Moroccan MCC, it seems to be more
common to offer explanations for Morocco’s foot-dragging in cooperation than reasons
motivating its compliance. For example, the critical position of the Moroccan
government towards the 1999 HLWG (High Level Working Group) Action Plan was
based on the fact that the Moroccan government felt it had not been consulted when the
plan was being formulated and that it only emphasized the security dimension of
migration (Castles 2004). The difficulties that the EU has faced in motivating Morocco
to sign the readmission agreement (Lavenex and Kunz 2008) have also been pointed
out: 1) the lack of financial and credible EU incentives (Wolff 2014); and 2) the
decreasing credibility of EU conditionality or the insufficient resources provided
(Wunderlich 2013b). The EU’s inability to achieve migration control compliance from
third countries is what has led member states to act independently and implement their
own strategies (Richey 2013).
The strategies carried out by member states, and the importance of focusing on
bilateral relations, are gradually being considered in the literature. EU cooperation with
Morocco improved over time only after the long-standing Spanish-Moroccan
relationship became favourable (Lavenex 2006, 340; Wunderlich 2010, 262;
Triandayllidou 2010). Along these lines, Ellermann (2008) argues that MCC has only
been successful when there has been effective inter-state cooperation carried out by
European governments with their neighbours. For this reason, Lavenex (2006, 346)
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argues that the European aim to extra-territorialize control “is less a new phenomenon
than the continuation of the trans-governmental logic of cooperation”.
As Lavenex (2008, 952) says, “trans-governmental networks play a crucial role” in
transferring policy through ‘softer’ means, due to fact that “the EU lacks the
competence and resources to act hierarchically.” On the other hand, she also thinks that
in the case of Morocco, cooperation “has to some degree allowed for the development
of a common initiative.” Lavenex believes that the case of Morocco and the launch of
the ‘global approach’ also show that pressures can be exerted by both sides (not just by
the EU). This is what Fernández Molina (2013) argues, when she says that several
migration control policies have been promoted due to both EU pressures and Moroccan
counter-strategy on migration matters. Along similar lines, Wunderlich (2010, 267)
claims that “despite the EU aim of policy transfer, limited two-sided policy convergence
has been the outcome of cooperation due to the contested nature of policy objectives
and EU dependence on national implementers in partner countries.” Taking the case of
Morocco, he argues that the EU’s ability to achieve undifferentiated policy transfer is
affected by three factors: (1) the influence of bilateral relations of Spain and Morocco
on the EU agenda and EU relations; (2) intra-EU coordination problems; and (3) EU
dependence on actors in Morocco to implement its policy objectives that allows them to
exert considerable influence on EU policy (Wunderlich 2010, 252).
Finally, El Qadim (2010, 2013) also pdemonstrates that Morocco has cooperated in
order to obtain benefits from the EU through the strategy of instrumentalizing
migration. Although El Qadim’s thesis only focuses on how Morocco uses the
negotiations on the readmission agreement with the EU, her work strengthens my
conviction that the study of external European policies needed to be ‘decolonized’ and
that MSS are not there to take orders from European governments.

2. The Perejil Island conflict and the Spanish-Moroccan interdependence
framework
In order to explain the terms in which the MCC between Spain and Morocco was built it
is essential to analyze the key events and issues that represented a turning point in the
relationship as well as the dependencies framework that defines their bilateral
interdependence. Both aspects are indispensable for understanding the construction and
consolidation of the Spanish-Moroccan MCC. In the following section, I will confirm
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the importance of the Perejil Island conflict and the interdependence framework
between Spain and Moroccan for the construction and consolidation of bilateral MCC.

2.1 The Perejil Island conflict and its role on the Spanish-Moroccan
migration control cooperation
The Perejil Island conflict challenged the efficiency of the use of shared interests as an
instrument (Iglesias 2010, 27) to prevent clashes. Indeed, the consequences of the
conflict led to a turning point in the terms of the bilateral relationship that directly
provoked a change in the MCC.
A) The antecedents and development of the Perejil Island conflict
During the period 1999–2002, Aznar’s government threatened Morocco with sanctions
on several occasions in an attempt to push it into cooperating or used a threatening
discourse accusing Morocco of several problems such as immigration. For example,
Aznar tried unsuccessfully to implement a ‘carrot and stick’ approach during the Seville
Summit of 2002, proposing to the cancellation of development aid to all transit and
origin countries of migration that did not collaborate on migration control (Iglesias
2010, 209). In addition to this decision, the Spanish government also adopted a strong
position on other shared issues, such as the Western Sahara, going against Moroccan
interests (see Chapter 3).
Yet the Spanish government did not take into account the strategy and tools that
Morocco planned to change, and which counterbalanced the bargaining game. Morocco
adopted a strategy of escalating tension, creating a very serious situation (Iglesias 2010,
391). The Spanish government reacted following the logic of asymmetrical
interdependence: the more the bilateral relationship deteriorated, the greater the
disadvantage suffered by Morocco (Iglesias 2010).
The Spanish government’s greatest mistake was that it did not expect Morocco to
counteract asymmetric interdependence with a strategy that combined sensitivity and
vulnerability interdependence with issue-linkage (Iglesias 2010, 392).287 By using an
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Following Keohane and Nye (2012, 10–11), sensitivity can be defined as the degree (in terms of speed
and magnitude) to which changes in one country, transmitted by a mutual interaction, cause changes in
another. Vulnerability can be defined as the inability of a country to adopt alternatives to external changes
in the volume of an interaction. Vulnerability interdependence is more important in providing power
resources to actors because with effective alternatives, sensitivity effects can be overcome. However,
vulnerability can take on a strategic dimension, as less vulnerable states can impose costs on others by
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issue-linkage strategy, Morocco provoked an escalation of tension between the two
countries. During the period 1999–2002, every time the Aznar government threatened
Morocco with sanctions, made public accusations, or a dispute erupted, Morocco made
sure that the entire framework of bilateral relations and every shared issue was
negatively affected. In doing so, Morocco led the diplomatic tension to a peak with the
symbolic deployment of military power by both parties during the Perejil conflict
(Iglesias 2010, 481). In other words, by provoking an escalation of tension, Morocco led
the bilateral relationship to “a point of stress where it was impossible to go back and it
is was obligatory to reconfigure the bases of the bilateral relationship (Iglesias 2010b).
The Perejil Island conflict (see Chapter 3) was the worst bilateral diplomatic crisis since
the independence of Morocco in 1956 (Iglesias 2010).
The cushion of shared interests, a Spanish strategy implemented since the 1990s that
consisted of increasing economic interdependence in order to prevent cyclic bilateral
conflicts (Hernando de Larramendi 2004, 4) was not strong enough to avoid the crisis
(Iglesias 2010).

B) The Perejil Island conflict as a turning point
The Perejil Island crisis was a turning point in Spanish-Moroccan relations for several
reasons. First of all, the development of the crisis made Mohammed VI and Moroccan
elites obtain two long-sought direct results. On the one hand, Morocco achieved its goal
to be treated on an equal basis with Spain (Iglesias 2010, 481). When Mohammed VI
was enthroned in 1999, Morocco was a country isolated in the international arena. For
this reason, one of the Mohammed VI’s most important goals was to make Morocco a
regional leader and an important EU partner. However, this goal was not unqualified but
under the condition of being respected and treated on an equal basis by the EU and its
member states in every interaction and negotiation. The Perejil crisis opened a new
context in which the EU and, above all, Spain would think twice before using any
pressure or negative conditionality strategy.
The second successful result was that the conflict led to the renegotiation of the
bilateral agenda (Iglesias 2010, 393). Before the Perejil crisis, Spain controlled the
exploiting their sensitivity. In this case, although Morocco has a weaker economic and power position, it
uses the “sensitivity” (the need/fear to stop migration flows) and “vulnerability dependence” (the
impossibility of Spain to stop migration flows coming from Moroccan territory) of Spain (and its society)
to obtain benefits for Morocco.
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bilateral agenda and tried to impose its will on Morocco several times by using its
greater power. The Perejil crisis dismantled the bilateral agenda and a new agenda,
more oriented to Moroccan interests, was negotiated.
Apart from these direct consequences, there were also multiple indirect
consequences of the crisis, most of which were indirect political gains for Morocco. For
example, Morocco managed to reopen the issue of sovereignty over Ceuta and Melilla
at the international public opinion level, demonstrate its strategic alliance with France,
recall the shared interests with the EU, and show its status as partner and friend of the
United States (Cembrero 2002; Iglesias 2010, 408).
According to Cembrero (2002, 2004), with the Perejil Island conflict, Morocco
scored two goals and Spain learned two lessons. The two goals consisted in reopening
the negotiation, without previous conditions, with Spain about Ceuta and Melilla, at the
same time that the issue was made visible to the international public opinion. The two
Spanish lessons were: 1) that the cushion of shared interests did not work; and 2) that
the Moroccan authorities are unpredictable due to their opaque decision-making system.
Moreover, in order to ‘de-Aznarize’, Spanish foreign policy on the Maghreb, Spain
was obliged to deploy a set of resources and to take actions to reassure Morocco of its
status as privileged ally in the region (Feliú 2005, 7; Iglesias 2010, 230). Zapatero’s
government completely changed its discourse towards Morocco, adopting a friendly and
responsive attitude without threats or accusations of non-cooperation.288
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In future research it would be interesting to analyze the evolution of the official discourse of both
Spanish and Moroccan authorities not only regarding bilateral relations, but also migration control
cooperation, and the main issues involved in the bilateral relation (Ceuta and Melilla and the Western
Sahara above all). As an initial exploratory test for further research, I have collected several public
declarations from senior Spanish authorities referring to the bilateral relation with Morocco and to the
cooperation of Morocco on migration control. As my initial research shows, in the last fifteen years the
discourse by the Spanish authorities has changed substantially, shifting gradually from criticism to
constant and increasing demonstrations of satisfaction and acknowledgement. This research could open
an interesting discussion on the question as to what extent a change of public discourse can be considered
evidence of empowerment by one of the parts involved in a bilateral relation, as well as solid indicator
allowing a better understanding of power relations and interdependence between the two countries. Here
are some examples of the evolution of the Spanish public discourse: 2001 “The complicity between the
Moroccan forces and the mafias is evident”, Declaration of the Spanish Internal Affairs Minister, J.
Piqué, during complex bilateral relation with some tensions and arrivals of pateras on the Spanish coasts,
See El Mundo (07/09/2001)// 2003. Aznar considers “very positive” the current relations between Spain
and Morocco// 2007: “The relations between Spain and Morocco are extraordinary, based on sincere
affection and mutual respect”, see 20minutos (02/11/2007)// 2010 - Morocco is a “key partner” and the
relations between Spain and Morocco are “strong and priority, El País (12/11/2010) // 2012 - “Relations
are magnificent (magníficas)”, see El Mundo (04/12/2012)// 2014. “The Spanish Minister of Internal
Affairs has thanked his Moroccan counterpart for the efforts made by the Moroccan authorities in the
fight against irregular immigration. In this sense, it has highlighted the speed and capacity of response of
the Moroccan authorities after the attempts of entry by clandestine immigrants, that took place on 11 and
12 August 2014, as well as the efficacy of the coordination and communication mechanism between the
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By leading the escalation of tensions to the edge of armed conflict, Morocco made
clear to Spain that by using threats and a negative interdependence strategy, Spain was
only going to acquire problems, conflicts and non-cooperation as a result. Spain and the
EU understood that conditionality and pressure measures were not going to persuade
Morocco to cooperate. Moreover, both Spain and the EU understood that they had to be
very careful regarding certain sensitive issues such as the Western Sahara because they
could very easily lead to disputes and undesired outcomes.
This change of the Spanish discourse and foreign policy approach led both countries
to undertake the path of the construction of a strategic association (Iglesias 2010, 481).
This new path was based on three key factors. First, both countries adopted a strategy of
(temporarily) accepting the non-solution of the pending conflicts in order to
strategically achieve their own goals and interests on other issues (Iglesias 2010, 31).
Second, issues such as the Western Sahara became off-limits and Spain adopted a
strategy of being very careful and avoided taking a position or making a move that
would alienate the Moroccan elites. Third, both countries opted for a strategy of
cooperation and rapprochement within the framework of the Euro-Mediterranean
relations (Iglesias 2010, 30), in which the key element was to turn the issues of conflict
into spaces of cooperation (Iglesias 2010, 482). Fourth, in 2004, Zapatero implemented
a new migration management approach changing the securitizing approach to migration
implemented by former Prime Minister Aznar. This new approach consisted of
developing a new ‘migratory diplomacy’ with countries of migration origin and transit,
strengthening the link between migration policy and development (Iglesias 2010, 225).
From managing €15 million here in Morocco in 2004, we went to managing
€166 million in 2009, competing with France to become the largest donor in
development cooperation.289
Ana Polanco Porras
AECID, Spanish Embassy in Morocco
In sum, the Perejil conflict can be taken as the key moment that symbolically marked
the onset of the construction of the bilateral MCC. During the first High-Level Meeting
between Spain and Morocco in 2003 a year after Perejil, both countries mainly
Spanish and Moroccan ministries, allowed to quickly stop the flow”, Declarations by the Minister of
Internal Affairs, J. Fernández Díaz, a few weeks after the worst ever migratory crisis on the southern
coasts of Spain. See ABC (27/08/2014).
289

Own translation from Spanish: “De gestionar aquí en Marruecos en 2004, €15 millones, pasamos en
2009 a gestionar 166 millones (22min). Compitiendo con Francia para ser el mayor donante en
cooperación al desarrollo”.
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discussed and negotiated economic issues (interesting for Morocco), and immigration
(interesting for Spain). In other words, the immigration issues became a key issue in
normalizing the bilateral relationship (see section 2.3).

2.2 Spanish (inter)dependence with Morocco
Before proposing my own arguments to explain the construction and consolidation of
the bilateral MCC, and before understanding the role of migration control in the
bilateral relationship, we must first illustrate the Spanish-Moroccan interdependence
framework.
Both countries have old structural issues/conflicts in common: the jurisdiction of
territorial waters, territorial disputes over the two enclaves of Ceuta and Melilla and the
small islands near Morocco, the Western Sahara and the Fishery Agreements (see
Chapter 3). Moreover, since the 1990s, new issues have been incorporated gradually
into the bilateral agenda: trade and economic cooperation, irregular migration and
jihadist terrorism.
“In Spanish-Moroccan relations, the political and economic component is very
old and very important and the migratory aspect only came later as an issue
[...]. Many researchers in Europe focus on the migration issue, and give the
impression that the migration control issue is the essential issue in the bilateral
relation, but in fact this issue has just arrived recently as an aggravating or
facilitating issue in the relations. Researchers only focus on arguing that
Morocco is Europe’s gendarme and getting compensated for it, but there is much
more than the migration issue in the bilateral relation and researchers should
analyze the global context.”
Prof. Lahlou
Professeur d’économie, institut national de statistique et d'économie
appliquée (INSEA), Rabat
This range of conflicts and issues have permanently bound the two countries and
“condemned them to get along”. However, each country has used this interdependence
framework following different strategies. As Keohane and Nye (2012, 8) explain,
interdependence means in its simplest definition, mutual dependence. Where there are
reciprocal

(although

not

necessarily

symmetrical)

costly

effects,

there

is

interdependence because interdependent relationships will always involve costs, since
interdependence restricts autonomy. Where interactions do not have significant costly
effects, there is simply interconnectedness.
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Aznar’s government implemented a strategy of asymmetric interdependence from
1999 until the Perejil Island conflict in 2002. Asymmetries in dependence between two
actors are often used by the less dependent actor as a source of power and influence
over the more dependent actor (Keohane and Nye 2012) when they negotiate over a
certain issue and can sometimes also influence other issues. It is clear that Spain has
economic and military superiority compared to Morocco, and that Morocco needs
investment, trade and economic exchange with Spain. Notwithstanding those dynamics,
as I explained in the previous section, the asymmetric interdependence strategy
implemented by Aznar did not persuade Morocco to cooperate, and was even a factor
leading to the Perejil Island conflict (Gillespie 2006, 121).
Nevertheless, the use of the concept of interdependence creates its own
misunderstandings and problems. It is often forgotten that at the other extreme of pure
symmetry there is pure dependency, sometimes disguised by the term ‘interdependence’
(Iglesias 2010, 392).TR Most cases are situated somewhere along this spectrum
between pure symmetry and pure dependency, where the political negotiation process
over interdependence takes place (Keohane and Nye 2012, 22–25).
During this process of negotiation, Morocco implemented a more effective strategy
in spite of being the weaker and less developed country. Through the implementation of
an issue-linkage strategy and better understanding of the interdependence policy, it
became an anomaly in interdependence theory. This argues that more powerful states
resort to issue-linkage strategies when negotiating several issues as a source of power
(Iglesias 2010, 31). However, Morocco manipulated the asymmetric interdependence by
using sensitivity and vulnerability interdependence during negotiations on several issues
(Iglesias 2010, 392). By combining these two dependencies and implementing them
simultaneously through an issue-linkage strategy, Morocco linked the fishing,
immigration and Ceuta and Melilla issues in exchange for territorial claims, trade
preferences and financial support from Spain (Iglesias 2010, 480).
In terms of dependency/interdependence, Spain and the EU need Moroccan
government/elites to cooperate on the following four issues: the Fisheries Agreement;
the war on jihadist terrorism; the maintenance of regional stability; and the control of
irregular immigration.
Spain is dependent on Moroccan fishing grounds not because of the number of
catches or the boats affected, but because the fleet of some coastal areas of Andalucia,
Galicia and the Canaries cannot operate in distant waters (due to technical limitations,
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see Chapter 3). The fleets of these regions depend on the Moroccan fishing grounds to
work and therefore the economy of these coastal areas depends upon the Fisheries
Agreements with Morocco (Holgado and Ostos, 2002). Morocco is well aware of the
situation and has used this dependency to exercise greater pressure in the fisheries
negotiations. Morocco has continually attempted to link the Fisheries Agreement with
other issues, such as the EU Association Agreement. Through the fisheries negotiations,
Morocco obtained sovereignty competences over the Western Saharan waters. In
exchange for the Fisheries Agreement, the EU recognized that Morocco had the
sovereignty over the waters of the Western Sahara. In fact, experts agree that Morocco
has achieved much greater advantage than the EU in the negotiations of all Fisheries
Agreements (Holgado and Ostos 2002; Fibla García-Sala 2005; González del Miño
2005; Iglesias 2010).
Regarding terrorism and regional stability, Morocco has played a key role in the
region. After the terrorist attacks of 9/11 and 14 March 2004 (Madrid), Spain, the EU
and the USA feared instability and sought a partner in the Maghreb region (Gonzalez
del Miño 2005; Zoubir 2000). This fear increased after the Arab Spring and the irregular
migration flows coming from Tunisia/Libya to Lampedusa, Sicily and Malta (AmirahFernández 2008, 359). The fact that Morocco also suffered jihadist terrorist attacks on
its territory (Casablanca 2003), and that it was immediately willing to cooperate in this
matter, led the US and the EU to treat it as a key partner in the region. This is one of the
reasons why Morocco has received international support and has not been pressured by
the Western powers to make democratic reforms or to promote human rights (see
Chapter 6). The clearest example of the fear of Spain, the EU and the US, of regional
instability, revolution, Islamic government and terrorism (and immigration flows caused
by a possible revolution) was the fact that all of them immediately supported the
symbolic Moroccan political reforms during the Arab Spring (see Chapter 6).
Regarding economic and trade exchange, Morocco is not ‘dependent exclusively’ on
Spain because in the case of investments and trade (for instance), Morocco can choose
between different countries. In fact, France was the main investor for many decades,
until Spain started competing with France to become the main investor and trader in
Morocco. Moreover, during the economic crisis (by which Spain was deeply affected
from 2008 until the present day, but which Morocco somehow sidestepped) there has
been an increase of the economic interdependence between Spain and Morocco, due to
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the fact the Spanish government and private sectors have seen Morocco as a good place
to invest and as a solution to escape the crisis (see Chapter 6).
“….the trade and tourism in the South of Spain survive thanks to Moroccan
tourists… visa facilitation has also been implemented to revive this market. (…)
between 300,000 and 400,000 Moroccan tourists travel to the South of Spain
each year, each one spending on average €1,000.”290
Prof. Lahlou
Professeur d’économie, institut national de statistique et d'économie
appliquée (INSEA), Rabat
“…because of the crisis, Spain has started to look at Morocco with new eyes,
before Spain looked at Morocco with prejudice, fear and as a source of
problems. (…) In fact, in the south of Spain, this summer (2012) has been saved
by Morocco and Moroccan tourists (29min30).” 291
Alberto Navarro
Spanish Ambassador in Morocco

“…there are 800 companies in Morocco. With the economic crisis, SpanishMoroccan companies have been created.”
Vicente Ortega
General Coordinator of the Spanish Cooperation in Morocco
Oficina Técnica de Cooperación AECID, Spanish Embasy in Rabat
“I remember what a Spanish policy-maker told me once in a meeting: ‘Spain
wants Morocco to develop, but not just like that for no reason, but because it is
in our interests, in geostrategic and geopolitical terms, Spain cannot continue
prospering with a poor Morocco, like the EU cannot prosper with a poor
southern rim (35min)’”
Prof. Mohamed Khachani
Lecturer at the Faculty of Law, Mohammed V University, Rabat
Apart from these issues, Spain is (inevitably) connected to Morocco due to the conflicts
and sovereignty disputes regarding the several Spanish territories in or near the African
continent, the Western Sahara and the non-demarcated territorial waters (see Chapter 3).
While analyzing the interdependence framework between the two countries, it is
also important to take into account the possible constraints in the shape of international
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“Le commerce et le tourisme au sud de l’Espagne est grâce au Marocains…la facilitation de visas est
aussi pour réaviver ce marché. 24min -- Entre 300mil et 400mil marocains touriste par an, laissent plus
au moins €1,000 chacun (24min20)”.
291
“Con la crisis se empieza a mirar a Marruecos mejor, antes se miraba solo de forma con prejuicios,
miedos y como fuente de problemas” (21min) (…) en el sur de España, el verano lo ha salvado
Marruecos y los turistas marroquies” (29min30).
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or supranational factors (see Chapter 2). Morocco seems to have more room to
maneuver in negotiating key issues because it is not constrained by a supranational
organization as Spain is with regard to the EU (Iglesias 2010, 31).

2.3 The role of irregular migration and migration control in the
Spanish-Moroccan relationship and in the interdependence
framework
Several studies on the Spanish-Moroccan relationship have analyzed how Fisheries
Agreements and the territorial disputes in the bilateral relationship have influenced or
affected the bilateral relationship. In Chapter 4, I have identified and analyzed the
different ways and the purposes of the instrumentalization of migration and migration
control by Morocco. However, the role and influence of MCC and irregular migration in
the Spanish-Moroccan relationship has rarely been evaluated, relative to the strong
focus that has been placed on immigration in the bilateral interdependence framework.
In terms of power relations, Spain is largely dependent on Morocco when it comes
to immigration control. While Spain could implement a fortification strategy in all its
irregular migration destinations, this option would only allow it to intercept migrants,
and not to reduce the inflows. Therefore, Spain is ‘vulnerable’ to the Moroccan decision
to cooperate because this cooperation is Spain’s only political option to tackle irregular
migration flows coming from Africa.
“If Morocco does not cooperate, it is impossible for Spain to control its own
border. Practice proves it. When Morocco relaxes, to say it informally, Spain is
unable to controlling the flows.”292
Amapola Blasco
Labour and Social Security Department,
Spanish Embassy in Morocco
Hence, the view of some scholars that irregular migration is a geographical rent for
Morocco (Bensaad 2009) would seem to be confirmed. Geographically, Morocco is the
closest location from where irregular migrants can reach Spain. On the African
continent, in Ceuta and Melilla, there is only a triple fence separating Morocco from
Spain. Moreover, only 14 km separate Morocco and Spain at the Strait of Gibraltar.
These geographical factors among others explain why migrants prefer to try to reach
292

Own translation from Spanish: “Si Marruecos no colabora es imposible que España controle su
frontera. La práctica nos lo ha demostrado. Cuando Marruecos se relaja, para decirlo en términos
informales, España es incapaz de controlar ese flujo.”
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Spain from Morocco rather than from Algerian or Mauritanian territory. All of these
factors put together give more power to Morocco and make Spain more vulnerable. The
fact that irregular migrants concentrate on and prefer Morocco as a main transit country
to enter Spain, represents a serious ‘rent’, or in other words, a resource and bargaining
tool for Morocco. This geographical rent gives an additional negotiation power to
Morocco, due to the Spanish ‘pure dependency’ on Morocco to tackle irregular
migration flows.
It is important to observe just how intertwined immigration and migration control
are in the interdependence framework. All the issues and conflicts related to sovereignty
issues are linked to immigration and migration control. Ceuta and Melilla, and also the
Spanish islands such as Tierra Island, are destination points for immigrants. This is why
immigration and sovereignty disputes are often linked at the moment of negotiating
aspects related to these territories (Wiegand 2011, 222).
The Western Sahara is also an origin point of irregular migration. As explained
previously, when the number of irregular migrants attempting to reach the Canary
Islands from Laâyoune (Western Sahara) increased, this led the Spanish authorities to
demand cooperation from Morocco, and to negotiate permission for the Spanish
Guardia Civil to patrol the coast of the Western Sahara. Morocco also obtained funding
and permission to increase the presence of Moroccan troops in the Western Sahara due
to the EU’s need to reduce irregular migration (Wunderlich 2013b, 416).
When it comes to terrorism, the 2003 attacks in Casablanca (aimed at Spanish
targets), and of March 2004 in Madrid (with several Moroccan terrorists involved),
pushed the Spanish authorities to link the fight against jihadist terrorism with the fight
against irregular immigration in several policies. Morocco, also a victim of terrorism,
immediately reacted after both attacks offering resources and cooperation, making
Morocco and Spain strong regional allies in the fight against terrorism. As Eder (2011,
442) explains, the EU pressed Maghreb countries to include a counter-terrorism clause
in the association agreements, but in exchange Morocco and Algeria obtained technical
assistance and funding from the EU Commission for counter-terrorism capacitybuilding (Wolff 2009, 147–148). Moreover, the joint operations with Mediterranean
countries are seen as measures to prevent ‘terrorist migration’ to the EU (Eder 2011).
Therefore, the fear of terrorist attacks and the link between terrorism and immigration in
the mind of European societies and policy-makers (Pace 2010) increase the value of
Moroccan cooperation on migration and terrorism, but also increases the
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Spanish/European dependency on Morocco. Moreover, terrorism and EU counterterrorism policies are not only influenced by the EU’s fear of migration from North
Africa, but also by the “danger of destabilization by democratization” (Kausch and
Youngs 2009; Eder 2011).
When witnessing the Arab Spring and the dramatic increase of irregular migration
flows bound for Italy and Malta (Amirah-Fernández 2008, 359) from Tunisia and
Libya, Spain and the EU feared political instability and a revolution in Morocco (Eder
2011, 445; see Chapter 6). This is why Spain and the EU supported low-scale political
reform in Morocco during the Arab Spring, because it ensured stability, and in turn the
maintenance of the MCC.
Finally, a similar issue-linkage strategy has been implemented by Morocco linking
the Fisheries Agreements and financial support with MCC (see Chapters 3 and 4).
Irregular migration and migration control are thus directly or indirectly linked to all the
issues on the bilateral agenda and to all territories of the sovereignty dispute.

3. Factors explaining
cooperation

the

Spanish-Moroccan

migration

control

The analysis in the previous section has refuted the hypothesis that Moroccan
cooperation on migration control was based on the cushion of shared interests and/or on
historical and cultural ties that push Spain and Morocco to be “condemned to get
along”. The shared issues and interests context failed to avoid the Perejil Island conflict
of July 2002 (Amirah-Fernández 2008) and, above all, failed to foster the construction
of a bilateral MCC in the 1990s and the first decade of 2000.
We have also seen that it is highly unlikely that Morocco started cooperating due to
Spanish and European pressure. Morocco refused to cooperate on migration control
during the period in which Aznar implemented a strategy of pressure and “negative
interdependencies” (Iglesias 2010). As I explained earlier, Morocco even used Aznar’s
pressure and critical discourse strategically to step up the bilateral tensions during the
Perejil Island crisis. The non-cooperation on migration control and the increasing
arrivals of boats with irregular migration were Morocco’s tools before the diplomatic
crisis. By not cooperating on migration control, it achieved its purpose by creating an
escalation of tension that brought the bilateral relationship to breaking point.
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Therefore, my argument is that the Perejil Island conflict was the triggering factor
explaining the stable and gradually increasing cooperation between Spain and Morocco.
Moroccan MCC with Spain (and the EU) did not stabilize until the terms of the bilateral
relationship and the bilateral agenda had been renegotiated. The Perejil Island crisis led
to a reconfiguration of the basis of the bilateral relationship. This reconfiguration
established new bilateral terms that ensured two basic Moroccan priorities and
exigencies to start cooperating: the certainty that Spain would not use threats or pressure
discourses and actions anymore, and the fact that unresolved key Moroccan issues
(mainly the Western Sahara) were going to be either left aside or Spain would begin
adopting a more pro-Moroccan position.
With this renewed bilateral agenda as a basis, cooperation between Spain and
Morocco on migration control was based ontwo main factors: Spain’s need to control
immigration and dependency on Morocco to do so; and Morocco’s aspiration to become
a non-subordinate key partner of Spain and the EU. Until Mohammed VI came to the
throne in 1999, Morocco was isolated on the international scene. Mohammed VI was
determined to become an EU partner, but only on the condition of being treated as an
equal by the EU and the member states. The Perejil Island conflict was the key event
that ensured the end of continuous threats and accusations from Spain (and the EU). On
the other hand, it is often forgotten how anxious Spain and the EU were to use any
means possible to control irregular migration (Eder 2011; Richey 2013). This anxiety
about and need for Moroccan cooperation have often led Spain and the EU to settle for
the best deal they could get (Richey 2013). This dependence on Morocco has not only
given it leverage, but has also pushed Spain and the EU to grant it substantial ‘carrots’,
whilst being unable to wield any ‘sticks’ to ensure its constant cooperation.
In addition, a third factor ensured the consolidation of the MCC: Zapatero’s foreign
policy vis-à-vis Morocco. The Spanish foreign affairs policy based on solidarity,
respect, investment and support for Morocco (González del Miño 2005; Wunderlich
2010; Willis 2012, 328) was a determining element when it came to motivating and
ensuring Morocco’s permanent cooperation on migration control (see Chapter 3).
Moreover, by privileging and prioritizing Morocco as ally in the region (see Chapter 6),
Spain and the EU turned it into an important EU partner in the region, but also ensured
their permanent cooperation. Notwithstanding, Zapatero’s foreign policy and ‘migratory
diplomacy’ were consolidating factors for the MCC, but not triggering factors. In 2003,
one year before Zapatero was elected Prime Minister, there were already important
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measures of migration control that were agreed upon between Morocco and Aznar’s
government. Such measures and agreements, as well as the renewed bilateral agenda
can be considered the foundations of the present Spanish-Moroccan migration control
structure (see Chapter 3). Moreover, Zapatero’s foreign policy did not prevent
Moroccan instrumentalization of migration cooperation (see Chapter 4), but instead
empowered Morocco’s bargaining position (see Chapter 6).
Finally, key events and the international context have also helped reinforce the
bilateral relationship and, indirectly, MCC between the two countries. On the one hand,
the international context also favoured the normalization and consolidation of the
bilateral relationship. The terrorist attacks of 9/11 2001 in New York, and the prompt
reaction of Morocco positioning itself amongst the countries fighting jihadist terrorism
turned Morocco into a privileged regional ally of the USA, but also of Spain and the
EU. In turn, this context and the anti-terrorist cooperation between Spanish and
Moroccan polices, led to better communication and understanding in MCC. In addition
to this, the economic crisis suffered by Spain since 2008 or the Arab Spring revolutions
also favoured the strengthening of the bilateral relationship. Spanish companies and the
Spanish government have found in Morocco an optimal refuge (an economy in
expansion and less affected by the global economic crisis compared to occidental
economies) to survive and do business while the Spanish economy recovers from the
economic crisis. Likewise, the immediate support by the Spanish authorities of
Mohammed VI’s announcement to reform the Moroccan constitution (during the Arab
Spring in the Maghreb) further reinforced the ties and collaboration between both
countries’ elites and monarchies (see Chapter 6) on several issues, including migration.
On the other hand, contingent events in both countries also favoured the
normalization and consolidation of the bilateral relationship and indirectly the MCC.
The terrorist attacks in Casablanca (2003), and Madrid (2004), and natural and manmade disasters in both countries, created a reciprocal solidarity that helped strengthen
their ties and to overcome their tensions in the wake of the Perejil Island conflict. Since
these events involved both countries,293 they cannot be viewed in the same way as other
events in the ‘international context’.
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4. Conclusion
In this chapter I have argued that the Perejil Island conflict was the triggering event that
renewed the bilateral relationship between Spain and Morocco and its bilateral agenda
in a way that enabled and fostered the construction of the present Spanish-Moroccan
MCC. In addition, the respectful and cautious Spanish discourse on the conflictive
issues (mainly the Western Sahara), and the development of bilateral cooperation based
on the reinforcement of bilateral interdependence explains why this MCC has been
consolidated gradually over the years.
In this chapter, I have also analyzed the interdependence framework of both
countries and analyzed the role that irregular migration and MCC play in such a
framework. I have demonstrated that in order to understand the main factors influencing
the bilateral relationship and MCC we must take into account their long-standing
structural conflicts (Fisheries Agreements; territorial disputes on Ceuta, Melilla and the
Spanish islands; the Western Sahara), and the new issues/conflicts (irregular migration,
jihadist terrorism; economic support and economic and trade exchange). Moreover, the
international context and terrorist attacks or natural disasters in Morocco, Spain or both,
can also influence the bilateral relationship and in turn, the MCC.
Finally, I have described how migration and migration control are not only
intertwined with all the main issues of the bilateral interdependence framework, but also
how MCC was indeed a key factor in the normalization of the bilateral relations after
the Perejil Island conflict. Taken together with the fact that Spain/EU are eager to
control migration gives MCC a key role in the bilateral relationship. I shall demonstrate
this in the next chapter, and illustrate how it empowers the Morocco’s bargaining
position.
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Part III
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CHAPTER 6: MOROCCAN
MIGRATION COOPERATION

EMPOWERMENT

THROUGH

Introduction
In this chapter I will demonstrate that the Moroccan bargaining position has, over time,
been empowered in relation to Spain and the EU, and that Moroccan MCC has played
an important role in this empowerment. My argument is that MCC and its
interdependence with other issues have played a key role in making the SpanishMoroccan relationship increasingly complex and interdependent, empowering the
bargaining position of Morocco vis-à-vis Spain and at the international level.
Although this bilateral MCC started over fifteen years ago, there are no studies
evaluating its overall potential consequences. My aim is to evaluate whether this
migration management strategy has obtained results on four different dimensions: the
impact on the Moroccan economy; democratization and political reforms in Morocco;
Moroccan control and sovereignty of its borders; and Morocco’s role and weight in the
international arena and especially in its relationship with Spain.
Certainly, it is difficult to attribute outcomes (in terms of economic development) to
a specific policy such as migration control when there are so many variables and factors
involved (e.g. trade agreements, foreign direct investment or the global economic
crisis). The same problems appear when evaluating the impact of events such as the
Arab Spring on the democratization of Morocco. However, I will examine whether
MCC between Spain/EU and Morocco has created better or worse conditions for
achieving desirable outcomes on these four dimensions. This chapter is divided into
four parts, each dealing with one of the four dimensions.

1. The impact of relations with Spain and the EU on the Moroccan
economy
The Spanish-EU multilateral cooperation with Morocco, and especially in migration
management, has had a certain impact on the economy of Morocco. I will show how, in
the last decade, Morocco has enjoyed increasing economic privileges and support from
Spain and the EU. This part is divided into three sub-sections. First, I will describe the
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present economic situation of Morocco by presenting economic and social indicators
that are relevant to understanding the more recent economic changes. Second, I provide
data and analyses of the possible role that Spain and the EU have played in the
improvement of the Moroccan economy. Finally, I explain how the visa facilitation that
Spain has promoted for Moroccan nationals, remittances and even the Spanish
economic crisis have benefited the Moroccan economy.

1.1. Recent social and economic changes in Morocco
Since 1993, after a period of stagnation, Morocco has followed a steady path of
economic recovery thanks to an economic development model combining structural
reforms, openness, and liberalization in key economic sectors formerly in the hands of
the government (Cherkaoui and Ben Ali, 2007).294 This economic recovery has allowed
Morocco to become a major player in African economic affairs,295 and to rank as the
fourth largest economy in Africa in terms of GDP (PPP). The World Economic Forum
placed Morocco in 2015 as the most competitive economy in North Africa.296 In 2009,
Morocco was the second most competitive economy of North Africa behind Tunisia.
However, the Arab Spring changed this ranking, favouring Morocco.
Financial sector reform and the stabilization of government spending made it easier
to attract investment from 2001 to 2007, amounting to an average 2.9% of GDP per
year.297 Moreover, despite the European and worldwide economic crisis, Morocco has
shown resilience and economic stability with a 2.6% increase of its GDP in 2014 (2.7%
in 2012, and 4.6% in 2013). This growth has been driven by a consolidated internal
demand and the results of the implementation of the 2009–2015 National Pact for
Industrial Emergence (Pacte national d’émergence industrielle, PNEI), a plan to
encourage the emergence of new hubs of growth, competitiveness and jobs.
Yet although the 5% GDP growth in 2011 generated positive expectations for the
Moroccan economy, the country still suffered from significant economic vulnerabilities
due to its large agricultural sector; sluggish external demand, high prices for imports,
lower agricultural output, and significant domestic economic rigidities.
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Finally, unemployment remains relatively high despite GDP growth. While total
unemployment appears to have decreased from almost 19.1% in 1995 to a still high
9.1% in 2014, youth unemployment remained very high at 18.6% in 2014, despite
falling from 35% in 1995.

1.2 The influence, investment and aid of Spain and the EU
Many measures and decisions generated by Spain and the European Union seem to have
played a positive role in the economic development of Morocco. First of all, the EU is
Morocco’s primary lender and their primary trading partner, accounting for 60% of
Morocco’s exports and 50% of its imports (53.6% in 2013).298 Until 2012, France had
alwayas been Morocco’s primary trading partner, followed by Spain. In 2012, exports
by Spanish companies to Morocco increased by 28.7%, reaching €5.295 million. For the
first time since Moroccan independence in 1956, Spain overtook France to become its
primary trading partner.299
However, France is still the primary investor in Morocco, accounting for almost
49% of foreign capital investment, with Spain representing only 17%, but still in second
position, with over 700 Spanish pymes (small and medium-sized companies).300 Spain
also plays a very important role by investing in Morocco. From 1997 to 2009, Spain
invested over €3.5 billion in Morocco.301 In 2001, taking into account cumulative
foreign direct investment, Spain was the fifth largest investor in Morocco, but by 2009
it had become the third largest investor (after France and Kuwait) and by 2012 it had
become the second largest.302
It is for this reason that, adding Spanish and French investments to the investments
of other member states, the EU represents 70% of direct foreign investment in Morocco.
Moreover, the European Investment Bank (EIB) plays an important role in the
economic aid received by Morocco, with Morocco ranking as the second biggest
receiver of EIB loans among the Mediterranean countries (after Tunisia), and receiving
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a total of €1,785 million from 2007 to 2011.303 The EIB’s Strategy Paper, 2007–2013
lists five main financial cooperation priorities: the development of social policies;
economic modernization; institutional support; good governance; and human rights. In
recent years, Morocco has continued to receive a significant amount of funding in EIB
loans.304
Since the election of Zapatero in 2004, the bilateral cooperation between Spain and
Morocco has improved in several respects, as discussed in previous chapters. Zapatero
announced its largest financial deal offering over €700 million to Morocco between
2007 and 2009.305 These 700 million were divided into four main projects: two credits
worth over € 100 million from the Fondo de Ayuda de Desarrollo (Development
Assistance Fund), announced during the Eighth High-Level Spanish-Moroccan Meeting
in March, 2007. During the Ninth High-Level Spanish-Moroccan Meeting in December,
2008, Spain offered €540 million to finance infrastructure projects in Morocco for the
next three years. Of these 540 million, €420 went directly into the hands of Spanish
companies operating in Morocco, €100 were detached from concessional loans for
public projects undertaken in Morocco, and €20 were considered donations to fund
feasibility studies and technical assistance provided by Spanish companies (Infomiradas
al Exterior 2008). Finally in 2009, Zapatero decided to grant Morocco €10 million for
infrastructure and services.
The European Union has also lent or offered significant amounts of money to
Morocco since 1995. Morocco is the principal beneficiary of the Meda programme (the
EU's principal financial instrument for the implementation of the Euro-Mediterranean
Partnership), with €1.472 million for 1995–2006, of which €660 million under Meda I
(1995–1999), and €812 million under Meda II (2000–2006).306 The EU financial
support from 2007–2013 to Morocco was €1.4 billion for bilateral assistance. The
funding came from the European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument (ENPI).307
For the period 2014–2017, the EU’s assistance to Morocco will range from a minimum
allocation of €728 million to a maximum allocation of €890 million. The funding comes
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from the European Neighbourhood Instrument (ENI), and the final allocations will
depend on the country’s needs and commitment to reforms. In sum, at present Morocco
is the largest recipient of EU funds under the European Neighbourhood Policy.308
Apart from this financial aid, the EU made a donation in 2009 of €15 million to
promote investment and exports, and contributed to financing the Rabat–Salé tramway
project.309 Finally, the European Commission approved €135 million in grants to
Morocco in 2010, supporting reform by the Moroccan government in three areas:
agricultural policy with the Plan Maroc Vert; the strategy for integrating populations
living in remote areas; and literacy.310
Morocco also receives development aid from the EU and its member states. It is the
primary recipient of development aid from Spain. The aid from Spain to Morocco
started in 1995 and had reached €47 million by 1997. However, the conflicts and
problems in the bilateral relationship provoked a serious drop in aid in the following
years. In 2003, once these conflicts were resolved, Spain once again considered
Morocco its first priority in aid for development, giving it €31 million.311 Furthermore,
between 2009 and 2010, and in spite of bilateral tensions related to the Western Sahara
and Ceuta and Melilla, the Spanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs earmarked €11 million
in development aid, and the Andalusian government another €8 million.312 In 2009,
Morocco received €205 million in European subsidies.
In sum, all the data on subsidies, development aid and financial support indicate that
Spain and the EU have, on average, contributed to the approximate annual increase of
Morocco’s GDP by 2% since 2006.313 Moreover, this contribution represented over 4%
of Morocco’s GDP during the Meda I and Meda II periods (1995–2006).314 Although
these estimations require a more in depth analysis, they are a clear indication that Spain
and the EU have played a significant role in Morocco’s economic development.
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Finally, Morocco appears to have profited from political turbulence in the region
because of the Arab Spring, and has become the main economic actor in the Maghreb.
Despite the fear of investing in an unstable area, Morocco registered an increase of 60%
FDI in 2011 compared to 2010, with ninety-two projects of FDI (compared to the fiftyfive of 2010), much higher than the fifty-one in Egypt (seventy-five in 2010), forty in
Tunisia (forty-eight in 2010) (Informe Económico y Comercial de Marruecos 2012, 29).
In 2011 Morocco received 33% of the flow of FDI in the North African region
(compared to 10% in 2010), the most important growth in the region of FDI.315 An
increase of 60% of the net flow of FDI compared to 2010 with a total of 2,500 USD.
Morocco received 56.46% of the new projects in the region, followed by Tunisia
(20.8%), Algeria, Libya and Mauritania.316 The flows of FDI to the North African
region after the Arab Spring have fallen by 51%. The European Union accounts for 76%
of the volume of investments received by Morocco.317 In 2013, Morocco was the largest
FDI recipient in the Maghreb region and ranks among the top recipients on the African
continent. The context of the Eurozone crisis did not prevent Morocco from enjoying a
7.8% increase in FDI in 2014.318
Morocco has also become the top tourist destination in the region. The Open Sky
Aviation Agreement signed between the EU and Morocco in 2006, was designed to
gradually open up the markets of the two parties. This agreement also helped to
significantly reduce the costs of flights from Europe to Morocco and vice versa, a
positive element for circular migration and Moroccan nationals living abroad. Above
all, the agreement promoted the Moroccan tourist sector, new airline routes and the
presence of new airline companies operating in Morocco. The agreement explains why
Morocco has moved from hosting only 3.8 million tourists in 2000 to 9.3 million in
2011 and 10.2 million in 2014.319 These indicators reinforce Morocco’s position in the
region as a key economic actor.
Regarding Moroccan remittances, some authors have argued that the strong
economic crisis in Spain could have reduced the remittances of Moroccan nationals due
to high unemployment rates in Spain for Spanish workers, but above all for Moroccans
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migrants.320 However, in 2010 remittances to Morocco were still close to 2008 high
levels (de Haas and Vezzoli, 2013). This structural stability of Moroccan remittances
can be explained by the persistence of Moroccan migration to North-Western Europe
and the durability of transnational and trans-generational links between migrants and
those who stay behind (de Haas and Plug 2006). However, in 2009, the Spanish
government promoted the reduction of remittance costs for Moroccan nationals by
signing an agreement between the Spanish and Moroccan authorities and reducing the
fees for transferring funds well below those of any private money transfer company.321
This reduction of costs may also have played a role here.
Finally, while Spain has been facing strong economic problems due to the economic
crisis, Morocco has managed to maintain its economic growth in the last few years. One
of the consequences of this situation has been the increasing emigration during the
economic crisis of Spanish nationals to countries such as Morocco. In 2013 Hein de
Haas commented on the changes on migration trends between Spain and Morocco: “It is
not just fantasy, there is a decline in migration from Morocco while native-born
Spaniards are going south. It is linked to business cycles.”322 According to official
Moroccan data this phenomenon does not seem to occur since the number of Spanish
registered in the seven consulates in Morocco only increased slightly from 7,740 in
2010 to 8,115 in 2012.323 However, according to the Bloomberg Agency the number of
Spanish nationals (born in Spain) that emigrated to Morocco increased by 32% between
2008 and 2012, with Morocco representing the third destination of Spanish emigrants
after Europe and Latin-America.324 Spanish and Moroccan media have reported on the
phenomenon of Spanish emigration to Morocco, claiming that according to Spanish
diplomatic sources, between 4,000 and 6,000 Spaniards work in Morocco, at least
temporarily, but do not have a residence visa. Moreover, the increase of the presence of
Spanish immigrants in Morocco was somehow proven when in June 2013, the
Moroccan Minister of Internal Affairs stated in an official communication that: “…more
and more immigrants from European countries have been noticed, Spanish and French
among others, who visit or reside in the Kingdom of Morocco, and who work
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temporarily or permanently or create businesses.”325 Furthermore, he asked these same
immigrants to regularize their professional and living conditions in Morocco, due to the
fact that most of them were irregulars.

1.3 Irregular immigration and mobility: fences for sub-Saharan
migrants and visas for Moroccan nationals?
By analyzing the evolution of the total number of visas (temporary and residence)
issued for Moroccan nationals by the Spanish consular authorities, in this section I
support the argument that Moroccan mobility to Spain has increased in recent years.
Analyzing the evolution in the number of visas issued to Moroccan nationals by the
Spanish authorities, 1995–2014 (see Figure 5) we can identify three distinct periods:
1995–2003, a period of constant fluctuation; 2004–2008, a period of constant increase
in the total number of visas issued annually; and 2009–2014 another period of
fluctuation marked by a high number of total visas issued, an increase of temporary
visas, a decrease of permanent visas and an overall decrease of the total number
compared to the previous stage.
During the first period (1995–2003), between 56,286 and 89,301 visas were issued.
These continuous changes in the numbers issued may be due to the uneven level of
tension and conflict in Spanish-Moroccan relations. For example, between 2001 and
2003 there was a reduction in the number of visas issued and this corresponded to the
time of the Perejil Island crisis.
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Figure 5: Evolution of visa issued by Spanish Consular Offices in Morocco, 1995–
2014.
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During the second period (2004–2008), we can observe a constant annual increase in the
number of visas issued. This period corresponds to the improvement in bilateral
relations between the two countries. Moreover, we can see that since 2008, the Spanish
government has prioritized temporary visas and reduced residence visas (see Figure 5).
This may indicate that due to the economic crisis, the Spanish authorities are trying to
promote circular migration with temporary visas.
During the third period (2009–2014) the number of temporary visas issued
continued to increase annually, until 2012 when they fell, then remained at 122,005 in
2013, and increased again to 128,180 in 2014. Meanwhile, the number of permanent
visas continued to drop from 2008 until 2014. This may be linked to the economic crisis
and the decision taken by the Spanish government to reduce the number of immigrants
living permanently in Spain. Another hypothesis is that due to the economic crisis,
migrants are no longer interested in staying permanently in Spain.
Comparing the numbers of visas issued by Spanish consulates for Moroccan
nationals with the number of visas issued for nationals of other countries in the region
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we can observe some interesting facts. First, it is important to remember that, despite its
democratic deficit and its less developed economy, Morocco has been progressively
integrated into the economic, trade and finance sectors of the EU, and has signed the
Advanced Status for Morocco. This would not have been signed without the MoroccanEU rapprochement and some limited political and economic reforms (Baracani 2005;
Kelley 2006).
The close relations with, and interdependence between Spain and Morocco, and the
significant MCC efforts made by Morocco, among other factors, help explain why
Morocco obtains more visas from the Spanish authorities than any other country in the
Maghreb or West Africa (see Figure 6).
The total number of visas issued by Spanish consulates for Algerian and Egyptian
nationals has also increased in recent years. In the Egyptian case, there has been a
steady increase in the number of visas issued during the crisis (from 7,667 in 2008 to
17,603 in 2012, with short-term visas representing over 90% of the total). In the
Algerian case, Spain issued between 26,000 and 30,000 visas a year to Algerian
nationals from 2007 to 2010, but in 2011 the number more than doubled to 75,059, then
fell to 59,741 in 2012, but increased to 67,772 in 2013 and 76,277 in 2014. The number
of visas issued also increased for the other countries in the region, but to a very small
and statistically insignificant extent.
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Figure 6: Comparison of total number of visas issued by Spain to nationals of
Morocco, Mauritania, Libya, Egypt, Algeria and Tunisia, 2001–2014326
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Nevertheless, the data confirms that the number of visas issued for Moroccan nationals
by Spanish consulates has remained at around the same high levels as before the onset
of the crisis in 2008. Since then, the number of permanent visas has fallen, but the
number of short-term visas has increased. At the same time, mobility (in terms of visas)
for Egyptians, and above all for Algerians, has increased during the economic
crisis.Thus, we can say that the ‘mobility’ of nationals from Morocco, Algeria and
Egypt to Spain has been maintained, or has even increased in some periods of the crisis.
These facts highlight the situation in which the nationals of a migrant sending state
(Morocco) see their mobility rights increased, despite the closure and control of
Moroccan borders (see Figure 7). ‘Mobility’ is thus promoted despite border closure. In
other words, the mobility of nationals from third countries cooperating on border
control increases, while, paradoxically, the geographical borders of such cooperative
third countries are increasingly fortified.
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2014

Figure 7: Comparison between total numberd of visas for Moroccans and total
interception of migrants coming from North African territory
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Spanish-Moroccan bilateral relations seem to be effective and robust taking into account
that both sides have repeatedly declared their appreciation. Indeed, during the MoroccoSpain High-Level Meeting of October 2012, both sides declared their satisfaction with
the existing bilateral cooperation, and simultaneously announced the signing of an
agreement to abolish visas for service passports.
Mobility for Moroccan nationals has also been promoted by the European Union.
The first EU initiative was decided in October 2011, when Morocco and the EU began a
Dialogue on Migration, Mobility and Security in the context of the Arab Spring and
migratory flows in the Southern Mediterranean. In June 2013, the EU-Morocco
Mobility Partnership was signed by Cecilia Malmström (European Commissioner for
Internal Affairs), Saad Dine El Otmani (Moroccan Minister of Foreign Affairs and
Cooperation), and the ministers responsible for migration from the nine EU member
states participating in the partnership (European Commission 2013a). This Mobility
Partnership is based on the same objectives as the EU’s Global Approach to Migration
and Mobility. It also provides a flexible and non-binding legal framework to ensure and
promote effective management of the movement of people between Morocco and the
EU.
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Second, in October 2013, the Commission proposed to the Council to open
negotiations between the EU and Morocco on an agreement to facilitate the procedures
for issuing short-stay visas. This decision was taken in the context of the EU-Morocco
Mobility Partnership, signed in June, and proposed to open negotiations for facilitating
the issue of short-stay visas for Moroccan citizens (European Commission 2013b),
particularly students, researchers and business professionals.
Third, there is the interesting mobility phenomenon of Moroccan tourists in Spain
and their importance for tourism in the South of Spain. According to official and nonofficial data, the number of Moroccan nationals visiting Spain for tourism has been
rising continually since the first decade of 2000, with approximately 65,000 tourists in
2003, 75,000 in 2007, 180,423 in 2011 and 246,573 in 2012.327 The Costa del Sol
(Andalusia) in particular has benefitted from this increase in Moroccan tourism. It is a
curious but striking indicator that mobility of Moroccan nationals has increased despite
the economic crisis and the restrictive immigration policies.
In sum, it may not be possible to affirm that there is a causal relation between the
consolidation of migration management cooperation between Spain/EU and Morocco
and the economic development of Morocco; however, we can observe that they have
occurred simultaneously. It is clear that Spain and the EU have invested, donated and
created conditions to achieve desirable economic outcomes in Morocco. Spanish and
EU subsidies, financial support and aid for development have played an important role
in the increase of the Moroccan GDP. The promotion by the Spanish government of
Moroccan remittances, the increase of temporary visas for Moroccan nationals by
Spanish consulates, and other elements such as the Open Sky Aviation Agreement
between Morocco and the EU have played an important role in Morocco’s economic
development. All of these have appeared as the result of good relations between
Spain/EU and Morocco (relations which, among other things, depend also on Moroccan
cooperation in migration issues). Finally, Morocco has managed to use circumstantial
events such as the Spanish economic crisis and the consequences of the Arab Spring to
reinforce its position as an economic leader in the region.
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2. Political reforms in Morocco: stability as an EU priority
In Chapter 1 I mentioned that several scholars argue that although the EU has tried to
promote democracy and human rights in the Maghreb countries, mainly through the
European Neighbourhood Partnerships (ENP), the results have been meager. The EU
has not been able to use conditionality to promote political changes, not only because of
the impossibility of using the ‘accession incentive’, but also because the EU member
states are ambiguous about what “they want to promote in terms of democracy given
their interest in stability and fear of Islamist movements.” (Baracani 2005, 61; Pace
2007, 668) The following section analyzes the extent to which the EU and Spain have
promoted political reforms and democratization in Morocco. Moreover, I try to evaluate
the influence of immigration and MC regarding the EU and Spanish efforts to promote
democratic reforms in Morocco.

2.1 The Moroccan political system and the position of Spain and the
EU
First, I examine the recent political changes in Morocco, by dividing my analysis into
two periods: from the accession of Mohammed VI in 1999 until 2011 (before the Arab
Spring), and from the first revolts and the start of the Arab Spring until the current day.
A) From 1999–2010: From the accession of Mohammed VI until the
aftermath of the Arab Spring
Since Mohammed VI came to the throne in July 1999, there has been little political
reform and that has been to maintain the power of the monarchy (Joffé 2009). When
Mohammed VI succeeded his father some prisoners were released, censorship was
lifted, social equality was given to women in 2005, and some measures were taken to
address socio-economic problems such as poverty, unemployment and housing (Joffé
2009, 154). However, such reforms had their limits: the press was occasionally banned,
police brutality continued when it came to Western Sahara anti-government
demonstrations and, above all, there were no changes in the constitutional position of
the monarchy. Therefore, the King “continued to supervene the process of government
[...] acting as the ultimate arbiter of Morocco’s political fate” (Joffé 2009, 154), and
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making “him and the Makhzen328 the dominant actors in the state, despite the
sovereignty of the Moroccan people”.
During this period, the EU and its member states helped Morocco with its economic,
social and political reforms by means of EU financial aid, with Morocco being the ENP
partner receiving most EU financial aid (Kausch 2009). However, although the EU
demands on Morocco were quite intense regarding economic reforms, the EU did not
show the same concern when it came to political reforms.
In fact, the interest of European policymakers in promoting human rights and
democracy in the Maghreb cooled off. They found themselves in a dilemma between
promoting democracy in the southern Mediterranean or ensuring their interests and
regional stability. The possible democratization of Morocco was seen as a threat, since
it could jeopardize the context of security against transnational terrorism and irregular
migration (Kausch 2009, 166).
This fear of potential instability and the fact that Morocco was considered “an island
of liberalism compared to its autocratic neighbours” (Kausch 2009) made the EU and
member states flatter Morocco excessively when comparing it to its Maghrebi
neighbours. This, together with a powerful international PR strategy, meant that
Morocco was considered and treated as the EU’s most reliable Arab partner. Moreover,
after Morocco’s 2007 legislative elections, European leaders publicly declared their
support for the results and conditions of the electoral process and qualified Morocco as
a solid and mature democracy.329 This support bolstered the ruling elite and weakened
the position of Moroccan democracy activists (Kausch 2009, 172).
When Morocco’s Advanced Status was agreed in 2008 it looked as if the EU would
increase the pressure for democratic reform. However, not only was there no steppingup of pressure, but the EU decided to grant Morocco €28 million in additional funding
from the Governance Facility fund. This fund rewards neighbouring countries which
have made important progress in the field of democracy and human rights. The EU
funds for political reform remained lower than the total amount of Official Development
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Assistance (ODA). Both facts sent an indirect signal to Morocco that, not only was
concerted political reform was not an EU priority, but that the EU was planning to
maintain its supportive strategy and, therefore, not planning to use conditionality for the
promotion of democracy.
Morocco knew that the EU wanted to avoid any political crisis in the Maghreb that
could lead to possible mass arrivals of irregular immigration in Europe (Layachi 2002),
as during the Arab Spring. For this reason, the EU not only failed to put pressure on
Morocco to introduce political reform, but gave the Moroccan government leeway to
implement semi-authoritarian measures. For example, Morocco continued to control or
silence broadcasting media by legal action against those who tried to raise issues, such
as independence for Western Sahara, the legitimacy of the monarchy, or the distribution
of power (Kausch 2009, 170).330

B) From the Arab Spring until the present day
In early 2011 the revolts in Tunisia spread to the rest of the Maghreb to become what is
today called the ‘Arab Spring’; triggering demonstrations and demands for political and
social reforms in Morocco which shared similar indicators of poverty, corruption, social
polarization and blocked upward social mobility with its neighbours. For this reason,
and despite a slightly more advanced political liberalization and reformist dynamic than
its neighbours, demonstrations on 20 February were quite significant. In order to
neutralize these demonstrations, a range of socio-economic measures were taken, such
as increased subsidies for basic foodstuffs and fuel, salary increases for civil servants,
the creation of jobs for unemployed graduates, and subsidies for the unemployed.
Moreover, the King stepped-up contacts with the main political parties, trade unions,
civic associations and all the important political and social actors in order reach
agreements and to forestall political and social tension (Fernández Molina 2011).
These measures did not reduce the intensity of demonstrations and claims for
political reforms made by the ‘20 February Movement’, which simultaneously increased
the fear in the Palace that the ‘domino effect’ occurring in North Africa was going to
affect Morocco too. For this reason and taking all the actors by surprise, on 9 March
Mohammed VI announced a constitutional reform to increase the powers of the Prime
330
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Minister, to introduce the separation of powers, to strengthen the independence of the
judiciary, and to increase individual and collective liberties (Fernández Molina 2011).
All of the recognized political and social organizations were invited to participate in
the process by submitting proposals to the Consultative Commission for the Reform of
the Constitution. However, the process had a tight timeframe and the process was
characterized by secrecy and opacity (including modifications made to the draft of the
constitution a few hours before the royal speech on 17 June) (Fernández Molina 2011).
Overall, the new constitution proposed ending the ‘sacred’ character of the King by
changing it to ‘inviolable’, and reduced some of his powers in favour of the government
but without additional substantial change in the distribution of powers.
Mohammed VI started a campaign, calling on all Moroccans to vote for the
proposed constitution and by promoting demonstrations in favour of its approval, which
ended with an overwhelming 98.5% voting in favour of the new constitution and with
73.5% electoral participation. As Benchemsi (2012, 57) argues:
“This turnout was abnormally high by international as well as Moroccan standards, (…)
exaggeratedly lopsided results are unknown in open and fair elections, and that holding
a referendum a mere two weeks after announcing it is unusual (to say the least) by
normal democratic standards seemed to trouble surprisingly few Western observers.”

The reaction of the EU, especially Spain, was positive and even enthusiastic regarding
the new constitution, and both supported the political reforms made by Mohammed VI
in June 2011. The EU welcomed the draft constitution as a “significant step” that
“signals a clear commitment to democracy and respect for human rights”, “in line with
the ambitions of the Advanced Status”.331
Spain did not react immediately to the revolts in Northern African, probably because
of its close relations with the region’s autocrats, and its interest in protecting its
economic interests and cooperation on migration control (Echagüe, Michou and Mikail
2011). However, while Spain adopted a strong position supporting the protesters in
Egypt and Tunisia, the opinion in Morocco took the form of “exaggerated praise for the
rulers and their proposed reforms” (Echagüe, Michou and Mikail 2011, 334). This
different position regarding Morocco can be explained by the fact that Moroccan
political stability is a priority for Spanish foreign affairs and economic interests and
because of the fear of immigration and close ties to the Moroccan monarchy.
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However, Morocco has not undergone a radical change and has not implemented
significant institutional reforms since the Arab Spring (Dalmasso 2012, 226). In most
cases, the reforms promised by the King and included in the constitution have not yet
been implemented. This can be explained in two ways. On the one hand, while not
democratizing, the historically progressive reforms made by the King have given
stability to the Moroccan regime (Hibou 2011, 2). On the other hand, the present
Moroccan authoritarian regime:
is sustainable as a result of the fact that the monarchy was able to benefit from the
legitimacy of the PJD (Party of Justice and Development). The Moroccan parties no
longer perceive the king as a contender in the political game, but as the ultimate
arbiter. As a consequence, the regime appears to have gone largely unchanged despite
the Arab Spring, but, upon closer scrutiny, a meaningful process of restructuring
occurred in so far as the monarchy, while maintaining its role as ultimate arbiter vis-àvis the Parliament, had to abandon its strategy of pre-eminence within it. (Dalmasso
2012, 230)

The position of the EU and the member states also played a role in this situation. Since
the Arab Spring, the EU has maintained good relations with Morocco and has even
encouraged it with financial aid (€35 million of the second phase of the SPRING
Programme).332 The Prime Minister of Spain, Mariano Rajoy, chose Morocco as the
destination for his first official trip abroad in November 2011. during his visit, Rajoy
met the Moroccan Prime Minister, Abdelilah Benkirane and Mohammed VI, and both
countries committed to deepening their cooperation on all dimensions, but especially
the economic one.333
Some authors such as Schumacher (2011) and Echague et al. (2011) have criticized
the EU for being too soft on Morocco and for indirectly backing the continuation of
autocratic practices. Schumacher (2011, 113) criticizes the EU for continuing to grant
Morocco ENP financial aid and ‘Advanced Status’, when it has failed to comply with
the demands of the ENP Action Plan and continues to systematically violate political
rights and civil liberties (i.e. putting pressure on the judiciary and limiting freedom of
expression). Moreover, he argues that conditionality and stricter monitoring need to be
used and that certain levels of democratic practice must be reached in order to obtain
Advanced Status. Otherwise, he argues, the North African countries will not make an
effort to introduce political reform.
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Contrary to the advice of these authors, EU and Spanish support for the Moroccan
regime has continued to be very strong. In his last visit to Morocco, King Juan Carlos
(with a group of over fifty businessmen, five ministers and ten former Ministers of
Foreign Affairs) said that “Morocco is today a valuable example of stability and
openness.”334 In this meeting, the Spanish Minister of Foreign Affairs, José Manuel
García-Margallo went even further in his public declarations, comparing the Spanish
transition process started in 1975 with the reforms promoted by Mohammed VI: “Don
Juan Carlos was the promoter of change in that process and King Mohammed VI is
doing the same in Morocco with magnificent results.”335

2.2 Moroccan political stability as an EU and Spanish priority
In order to understand why the EU and Spain have not put pressure on Morocco to carry
out democratic reforms, we must realize how important it is for the EU and Spain, on
the one hand, to have politically ‘stable’ neighbours and, on the other hand, to what
extent the EU fears unstoppable irregular migratory flows from Africa.
The ENP has tried to promote human rights and democracy in North-African
countries but, as we said before, the EU has obtained very meagre results. In Morocco,
the EU has not been able to use conditionality to promote political changes not only
because the ‘accession incentive’ cannot be used, but also because the EU member
states are rather ambiguous about what “they want to promote in terms of democracy
given their interest in stability and fear of Islamist movements” (Baracani 2005, 61 in
Pace 2007, 668).
“We wish we had influence on Morocco. Since Mohammed VI came to the
throne there have been substantial social and political reforms, but the influence
that we have had (Spain and the EU) is little, the impact is small. (…) Our plans
for cooperation have not influenced change. We are a long way from that.
Changes are produced by themselves (Moroccan society and institutions) and we
just try to do our bit.”336
Vicente Ortega
General Coordinator of the Spanish Cooperation in Morocco
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Oficina Técnica de Cooperación AECID, Spanish Embassy in Rabat
Therefore, the ENP was framed in terms of European interests (Del Sarto and
Schumacher 2005) to build close cooperation with neighbouring countries in
combatting criminal activity and irregular immigration (Smith 2005; Johansson-Nogués
2007; Pace 2007). The need of the EU and the member states to have politically ‘stable’
neighbours is linked to a fear of mass irregular migration. Pastore (2004) argues that the
use of negative conditionality such as cutting aid or reducing trade benefits may prove
counterproductive as it could provoke a negative reaction by the sending states (by
‘opening’ borders and letting migrants emigrate to the EU). Moreover, “such actions
might encourage populist opposition to cooperation and even fuel political and
economic instability. This instability could become a likely emigration trigger” (Pastore
2004, 5).
The EU’s fear of ‘unstable neighbours’ pushes it to search for new mechanisms to
motivate migrant sending states to cooperate through positive conditionality and
incentives. Del Sarto and Schumacher (2005, 22) pointed out that, “while the Barcelona
Process introduced (theoretically) the principle of ‘negative conditionality’, the
Neighbourhood Policy is explicitly based on the principle of positive conditionality.”
In fact, several authors see partnerships, such as the ENP, as a form of domination.
Although conventional wisdom suggests that the creation of partnerships allows weaker
countries to be partners instead of recipients of development aid, some authors continue
to think that partnerships are simply another subtle form of domination (Crawford
2003). However, even if partnerships are a way to perpetuate domination, they also
imply a dose of empowerment and freedom for the partners because they provide them
with tools and resources with which to take control of their own futures. There is some
opposition of effects, bidirectionality of influence, countervailing powers or
development of interdependence.337 In the words of Abrahamsen (2004, 1464):
“…partnerships derive their power precisely from the production and regulation of
freedom, and their contracts of accountability and empowerment are simultaneously
vehicles for relations of domination and for polymorphous techniques of subjugation
(…). The rationality of partnership constitutes developing countries as capable agents,
responsible for their own future and in this way it does open up room for agency and
manoeuvre. However, it is essential to recognize how this freedom is inextricable from
the imposition and exercise of constraints. Indeed, the two are mutually related in an
emerging structure of aid governmentality.”
337
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Therefore, the existing literature on partnerships does not always mention that in some
cases, stronger states also need weaker states, i.e. the EU depends on the cooperation of
the Maghreb countries in order to control irregular migration flows

3. Consequences regarding sovereignty and borders
Morocco’s willingness to cooperate in migration control with Spain and the EU has
made scholars and NGOs refer to it as the ‘Gendarme of Europe’. Many scholars have
also argued that through the externalization of migration policies, Spain and the EU
have externalized and expanded their borders, provoking a loss of border control
capacity for African states, or a loss of their sovereignty. But to what extent is there an
actual loss of sovereignty and border control capacity in the case of Morocco?
As we have seen in previous chapters, Morocco cooperates on several border control
operations that may have implied a loss of its border sovereignty. The mixed maritime
patrols created in 2005 on the Atlantic coast (between the Canary Islands and Laâyoune)
involved members of the Guardia Civil integrated into a team of maritime, aerial and
ground surveillance of the Moroccan Royal Gendarmerie. Moreover, the EU has,
through Frontex, deployed diverse operations in international waters surrounding
Morocco (operations Hera I, II and III), to intercept irregular migrants trying to reach
the Canary Islands from the Western Coast of Africa (including Mauritania, Senegal and
also Morocco). In much the same way, the aim of Operation Minerva is to combat
irregular migration flows from the African coast towards the South of Spain,
specifically the seaports and coastal waters of Algeciras and Almeria. Conducting
identity checks in the seaport of Ceuta, and Operation Indalo aim to combat and monitor
irregular migration flows along the Mediterranean coast from North Africa and subSaharan countries.338
It is true that the Moroccan and Spanish police forces are constantly coordinated in
the fight against irregular migration, but under no circumstances have Spanish or EU
forces been allowed to cross into or physically take control of Moroccan territory.
Although the police and security forces of both countries are working in coordination
and the Frontex operations are surrounding Moroccan waters, Morocco has not lost any
338
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part of its sovereignty and the control of its borders; on the contrary, it has gained
additional sovereignty. By describing events and facts, I will demonstrate that Morocco
is not only ensuring the non-violation of its sovereignty, but that on several occsions it
has actually violated Spanish jurisdiction itself. On the other hand, Spain sometimes
ceded part of its sovereignty in exchange for Moroccan MCC.

3.1 Moroccan violation of Spanish sovereignty
In recent years, there has been ample evidence to show that Morocco ensures the respect
of its sovereignty, or even violates Spanish jurisdiction. The first event worth
mentioning shows how careful the Spanish authorities are not to violate Moroccan
sovereignty (see Image 7, Appendix). In September 2012 (see Chapter 4), seventy-three
migrants occupied the Spanish Island of Tierra near the Moroccan coast. In order to
return these migrants to the Moroccan Gendarmerie without violating Moroccan
sovereignty, the Spanish Guardia Civil had to make several trips (from the small
Spanish island to the Moroccan beach and back again) to return all the migrants in
several small groups. On each trip, the Spanish forces remained on board the boat and
returned the migrants without setting foot on Moroccan territory, while the Moroccan
gendarmerie remained on the beach waiting to ‘receive’ the migrants.
In July 2012, the Spanish Minister of the Interior, Jorge Fernández Diaz, announced
that a detachment of the Guardia Civil would establish a base in the Spanish Chafarinas
islands to control irregular migrants (see Maps 1-2). Immediately after the declaration,
the Moroccan government protested against this “unilateral decision”. The Spanish
government announced that the mission would be postponed until after the High-Level
Meeting of September 2012. However, not only did the Moroccan government postpone
the meeting for one month, but also no decision or agreement related to the territories
was announced after the October meeting. These events are reminiscent of the onset of
the Perejil Island crisis in 2002; the difference being that in this case Spain backed
down from its decision to establish a base on its own territory, after Morocco lodged an
official protest with the Spanish Ambassador.339
Another event which took place in June 2013 clearly called into question the
argument that Morocco has lost part of its sovereignty. On the night of 6 June, a
339
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Moroccan patrol boat entered Melilla harbour while pursuing a boat. The Moroccan
patrol reached the Melilla beach and two of the three Moroccan gendarmes stepped onto
Spanish territory (the beach) to explain the situation to the Guardia Civil.340 Some
NGOs and minority parties in Melilla reacted and considered the entry of this patrol into
Spanish territory as unacceptable and a violation of Spanish sovereignty.
Furthermore, despite the improvement of bilateral relations between Spain and
Morocco and the strong cooperation on migration control, Morocco maintains
aspirations of sovereignty related to Spanish territories situated on the African
continent. Morocco is losing sovereignty power and border control capacity while
aspiring to obtain more. Moroccan society seems to feel justified in making sovereignty
claims, and Spain seems to be afraid of breaking the currently positive bilateral
relationship. The following are three sovereignty claims made by Moroccan civil
society related to the Spanish territories: first, in August 2012 the Committee for the
Liberation of Ceuta and Melilla tried to occupy the Spanish Peñón de Velez, and to
occupy the Tierra and Chafarinas Islands in October 2012 (see Maps 1-2).341 The second
incident was a demonstration at the Melilla border in September 2012 by the
Committee,342 which obliged the Spanish Guardia Civil to close the border for a few
hours. The third, and last action, by the Committee was more radical. On the night of 16
November 2012 some of its members entered Melilla and amputated the arm of the
statue of Pedro de Estopiñán, who conquered the city in 1497.343 A week later, Said
Chramti, the Committee’s second-in-command was arrested in Nador only to be
released twenty-four hours later. Finally in February 2013 a Moroccan court condemned
him to one year in prison for threatening the Moroccan security forces.344 The arrest and
condemnation of Chramti can be interpreted as a gesture by the Moroccan authorities to
show their good intentions to cooperate with Spain and to soften the sovereigntyseeking actions of the Committee. In the end, Chramti appealed against the sentence but
was condemned to eighteen months’ imprisonment by a Moroccan court not for threats
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and actions against Spain, but for threatening, insulting and disturbing Moroccan
forces.345

3.2 (Unexpected) Spanish cession of sovereignty in exchange to
Moroccan cooperation
In recent years, there have been several cases of Spain unexpectedly ceded part of its
sovereignty in exchange for Moroccan MCC: first, in August 2014, a boat with irregular
migrants was intercepted in Spanish territorial waters, in Melilla’s harbour, and was
towed out from the harbour to open waters and redirected to Morocco.346 This event
provoked the protest by NGOs who argued that the Guardia Civil had violated the nonrefoulement principle by returning the boat to the Moroccan Gendarmerie once it was
already within Spanish jurisdiction. Notwithstanding this violation of migrants’ human
rights, the return of the boat briefly opened another debate related to borders and
sovereignty. Apparently, it was not clear where the territorial waters of Melilla began
and ended and therefore it was not clear whether the return of migrants occurred in
Spanish or Moroccan waters. On this debate, the Diplomatic School of the Spanish
Ministry of Foreign Affairs stated very clearly: “if the breakwater of the Moroccan
harbour Beni Enzar, which is unquestionably in Spanish waters, did not exist, the
demarcation of Melilla’s territorial sea by equidistance should create a space that would
end beyond the twelve-mile limit”.347 However, the same document indicates that, at
present, the construction of the Beni Enzar breakwater has pushed the equidistant lines
and therefore the territorial waters of Melilla, so that they now end seven miles from the
mouth of the port. These ‘five miles’ offered to Morocco can only be seen as “a gesture
of cooperation and goodwill from Spain”. In other words, it was a gift in exchange for
Moroccan cooperation.
A year later, another event linked to irregular migration in Melilla once again
sparked the debate about territorial demarcation in the two enclaves. Photographers took
images of Moroccan gendarmes entering the Spanish side of the Melilla fence to arrest
irregular sub-Saharan migrants and to return them to Morocco (see Image 8,
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Appendix).348 Several NGOs and the Spanish Ombudsman considered this event not
only a violation of migrants’ human rights, but also a violation of Spanish sovereignty.
The Spanish government responded that the fences could not be considered to be on
Spanish national territory, but that they were instead in a ‘neutral zone’. However,
scholars and experts on International Public Law and International Relations have
argued and demonstrated not only that the idea of the ‘neutral zone’ is implausible, but
above all, that the triple fences are all three within Spanish territory (Acosta Sánchez
2014). In other words, the present triple fence in Melilla is located entirely within
Spanish territory (Acosta Sánchez 2014, 26; see Image 4, Appendix). Therefore, we can
say that Spain requested the Moroccan gendarmerie to enter Spanish territory to arrest
irregular migrants.
In June 2014, a group of thirteen migrants ‘occupied’ Perejil Island and were
arrested and removed from the island by thirty-two Moroccan gendarmes. All the
gendarmes disembarked onto the Spanish island to remove the small group of migrants,
apparently with Spanish permission.349 This event, which took place almost exactly
twelve years after the conflict that almost led to war between the two countries, was
treated discreetly by the media. The Spanish government responded to critics by arguing
that after the conflict of 2002, the two countries had agreed that Morocco would be
responsible for removing irregular migrants from the island. In any case, this event was
a moral victory for Morocco in terms of sovereignty.
Finally, since May 2012, Spain and Morocco have set up mixed police stations in
Tangier and Algeciras.350 This was agreed to in a 2010 protocol, and each station is
manned by eight police officers from the neighbouring country who work together on
issues such as the fight against terrorism, drugs, human trafficking and irregular
immigration. Morocco is therefore the third country, and the first non-EU member, with
which Spain has this type of police cooperation centres (apart from France and
Portugal).
To sum up, the cases and events explained in this section raise doubts that Morocco
has ceded part of its border sovereignty to Spain and the EU as most scholars argue. In
fact, the events demonstrate quite the contrary; Spain is ceding part of its sovereignty in
exchange for obtaining Moroccan MCC.
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4. Morocco as African regional leader and key international player

In the last decade Morocco has not only gained bargaining leverage in relation to Spain,
but it has also gradually become a regional leader in Northern Africa and as a key
international player in several dimensions. Migration control has often played a role, but
this has not been as important in this respect as it is in bilateral relations with Spain

4.1 Sub-Saharan Africa
First of all, we must take into account that in the last decade Morocco has gradually
spread its influence over its sub-Saharan neighbours. The Moroccan business and
financial sector is increasingly present in Congo, Ivory Coast, Cameroun, Gabon and
Senegal. For example, the Moroccan Attijariwafa Bank has recently acquired a network
of banks in these five sub-Saharan countries, allowing Morocco to to have its own
important financial influence and presence in sub-Saharan Africa.351 Mohammed VI has
had an important role in this after making several official visits to Morocco’s subSaharan neighbours in recent years, always accompanied by key representatives of the
Moroccan bank and financial sector. This is why dozens of partnerships agreements are
signed every time he visits one of his southern neighbours, and why the expansion and
influence of the Moroccan financial sector seems to increase annually.352 Indeed,
Mohammed VI made four visits to sub-Saharan countries in the last four years, a clear
sign of the Moroccan King’s willingness to extend the Moroccan economic influence in
the rest of the continent and especially in sub-Saharan Africa.353 Morocco has become
the second African investor on the continent after South Africa, and is present in key
sectors such as banking, insurance, real estate and telecoms.354 It is no coincidence that
Mohammed VI is listed by Forbes as one of the five richest men in Africa.355 Moreover,
the increasing infrastructure projects built in Morocco such as the Tangier-Med port,
has helped not only to strengthen the influence of the import-export sector in the
Mediterranean, but also on the whole African continent. Since its inauguration in 2007,
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Tangier-Med is the fourth largest port in the Mediterranean, with a global capacity for
8.2 million containers, receiving more than 100,000 ships per year and over 5 million
passengers.356
This influence and expansion is not only economic but also diplomatic. On every
diplomatic visit by Mohammed VI several bilateral agreements are signed and projects
of cooperation are launched, notably with Ivory Coast, Gabon, Senegal, Mali, GuineaBissau, Cameroun or Guinea-Conakry.357 Therefore, the Moroccan authorities have
decided to make Moroccan influence on sub-Saharan Africa a top foreign policy priority
in order to serve the country’s strategic interests. Morocco aims to become a leading
continental power, not only to increase its economic dynamism, but also to win support
from its neighbours on sensitive diplomatic issues, such as the Western Sahara.358
Several facts prove that Morocco’s political influence is growing in sub-Saharan
Africa. For example, Morocco was elected to represent Africa at the UN Security
Council for the period 2011–2013. It has also participated in operations to maintain
peace or stability in its neighbour countries: it was heavily involved in the UN
peacekeeping operation in Ivory Coast359 and in the conflict in northern Mali in 2013.
Indeed, Morocco quickly joined the French-led intervention in Mali. Its support of
France and involvement in the conflict in northern Mali gave it an advantage in its
competition with Algeria for regional leadership, reinforced strong ties with countries in
the Sahel without involving Algeria, won it additional support for its interests in the
Western Sahara (Mali and France supporting Moroccan’s position), drug and migrant
smuggling and religious extremism.360 Finally, Morocco has also hosted the rounds of
inter-Libyan negotiations to form a Libyan government of national unity.361
However, the Moroccan influence and continuous reinforcement of bilateral ties and
cooperation with its neighbour countries might have also had dramatic consequences for
sub-Saharan migrants. First of all, it is important to know that since 2005 Morocco
signed readmission agreements with Senegal and Mali (and with other sub-Saharan
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countries such as Gambia and Nigeria).362 Therefore, Morocco expelled sub-Saharan
migrants to Algeria and Mauritania by bus although no agreements had been signed
with these countries. At the same time it deported several hundreds of migrants to
Senegal and Mali by plane.363
It is disturbing to observe that the influence of Morocco in the sub-Saharan
countries may explain why the governments of these countries seem to be silent in the
face of Morocco’s violent and repressive actions against sub-Saharan migrants living in
or in transit in Morocco.364 For example, it is surprising that the Ambassador of Senegal
in Morocco made no public declarations after a Senegalese migrant was murdered in a
racist attack in Rabat.365 It is also surprising that no Embassy for sub-Saharan countries
in Rabat intervened to help their nationals when they were deported to Mauritania or
Algeria. What even more disturbing is that when Senegalese migrants in Morocco
protested in front of their Embassy against the violent detentions and deportations
carried out by Moroccan forces, the Senegalese Ambassador asked the Moroccan forces
to intervene and the demonstration was broken up using violence.366
In sum, Morocco was spreading its economic and political influence towards its subSaharan neighbours in order to become a regional leader and to pursue its own
geopolitical interests. This influence seems to allow the Moroccan authorities to repress
sub-Saharan migrants in its territory without coming under pressure or sanctions by its
neighbours. Its investments and cooperation seems to give Morocco enough bargaining
power to keep its neighbours passive in the face of violations of their own nationals’
rights in Moroccan territory. Last but not least, by developing exchanges with the rest of
the continent, Morocco was also reducing its economic dependence vis-à-vis Europe.

4.2 Morocco as an international key player
Morocco’s strategic foreign policy has been successful not only in Africa, but also at the
international level. Several indicators show the growing influence and role of Morocco
as an international key player in current key international issues. An important indicator
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has been the recent reinforcement and modernization of the Moroccan army. Morocco is
ranked as the forty-ninth army in the world, the fifth in the Arab world and the sixth in
Africa.367 Since 2011 Morocco acquired twenty-four Advanced F-16 from the USA,
which, according to the experts, makes it the first military air power in North Africa.368
Moreover, Morocco’s strong ties and alliance with the US has also allowed it to
increase its international weight. Designated as a major non-NATO ally since 2004,
Morocco’s relationship with NATO has strengthened over the past couple of years since
it signed an Individual Partnership and Cooperation Programme.369 Meanwhile, the USMoroccan cooperation has continued to be extended in many fields, but especially to
fighting terrorism and ensuring regional security. These ties feature regular joint
exercises and military sales help promote a modern military in Morocco.370
The US is not the only western country with which Morocco cooperates on security
matters, since France, Belgium and Spain continuously cooperate and request Morocco
for help in combatting terrorism. In recent years, France and Belgium have met the
Moroccan authorities on several occasions to strengthen their exchange of information
and cooperation on security matters such as terrorism and irregular immigration. The
Belgian Prime Minister, Charles Michel, has recently travelled to Morocco to promote
this cooperation, and the Belgian king has called Mohamed VI several times to ensure
it.371 However, it is the case of France that most clearly reflects the dependency of EU
member states on Moroccan cooperation in the fight against terrorism. Over the last two
years, the French President, François Hollande, has met Mohammed VI more than five
times, in both France and Morocco.372 The terrorist attacks in Paris have clearly obliged
both leaders to meet in order to exchange information and to reinforce their cooperation
in combatting jihadist terrorism, but this is not the only reason.
For example, both France and the US are meeting the Moroccan authorities to thank
them for their stabilizing role in the region (including their role in the Libyan
conflict),373 but also to support them and recognize them for their key role in another
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current but different issue: the environment and new energy sources. Morocco not only
played a key role in the COP21 Paris Climate Conference in 2015, but above all
Marrakesh is set to host the COP22 Conference in November 2016.374 Indeed, in
September 2015 Morocco and France signed the ‘Tangiers’ Call’ to speed up the
transition towards the use of sustainable energy, and looking for strong international
cooperation to combat climate change.375 Morocco has also become an international
leader on the promotion of sustainable energy, after it inaugurated the Ouarzazate solar
power plant (Noor 1 CSP) in February 2016, which will eventually be the world’s
largest solar power production plant. When complete this complex, situated on the edge
of the Sahara desert, will provide electricity for over 1 million people, helping the
country to meet most of its energy needs from renewables by 2030.376 All these factors
reinforce Morocco’s positive image and economy. Morocco is not only continuously in
the media, but is also promoting its regional and international leadership in
environmental issues.
Apart from combating radical jihadism, Mohammed VI has tried to create an image
of himself as a spiritual leader who is acceptable to Europe. In order to do this, Morocco
has first implemented a strategy to promote and export its version of religious
moderation and reforms throughout North Africa.377 In 2013, Mali and Morocco signed
an agreement to bring 500 Malian imams to Morocco for religious training, and in 2016
to bring 200 imams from Chad in the following years.378 All this has been possible
thanks to the setting up of the Mohammed VI Institute for Training Imams in 2015 in
Rabat.379 The Institute currerntly has over 800 students (including women) from
Morocco (250), Mali (112), Guinea-Conakry (100), Ivory Coast (100), Tunisia (37) and
France (23).380 These French imams were sent after President Hollande and Mohamed
VI signed an agreement to promote moderate Islam in France,381 an example which
Belgium is thinking of following.382
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All this increasing influence and weight at the international level has also given
Morocco increasing bargaining power over its allies such as the US, France and
Sweden. In the case of the US, in 2013 there was a bilateral crisis when President
Obama initially proposed to extend the mandate of the Minurso peace mission to
monitor human rights in the Western Sahara. Mohammed VI wrote Obama a personal
letter alerting him to the risks of extending the duration of the Minurso mission.
Together with this letter, a Moroccan diplomatic offensive managed to transform
Minurso from a mission to ensure the protection of human rights to one which was
hardly able to supervise the ceasefire and to reduce the threat of mines.383
In 2014 Morocco also did not hesitate to suspend its agreement on judicial
cooperation with France after A. Hammouchi, Director of the Direction générale de la
surveillance du territoire (DGST), was detained in Paris and accused of torture. For
almost a year, the bilateral cooperation between France and Morocco was frozen.384 The
Charlie Hebdo attacks helped normalize the crisis and to relaunch the bilateral relation,
but with new terms to Morocco’s benefit.
Finally, the most recent Moroccan bilateral crisis has occurred with Sweden. With
the arrival into power of the Socialdemocrats and the Greens in Sweden in October
2014, Morocco feared that Sweden would become the first European country to
recognize the Western Sahara as an independent state. For this reason, Morocco began a
boycott of Swedish products and companies to persuade the Swedish government not to
carry out their goals. The most dramatic action in this boycott was when the Moroccan
authorities blocked the inauguration of an Ikea mall in Casablanca just one day before
the official opening. Finally, the Swedish government decided to renounce the
recognition of the Western Sahara, which promptly led to the Moroccan permission to
inaugurate the Ikea mall.385
In conclusion, Morocco has not only become a vital partner for Spain, but also a key
international player. As a player it has built strong ties and cooperation with its allies,
and is also able to bargain with them and win when its priority interests are at stake.
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5. Empowerment of Morocco through migration control cooperation
In 1999, Morocco was isolated in the international and regional scene (Natter 2014).
Today it is considered a regional leader and an important partner of the EU (Kausch
2009). When Mohammed VI came to the throne in 1999 Morocco changed its
preferences and goals vis-a-vis the EU by trying to become an important EU partner.
Such foreign affairs preferences and strategy has turned Morocco into one of the EU
neighbours with the strongest level of interconnectedness with the EU. In fact, taking
the analysis of the Borderlands Project on cooperation patterns across different issuesareas, we can observe that not only are the patterns of cooperation between Morocco
and the EU on security, migration, transport and trade issues fairly strong, but above all,
they are similar to the existing cooperation patterns between Turkey and the EU.386
Since Morocco decided to get closer to the EU, and since the Perejil Island conflict
redefined the bilateral relationship with Spain, it has become a key partner for both
Spain and the EU. As we have already seen, there are numerous facts demonstrating the
increasing support that Morocco has received from Spain and the EU over the years.
The ENP, Advanced Status, political and economic support during and after the Arab
Spring, the increasing pro-Moroccan position of Spain on the Western Sahara, and the
substantial Spanish and EU investment and economic exchange, are just some of the
evidence of the increasing interconnection and interdependence between Morocco and
Spain/EU.
Therefore, it is clear that Morocco has progressed economically, has been upgraded
in the international scenario, and has improved its role and negotiation power in relation
to Spain and the EU. However, to what extent has MCC played a role in Moroccan
empowerment?
To illustrate this empowerment more clearly, I will carry out an exercise using the
counterfactual approach. This is a methodology widely used by historians and
philosophers, but which has recently been applied to other fields of the social sciences
(Gaglio 2004; Capoccia and Kelemen 2007). It means making claims about events that
did not actually occur (Fearon 1991). In this approach, political scientists assess their
hypotheses about the causes of the phenomena they study. Therefore, a “counterfactual
is a thought experiment, in the methodological meaning of the word: it allows for the
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manipulation of the variable of interest while controlling for other variables”
(Haverland 2005). According to Gaglio (2004, 538) in order to do this:
“one simply changes, alters, or mutates something in the chain of events. The change
can be accomplished in a variety of ways, such as by changing the amount or degree of
some element, deleting it altogether, substituting something else entirely different,
leaving the original element in but adding more elements, and so on”.
Therefore, the researcher only has to mentally construct the situation in which the key
variable is absent or changed, thus creating a counterfactual scenario (Haverland 2005).
Experts regard this methodology as particularly useful in small-N research designs.
“Scholars in comparative politics and international relations routinely evaluate causal
hypotheses by discussing or simply referring to counterfactual cases in which a
hypothesized causal factor is supposed to have been absent”. (Fearon 1991)

As Haverland (2005) argues, this method is also “recommended when the hypothesized
relationships are rather complex: involving a large number of variables with intricate
interactions between them.” In the latter procedure, the researcher checks the
association and the outcomes of the simulated scenarios. If successful, the results of the
scenarios tend to support the hypothesis that the proposed cause in fact produces (or
produced) the proposed effect (Fearon 1991). The exercise consists of imagining and
thinking about the counterfactual scenarios through answering these two questions:

S1) What would Morocco’s situation be today, regarding issue X, in a hypothetical
scenario in which Morocco did not cooperate on migration control with Spain and
the EU?

S2) What would Morocco’s situation be today, regarding issue X, in a hypothetical
scenario in which Morocco cooperated unconditionally on migration control in
relation to Spain and the EU?

I will answer these two questions, taking the key issues and events in SpanishMoroccan relations previously analyzed into account, and trying to imagine what their
outcome would be (see Table 6). The key issues and events are: A) ENP, European
Neighbourhood Policy; B) Euro-African Conference of Rabat in 2006; C) Advanced
Status; D) political support during the Arab Spring; E) Western Sahara; F) Ceuta and
Melilla and the Spanish islands; (G) Fisheries Agreements; H) visas, investment and
development aid; I) regional leadership; and J) overall bilateral relations with Spain.
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ENP, European Neighbourhood Policy (A): As already explained, the ENP
Programme was primarily an EU tool to motivate Maghreb countries to cooperate on
migration control. The ENP was a carrot to make neighbouring countries cooperate,
rather than a reward depending on migration control results or evidence. Countries
excluded from the ENP have also cooperated on migration control (Libya), and
countries cooperating conditionally on migration control have been included in ENP
(Tunisia, Egypt). Therefore, in both scenarios (S1 and S2), Morocco would probably be
part of the ENP, and therefore migration control might have a secondary role in this
issue. However, as documented above, at present Morocco is the largest recipient of EU
funds under the European Neighbourhood Policy. Morocco would probably not receive
this amount of funds if it did not cooperate (S1). Turning to (S2), I do not think
Morocco would receive additional funds if it cooperated unconditionally, since the ENP
funds are designed to motivate cooperation, rather than to be a reward to compensate for
full cooperation.
Euro-African Conference of Rabat in 2006 (B): in Scenario (1), the conference
would not have taken place, or at least would not been organized by Morocco. This
conference took place partly due to the tragedies of Ceuta and Melilla in 2005. In the
wake of the tragedy, Morocco made several attempts to help Spain control irregular
migration. By doing this, Morocco convinced Spain to conjointly organize the
conference in Rabat. In Scenario (2), the conference might not have taken place at all.
The conference of 2006 was built on the need to promote development policies in
migrant sending states. Morocco led the organization of the Rabat Conference in 2006,
precisely because of its conditional cooperation. Therefore, Morocco cooperating
unconditionally on migration control would not have had the credibility and bargaining
position to: first, organize the conference; second, to ensure the participation of
countries from both continents; and third, to present itself as the African spokesman,
reminding and pressuring the EU about the need to implement development policies in
order to address the root causes of migration. In a very optimistic scenario S2, the
conference would have taken place but the discussion about the need for development
policies would have been ignored.
Advanced Status (C): In Scenario 1 is is unlikely that Advanced Status would not
have been granted to Morocco. The EU gave Advanced Status to Morocco to reward it
for its cooperation in various matters, in which migration control cooperation played an
important role. In Scenario S2, the fact that Morocco would cooperate unconditionally
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in migration control, would have decreased the EU’s need to reward Morocco, and
therefore possibly Advanced Status would have been granted a few years later, for
reasons unrelated to migration.
Political support during the Arab Spring (D): In Scenario 1, it is likely that Spain
and the EU would not have supported an uncooperative Moroccan regime whichwould
go against Spanish and European interests. For this reason, Spain and the EU would
probably not have supported the old regime, expecting to get a more cooperative new
regime. In Scenario (S2), it is most likely that because of unconditional cooperation, the
Moroccan regime would still have obtained EU support, all depending, of course, on
other factors. In the case of Libya, Gaddafi cooperated on migration control before the
Arab Spring. When the revolts started in Libya, the EU remained neutral, but when
Gaddafi responded violently to peaceful demonstrations, the EU withdrew support for
the regime. In Morocco, Mohammed VI’s announcement of constitutional reform was
the key element that pushed the EU to immediately support the Moroccan king. The fact
that Morocco was cooperating on several issues, including migration control, may
explain why the EU and Spain were in such a rush to support Mohammed VI’s regime.
The Western Sahara (E): By accepting the establishment of Frontex operations
between the Western Sahara and the Canary Islands, and by agreeing to create joint
patrols in the same area with Spain, Morocco obtained the jurisdiction competences
over the Western Saharan coasts. Moreover, the fact that Morocco started to cooperate
in the Western Sahara after 2004, not only allowed it to bargain, but also to request that
Spain take a more pro-Moroccan position on the Western Sahara issue in international
settings (including UN negotiations). Such a positive situation for Morocco would not
have been possible in S1 or S2. In Scenario 1, non-cooperation could have provoked
sizeable negative consequences for Morocco. Non-cooperation would have provoked
massive flows of irregular migration from the Western Saharan coasts to the Canary
Islands (probably in similar numbers to those of 2004–2006; around 30,000 migrants
per year). These massive flows would not only have provoked a context of extremely
tense bilateral relations between Spain and Morocco, but Spain and the EU would also
have adopted a position against Moroccan interests in the Western Sahara. In Scenario
2, unconditional cooperation would have reduced bargaining power for Morocco, and
therefore Spain and the EU would have adopted, in certain cases, decisions and
positions (on the Western Sahara issue) which ran against Moroccan interests.
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Ceuta and Melilla and the Spanish islands (F): Scenario 1 of non-cooperation
would have motivated a situation of constant massive flows of irregular migration into
the two enclaves that would in turn have created a context of constant conflict and
enmity between Spain and Morocco. In scenario S2, Morocco would not, under any
circumstances, have obtained ‘moral victories’ as the one described in Section 3 of this
chapter. By cooperating unconditionally, Morocco would not have implemented an
instrumentalization of irregular migration for sovereignty purposes nor applied an issuelinkage strategy in order to obtain respect from Spain and meet some goals in relation to
Moroccan sovereignty and borders.
Fisheries Agreements (G): In scenarios S1 and S2, by not cooperating or by
cooperating unconditionally, Morocco would not have been able to apply an issuelinkage strategy (see Chapter 3).
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I) Regional Leadership
J) Overall Bilateral
Relation with Spain

H) Visas, investment and
aid for development

G) Fisheries Agreements

F) Ceuta and Melilla and
the Spanish islands

NO – International Isolation
Relation of unsustainable constant
conflicts and tensions. Situation of
enmity between the two countries

Unlimited conflicts with Spain with
the two cities at the core of the
tensions
Uncertain but Morocco would have
not been able to implement an issuelinkage strategy
NO

NO

Possibly NO
NO

NO – would not have taken place

B) Euro-African
Conference, Rabat 2006

C) Advanced Status 2008
D) Political Support of
Spain/ EU - Arab Spring
E) Western Sahara Support
from Spain/EU

Possibly YES but less funds

S1: Weak or non-cooperation

*Current and past
Moroccan cooperation
A) ENP 2003

S2: Unconditional Cooperation
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Embedded bilateralism, strong
interdependence, mutual respect

Increasing number of visas and
important financial support from
Spain
YES (see Chapter 6, section 4)

Morocco used an issue-linkage
strategy using MCC

YES, both Spain and the EU now
have a more pro-Moroccan
position than a decade ago.
Morocco cooperates on MCC but
also wins ‘moral victories’

Less leadership than in a context with conditional cooperation and clearly
subjected to Spanish and EU interests and pressures
Low possibilities of escalation of tensions. Important asymmetry of power
between Spain and Morocco, with lower Moroccan negotiation power than
in a context of conditional cooperation. Maybe the Perejil conflict would
not have taken place?

Fewer visas and less aid

Uncertain but probably Morocco would not have been able to implement a
strong issue-linkage strategy

Spain would ignore Moroccan sovereignty claims

YES but not complete support from Spain and the EU. More room for
manoeuvre for Spain/EU

Morocco is the largest recipient of
YES
funds under the ENP
Morocco organized the
NO – Or exclusively about migration and border control but not about
conference (see Chapter 4,
development and root-causes of migration
Section 1.1)
YES, in 2008
YES but possibly a few years later
YES, strong support from both
YES

Current situation

Table 5: Counterfactual scenarios of Moroccan non-cooperation and unconditional cooperation

Visas, investment and aid for development (H): Something similar has happened with
visas issued by Spain (section 1.3) and investment and development aid (see section
1.2). The conditional cooperation of Morocco is what made Spain and the EU
implement a strategy of offering visas and investment to Morocco in exchange for
cooperation. Therefore, in scenario S1, it is most likely that Spain would not have
issued many visas for Moroccan nationals, and that the economic cooperation I have
described previously would not have taken place. In scenario S2, Spain and the EU
might have given certain benefits to Morocco, but probably to a lesser extent. Spain and
the EU would have made some investments, but more as a subsequent reward, rather
than as a prior incentive or reciprocal exchange.
Regional leadership (I) and the overall bilateral relationship with Spain (J): the
non-cooperation (scenario S1) would have had the worst results for Morocco in this
regard. Morocco might not have become a regional leader and a key partner of Spain
and the EU. By not cooperating, Morocco would have been isolated in the international
context, and it would have created a seriously hostile relationship with Spain. In
scenario S2, Morocco would have obtained certain benefits and obtained a certain
weight in the international context but, on the negative side, the present interdependence
framework between Spain and Morocco would have been weaker. Morocco would have
a weaker bargaining position and might have been subject to Spanish and EU interests
and pressures, and it would have been above all in a worse situation (from the
perspective of Moroccan interests) in relation to Ceuta and Melilla and the Western
Sahara (the two main priorities of Mohammed VI). Moreover, it is possible that the
Perejil Island conflict would have never taken place. Indeed, the Spanish-Moroccan
tensions related to irregular migration during the previous months before the Perejil
conflict seem to acquire extra importance when we imagine a scenario without
immigration or with unconditional Moroccan cooperation.

6. Conclusion
In this chapter, I have demonstrated that MCC and its interdependence with other issues
has played a key role in turning the Spanish-Moroccan relationship into an increasingly
complex interdependence relationship, empowering the bargaining position of Morocco
in relation to Spain.
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The Moroccan economy has witnessed important reforms that have allowed
Morocco not only to grow, but also to become one of the strongest and most promising
economies of Africa. Moreover, the Arab Spring and the still unstable situation of its
North African neighbours have permitted Morocco to be the most important economy of
the zone to which many foreign direct investments are being redirected. The EU, and
especially Spain, have had an important role in the improvement of the Moroccan
economy. The Spanish/EU investments, trade exchanges, financial support and aid for
development have contributed positively to the economic growth of Morocco.
Moreover, the promotion of temporary visas for Moroccan nationals by the Spanish
government, among other elements, have played an important role in the economic
development of Morocco. All of these have appeared as the result of good relations
between Spain/EU and Morocco; relations which, among other things, also depend on
Moroccan cooperation on migration issues.
As regards the influence of the EU and Spain on political reform in Morocco, we
note that they have not exerted pressure or pushed for significant reforms. The EU and
Spanish interest and priority of ensuring regional stability and the fear of terrorism and
massive flows of irregular migration explain why in many cases they preferred to
support small reforms instead of criticizing Morocco for its semi-autocratic regime.
Moreover, several events have shown that Morocco has not lost sovereignty and
control over its borders due to its close cooperation on migration and border control
with the EU and Spain. On the contrary, it seems to be using its cooperation on
migration control and the context of good bilateral relations with Spain to try to open a
channel of dialogue over the sovereignty of Ceuta and Melilla and the small Spanish
islands near Morocco.
Finally, the analysis of counterfactual scenarios demonstrates that conditional MCC
has been, and remains, a determining factor in Morocco’s empowerment. Indeed, the
reasoning and imagination of these fictitious scenarios prove that Morocco has
cooperated very strategically, finding the most beneficial level of cooperation for its
goals and interests in relation to every issue and on every migration route. Moreover,
these scenarios have also corroborated the fact that migration and MCC are intensely
intertwined with the main Spanish-Moroccan issues, which has in turn increased their
bilateral interdependence and the strength of the Moroccan position.
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CHAPTER 7: ASSESSING THE TERMS, FACTORS AND IMPACT
OF THE SPANISH-MOROCCAN MIGRATION CONTROL
COOPERATION

In this thesis I have carried out an in-depth analysis of more than twenty-five years of
Spanish-Moroccan migration control cooperation, taking into account the influence of
their bilateral relations, their interdependence framework, and their bargaining
strategies. From this analysis we can affirm that Morocco has instrumentalized
migration to obtain bargaining power, and that Morocco has effectively been
empowered through migration control cooperation.
In this concluding chapter, I integrate and evaluate the main findings of the study.
The main issues on which this thesis has tried to shed some light are: the terms of
Spanish-Moroccan MCC; the factors playing a key role in its construction and
consolidation; Morocco’s bargaining strategies and instrumentalization in the bilateral
and multilateral interdependent framework; and the consequences of this MCC.
I use the Spanish-Moroccan case to demonstrate the need to take into account power
relations and geostrategic factors when dealing with and evaluating EU and memberstate migration control policies in cooperation with third countries. My findings point to
inconsistencies in the prevailing conceptualization of the externalization of migration
policies and borders and lead me to propose a broader theoretical framework for the
analysis and understanding of migration control cooperation between receiving and
migrant sending states.

1. Outsourcing, off-shoring and degree of cooperation in the SpanishMoroccan MCC
To what extent has migration control been outsourced and off-shored from Spain to
Morocco? To answer this question we first need to analyze the cases in which Morocco
implements migration control tasks (outsourcing); second, the cases in which Spain
carries out migration control tasks outside its jurisdiction (off-shoring); and third, the
degree of Morroco’s involvement in the first and in the second aspects. Finally, we must
distinguish, outsourcing, off-shoring and degree of cooperation for the three migratory
routes from Morocco to Spain (see Tables 6–8).
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Examining the Mediterranean route (see Table 6), we can say that off-shoring only
occurs at the Strait of Gibraltar, where it is difficult to demarcate the territorial waters,
since the distance from one country to the other is only 14 kilometers. However, this
off-shoring is mainly implemented by SIVE radars that can monitor 15 miles from the
Spanish coast. For this short stretch of its coast, Spain monitors therefore all its
maritime waters (twelve miles from the coast as per the Law of the Sea), but also part of
international waters (approximately three additional miles). In the Strait of Gibraltar,
these fifteen miles mean that Spain also monitors Moroccan waters. The literature
points out that there is also off-shoring with joint patrols that have been implemented
since 2004 in Mediterranean Moroccan waters (see Chapter 3). However, these joint
patrols have only occurred sporadically, a few weeks every summer and with just a few
Guardia Civil officers in a couple of Moroccan patrols. In other words, these joint
patrols have been more symbolic than effective.387 Apart from this, no off-shoring
measures have been implemented on Moroccan land or in Moroccan territorial waters.
As regards outsourcing, the Moroccan police control the interception of boats with
irregular migrants in Moroccan waters. They also arrest or intercept irregular migrants
both on the coast and inland, and then deport them to the Moroccan border with Algeria
or Mauritania. However, this Moroccan borderwork has not been able to prevent
approximately 2,500 migrants from reaching the Spanish southern shores each ear (or
1,200 migrants in forty-eight hours in August 2014).
For each jurisdiction where off-shoring and outsourcing measures have been
implemented, there have been different degrees of cooperation and involvement of
Morocco in migration control. Spain implements unilateral measures in its jurisdiction,
and to some extent also in international waters. In Moroccan waters, there is
participation in the case of joint patrols (when they take place), but also a transfer of
responsibility since Morocco continuously intercepts and arrests migrants in Moroccan
waters and on land to prevent them from boarding boats bound for Spain.
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There are no official documents describing the terms of these joint patrols, but there are several press
releases from the AUGC (the Union of the Guardia Civil) giving details on the sporadic joint patrols, and
also the joint patrols cancelled in 2010 as a consequence of the bilateral tensions.
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MoroccanAlgerian or
MoroccanMauritanian
sovereignty

Moroccan
sovereignty

International
sovereignty

Spanish
sovereignty

Moroccan border
with Algeria or
Mauritania

Moroccan land

Moroccan land
coasts

Moroccan waters

Spanish land and
coast
Spanish
territorial waters
international
waters

Moroccan police controls Moroccan
waters, intercepting boats with irregular
migrants
Moroccan police controls the coasts and
avoids irregular migrants to board on
boats
Apprehension and deportation of
irregular migrants in other parts and cities
of the country
Deportation of irregular migrants
intercepted or arrested on the coasts or in
other parts of Moroccan territory

-

-
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NO

NO

Transfer of responsibility

Transfer of
responsibility/ Capacitybuilding
Transfer of responsibility
/ Capacity-building

Transfer of
responsibility/ Capacitybuilding/ Participation

Only at the Strait of Gibraltar, 1) since 2002, the
radars of the SIVE can monitor part of the Moroccan
Waters. 2) Sporadic Joint Patrols since 2004, with a
few Guardia Civil in Moroccan patrols
NO

Unilateral

Unilateral

Type/Level of
Cooperation
Unilateral

SIVE (3miles)

-

-

Externalization of migration control - Mediterranean route
Outsourcing
Off-shoring

Table 6: Scope of externalization of migration control on the Mediterranean route

The Ceuta and Melilla cases (Table 7) are more complex than the Mediterranean route
(Table 6), due to the difficulty of demarcating the water and land jurisdictions of both
cities. For example, off-shoring has been limited to the intangible cooperation of the
Guardia Civil who, using long-distance cameras and helicopters, has been able to detect
groups of migrants trying to climb the fences near the Moroccan perimeter and hills
around Ceuta and Melilla.
The interesting fact is that outsourcing has taken place on this route, with all the
scope and jurisdictions possible, including Spanish jurisdiction. In other words,
Morocco has implemented border control tasks (outsourcing) in Spanish jurisdictions
(Moroccan off-shoring; see Chapter 6). Concretely, Moroccan forces have carried out
the task of stopping irregular migrants trying to enter the two enclaves on Spanish land
and at the fences (which are on Spanish territory), in parts of the Spanish waters, and on
Moroccan land and in the hills around the fences. The police regularly arrest irregular
migrants throughout the country, and deport those who are intercepted or arrested near
the two enclaves at the Moroccan borders with Algeria.
There have been several stages of cooperation and involvement of Morocco in the
different jurisdictions involved in this route. For example, there has been unilateral
implementation since Spain has had to build and reinforce the fences of both cities in its
own jurisdiction several times. Spain also regularly informs Moroccan forces about the
detection of groups of migrants or boats approaching the Spanish cities, and there is also
a transfer of responsibility, since Morocco intercepts migrants in Moroccan waters and
on land to prevent them from climbing the fences. Morocco also periodically dismantles
the camps of irregular migrants situated in the Moroccan hills a few kilometers from the
cities. Finally, we can say that there has been consent by the destination country, since
Spain has let Moroccan police enter Spanish jurisdiction in order to arrest migrants.
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MoroccanAlgerian or
MoroccanMauritanian
sovereignty

Moroccan
sovereignty

Spanish
sovereignty

Moroccan
border with
Algeria or
Mauritania

Moroccan Land

Moroccan land
near the fences

Spanish
territorial
waters
Moroccan
waters

Spanish land
and fences

Arrest of irregular migrants
intercepted on the hills and in other
parts of the country
Deportation of irregular migrants
intercepted or arrested on the coasts
or in other parts of Moroccan territory

Moroccan forces stopping irregular
migrants at the base of the fences or
pulling them off from the fences
Moroccan patrols intercepting and
receiving intercepted migrants from
the Guardia Civil in Spanish waters
Moroccan patrols intercepting and
receiving intercepted migrants from
the Guardia Civil
Moroccan police control the perimeter
near the fences; dismantling irregular
migrants’ camps near the fences
(Gourougou)
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NO

NO

NO (physically). BUT Spanish forces
monitor the Moroccan perimeter and hills
through long distance cameras and
helicopters (overflying the fences/Spanish
jurisdiction)

NO

-

-

Externalization of migration control - Ceuta and Melilla
Outsourcing
Off-shoring

Table 7: Scope of externalization of migration control in Ceuta and Melilla

Transfer of responsibility

Transfer of responsibility

Transfer of responsibility/
Participation

Type/Degree of
cooperation
Consent of destination state
/ Transfer of responsibility /
Unilateral
Consent of destination state
/ Transfer of responsibility /
Unilateral
Transfer of responsibility/
Participation

MoroccanAlgerian or
MoroccanMauritanian
sovereignty

Western
Sahara /
Moroccan
jurisdiction

Spanish
sovereignty

Moroccan border
with Algeria or
Mauritania

Western Sahara /
Moroccan land

Spanish islands
Spanish territorial
waters
international
waters
Western Sahara
waters

deportation of irregular migrants
intercepted or arrested on the coasts
or in other parts of Moroccan
territory

Moroccan Police control the coasts
and prevent irregular migrants from
boarding boats
irregular migrants intercepted

-

-
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NO

YES (Mixed Joint Patrols since 2004)

YES (Mixed Joint Patrols since 2004)

Frontex operations

-

Externalization of migration control - Western Sahara/Moroccan coasts
Outsourcing
Off-shoring

Table 8: Scope of externalization of migration control on the Western Sahara/Moroccan coasts

Transfer of
responsibility

Participation / Transfer
of responsibility

Unilateral /
Participation

Unilateral

Type/Degree of
cooperation
Unilateral
Unilateral

The case of the Western Sahara route (see Table 8) is s complex disputes over
sovereignty. There is off-shoring when Frontex patrols parts of the Western Saharan
waters, and when the Guardia Civil patrols the Western Saharan coasts and land in
mixed joint patrols with the Moroccan Gendarmerie since 2004. In this case, the joint
patrols are regular and continuous.
There is also outsourcing, since Moroccan forces intercept and prevent irregular
migrants from reaching the Canary Islands and have deported irregular migrants to the
border with Mauritania or to their countries of origin by charter flights.
There is a combination of degrees of involvement for this route. Unilateral actions by
Spain and the EU take place. There is also participation in the shape of regular joint
patrols, and a transfer of responsibility in the arrest and deportation of irregular
migrants throughout Moroccan territory.
In addition to the analysis of these tangible or visible degrees of cooperation, we can
also identify other degrees of cooperation that cannot be geographically located. For
example, in order to control migration, Morocco has accepted or requested material,
boats, patrols and economic support from Spain and the EU. In other words, Morocco
has accepted/requested funds and capacity-building resources to control irregular
migration in its own territory (see Chapters 3 and 5).
Scholars take the approval of Moroccan Immigration Law 02-03 and the ENP as
clear evidence of rule transfer/adoption of the acquis communautaire (Perrin 2009;
Lavenex 2004). However, as I have already shown, rather than being a by-product of
European migration policy, the adoption of these rules must be seen as geostrategic
moves by the Moroccan authorities to obtain international credibility and influence in
the region (Natter 2014).

2. The Expansion of the migration control area dependent on Moroccan
consent
Has the Spanish border been externalized, expanded or stretched to Moroccan territory?
The externalization of borders has been defined as a process “of territorial and
administrative expansion of a given state’s migration and border policy to third
countries” (Casas-Cortes, Cobarrubias and Pickles 2014), and “as the moving of border
and immigration controls outward from the external borderline of EU countries towards
the transit and source countries of migration” (Lutterbeck 2006), thus remapping and
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changing border logics within and beyond the EU (Casas-Cortes and Cobarrubias,
2007). These policies are “stretching the border” (Casas-Cortes, Cobarrubias and
Pickles 2010), and have created a much more complex geography of border
management, with “fuzzy borders”, “delocalized borders” or “functionally and spatially
mobile borders” (Anderson 2000; Lavenex and Uçarer 2004).
By analyzing the extent of outsourcing, off-shoring and degrees of involvement, we
can say (to a certain extent) that Spanish migration control, and therefore borderwork,
have been extended into the international and Moroccan jurisdictions. Moreover,
Morocco is implementing regular migration control throughout its territory, as Spain
and the EU have been requesting for many years (see Table 9).
However, my analysis shows that it is incorrect to say that the Spanish border has
been externalized, stretched or expanded, because of the combination of two elements.
On the one hand, receiving states have not transferred the border but only ‘the task of
border control’ or ‘borderwork’. The notion of borderwork illustrates the policies
analyzed here more accurately; as a phenomenon it “can take place on any spatial scale
from geopolitical to local” (Rumford 2008, 3). Moreover, by using the term
‘borderwork’ we can also describe the second element that puts into question the term
externalization of borders: ‘temporality’. As we have seen in the previous chapters,
Morocco may carry out this borderwork or not; and if it does, implementation may be
regular or sporadic. By using the term borderwork instead of borders we can see its
implementation by the migration sending state in a different spatial and temporal scale.
This perspective is what has allowed me to focus on non-actions of border control as
much as on actions (Heyman 2009).
Understanding the importance of these two dynamics allows us to observe many
cases of limited cooperation, non-cooperation or instrumentalization of border control
that cast doubt on the presumed expansion of borders. Instead, in the Spanish-Moroccan
case there has been a multiplication of migration controls, located in different
jurisdictions.
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MoroccanAlgerian or
MoroccanMauritanian
sovereignty

Moroccan
sovereignty

International
sovereignty

Spanish
sovereignty

Deportations

Moroccan cooperation

Moroccan land

Moroccan border
with Algeria or
Mauritania

Moroccan cooperation

mixed joint patrols

Moroccan waters

Moroccan land
coasts

SIVE (3miles)

international waters

Spanish territorial
waters

Spanish land and
coast / fences
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deportations

Moroccan cooperation (Spanish support
with cameras and helicopters)
Moroccan cooperation

Moroccan cooperation (Spanish support
with cameras and helicopters)

-

Externalization of borders
Mediterranean Route
Ceuta and Melilla
partial cession of Spanish sovereignty in
exchange for Moroccan migration control
cooperation (fences)
partial cession of Spanish sovereignty in
exchange for Moroccan migration control
cooperation

Table 9: Scope of the externalization of border

deportations

Moroccan cooperation

YES (mixed joint patrols)

YES (mixed joint patrols)

YES (Frontex operations)

-

-

Western Sahara

These controls may come under the control of Spain, Morocco, or even Mauritania
but, in any case, now irregular migrants not only have to cross a single border but
several jurisdictions, each of which functions as a border. For this reason, it is more
appropriate to say that today destination states have multiplied border controls through
outsourcing and off-shoring mechanisms, or metaphorically, that borders have been
multiplied to some extent, due to the proliferation of border controls and the extension
of the area where irregular migrants can be intercepted.
This multiplication of border-control practices has in turn provoked an expansion of
the area within which migrants trying to reach Spanish territory can be arrested.
Irregular migrants have to face controls within Moroccan sovereignty (from Moroccan
forces) in every jurisdiction involved, including within Spanish territory in Ceuta and
Melilla. In Moroccan waters and on the Moroccan coast, Moroccan police forces patrol
the beaches to prevent irregular migrants from boarding boats bound for Spain. On
Moroccan land, the Moroccan police force arrests irregular migrants or dismantles the
camps of irregular migrants or arrested them in their apartments. At the Algerian or
Mauritanian border Moroccan police forces usually deport irregular migrants arrested
within the territory. These measures expand the area of migration control (borderwork)
from the Spanish shores to Algerian or Mauritanian territory.
It is therefore incorrect to say that the externalization of borders blurs the
‘outside/inside’ of European borders (Casas-Cortes, Cobarrubias and Pickles 2010). In
actual fact, the Spanish southern border (European border) has been strongly reinforced
since 2002, and today it is more clearly defined (except for Ceuta and Melilla) and more
reinforced than ever. While the Spanish-European border is clearly delimitated, I argue
that in the following three respects, it has been blurred.
First, it is blurred where irregular migrants face the first migration/border control
(established directly or indirectly due to European interests) during their outbound
journey (from their home country to Europe). Second, after crossing this ‘first border’
(or border control) it is not clear how many other migration/border controls they have to
face before they reach Europe. Third, it is not clear to what extent all these
migration/border controls are regular or sporadic. In sum, the Spanish/European border
itself is not blurred, but the spatial, temporal and jurisdictional borderwork/border
cooperation of EU’s neighbours creates an expansive zone of uncertainty where
migrants trying to cross the border face potential controls. This thesis has tried to shed
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light on these blurred borders by analyzing where and when border/migration controls
have multiplied, and when and where (and why) Morocco has refused to cooperate.
My evaluation concludes that countries such as Spain are dependent on the will of
neighbour countries such as Morocco to cooperate on migration control. The will of the
EU’s neighbours to cooperate on border control could hypothetically allow destination
countries to expand, extend, or stretch borders. However, the border control cooperation
of migrant sending states is too fragile, temporary, unstable, dispersed, and above all too
dependent on their goodwill and interests, for us to affirm that the EU borders have
been expanded. There is a big difference between the objective of destination states to
expand and externalize borders and the outcome that consists in the implementation of
different types of off-shoring and outsourcing border control measures, with varying
different scope and jurisdictions, all dependent on the constant goodwill, acceptance,
involvement and commitment of EU neighbour countries.
Metaphorically, the Spanish border may be more of a fortress than ever on Spanish
shores and in international waters; however, outside its territorial jurisdiction it should
only be considered as a blurred area of migration control, encompassing several
jurisdictions where different types of borderwork are being discreetly carried out by
Morocco, depending on its changing will and interests.
Furthermore, although the police and security forces of both Spain and Morocco are
working in coordination, the externalization of migration policies is not provoking a
loss of border control capacity for Morocco or a loss of its sovereignty. I have explained
how, under no circumstances, have Spanish or EU forces been allowed to cross into and
physically control Moroccan jurisdiction. On the contrary, Morocco has ‘gained’ some
sovereignty over certain jurisdictions and spaces, and has been granted permission to
enter Spanish territory to control migration in exchange for its cooperation on migration
control. In recent years, Morocco has, occasionally even violated Spanish jurisdiction.
These cases of partial cession of sovereignty from a destination state to a sending state
merit further analysis. Not only would it bring new insights for the study of borders but
it would also add a new perspective to the terms outsourcing and externalization of
migration policies.
Concepts such as ‘the externalization of borders’ or ‘Fortress Europe’ may be catchy
and appropriate for political and human rights campaigns, but they do not give us an
accurate idea of what is occurring in the Spanish-Moroccan case.
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3. Violations of irregular migrants’ human rights
The externalization of the protection of asylum-seekers’ and irregular migrants’ rights
in the Spanish-Moroccan case is only dealt with marginally in this thesis, but here I
want to add a few reflections. On the one hand, Spain and the EU have tried to
externalize the asylum process to Morocco, by considering Morocco a safe third country
and by funding the opening of UNHCR offices for refugees and asylum-seekers. Spain
is clearly trying to move away from legal responsibilities and duties regarding irregular
migrants. The joint patrols and the capacity-building offered to Morocco in order to stop
boats carrying irregular migrants are clear evidence of burden-shifting. There is also an
externalization of states’ violent tools against irregular migration. The violation of
migrants’ rights by Moroccan police forces in the irregular migrant camps, the violence
used to stop irregular migrants when they try to climb the fences, or the deportations to
Algeria and Mauritania without respecting basic human rights, are all clear evidence of
the Spanish externalization of coercive tools to deal with irregular migration to
Morocco.
On the other hand, there is some evidence to show that the transfer of
responsibilities or outsourcing is still limited. Morocco has its own immigration policy
(Natter 2014; Iglesias 2010, 287), and therefore all the arrests and deportations are
carried out because of its own decisions to control migration. Many countries in the
world, including developing countries, have their own immigration and deportation
policies without being under pressure from a developed country to implement such
policies. Malaysia, for example (Garces-Mascareñas 2012), deports thousands of
irregular migrants every month as a part of its own immigration policy. Moreover, even
if it were the case that Spain has externalized its own coercive tools against irregular
migration to Morocco, the recent deaths of sub-Saharan migrants in Ceuta, because of
Guardia Civil actions, are clear evidence that Spain is still using violent measures to
cope with irregular migration.
“Since 2012, we have observed a substantial increase in requests for voluntary
return of sub-Saharan migrants; the sub-Saharan migrants in Morocco now live
in a more precarious and difficult situation than before, and we have observed a
tougher situation or [Moroccan] policy vis-à-vis migrants. Their lives have
become almost impossible with daily raids and refoulements.”
Anke Strauss
International Organization of Migration in Morocco, Rabat
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For this reason, as I argued in the previous section, it is more accurate to say that the
Spanish-Moroccan MCC has provoked an expansion of the area where human rights of
irregular migrants are being violated. This area stretches from the Spanish coasts to
Mauritania, including the several jurisdictions in Moroccan territory, Ceuta, Melilla,
and the international waters between Morocco and Spain.

4. Empowerment through cooperation and factors of the SpanishMorocco migration control (non-)cooperation
Cooperation between Spain and Morocco on migration control is based on two main
factors: Spain’s need to control immigration and dependency on Morocco to do so; and
Morocco’s goal of becoming a non-subordinate key partner of Spain and the EU at
large. These factors explain why Moroccan migration control cooperation with Spain
(and the EU) did not was not set up until the terms of the bilateral relationship and
bilateral agenda had been renegotiated. The Perejil Island crisis led to a reconfiguration
of the basis of the bilateral relationship. This stablished new bilateral terms beneficial
for Morocco; not only would Spain no longer use threats or exert pressure discourse and
actions, but the unresolved issues were either left aside or Spain adopted a more proMoroccan position (e.g. the Western Sahara issue).
Spanish foreign affairs policy since 2004 has been based on solidarity, respect,
investment and support for Morocco (Wunderlich 2010; González del Miño 2005;
Willis 2012, 328), and has been the determining element consolidating the permanent
cooperation of Morocco on migration control. By privileging and prioritizing Morocco
as an ally in the region, Spain and the EU turned it into an important EU partner in the
region thus ensuring its permanent cooperation. The continuous Spanish investment and
economic exchange with Morocco reinforced the ties of cooperation between the two
countries, making migration control cooperation stronger and more stable.
Relevant events and the international context have also helped to reinforce the
bilateral relationship and, indirectly, migration control cooperation. On the one hand,
terrorist attacks and natural disasters involving both countries created a reciprocal
solidarity that helped to strengthen their ties and cool down tensions. On the other hand,
the international context also favoured the normalization and consolidation of the
bilateral relationship. The jihadist threat, the economic crisis, and the Arab Spring
revolution have all helped strengthen the bilateral relationship. Despite the challenging
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economic, political and religious dynamics, Morocco and Spain have adopted decisions
and actions which bridge differences and follow the same common path, rather than
being driven further apart or being set against each other.
In sum, MCC can be explained as the result of a renewed bilateral relationship
between Spain and Morocco. This is maintained and consolidated with a continuous,
respectful and cautious discourse on both sides (above all, Spain), leaving aside
bilaterally contentious issues, and developing a relationship based on exchanges and
increasing bilateral interdependence and embeddedness.
Moreover, in this thesis, I have demonstrated that through migration control
cooperation, Morocco has gained power in economic, political, diplomatic, and regional
terms. Since Morocco and Spain redefined the bilateral relationship and reinforced their
migration control cooperation, a series of factors have demonstrated the increasing
support that Morocco has received from Spain and the EU over the years. The ENP,
Advanced Status, the political and economic support during and after the Arab Spring,
the increasing pro-Moroccan position of Spain on the Western Sahara, or the substantial
Spanish and EU investment and economic exchange are just some examples of the
increasing interconnection and interdependence between Morocco and Spain/EU.
This interdependence has benefitted Morocco due to Spanish and EU vulnerabilities
and sensitivities. The EU’s and Spanish fears of massive flows of irregular migration,
terrorism and regional instability have reinforced Morocco’s position to a considerable
extent, empowering its bargaining position. In other words, by conditionally
cooperating on irregular migration, using Spanish and EU vulnerability and sensitivity
strategically in its own favour, Morocco has reinforced its bargaining position vis-à-vis
Spain and the EU.
These fears explain why Morocco has not only been offered international legitimacy
and support, in spite of implementing relatively minor political reform in its semiautocratic regime, but also why the EU and Spain have chosen not to use pressure and
conditionality measures against Morocco. The EU and Spain not only want to maintain
the confidence and cooperative climate with Morocco, but they also want to ensure
limited political reforms that would not jeopardize the stability of the Moroccan regime.
Conditionality and pressure policies were no longer credible given Spanish and EU
fears. This in turn improved Morocco’s bargaining power during the negotiations over
key issues, such as the Fisheries Agreements.
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Moreover, the presence of terrorism and political unrest in all its North African
neighbours has made Morocco look like an oasis of stability in the region. This has in
turn redirected most of the foreign direct investments from neighbouring countries to
Morocco, making it one of the most important economies in the region. The economic
crisis in Europe and the context of economic growth in Morocco has reinforced the
trade and economic ties with the EU (specifically with Spain), again increasing the
economic interdependence between Morocco, Spain and the EU.
The role of irregular migration and MCC has determined the progressive
empowerment of Morocco over the years. Morocco has applied migration policy as a
foreign policy instrument (Thiollet 2011, 13; Natter 2014, 3; De Wenden 2010, 13), but
it has also instrumentalized irregular migration, MCC and non-cooperation as foreign
policy tools. Therefore, it has being successful at implementing an issue-linkage
strategy by taking advantage of the Spanish dependency on Moroccan cooperation to
control irregular migration.
Morocco has used this dependency and irregular migration to lead the bilateral
relationship to a turning point (the Perejil Island conflict) that redefined the
relationship’s terms in a way that has benefitted Morocco in the medium and long term.
These new bilateral terms are based not only on Spain avoiding any action or public
discourse that could be defined as a threat or pressure; Morocco has also been
successful in pushing Spanish governments to switch from a neutral position over the
Western Sahara to a pro-Moroccan position. Morocco seems to be using its own
willingness to cooperate and the context of a good bilateral relationship to open a
channel of dialogue with Spain over the sovereignty of Ceuta and Melilla and the
Spanish islands.
During the last decade, Morocco has applied a strategic conditional cooperation on
migration control. It can be called strategically conditional for three reasons. First, the
cooperation has been progressively expanded geographically. In other words, Morocco
has not offered its cooperation on all its territory or all at once. It has done this locally
depending on the migratory route and, above all, depending on the ‘carrots’ that Spain
and the EU were offering. In this way, Morocco has not negotiated its cooperation by
migratory route, which allowed it to bargain with Spain up to three times instead of just
once, obtaining additional benefits with each negotiation. Second, these negotiations
were conditional on Spain’s good behaviour (i.e. without threats or pressure). If Spain
displayed ‘bad behaviour’ on one of the key issues of the bilateral relationship then an
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act of non-cooperation from Morocco usually followed. Third, Morocco’s cooperation is
also conditional on the tangible and intangible support of Spain and the EU: on the one
hand, migration control is expensive and Morocco is not willing to bear the entire cost.
For this reason, it has cooperated only after receiving material and financial support to
control migration. On the other hand, Morocco has progressively increased its
cooperation after receiving other types of benefits, such as an increase of temporary
visas for Moroccan nationals, economic support from the EU, the Advanced Status, etc.
In sum, Morocco has been progressively empowered through migration control
cooperation, economic progress, being upgraded in the international scene (as a key
actor in the region), and by improving its role and negotiation power in relation to Spain
and the EU.

5. Externalization, cooperation, instrumentalization, empowerment,
interdependence, embeddedness, integration: the terms of the SpanishMoroccan MCC
Although the term ‘externalization’ refers to the transfer and delegation of a task to
another state, in the Spanish-Moroccan case we have seen that the task of controlling
migration has not been shared (or transferred or delegated), but stepped up and
implemented by both countries. Spain has not rid itself of the responsibility for
migration control, and therefore it has not transferred the task of migration control.
Instead, in the last decade, it has reinforced the fences and the control of its national
territorial waters. In parallel to this fortification process in its jurisdiction, Spain also
asked for help and cooperation from Morocco. Therefore, Spain has continued
controlling migration, reinforcing and increasing its measures of control, while
simultaneously funding Morocco and negotiating the implementation of migration
control outside its jurisdiction.
As I explained at the beginning of this thesis, the extent and value of the outsourcing
measures rejected by sending countries have not yet been fully assessed. By analyzing
the case of Morocco, I have shown that Spain has outsourced an important part of its
migration control measures to Morocco, but also that Morocco has rejected adopting
many others (see Chapter 5). These non-acts or refusals of cooperation need to be taken
into account by scholars in the future.
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In recent years, Spain has qualified Moroccan cooperation as excellent and a
landmark case of cooperation, notwithstanding the fact that 3,000–5,000 immigrants
still reach Spanish destinations every year. These numbers prove that every Moroccan
rejection should be seen as a bargaining asset. Readmitting irregular sub-Saharan
migrants or additional joint patrols would undermine Morocco’s negotiation power. By
non-cooperating in certain measures and places, Spain’s dependency on Morocco is
maintained as is Morocco’s bargaining power.
Morocco has also refused to implement certain migration control tasks or declined to
carry out others until Spain and the EU offered substantial compensation. Morocco has
only cooperated after long processes of bargaining and exchange, including
instrumentalizing of irregular migration and migration control cooperation, and
strategies of issue-linkage or reversed conditionality. This process has empowered
Morocco economically, politically and in the international scenario. All this proves that
Morocco cannot naively be seen as ‘Europe’s gendarme’ but is actually an EU partner
and neighbour that strongly bargains and rejects implementing EU migration policies
when such implementation would go against its interests.
The Spanish-Moroccan migration cooperation deals with a certain type of integration
process. As I explained earlier, the overall strong bilateral cooperation between Spain
and Morocco, the interdependence that has been built in the last decade, and the type of
migration control cooperation existing between them have more characteristics of an
integration process than of an externalization process. In other words, current SpanishMoroccan migration control cooperation resembles the migration control policies
implemented by Croatia during the accession process388 (policies requested as a
condition for Croatia’ joining the Schengen Agreement) than policies that can be
described as externalization or outsourcing. When analyzing migration control
cooperation at a particular moment in time and the way its measures are implemented,
any cooperation may seem to be either externalization or outsourcing. It is a fact that
Spain has funded and delivered material to Morocco for MCC purposes, but the United
Kingdom has also funded France which scholars preferred to call a “juxtaposed control”
or “cross-border cooperation”.389
388

Or a long time ago by Austria in order to join the Schengen area.
In September 2014, France and the UK announced an unprecedented agreement to manage irregular
migration at the Pas-de-Calais. It was unprecedented taking into account that for fifteen years the UK had
ignored French demands for help. This agreement consists of a British commitment to pay €5 million per
year (for three years) into a joint fund, to finance a plan to make the port of Calais secure. The plan is to
389
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These similarities can be explained by the level of interdependence, embeddedness
and de facto integration between Morocco and Spain/EU. Spanish-Moroccan
cooperation can only be understood within the framework of the progressive
rapprochement and integration of Morocco in different sectors of the EU, the increasing
interdependence and association between Spain and Morocco and their decision to turn
issues of conflict into areas of cooperation.
This interdependence and integration framework deserves to be further studied and
defined in the literature, since it could be the key to elaborating a theoretical framework
that explains and distinguishes the cooperation of the EU and member states with
migrant sending states. This theoretical framework can be used to explain the
cooperation of the EU with migrant sending states, but also to differentiate the factors
and reasons why cooperation with one neighbour country might work, while it fails with
another one. Scholars use terms such as ‘externalization’ or ‘governance’ in a very loose
way to refer to migration control policies that are actually being implemented in
different ways. The migration policies implemented in cooperation with countries such
as Morocco, Libya, Tunisia, Turkey or Senegal are all put in the same conceptual
toolbox without acknowledging their distinctions and details. Moreover, policies that
could be regarded as outsourcing in countries like France, Poland, Austria or Croatia
seem to be automatically perceived as ‘cooperation’ in the literature (Ryan and
Mitsilegas 2010, 275). This difference of labeling creates three important problems in
migration literature. First, scholars take for granted that migrant sending states
cooperate in migration control policies because of the power, persuasion or pressure of
the EU and its member states. Second, scholars omit that there are different types of
reasons/interests for which a country would agree to cooperate with the EU and member
states on irregular migration control. Third, they forget that there are different levels of
such cooperation. For this reason, I have tried to fill these gaps in the literature by
proposing an analytical framework of the different types of measures, outsourcing, offshoring, approaches, and degrees of involvement and participation (see Chapter 2).

build a four-meter high fence on the access by-pass to the boarding area and a secure parking area for
trucks waiting to board. This agreement came after several attempts of large groups of migrants tried to
enter the UK by hiding in trucks. See Le Monde, 22/09/2014. One year later, all these measures seemed to
be ineffective since massive groups of migrants were still continuously trying to reach the UK from
Calais. This is why the British Home Secretary, Theresa May, and her French counterpart, Bernard
Cazeneuve, announced additional measures in August 2015, including an additional €10 million to
increase French humanitarian assistance and to tighten security around the port and the Channel Tunnel.
See Reuters, 20/08/2015.
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This thesis has demonstrated the need to take into account power relations and
geostrategic contexts when dealing with and evaluating EU and member-state’
migration control policies in cooperation with third countries. From the analysis of the
Spanish-Moroccan case, I have extracted the following factors that can be used as a
theoretical framework to analyze and evaluate the bilateral cooperation between a
member state and migrant sending states.
First, we must analyze the bilateral relationship of the two countries involved by
examining two key elements. First the bilateral interdependence framework, which
refers to the needs and preferences of both countries, and asymmetries of vulnerability
and sensitivity. We need to identify the conflicts and issues that entangle the two
countries, analyzing the evolution in their positions over time. The key element in this
analysis is to situate the role of irregular migration and migration control cooperation
within this interdependence framework. Second, we must analyze the foreign policies of
both countries, their bargaining strategies, and their degree of bilateral tension,
closeness and cooperation. Apart from analyzing the role of immigration in the
bargaining strategies of both countries, for understanding bilateral cooperation the
consequences of key conflicts (such as the Perejil Island conflict) have to be studied
while factoring in the level of bilateral embeddedness.
The second required key element is to understand and evaluate the level of
association and integration between the migrant sending state and the EU. In other
words, we must take into account the analysis of the previous key element (the bilateral
dimension), and then understand what the role and influence of the EU and other
member states are in the bilateral relationship and bilateral cooperation. This analysis
however, has to take into account the degree of participation and involvement on
migration control cooperation, as well as the outsourcing, off-shoring and other types of
measures implemented, but also the cases of non-cooperation. In carrying out this
analysis I do not start from the perspective of whether or not there is a certain type of
EU governance (network, hierarchical, etc.), but I evaluate the degree of institutional
affiliation of the sending migration state, and the type of de jure and de facto integration
of that state in the EU.
After analyzing the degree of involvement of Morocco in EU migration policy within
the framework proposed by Lavenex (2004), I propose to consider also the highest
degree of involvement, i.e. integration, and to use it in a conceptually open manner.
This can be done by analyzing the interdependence and ties that exist between Morocco
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and the EU (see Chapter 6), the vulnerabilities and sensibility of the EU, the
competition between France and Spain, and the role and meaning of the ENP and the
Advanced Status in this interdependence. Taking the institutional affiliation
classification of Lavenex (2004; see Chapter 2), Morocco is within the ENP neighbours
category without accession options. Generally, this category of Neighbourhood
Association has been characterized by an asymmetry of power with the EU. However,
this category of association also implies, on the one hand, that the EU does not have the
‘carrot’ of accession to persuade ENP countries to cooperate, and, on the other hand,
that every neighbour country has different degrees of integration (Gstöhl 2015;
Schimmelfennig, Leuffen and Rittberger 2015; Leruth and Lord 2015; see Chapter 1).
This differentiation, and the link and combination of the effects of this type of
integration with the multilateral and bilateral interdependence frameworks (with the EU
and with the main EU member-state partner of the third country), have been largely
ignored in the literature.
Morocco now occupies a privileged position in this integration process in which it
can receive substantial ‘carrots’ without suffering the application of ‘sticks’. It cannot
be a member of the EU institutions, but neither is it constrained by the duties of major
reforms as are pre-accession countries. It cannot obtain the big ‘carrot of accession’ but
it already obtains the benefits of a sectoral and partial integration (Advanced Status
included). Morocco might be induced to make minor economic and political reforms to
please the EU but it is free enough to maintain its semi-authoritarian regime. Morocco
has to maintain cooperation on migration control, but its conditional and progressive
cooperation has brought it tangible and intangible benefits. Morocco needs Spain and
the EU, but Spain and the EU need Morocco too. In sum, Morocco has strategically
used the interdependence framework in its favour, taking advantage of the international
context and implementing a successful bargaining strategy. By doing so, Morocco has
managed to maneuver itself into a highly advantageous position in the integration
process with both Spain and the EU that provides it with strength and privilege in their
bargaining status in the North-African, Mediterranean and international scenarios.
Morocco has reached this position by strategically and conditionally cooperating on
migration control.
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6. Points for further research and generalizing the findings
By analyzing the Spanish-Moroccan case, I expected to do much more than simply
generate an initial hypothesis. My aim has been to develop new theoretical ideas that
can be used to evaluate and explain other cases. I will show now how my findings can
serve as a model to study other migration control cooperation agreements between
receiving and sending countries. I will also take a brief look at other issues and research
questions raised by this thesis and that require further research.

A) The Spanish-Moroccan case as a model for understanding other cases:
The first and priority issue (taking into account the current context of the EU and the
Mediterranean), is to what extend this research can shed light on other cases. To put it
bluntly, can this thesis be used to understand, evaluate and explain migration control
cooperation involving countries such as Libya, Tunisia and Turkey?390
From this thesis we can extract that in order to interpret and evaluate the bilateral
cooperation between a member state and one of its migrant sending state’s neighbours I
first analyze the power relations and geostrategic contexts between them (and with the
EU), and secondly, evaluate the cooperation on migration control between the member
states (and the EU) and the neighbour country. For the first dimension I will analyze:
the bilateral relationship of the two countries involved by examining the bilateral
interdependence framework (needs, preferences and asymmetries of vulnerability and
sensitivity); the level of association and integration between the migrant sending state
and the EU; the role of irregular migration and migration control cooperation within this
interdependence framework; and the foreign policies of both countries, their relations,
and their bargaining chips. For the second dimension, I examined the degree of
participation and involvement on migration control cooperation, together with
outsourcing, off-shoring and other types of measures implemented, but also the cases of
non-cooperation.
In order to implement this analytical framework to other cases it is important to start
by analyzing the range of different types of assets and bargaining chips available to the
neighbour country when bargaining with the member state (and the EU). In other words,
390
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to understand to what extent the neighbour country is able to influence an EU member
state and the EU, we have to take into account not only the elements with regard to
migration, but also take into account the complex bargaining game, interdependence
framework and the bargaining chips in the hands of the neighbour country.
Taking the cases of Morocco, Tunisia, Libya and Turkey, we can observe that they
can all use irregular migration as a bargaining chip, but that each one has a different
geostrategic situation and different range of other bargaining chips that can be used with
or independent of migration in order to exert a stronger leverage on the EU member
state and the EU. For example, Morocco has used a range of bargaining assets such as
the Fisheries Agreement or the fight against jihadist terrorism, but also other structural
issues and conflicts such as the territorial disputes (Ceuta and Melilla) and the Western
Sahara issue. Let us now briefly analyze the context of the other three neighbour
countries in order to identify their specific bargaining chips.
In Libya we can observe that it used its assets in the first decade of 2000 to become
an increasingly important partner of European countries in a number of key policy
fields. Three areas were of particular interest to the EU: immigration control, military
cooperation, and energy (oil and gas). By cooperating on these areas, but also by means
of threats, Gaddafi not only managed to get the economic embargo lifted and to
reestablish Libya’s international legitimacy (Perrin 2009), but also enjoyed increased
financial support (Paoletti and Pastore 2009). Moreover, as Libya played an
increasingly crucial role in several areas that are amongst the EU’s main security (and
commercial) interests in the Mediterranean, there was little, if any, inclination on the
part of European countries to raise the question of human rights in Libya (Lutterbeck
2009). However, since Libya slid into chaos in 2011 after the toppling and assassination
of Colonel Gaddafi, cooperation on different fields between the EU and Libya has been
interrupted due to civil war. In recent months, the UN has increased its efforts to
mediate and push the various factions towards accepting a peace agreement. In this
situation it is impossible for any EU migration control operation to prevent irregular
migrants from leaving Libyan territorial waters, since both the internationally
recognized government (based in the eastern town of Tobruk), and the Islamist-led
government (based in Tripoli), have threatened the EU that they will use any means
necessary to prevent any type of violation of the sovereignty of their territorial waters.
In the case of Tunisia, the EU managed to reduce the number of arrivals of irregular
migrants to Italy by convincing the Tunisian dictator, Ben Ali, to cooperate in migration
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control through established cooperative bilateral arrangements (Paoletti and Pastore
2010). Shortly after the uprising in Tunisia, the EU tried to reestablish re-admission
agreements and border control cooperation with the post-revolution transitional
authorities. However, despite the unequal power relations between the two shores of the
Mediterranean, the new Tunisian authorities have been reluctant and more difficult to
persuade into cooperating than their predecessor (Bartels 2015; Maccanico 2012, 2; Ben
Khalifa 2013, 182). As a consequence, the EU had to add dimensions of ‘technical
operational cooperation’ and ‘inclusive development’ (Cassarino and Lavenex 2012) as
well as ‘extra financial assistance’ to encourage the new Tunisian government to accept
the new bilateral arrangements (Fargues and Fanderich 2012, 7). Besides migration
control, since the end of the uprising Tunisia has also a triple asset that the EU is very
interested in: a combination of democracy, relative stability and moderate Islam. In
other words, the EU is not only interested in the political stability of Tunisia, but also in
the fact that Tunisia is currently the only ‘democratic’ regime in North Africa, and and
one of its better allies in the region in the fight against jihadist terrorism. The
opportunity of having a stable democratic moderate Islamic neighbour means that the
EU is obliged to support Tunisia, since a hypothetical political breakdown in the
country would also be considered as an EU failure in ensuring stability, democracy and
prosperity in its neighbourhood. It is probably for this reason that the EU has put
substantial efforts into supporting Tunisia economically in recent years in order to
strengthen the security sector and to support socio-economic and regional development.
The case of Turkey is also quite complex. The EU has a military and defense
dependency on Turkey and needs it to contain the increasingly difficult situation in the
Middle East. The war in Syria, instability in northern Iraq, the threat of ISIS and the
refugee crisis are all problems that the EU cannot resolve without Turkey’s cooperation.
In recent years its geostrategic situation and its membership of NATO have allowed
Turkey to increase its bargaining position. For decades Turkey has had a strong
geostrategic importance not only for the EU, but also for the West in general. Thisis
derived from at least four factors. First, its geostrategic position (stabilizing the Black
Sea region, controlling the Bosporus, its pivotal location between the Balkans and the
Middle East), allows it to serve not only as NATO’s South-Eastern anchor, but also to
play an active geo-strategic role in the region. Second, Turkey also has an important
role as an energy transit state. “Its geographical location makes Turkey an important
potential corridor in particular for gas and oil from Central Asia and other neighbouring
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countries to the EU. Turkey is already a major transit route for oil from Russia, and
Central Asia, to global markets”.391 Third, with its officially secular regime, Turkey has
in the past offered a dynamic alternative to religious fundamentalism, not only
containing the jihadist movements, but also playing a role of leader, mediator and link
between the Islamic and the Western world. Finally, Turkey is the gateway for irregular
migrants and refugees bound for Europe from the Middle East. In recent years, Turkey
has progressively increased its cooperation with the EU on migration control, but it has
refused to cooperate on measures such as readmission. Greece signed a readmission
protocol with Turkey in 2002, but it has not been implemented, with Turkey claiming
limited human and material resources to carry out the task (Triandafyllidou 2014).
However, the current refugee crisis has revealed how powerless and dependent on
Turkey the EU is when trying to reduce migration flows (Zaragoza-Cristiani 2015). The
arrival of massive flows of migrants in Europe has reinforced Turkey’s position and
increased its leverage. Since the crisis became critical in August 2015, the continuous
and mass arrivals in Greece seem to be to Turkey’s advantage. The EU and its member
states have been progressively stepping up their offers to persuade Turkey to cooperate
(3 billion Euros over two years, the reopening of negotiations on Turkish accession to
the EU, and the readmission agreement in exchange for the EU lifting visa requirements
for Turkish citizens in the Schengen zone by October 2016 (European Commission
2015). Therefore, the refugee crisis has clearly improved Turkey’s international
position. Moreover, the effective Turkish strategy of using the refugee crisis and the
desperate need of the EU leaders to stem refugee flows as bargaining chips has changed
the interdependence framework between Turkey and the EU. Turkey now has
unprecedented leverage and the EU has an extraordinary vulnerable dependence
(Keohane and Nye 2012, 10–11) on Turkey.
Therefore, using the theoretical framework presented here (and summarized earlier in
this section) and applying it to other cases, we must now take into account the following
factors:
First, we must evaluate several aspects of the context and characteristics related to
the migratory flow coming from a neighbour country such as: i) the actual capacity of
the neighbour country to cooperate on migration control: it may be the case that the
country has no resources or insufficient infrastructure to control migration by its own
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means (an argument actually used by Morocco to obtain more EU support); ii) The
interests, costs and willingness of the neighbour country to cooperate on migration
control: For example, today Tunisia is against the idea of becoming Europe’s
gatekeeper, and for this reason a hypothetical adoption by the Tunisian government of a
hard migration control policy would have negative electoral costs; iii) The number of
migrants and refugees in the neighbour country willing to migrate to Europe: If a
neighbour country has to deal with millions of refugees, as it is currently the case in
Turkey, it is obvious that its bargaining power will be stronger than when there is a
much smaller number. Furthermore, currently there are more migrants waiting to reach
Italy in Libya than in Tunisia, and this may help lessen the EU/Italy dependency on
Tunisia in this respect; iv) The geographical proximity and the feasibility for irregular
migrants to reach Europe from the neighbour country: The distance between the
neighbour country and European territory is an important factor. For example,
Moroccan migrants can reach ‘Europe’ by three possible routes: the Mediterranean
route, the western Atlantic route, and via Ceuta and Melilla. By contrast, there are a
half-dozen Greek islands that are just a few kilometers from Turkish shores. Lampedusa
is only 200 km from Tunisia, but 550 km from Libya, which was one of the reasons
why migrants tried to reach it from Tunisia rather than from Libya in the first decade
and a half of 2000. However, in recent years this trend changed due to the Tunisian
cooperation, but also because of instability in Libya which leads us to the following
factor to take into account. v) The feasibility for irregular migrants to reach Europe by
other routes close to the neighbour country in question: In recent years the fact that the
central Mediterranean route (mostly from Libya), and the Eastern Mediterranean route
were ‘opened up’ has been an incentive for migrants and refugees to choose these routes
rather than the Western Mediterranean routes (from Morocco).
Second, we must evaluate the bargaining power of the neighbour country, analyzing
the importance and type of its assets and bargaining chips, as well as to determine how
these are interrelated with migration. As we have seen, these bargaining assets can be
divided into: a) territorial disputes, such as Ceuta and Melilla or the Western Sahara;392
b) natural resources, such as Libyan gas or oil or Moroccan fishing grounds; c)
392
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geostrategic role, Turkey is a key transit state for energy, but has also a key military
defense role for Europe and the western world; d) stability and moderate Islam: as we
have seen, Turkey and Tunisia as well as Morocco offer political stability and an
alternative to religious fundamentalism and a moderate interpretation of political Islam.
For this reason, in certain cases the EU prefers to prioritize security and stability in its
borderlands rather than to ask its neighbours for important political reforms that could
lead to instability; and e) democracy: the EU is very interested in having democratic
neighbours since it sees democracy as a precondition for security, stability and
flourishing economic cooperation. In this case, the EU views Tunisia’s neo-democracy
as a major opportunity to extend democracy in North Africa and as a responsibility of
the EU as a global and regional actor. Tunisia is aware of the EU’s interest and will
probably use it to obtain more financial support from the EU, but also to counteract EU
demands and pressures.
By studying all these aspects, we can, on the one hand, evaluate the bargaining
power of a neighbour country through the use of irregular migration, but we can also
understand and evaluate the reasons for its cooperation in migration control with an EU
member state and the EU.
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APPENDIX
Image 1: Toy boat with six migrants crossing the Strait of Gibraltar

Source: El País
Image 2: A cayuco with migrants bound for the Canary Islands

Source: Diarioinformacion.com
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Image 3: Perejil Island seen from the Moroccan coast

Source: http://www.panoramio.com/photo/15891733

Image 4: Spanish soldiers controlling the double fence, Melilla in 2005

Source: http://elpais.com/diario/2005/10/07/espana/1128636002_850215.html
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Image 5: No-man’s land between Melilla and Beni Enzar

Source: http://www.elimparcial.es/contenido/19629.html

Image 6: Tierra Island off the Moroccan coast

Source: El Mundo
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Image 7: Moroccan gendarmes ‘receiving’ irregular migrants from the Guardia
Civil

Source: http://www.elmundo.es/elmundo/2012/09/04/espana/1346718166.html
Image 8: Triple fence of Melilla in Spanish territory

Source: eldiario.es
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Image 9: Moroccan Forces in the Spanish jurisdiction of Melilla

Source: El Mundo: www.elmundo.es/espana/2014/03/31/533924f622601dba6e8b456e.html
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